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The GS401 is aloudspeaker
and not amonitor.

The GS401A
The GS401B is available in oiled walnut finish

Many professionals are using
it for monitoring.
These include some very famous musicians and
producers such as Elton John, Gary Walker,
Oscar Peterson and Gus Dudgeon.
Some speaker manufacturers have taken to
using the word 'monitor' indiscriminately to describe
all sorts of loudspeaker systems. We call the GS401A
and GS401B loudspeakers and not 'monitors;
because we know precisely what the word monitor
means. We do not want to use it casually when
describing our speakers.
The requirements for faithful reproduction of
music in ahome environment are different from the
qualities which many studio engineers require from
their 'monitor' speakers. For instance, many studio
engineers like an over-emphasized 'peaky' treble
response because it helps to show up any hiss which
may be on atape.
The GS401A and GS401B were designed to
meet four criteria; ( 1) They had to be small enough to
fit into an ordinary bookshelf. ( The GS401A is about
20% smaller than an AR3a). (2) They had to be able
to reproduce high acoustical levels while maintaining
very low distortion. ( 3) They had to be able to
reproduce very low frequencies without audible
distortion. ( 4) They had to give the most accurate
reproduction possible regardless of size. All of these

Gale Electronics & Design Limited

aims were not achieved without sacrificing something.
The GS401A and the GS401B are comparatively
inefficient. This is anecessary concession to the laws
of physics relating to enclosure size versus efficiency.
For best results it is essential, therefore, that an
amplifier capable of delivering at least an honest forty
watts per channel into 8ohms be used.
And now aword about quality control.It is not
enough for aspeaker manufacturer to make one
especially good pair of loudspeakers for review
purposes. It is the day to day production which
matters to the potential purchaser. Quality control
is abyword at Gale. Every crossover network is
individually checked against astandard before it is
put into aloudspeaker system. Every single driver is
individually checked and measured. Every single
completed speaker system is given aseries of rigorous
tests. Our test records over the past two years have
shown that more than one out of every three loudspeaker systems has failed to pass the final test the
first time.
All of this adds up to only one thing. The GS401A
and the GS401B are designed and built to give you
the most accurate reproduction possible. Remember,
however, that the Gale GS401A and GS401B are not
monitors; they are very accurate loudspeakers.

23 Bruton Place

London W1 X7AB
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"Only Viscous Pivot Damping with variable low effective mass
can ensure natural sound without ' listening fatigue' enabling
all cartridges to reach their ' Linear Region' of best performance, absolutely essential for perfect Stereo and Quadraphonic transcription due to the suppression of instantaneous
tracking force extremes which reduce record wear and high frequency playback distortion. Viscous silicone damping means
better tracking even of warped records, the sound having
exceptionally good definition; rich, full and clean bass with
dramatically improved solid stereo image and near pin- point
localisation".
Leaflet on request.

t

The DBX 117 and 119 are units that can
be added to any system to re- expand the
dynamic range that has been lost during
the recording process when used with
disc, cassette, open reel and FM. They
can also be used to compress signals for
various
purposes
including
recording
constant level background music.
Send for full literature

noise reduction „.....„,„......_
X units • ...gm. se..m.
The DBX 11 models 122 and 124 give
'
improvements in noise reduction of up
.to 40,04,
to 30 dB across the whole frequency
range when used with tape or cassette
14%». •
(compared with 10 dB for Dolby B).
- Itelp
They also enable afar wider dynamic range to
be recorded. DBX encoded records are now also
becoming available possessing acomplete absence of surface
noise when decoded with these units.
Send for full literature
DBX PROFESSIONAL ISO SERIES ALSO AVAILABLE

..._

eREW

Centrepoint, 20-21 Sc. Giles High Street, London WC2.
Tel: 01-240 3066/7.

•

146 Charing Cross Road, London WC2. Tel: 01-240 3064/5.

•Mail orders to:

REW House, 10-12 High Street
Colliers Wood. London SW 19. Tel: 01-540 9684/5/6.

Yamaha MS 26 Home Stereo System £349.20 including VAT at 12 1
2 %.
/
The exciting new Yamaha Music Centre brings you the full
works: asuperb AM / FM stereo tuner, apowerful amplifier, a
professional- type turntable and asplendid stereo cassette
deck.
In fact, our Centre has everything you need for great
AM FM stereo reception and record cassette pelormance.
The Tuner has an FM Stereo Indicator Lamp telling you
when the automatic switchover to stereo is engaged.
The Amplifier has aLoudness Control, and an output of
18 watts rms per channel.
The Auto Return Turntable is belt driven with our famed
double float suspension, and has only 0.08% wow and flutter.
The Arm has amagnetic cartridge and detachable headshell.
The Stereo Cassette Deck has adigital counter witn level
controls and meters for each channel and Auto Stop at the end
of the cassette. It also has aswitch for chrome and ordinary
cassettes. And you can record straight from the turntable or
the radio.

0 YAMAHA

Each component in the Centre is made with the same
attention to detail, with the same care for accuracy by the same
Yamaha craftsmen. And now they're all fully guaranteed for 2years.
If you want to turn the Yamaha Music Centre into a
complete Home Stereo System we add our fabulous NS 430
speakers.
Of course, you can buy the Music Centre by itself for £ 299.72
including VAT. But you'd have to pay alot more than £49.48 to find
speakers as good as ours. And our speakers have been
designed to work perfectly with the Centre.
After all, only aYamaha can compare with aYamaha.
TO Natural Sound Systems Ltd. Strathcona Road, North Wembley,
Middx HA9 SQL 01-904 0141
Please send me, without obligation, the FREE 32 page full
colour Yamaha catalogue.
Name
Address

MAKERS OF FINE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS SINCE 1887
HFN/7
5

AIWA
A D1300 Control Amplifier
AD1600 Control Amplifier
A D1800 Control Amplifier
AD6500 Control Amplifier
AX7500 Amplifier
AF5080 Music Centre
AF3060 Music Centre

£131 00
£180.00
£202 00
£189 00
£170 00
£250.00
£191 00

CELEF AUDIO
Domestic Speakers ( pair)
Milro Speakers ( pair) ..
Mini Speakers ( pair) ..
Monitor Speakers ( pair)
Mini Pro Speakers ( pair)
Studio Speakers ( pair) ..

£80 00
£85 00
£90 00
£130 00
£165 00
£360.00

CHARTWELL
LS 3/5a Speakers ( pair) ..
PM200 Speakers ( pair) ..
PM400 Speakers ( pair) ..

£62 50
£74 50
£128 50

IMF
Compact II Speakers ( pair)
Super Compact Speakers ( pair)
Studio ALS40 Speakers ( pair) ..
Studio TLS5011 Speakers ( pair)
Monitor TLS80 Speakers ( pair)
Ret Standard Pro Speakers ( pair)

£69 50
£103 00
£214.00
£248-00
£355-00
£635-00

LECSON
AP1 Pre- control Amplifier
A P3 Amplifier ..

£109-50
£165-00

FOR

FILME

DISCOUNTS
Cambridge, Celestion, Ferrograph,
J.V.C., Leak, Pioneer, Sansui,
Transcriptors, Wharfedale

ALSO FOR
Acos, Armstrong, B & W. Bose, Dual,
K.E.F., K.L.H., Mayvvare, Nakamichi,
Neal, Rogers, S.M.E., Tandberg,
Teac, Trio

VISIT OUR NEW SPEAKER
SHOWROOM - OPEN NOW
Now you can sit back in complete comfort

LINN-SONDEK
LP12 Plinth and Cover ..
LP12 with SME Fixed Arm
LP12 with GRACC Arm 4

£110.50
£156.00

and audition 30 pairs of top- line speakers.

£160.0

Our facilities include a comparator control

£96.00
£120.00
£80-00
£88-00
£72-00

amps., 4 selected cartridges and 4 auxiliary

linked to the 30 pairs of speakers, 4 remote

SUGDEN
A21 Amplifier
A48 Amplifier
R21 Tuner ..
R51 Tuner ..
C51 Power Amplifier
SPENDOR
BC/I Speakers ( pair)
BS/II Speakers ( pair)
BC/III Speakers ( pair)

£191 40
£205 20
£396 80

MONITOR AUDIO
MA1 Speakers ( pair)
MA3 Speakers ( pair)
MA4 Speakers ( pair)

£250 00
£324.00
£158.00

MAIL ORDER
FREE DELIVERY
BY SECURICOR
ANYWHERE IN
THE U.K.
H.P. ARRANGED

tape decks.

The choice we have is the

result of careful selection based on sound
quality and price.

Ring Tim Francis for an

audition appointment.

Ali PRICES ON
APPLICATION

11111111

PHONE US FOR OUR
QUOTE

You won't hear a

better selection anywhere.

1111111

MAS Speakers ( pair)
MA7 Speakers ( pair)

£120 00
£74 50

QUAD
33— Power Amplifier
303— Power Amplifier
405— Power Amplifier
FM3—Tuner
ELEC Speakers ( pair)

£78
£85
£126
£85
£276

00
90
50
00
00

£ 320
£ 280
£ 220
£ 208
£ 188

00
00
00
00
00

2.155
£134
£283
£407

96
36
96
16

TANNOY
ARDEN Speakers ( pair)
BERKELEY Speakers ( pair)
CHEVIOT Speakers ( pair)
DEVON Speakers ( pair)
EATON Speakers ( pair)

.
.
•
.
•

TECHNICS
SU3500 Amplifier
ST3500 Tuner ..
SU9600 Power Amplifier
5E9600 Pre Amplifier ..
PLUS NEW MODELS
RS263 Control Amplifier
RS273 Control Amplifier
RS610 Control Amplifier
RS671 Control Amplifier
RS676 Control Amplifier
SA5150 Receiver ..
SA5250 Receiver ..
SA5350 Receiver ..
SL20 Turntable ..
SL23 Turntable ..
SL1500 Turntable ..
SL120 Turntable ..
SL1300 Turntable ..
SL110 Turntable ..

£88 76
£135 00
£99 00
£175 95
£223 96
£111 96
£135.96
£167 96
£51 96
£68 70
£95 96
£115 96
£143 16
£449 56

YAMAHA
CA400 Amplifier ..
CA600 Amplifier ..
CA800 Amplifier ..
CA1000 Amplifier
CT400 Tuner
CT600 Tuner
CT800 Tuner
CT7000 Tuner
CR400 Receiver • •
CR450 Receiver . •
CR600 Receiver • .
CR800 Receiver ..
CR1000 Receiver ..

£110
£159
£204
£292
£97
£132
£177
£444
£141
£168
£204
£266
£399

40
20
00
80
60
80
60
00
60
00
00
40
20

VAT NOT INCLUDED
ACCESS & BARCLAY
CARDS WELCOME
PHONE YOUR ORDER
GENEROUS
PART EXCHANGE

WE WILL MATCH ANY
LONDON PRICE

Radford HiFi Limited, 52/54 G oucester Road, Bristol. BS7 8BH
Tel: ( 0272) 422709/44593 Telex: 449315

"

After all, natural sound is what it's all about. If you're
in the market for new speakers, consider IWO things—
what the technical press say and what your ears say.
The technical press say Monitor Audio speakers are
terrific, so try out your ears on apair, after all, natural
sound is what it's all about.

CHOICEST. . . EQUIPMENT. . . . BEST . . . . SERVICE

KLh
Another KJ fr. Our Wigmore
Street brand is the on yshop in
Europe where you can see and
hear the fabulous KLH 4
electrostatic speaker. This
impressive beast stands nearly
six feet tall but ts of elegant
appearance and is used es a
reference by many Wades
manufacturers in the USA as being
about the closest any transducer
can get to the original sound.

arcs-id_
At our Wigmore Street branch you can now see and hear the
fabulous new Definition Series which is camprned of the
CA 3000 pre amp.. the BA 5000.power amp. ( 300 watts rms
per channel) and BA 3000 powei amp.4170 watts rms per
channel) Wigmore Street will al,r, carry the Prodessional
Series including the TU 9900 Tuner anti niatching integrated
high power amplifiers. •

`ifts

LUX CORPORATION
frnmi the mighty M6(100 amplifiel which ceubed quite astir
when it first appeared last Autumn to the modestly priced

L30 you have arange of electronics which is superbly
engineered and finished. A selection of the Lux range of
products can be seen and heard at Wigmore Street and is
strongly recommended.

JECKLIN FLOAT

AP

After along period of painstaking research IMF have now
introduced aformidable range tit loudspeakers culminating
in the Professional Monitor Mk IV - one of the finest state of
the art' : ransducers available anywhere. Each .1 the models has
an inherent musical quality which is most satisfying over long
periods of listening

41
:é .
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The ever
popular
loudspeaker
range from AR is further
enhanced with three new
exciting models.the AR16
AR14 and AR12.
All three are the result of an
extensive research programme and are adeparture from
what has become popularly known as the AR'sc!und.
Also new is arevised version of the highly succe.sful AR7.
now renamed AR7x and employing anewly designed black
foam grille and new tweeter. Any of our branches will be
pleased to arrange ademonstration.

yi

A real departure from
the conventional headphone.
In fact it is more accurate to
call them ear speakers'as the
capsules deliver sound to
the ears in much the
same way as
loudspeakers. The
'sound stage'appears
in front of you unlike
'phones where it appears
located in the middle of your head - amost unnatural effect..
The Jecklin Float aroused quite astir at the recent Hi Fi 76
exhibition and if you missed it then please call in at any of
our branches and ask for ademonst rat ion.we think you'll
be very impressed.

LenTé%
are proud to announ" eour

appointment as sole London
agents for this most significant
monitor class loucl,p.laker.
The performance will be sure to
satisfy even the most discerning
listener. Four unit system with
transmission line bass loading.
Tall.slim and elegant he Lentek
created amost fav!outble
impression at the recent Hi Fi 76
exhibition. Available at both our

_

Pr RI 0
Trio really have broken the prit .
ebarrier with the new KA3300
amplifier and KT3300 matching tunet. A genuine 30 watts per
channel for just 1..84.01) and atuner w:th a1.9 uV input
sensitivity for the same price.

Wigmore Street arcl Watford

MONITOR
AUDIO

NEW MODEL
KI . 1w il,, iii. If,', ,. uthe opportunity to see and hear the
super new MA3 51k II areally significant improvement indeed
over the original model. The changes are wide ranging and
include the introduction of anew tweeter and mid range unit
as well as a
revised,
ros ,,over
_

zM
Audiomaster

LS3/11 MONITOR

At last after aperiod of unavailability the LS3, 5A is
here again. Designed by the BBC and made under
licence from them by Audiornaster. the LS3 SA conforms in
every way to the most stringent specification laid
down by the BBC. If you haven't yet heard them
pay one of our branches aOsit and yootill soon realise
why so many superlatives have come their way.

SYSTEMS

Visit our Wigmtne St, e-A ot Watford
showrooms and hear tl-e ', it's! inipressave
range of BGW amplifiers and the new
202 pre-amplifiet. Very powerful.superbly
handmade equipment of the highest
quality suitable to drive into the most
difficult loads. On permar.cnt
demonstration at both branches.

Nakamichi have now made available their incredible
engineering technique at amuch lower price than previously by
the introduction of the model 600, asignificant new two head

cassette deck with the legendary Nakamichi performance which
now rivals the high quality open reel machines.

AR. AIWA. AKAI. AMCRON. ARMSTRONG. AUDIOMASTER, BGW. CELEE CELESTION. DUAL. ERA. FERROGRAPH. GALE. GARRARD. GOODMANS,
HARMAN KARDON. IMF. JBL. KEF. LENTEK. LUX. MARANTZ. MONITOR AUDIO. NAD. NAKAMICHI. PIONEER. QUAD. RADFORD. REVOX.
ROTEL. SANSUI. SOUNDCRAFTSMAN. SONY. SPENDOR. STANTON. Si.N\ VANDBERG. TEAC. TECH \ ICS. TELETON. TRIO. UHER,YAMAHA.
11%

KJ LEI SURE 0 \ D

Opening Hours Monday - Saturday 9.30 am - 5.30 pm

LONDON W.I. - 48, Wigmore Street
WATFORD - 101, St. Albans Road

Tel: 01486 8263
Tel: Watford 45250

Thursday late night until 8pm

HARROW - 27, Springfield Road
UXBRIDGE - 278, High Street

Tel: 01-863 8690
Tel: Uxbridge 33474

. . . PLUS . . . . NEW. . . . LOWER. .. . VAT. . . PRICES.
AMPLIFIERS ( P & P (2-75)
Cambridge
P60 .
Eagle
AA2
AA4
Pioneer
SA5300
SA6300
SA7300
SA7500
SA8500 ..
SA9500 ..
SA9900 ..
EXC C3/M3
Rotel
RA3I2
RA4I2
RA6I2
Sansui
AU2200
AU4400
Teleton
GA203
Trio
KAI200
KA3300
TUNERS ( P & P (2-75)
Cambridge
T55
Celestion
Telefi
Eagle
AA8
Pioneer
TX5300
TX7500
TX9500
Rotel
RT224
RT324
RT624
Sansui
TU4400
Teleton
GT203
Trio
KT3300

£125 95
(34-95
. £46 95
• . £53 50
•
£71 50
£102 50
(153-40
(189-90
(256-00
£379 00
(1,728-00
(63-50
•
E77 50
• • £ 105 00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
E56 50
• £62 00
• • (84-00

••
.•
••
••

RECEIVERS ( P & P (2-75)
Akai
AA1020 . .
Goodman:
Mod. 90 ..
1-20
150 .
Pioneer
SX434
SX535
SX636
SX737
SX838
SX939
SX1010
Rotel
RXI52
RX202
RX402
RX602
RX802
RX7707
Sansui
331
90/90
Trio
KR2400

£112 50
E22 95
£4995
E62 95
(119-90
£165 00
£47 65
£71 95
£105 00
P.O.A.
E52 50
£84 00
£118 SO
£116-50
£133 95
(179-90
£94 50
£124 50
£142 50
(171-00
(218-00
(269-00
(283-00
£87 SO
(96-95
£135 95
(142-00
(181-90
£189 95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES ( P & P ( 1-95)
Era
Mk 6/SME 3009 P & C £84 95
Ga
d
SP25 Mk IV/M75-65
Mod. . £31 50
865B/2/M75-6S Med. £55 SO
Zero 100513/M93E
Mod. .
f61 65
125513/M75-6S Mod. £43 00
Philips
GA2I2 ( less cart.)
E62 9S
GA212•GP400
. £67 95
GA212/Stanton 500EE£80 95
Pioneer
PL I2D/P & C
£42 95
PLI5R
Rotel
RPI500 P & C/Arm £64•50
RP3000 P & C/Arm £ 105 00
RP3000 P & Cfless
Arm .. . £87 SO
RP3000/SME 3009 £ 122 95
Sansui
SR2I2P P & C
P.O.A.
SR7I7 P & C
P.O.A.
SR525 P & C
P.O.A.
Thorens
TDI25 Mk II Ch... £86 50
TDI60C
£73 90
TD160BC ( no arm) £60 50
TD160BC/SME 3009 £97-95
Trio
KPI022 with Cart. £ 56 00
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
(Price in pairs P & P (3-75)
Celestion
County ..
Ditton Il ..
Ditton 15 ..
Ditton 44 ..
Ditton 33 ..

SEND BY MAII, adding any relcsani postage and
packing charges and enclosing cash
with order or simply quote your
Access or Barclaycard number.
Post to: KJ Leisuresound Ltd..
Dept. HFN7. Bridle Path, Watford,
Herts. WD2 4BZ.
TELEPHONE ORDERS
can be accepted where payment is
made by Access or BarektycardSimply telephone our order desk on
WATFORD 45248

Ditton 66 ..
Minister SL
Havant SL..
Mezzo SL
Magnum SL
Achromat 100
Achromat 400
Achromat 250
KJ Budget Line Samba ..
Solent de luxe
Sonata ..
Leak
2030
2060
2075
Wharfedale
Demon 2XP
Limon 3XP
Glendale 3XP
Goodmans

P.O.A.
E43 90
£54 90
£79 50
£102 50
£66 50
£129-90
£98 90
£19 80
£31 SO
£39 90
£80 90
£129 90
£340 00
£39 50
£53 90
£74-60

CHASSIS SPEAKERS
(P & P £ 1-75 per order, or as below)
P & Peach
KEF B139
95p £ 16•90
8200
65p £8-55
B110
65p £7-35
T27 .. ..
45p £5•65
DN8 X/OVER ..
30p £2•30
DNI2 X/OVER
30p £5•85
SP1015 X/OVER
30p (4-40
SPI017 X/OVER
30p £3-95
SPEAKER KITS
(Price in pairs P & P (2.75)
Goodmans
Din 20 ..
Mezzo ..
KEF
Kit I
Kit 3 ..
Wharfedale
Limon 2 ..
Glendale 3XP
Dovedale 3 ..

£25-90
£45•50
£49-90
£89 90
£21-50
£46-90
£59-90

CASSETTE DECKS ( P & P (2-75)
Akai
CS34D
GXC39D
GXC310D
GXC710D
GXC325D
GXC740D
GXC760D
GXC75D .. • .
Goodmans
SCD100 .. • .
National
RS260 ..
RS269US
Pioneer
CT414IA
CT5I51
CTF7I71
CTF2121
CTF9I91
Rotel
RD20
Sansui
SC636 ..
SC3000 ..

£89 50
£116 90
£125 95
£161 95
£179 90
£219 90
E275 50
£161 90
£125 95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£99 00
EMI 00
£132 95
£116 50
£229 90
£139 95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TAPE RECORDERS & DECKS
(P & P
75)
Akai
I722L
4000DS Mk II
4000DB
Philips
N4308 ..

£119 65
£105-90
£150 75
£79-95

HEADPHONES ( P & P 65p)
AKG
KI40
KI60
Eagle
5E5
5E30
Jecklin Float
Koss
K6 .
HVIA
PRO4AA
Phase 2 ..
Pioneer
5E205 ..
5E305 ..
5E700 ..
PWB
M/Coil
Electrostatic
Sennheiser
HD4I4
HD424
Stax
SR40/SRD4
SR5/SRD6
SRX3/SRD7
Wharfedale
Iso-Dyn.
Yamaha
HPI
HP2

£14-00
£17-95
E4-40
£8-95
£175-00
£11 65
£22 30
£26 50
£34-40
£9 95
(13 95
£34 60
El7 95
£46 95
£14 50
£20 75
£47•50
£68-95
£129-50
£19-95
£2695
£22-50

PRICES all prices quoted in this advertisement are based on the KJ Budget
Plan and include VAT. Obviously
4 star purchase plan prices reflect
the extra services included and
customers are asked to enquire at
their nearest branch for further
details. Prices were correct at date
of going to press ( 30/6/76 , Special
offers are subject to being unsold.

************************
*
*
*
SPECIAL MONEY SAVERS *
*
Akai VT 110/VC 115 Video Recorder/Camera
ir
4(
4(
ir
ir

-e(
ir
ir
ir
ir
4(
'K
4(
ir

-e
ir
ir
ir
ir
ir
ir
ir
ir
ir

and accessories .. .. .. .. ..
BASF 8200 Cassette Deck .. .. ..
Cambridge P50 Mk Il Amplifier .. ..
Dual C901 Cassette Deck .. .. ..
Dual 1229/DM103 Shure cartridge and P & C..
Dual 1229 Plinth and Cover .. .. ..
Goodmans Module 80 Receiver .. ..
Harman Kardon HK1000 Cassette Deck ..
Harman Kardon Citation 12 Power Amplifier
Harman Kardon 930 Receiver
JMR 130 Speakers ( pair) .. ..
JMR 2008 Speakers ( pair) .. ..
Monitor Audio MA3 Speakers ( pair) ..
Nakamichi 700 Cassette Deck .. ..
Philips RH427 Speakers ( pair) ....
Radford Monitor 180 Speakers ( pair) ..
Sansui 551 Receiver
.. .. ..
Sansui SC636 Cassette Deck ..
Sansui SC737 Cassette Deck ..
Sansui SR717 Turntable ..
Sony
Sony
Sony
Sony

TA1150
ST5150
TA1130
ST5130

Amplifier ..
Tuner ..
Amplifier ..
Tuner .,

Sony STR7015 Receiver ..
Teac A140 Cassette Deck
Teac AG6500 Receiver ....
Uher A124 Mixer .. .. ..

..

..

Videosonic PD2 Dolby ' B' Unit .. ..
Videosonic PD2B Dolby ' B' Unit ( Battery) ..
Videosonic PD4 Dolby ' B' Unit ....
Yamaha MC40 Compact Unit .. .. ..

£695.00
£139.95
£89.90
£159.90
£98.90
£89.90
£169.00
£149-90
£125.95
£169.00
£152.00
£269.00
£256.60
£399.90
£99.00
£269.90
£103.50
£103.50
£116.90
£143.00
£106.65
£106.65
£166.50
£166.50
£94.50
£59.95
£169.00
£62.90
£44.95
£44.95
£69•95
£109.00

ir
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ir
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MO OFF ANY RECEIVER
e
When you buy a system including a receiver ( normal
4(

Carriage and Insurance £2.75 per item

4(
ir

selling price must be ( 100 or over), turntable with
cartridge or cassette deck plus a pair of speakers you
can have afurther CIO off our selling price for the receiver.
LIMITED PERIOD ONLY

4(

ir

ir

************************
THE NEW KJ 4 STAR PURCHASE PLAN
* Extended parts and labour
service guarantees:
3years on Amplifiers.Tuners
and Receivers.
2years on Turntables.
Cassette decks and Tape
equipment.
5years on Speaker systems.
* 7day exchange on purchase
of major hi-fi equipment.

* Part exchange guarantee KJ will take back any major
equipment previously
purchased from us provided
you repurchase under the
4star plan.
* Free insurance against
all risks on equipment bought
from us for aperiod of one year
following purchase

THE KJ BUDGET PLAN

Alternatively, for customers wanting to keep their initial
investment as low as possible KJ offer very keen prices with a
minimum 12 months parts and labour guarantee (longer if
specified by the manufacturer).
TOP TAPE AT KJ

CATALOGUE

Cassettes and tapes at London's
keenest prices are available from
Top Tape counters at all KJ
branches. See the separate Top Tape
advertisement in this magazine.

The ne, 24- page KJ catalogue is
now published each month.
Packed full with information,
special offers and a monthly
newsletter to keep you up to date
with new products. You can get a
copy from any of our branches or
if you are unable to call send for a
copy enclosing 10p for postage to
KJ Leisuresound Ltd., Bridle Path,
Watford, Hens WD2 4BZ or it's
FREE with orders.

BARCL AYCARD

EXPORT can be arranged but prices in this
advertisement do not apply to
orders from outside the U.K.
Pl...ase write for quotation.

CREDIT TERMS -

low deposit instalment credit with
easy repayment terms can be
arranged on the U.K. mainland
only.
9

Exciting Announcement
from

J

EFIJFJHEIER

See next
month's issue

HAYDEN

Hayden Laboratories Limited
Hayden House, Churchfield Road,
Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks. SL9 9EW
Tel: Gerrards Cross ( 028 13) 88447
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NEAL Tandberci Pioneer KEF
Superb professional NEAL
102 Mk 2 cassette recorder
£219-00.
NEAL 101 Resolver £ 17.95 for surround
sound effects. NEAL 103
Professional.
On special
offer for limited period.

For the perfectionist.

Quality equipment at most competitive prices.
TR2075 75 wich
TCD3 10 Dual capstan
TRI055 55 with .3341X, 3441X, 3541X
TRI040P 40 w;ch
1641 XD Dolby, open ree
machines.

SX1010
9E838
SX737
SX939
SX636
5)(535

£269.00
£211 50
£ 165 00
£258 00
£ 139 00
£ 121 00

TOP
RECOMMENDED
SYSTEMS
PIONEER SX434 SYSTEM

ROTEL RX402 SYSTEM

Comprises
Pioneer
SX434
Receiver,
Pioneer PL12D Deck with Shure M75E.1
Cartridge and pair of KEF Chorale
Speakers.
OUR PRICE

Comprises Recel RX402 Receiver, Rotel
RP 1500 Deck with Shure M75ED Cartridge and pair of KEF Cadenza Speakers.

£220

OUR PRICE

£285

SX434 £94-50
CTF2 121 £ 113 50
CT5151 £ 108 50
PLI2D £42 50
PL I5R £50.00
CT4141 £95.50

This top quality
rangeoflow colouration
speakers
available
from
stock.

C Series. Chorale
Cadenza, Concerto
Coda,
Cantor.
Reference series
104 and the new
103. New Correlli
available now.

Tannoy
New range of leading British high
power loudspeakers in Teak, Walnut
or Ash.
Arden, Berkeley, Cheviot, Devon and
Eaton.

Quad

The best of British engineering.
33/303 amplifier FM3
tuner.
Electrostatic loudspeaker. Phone or call for
quotes.
New 405 Power
Amplifier available from stock

SANSUI 331 SYSTEM
AKAI 1020 SYSTEM
Comprises Akai 1020 Receiver, Pioneer PL 12D Deck with Shure M75E1
Cartridge and pair or KEF Chorale
Speakers.

DCW

Unbeatable value and performance.
DM2A. DM4,
05. DM70 available in various finishes. Contact us
for latest prices. Available
on special offer this month
New DM6 available now.

Revox

Real professional quality. Latest
Mk 4 Series A77, A76 tuner,
A78 amplifier and the superlative A700 Series in stock with
substantial discounts.

OUR PRICE

£248

OUR PRICE

£230

The Spendor BC IMonitor loudspeaker with
the BBC pedigree from £ 195.75 per pair.
Available in Teak, Walnut or Rosewood.
Stands available.
The superb BC3 on
demonstration.

Hitachi

Most comprehensive range of quality music centres
being introduced by Hitachi, which we consider
to be the best and outstanding value.
SDT2370 £ 151.00
SDT2660 £212.00
SDT2480 £ 187.50
SnT2.690/Dolby£275.00

Leak
2000
2001
2200

£ 124 00
£89 SO
£92.00

INCREDIBLE
LOW PRICES
£50.50
£79.50
£123.50

2020 ..
2030..
2060..

San3ui Ro tI

Exciting

SENSATIONALLY
REDUCED PRICES
331 .. £94.00 AU3900.
£84-00
551 .. £123.00 9090 .. £350-00
661 .. £ 157.50 5R2 12P £51-00
TU3900 £ 39.00 SC636 .. £99.90

Spendor

Comprises Sansui 331 Receiver,
Sansui SR2 I2P Deck with Shure
M75E.I Cartridge and pair of
KEF Chortle Speakers.

range

of

Akai

Top recommended range of receivers and
decks.
AA1020
£125.00
GXC39D ..
AA 1030 £ 136.00
GXC310D •
AAI050 £ 187.00
CS34D..
AP003 .. £85.00
GXC325D

Armstrong
621 Amplifier, 623 and 624 Tuners, 625 and 626
Receivers available from stock at competitive prices.

amps,
tuners,
receivers cassette deck
and turntable packages.

RA3I2
RA4I2
RA612
RT224
RT324

.

£53 00
£66-00
£88.00
£45.00
£59 90

RT624
RD20
RX402
RX102
RX602

..
..
..
.

£88 00
£ 136-00
£ 105 00
£57 00
£ 142 50

Chartwell

The BBC design L53/5A Loudspeaker on demonstration. The Monitor PM200 and PM400available.

All prices include VAT at 14%
EXPORT •QUOTATIONS • TECHNICAL ADVICE FOR PERSONAL CALLERS.

131 The Parade, High St., Watford WDI INA

cassette

£ 112.00
£ 126.00
£ 92.50
£ 187.00

Tel: Watford 34644

YOU GET A
GOOD DEAL AT
HAMPSTEAD III FI!
Visit our nem shom rooms for expert advice and take time
listen to equipment from our carefully selected range
Hi Fi components. We have spent considerable effort
choosing for you the products which we feel come closest
achieving musical realism.

to
of
in
to

At 63 Hampstead High Street we have now amalgamated
our Hi Fi, Records, Accessories, Professional Studio Equipment, Export and Mail Order Departments all under one
roof and now we can introduce our two-tier price structure
on Hi Fi Equipment:
1. Installed Price- the complete Rolls Royce service-consultation, demonstration, installation and free service for
two years parts and labour with the exception of Tape
Equipment ( free service parts and labour 1year). All inclusive in the price within, approximately 1hours journey from
Hampstead.
2. Economy Price- for the customer who prefers to install
his own equipment after consultation and demonstration,
with 1years service free parts and labour. ( Substantial cash
saving is available for the Do-it-yourself enthusiast on a
large range of products.)
24- HOUR EXPORT SERVICE. L.O.C.
CREDIT CARDS
HAMPSTEAD

HIGH

I.M.O.
NOW ON DEMONSTRATION THE EXCITING NEW EXACT ACOUSTICS LOUDSPEAKER

FIDELITY

FROM 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE WE RECOMMEND AND ARE MAIN AGENTS

FOR:- QUAD • LINN SONDEK • LECSON • EXACT ACOUSTICS
GALE • NAKAMICHI • S.M.E • KEITH MONKS • CELEF • REVOX
SUPEX • MICRO ACOUSTICS • ARMSTRONG • A.D.C. • SHURE
K.E.F.• MONITOR • DUAL • SONY • KENSONIC ACCUPHASE • GRACE
YAMAHA •TECHNICS • AIWA • MAXELL • BASF • FUJI • THORENS

63 Hampstead High Street,
London N.W.3.
100 yards Hampstead Tube Station
(Northern Line).
01-435 0999/6377. 9.30-6 p.m. weekdays; 9.30-5.30 p.m. Sats.

F
VALUE
Ina1,;SSEITES
with
&TAPE

L

SPECIAL OFFER
MA
XELL UDXL 290 [ 1.25 each
OFFER ENDS JULY 1976

BRAND

ADD N STAC
Interlockung storage
' system. Holds 8Cassettes
2for C1.00 ( inc. VAT)

BASF LH
I BASF SSM

EXECUTIVE CASSETTE CASE Black
simulated leather brief case. Moulded

BASF CrO,

,iiterior

to hold 30
issettes with library
¡uses f199 , ric VAT)

Memoresc

REEL TO REEL
Mem. CrO,
BRAND

I

Mema 7" 1800'
7" 2400'
BASF LH
r
LP
7"
BASF LH
5"
DP
51"

210
164
2.00
2.40
315
140
3.15
r 3-98
BASF LH
5
3-15
TP
51" 3-98
r 5-10
BASF
5"
2.18
Super LH 5j." 2.60
LP
T'
310
BASF
5"
2.86
Super LH 5¡" 4.05
DP
7"
5-00
TDK Adua 7"
3-00

sr

10

20

21.50
25 40
19.50
23 50
31 00
23 50
31 00
39 30
31 00
39 30
SO 00
21 30
25 SO
36 50
28 00
40 00
49 50
29 SO

42.70
50-00
38.00
46.00
61.00
46.00
61.00
77 60
61 00
77.60
98.00
41.60
50-00
72.00
55 00
79 00
98.00
58 00

TDK DYN.

TDK Super

TDK ED

TDK CrO.,
TDK Super
Avilyn
New BASF
Ferrichrome

60
90
120
60
90
120
60
90
120
45
60
90
120
45
60
90
45
60
90
120
180
45
60
90
120
45
60
90
60
90
60
90
60
90

0.45
0.65
0.85
0.69
0-89
1-24
I02
1-27
1-66
0-54
0-62
0-88
1-17
0-69
0.84
1.16
0.49
0.54
0.75
0.99
2-60
0-59
0.75
0.90
1.38
0.81
0-95
I - 49
I-05
1-49
1-05
1.46
I - 50

10

20

4-45
6.35
8.35
6.80
8.70
12-00
10-00
12.50
16.30
5.20
6-10
8.10
11.25
6-75
8.30
11.50
4-80
5-30
7.35
9-70
25.00
5-75
7.35
8-90
13-50
8-00
9.40
14-80
10-40
14-80
10-40
14.40
14-50

8.80
12.50
16-50
13.40
17-00
23.50
19.50
24-50
32.00
10.00
11-00
16-00
22-00
13-40
16-50
22.80
9.50
10-50
14.50
19-20
47-00
15-30
14-50
17-60
26-30
15-80
18-60
29-40
20-60
29-40
20-60
28-50
28.00

All orders 35p P/P inc VAT at 13,

11,111\3

BARTLETTS TV Er RADIO SERVICE
(Dept HEN7) 175 ..177 HOLLOWAY RO
LONDON 57 8JB. TEl 01-607 2296

1

1113111

CALLERS WE
Just aselection from our wide
range. Ask for full listing.
Prices are subject to
change without notice.

We made our name with our exclusive Induced
Magnet system which means all our cartridges achieve
asignificantly lower stylus mass and give superb
definition.
We also select our diamonds very carefully so each
stylus does its job perfectly.
You'll find the ADC Q Series is an
inexpensive way to gain all the advantages
of ADC.

3009+SL120
This turntable offers the mechanical excellence
of the SL110 in amore compact form.
Ideally suited to our precision pick-up arms,
its use is detailed in information sheet No. 15,
acopy of which will be sent to you on request.

1111

Write to Dept 0338• SME Limited • Steyning • Sussex • England

ij

a

The best pick-up arm in the world
13

MIND CENTH
HI -FI ( Équipment) LTD.

EXPRESS MAIL ORDER
(4 lines) 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
01-802 4131
Monday-Saturday
Phone in your order with Barclaycard or
Access card number.
Or just write in to:

105 LAWRENCE ROAD, LONDON, N15 4ES

HOLBORN
115 Kingsway, VVC2
01-405 0446

WATFORD
94 The Parade
Watford 26602

HOLLOWAY
61 Seven Sisters Road. N17
01-272 7901

WOOD GREEN
8 Turnpike Parade. NI5
Turnpike Lane Udg. 01-888 4373

MOORGATE
48 London Wall, EC2
01-628 0537

FINCH LEY
857 High Road, Finchley, NI 2
01-445 3319

PECKHAM
152 Rye Lane, Peckham. SEI5
01-639 2205

BARNET
4 Hadley Parade. Barnet
01-449 8278

ALSO MARBLE ARCH CAMERA & HI- F1 DISCOUNT CENTRE, 38 Edgware Road W2.

01-7233071

DISCOUNT PRICES INCLUDING VAT. These are the prices you pay. Carriage
and insurance by post or B.R.S. ( mainland only) is shown at the end of each group.

We endeavour to keep our list up to date but due to the lapse of time between pre
paration and publication of the advertisement we reserve the right to amend our
prices without notice. E. & 0.E.

AMPLIFIERS
JVC JAS 8 SEA .. £204.69
JAS 310
£83.75
Leak 2200 .. £ 115-00
Nikko TRM 210 £57.65
TRM 230 .. £68.06
TRM 500 .. £97.31
TRM 600 .. £ 116.44
TRM 800 .. £ 160.31
Rotel RA 412 .. £71.95
RA 612 .. £97.40
RA 812 .. £ 126.18
Carriage & Insurance £ 2.00.

£13 22
Koss K6 ..
£15.20
K6LC
£17.15
K07278
£29.80
PRO 4AA
£11.80
K711 ..
£22.25
K0747
£55.70
ESP6
£96.30
ESP9
£23 65
HVI
£25.00
HVIA
£28.35
HVILC
£32.50
PRO5LC
£27.40
PRO6LCQ
£46 35
K2+2..
SQ
£42.20
£39 65
K07470
£39 65
Phase 2
Wharfedale ' sodynamic .. £21 37
Stax SR/5 SRD6.. £75 94
Sennheisser HD4I 4 £ 16 30
HD424 .. £23 62
Yamaha HPI
¿29-00
HP2 .. £24 00
Post & Insurance 75p.

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
Goodmans 1-10 £ 145.00
1-20
£ 145.00
Module 90 .. £ 127.95
JVC VR 5525 .. £206-25
VR 5505 .. £ 118-13
Leak 2000 .. £ 147-50
Nikko STA 5050
(5010) .. £ 125.72
STA 7070 .. £ 147.37
STA 8080 .. £ 169.03
Roce) RX 202 .. £86.95
RX 402 .. £ 118.81
RX 602 .. £ 155-63
RX 802 .. £200.75
Carriage & Insurance £ 2-00.
TUNERS
JVC JTV 6 .. £ 138-34
JTV 310
£89.88
Leak 2300 . £90 00
Nikko FAM 220.. £68.06
FAM 500 .. £86.06
Pioneer TX 5300 £60.75
Rotel RT 224 .. £51.87
RT 324 .. £66-87
RT 624 .. [96.06
RT 824 .. [ 120.42
Carriage & Insurance £ 2.00.
PICK-UP ARMS
Colton MC 101 .. £24.50
Connoisseur SAU-2 £ 15.02
Lenco GL7S .. £ 14-62
SME 3009
£43.00
3009/S2 .. £47-25
Accessories:
SME Si
£4.30
P1
£2.25
ThorensTP50 & 60 £5.25
Lenco PH7 .. £5.40
PH9 .. £5.06
Post & Insurance: Arms, 50p;
Others, 20p each.
CARTRIDGES IN
MAKERS' BOXES
Goldring G850 ..
£3.71
G800H
£4.84
G800E
£7.42
G800SE £ 11.81
G820 .. £8.55
.. £ 12.26
G820SE .. £ 17 16
G9005E .. £30 37
Empire 999 X/EX £ 10.00
999 4Q/EX .. £6.50
999 R/EX
£500
Ortcdon SLIM .. £37.00
51.150 .. £52 00
STM72 .. £ 14 50
MI5E Super .. £36.00
VMS 20E . £21 00
VMS 20S .. £ 18.00
Shure M3D
P.O.A.
M44-7
P.O.A.
M44- E
P.O.A.
M55- E
P.O.A.
M75-8 ( 75-6) ..
P.O.A.
M75-E.1
M75-ED
P.O.A.
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V15- E3
M95-ED
M95- E1
Stanton 681 EEE.. £3&25
500 EE .. £ 16.87
Post & Insurance 20p.
STYLI IN MAKERS'
BOXES
Goldring D120SR £2-8I
DI20 Std (78) .. £2.81
DI 10SR & D11011 £3-37
I10 Std (78) .. £3.37
0110E .. £709
DIIOSE £ 11.92
0130
£3.43
13130E .. £7.14
DI3OSE .. £ 10-97
Ortofon MISE .. £21.00
VMS 20E .. £ 16.00
VMS 20S .. £ 12.50
Shure N3D • •
P.O.A.
N44-7 .. • •
P.O.A.
N44- E
"
P.O.A.
N55-E
P.O.A.
M75-8(75-6)
P.O.A.
N75- E.1
P.O.A.
N75- ED
P.O.A.
N95-ED
P.O.A.
N95-E.1 • •
P.O.A.
N95-3 .. • •
P.O.A.
VN35-E • •
P.O.A.
VN I5- E"
P.O.A.
VN78 (78) ..
P.O.A.
N44-3 (78) ..
P.O.A.
N75-3 (78)
P.O.A.
Stanton 06800 EEE £ 16-137
D5100 EE
£ 11-81
Post & Insurance 15p.
4-CHANNEL
CARTRIDGES AND
STYLI
JVC 4MD 10X .. £30-37
4MD 20X .. £ 34.87
XI
£45.56
4DT 10X & 20X £ 17.75
4DT X 1 .. £29.80
Post & Insurance 20p.
SHURE
MICROPHONES
515SA
£ 19.57
515513
£ 19.57
545 Unidyne III.. £42.20
588SA Unisphere B £28.35
58858
£28-35
Desk Stand .. £ 3.60
Post & Insurance 50p.
SPEAKERS ( Pairs)
Celestion County
£64-94
Ditton 15 .. £97-50
Ditton 33 .. £ 143.75
oDitton 44
.. £ 175-00
oDitton 25
.. £206.25
oDitton 66
.. £277.59
Goodmans
Minster SI_
.. £50.06
Havant SL
E61-82
£91.41
Mezzo 51_
°Magnum • • £115.26
°Achromat 400 £149.90
Leak 2030
£82.60
.2060 ..
£133.75
*2075 ..
£339.00
Richard Allan
Minette 11
£36-56
£41.62
Chaconne 11
£59.06
Flamenco 11
£83.53
Pavane 11
£97.31
Sardana
£156-32
*Academy
RAB ..
£52.31
*RA82
£83.53

*RA82L .. £ 100.97
Sinclair Q16 .. £ 16.50
Wharfedale Chevin £29.53
Denton 2XP £42.18
Linton 3XP £61.03
Glendale 3XP £79-88
*Dovedale SP £ 139.50
*Airedale SP .. £217.12
Carriage& Insurance: £ 3-50;
.£5.00.
SPEAKER KITS ( Pairs)
Richard Allan
*Twin
[26.15
*Triple 8 .. £39.94
Triple 12 .. £48.65
Super Triple 12 £57-31
RAB Kit .. £36 50
RA82 Kit .. £59.06
RA82L Kit .. [63-56
Tannoy HPD 295
(1e)
£141.75
HPD 315 ( 12") £ 155•53
HPD 385 ( IS") £ 185.06
Wharfedale
*Linton 2 .. £23.06
Glendale 3 .. £52.31
Dovedale 3 .. £65.81
Goodmans
*DIN 20 .. £26.50
Mezzo Twin .. £46.40
Carriage & Insurance: . L1•50
E.3.00; Tannoy HPD
£3.50.

..

TURNTABLES
Ariston RD11 [83.05
+3009.. .. [ 122-75
+3009/52 .. [ 126-25
G
d Chassis
*SP25 Mk IV .. £ 19.86
Modules with Cartridge
SP25 Mk IV .. £34-31
8658 Mk 11 .. £65.95
Zero 100SB Teak £66.94
Connoisseur
BDI Kit .. £ 13.27
BD2/SAU2 Chass. £34.31
BD2/SAU2 BC £45.48
Era Mk 6X with
Base and Cover £66-37
+SME 3009 .. £ 106-20
+SME 3009/52 £ 110.70
JVC JLA 1 .. £52.87
Leak 2001 .. £ 113.46
Lenco LI30 PC .. £49-95
L82 PC .. £58.14
184 PC .. £66.37
190 PC .. £ 106.87
Pioneer PL I
2D .. £49-50
Thorens TD160BC £65.50
TD160C £79-75
TDI25 .. £94.00
TD I66C
£70.00
TD145 .. £ 101.00
*TX25 Cover.. £ 10.75
*12.5 Base (Metro) £ 10.75
Transcriptors
Hydraulic Ref. £ 103.00
Hydraulic Ref.+
arm .. £ 125•00
Carriage & Insurance: LI - 75;
0 £1.25.
HEADPHONES
Howland West
CIS250..
CIS300..
CIS600..
CIS800..
CIS800V
CIS900..
CIS 1100 ( wafer)
CIS4000
CIS7000

£9.00
fI1.75
£10.95
£8.50
£9-50
£10.20
£16.95
£16-00
£14.85

CASSETTE DECKS
Akai CS34D £97.40
GXC39D £ 130.19
GXC39 £ 148.00
GXC310D £ 157.00
GXCSIOD £ 170-35
GXC75D £ 183-75
GXC325D
Goodmans SCD100 £ 138.95
JVC CD 1740 .. £72.00
National RS260US £50.60
RS263AUS £91.00
RS269US £82.40
Trio KX7 10 .. £ 137.50
Carriage & Insurance L2-00.
TAPE RECORDERS
Akai 400005 Mk II £ 115-00
4000DB £ 164.34
I722L £ 127-11
GX265D £265.00
Carriage & Insurance L2-50.
MISCELLANEOUS
Bib Cassette Care
Kit ( 51) .. £ 3-60
Groovekleen (50) £ 1-17
Groovekleen (42)
El.99
Groovekleen 20001 £2.94
Groovekleen (60) £ 1-86
Groovekleen-Spares
(50s) .. £0-22
(42P) .. £0.17
(42s) .. £0.26
Stylus Balance ( 32A) £ 1.44
Stylus T/Table
Clean (70) .. £0.64
Indexa Record .. £ 1.62
Cassette Winder £ 1.06
Stereo Test Cassette
(53)
£2.60
(58)
E2-38
Cassette Edit Kit
(24) .. £ 1-99
Tape Edit Kit (23) £ 1.94
Hints & Tips ( 56)
(Zero) .. £0.48
Antistatic (69) .. £0.26
Flextidies ( 0/2) £037
Cass/Recorder Care
Kit (26A) .. £2.68
Salvage Kit (29A) £0-48
Tape Head Clean
(Ref.» .. £0.81
Splicing Tape ( 33) £0.41
(76) .. £0.45

We are appointed stockists for:
ARMSTRONG,

ACOUSTIC

RESEARCH,

BOWERS & WILKINS, K.E.F., MARANTZ,
NAKAMICHI,

NEAL,

QUAD,

REVOX,

SONY, TRIO, TEAC, TANDBERG, TECHNICS, YAMAHA
Many items are in short supply. Prices and
delivery on request. Telephone: 01-802 4131

Tape Clips .. £0 10
Bib Splicer 20 ..
El - 45
Colton Cases MT8 £ 1.72
MT 10
E3-10
MT II
£2.22
MT 12 .. £0.83
Electro Duster .. £6.80
Magnalift.. .. [395
Colton Varilift £6 13
Variscale £ 1 - 42
Turntable Mat £ 196
Spirit Level .. £0.68
x 50 Magnifier £ 1.25
Gripex £0.10
Decca Sweep Arm £4.86
Record Brush.. £4 86
Goldring Lenco Clean £6.16
Fluid .. £ 1-30
Metrosound Ionizer £0.65
Groovemaster £2.70
Hi-Fi Kit 2 M52 £0.81

3 M53
£ 1.30
4 M54
£3.26
Dolby Tone Test
M48
f2 16
M8I
.
£2.16
Cass. Azimuth 163 £2.38
Phono Cartridge Kit £1.25
Stylus Balance M66
E2-80
Discmaster ( 3-67
Transcriptors
Sweep Arm .. £4.72
Stylus Brush .. £ 3.20
Belts ..
El - 13
H/Shells £203
Watts Dust Bug
El - 36
Preener .. £0.54
Dust Bug Spares £0 16
Parastat 11 .. £3.24
Parastat IV .. £2.97
1oz. Fluid .. £0-33
Post 1.5p each

YAMAHA CENTRES
115 Kingsway ( Holborn) WC2
Telephone: 01-405 0446
Full range of Yamaha on demonstration, also at
94 The Parade, Watford, Herts.
Telephone, Watford 26602

SPECIAL OFFERS ON MANY ITEMS
SONY CENTRE
857 High Road, Finchley NI2
(600 yards north of Tally Ho Corner)
Telephone: 01-445 3319
Everything from pocket radios to Colour TV and

TAPES

C45 C60 C90 CI20
Scotch:
Cr02 0.75 0.90 1.20
New HE 0.67 0.70 0.98
Classic 1.10 1.35 1.85
Maxell:
LN
0.55 0.76 1.02
UD
0.83 0.91 1.20 1-54
UDXL
1.20 1.49
Super LN
0-72 0.94 1-27
TDK D 0.56 0.65 0.90 1.15
SD
0-82 1.15 1.60
ED
0.88 1.10 1.60
SA
1- 1S 1.65
KR
1-20 1-70
BASF LH
0-56 0.76 1-04
Super
0-83 1.10 1-45
Cr02
1-10 1.39 1-8S
Sony K
0.49 0.70
HF
0.73 0.90 1.10
Cr02
1.12 1.42

FeCr ( C60) 115
Post: 10p per Cass.; 25p per
5 Cass.; 45p per 10 Cass.
REEL
Scotch Hi -Fi:
222.. .
f2 22 £2.92
223.. .. £2.42 E3 16
224.. .. E3 16 £3.99
225.. .. El 99 ES.78
BASF LP .. ¿3-00 L3-95
DP .. £4 10 (S-00
Super LP .. E3 19 £4.50
DP .. ¿500 £6.24
TDK Audua ¿3-25
Maxell ( Matt Back)
UD 35-90B
1800' £ 365
UD 35-180B 104" 3600 7.05
Post: 7", 25p per reel; 10¡ ,
6Sp per reel.

r

Sound Engineering.

AKG headphones K 140
There's aprofessional, functional look
about our K140 soft-contact headphones.
They're clean, clinical — and designed
to bring studio quality into the home of
Hi Fi listener.
The large diaphragms give anatural full
tone throughout the entire frequency range,
without any sound colouration.
They're high in quality and low in weight.
The earpieces are self-adjusting — and so is
the headband.

In short, you can wear them without looking
like arefugee from aspace mission.
AKG is awell-known name in the professional
field. Our microphones are part of the British
recording scene and are used by most of
the major broadcasting organisations in Britain
today.
Early in our career we discovered that
professionals prefer performance to frills.
Just as you'll discover that the price of
AKG performance is agreat deal less than you
think. Avaiable in 104 countries all
over the world and from your hi-fi dealer.

AKG EQUIPMENT LTD. 182/4 Camp:le Hill Road Kensington London W 87AS Telephone 01.229.3695

mmumummumilimmimumi.
HFN6

Light on the scene.
Local lighting just where
you want it with Click's
elegant, adjustable Spotlight
or snake- arm Reading Lamp.

(

iONEER

)1,1(»

°Technics

Tidy wires.
With Click you can hide all your
leads and wires inside the uprights •
with aneat, snap- in cover strip.

National
1-C1914113A
Panaso
n i
c spay%0'0 _
SONY. intiaddia....altx

Keeping it steady.
With shelves fixed firmly to

PIONEER' P02 01 ,

the wall, you eliminate floor
vibration problems.

£9.50

Finding alevel.

Click brackets are
infinitely adjustable
for height so you can
always get your
shelves level.

Bang&Olufsen

WE WILL
BEAT
ANY GENUINE
ADVERTISED
PRICE

ittlb

Shelving for hi-fi.
I
a
,We've solved the problems.
a.
.. :
_
g. Post this ad. with your name and add f
ress

M Lowmoor Rd, Kirkby in Ashfield, Notts, NG17 7LH
immmaammeammilammummzummumium

AND STYLI
FROM

#PJ\iEe

or

II es'a10 -page leaflet to Click Shelving Ltd.

CARTRIDGES

ON CONTINUOUS
DEMONSTRATION

e

Mahone

Technics

p
RicEs'"

SA5150
2x 17 Watts R MS.

TURNTABLES
FULL RANGE IN STOCK
CASSETTE DECKS
FULL RANGE IN STOCK
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
TUNERS, AMPS SPEAKERS
ALL ON CONTINUOUS
DEMONSTRATION
SE9600 & SU9600 & SB7000
NOW IN STOCK

TOSHIBA
fr_i__
Iggaearammum&\
«
.,

SB-404S

Prices include VAT, post and pocking

4CHANNEL AMPLIFIER

à --+unriar 4j0 644 Íg)
i•:_i
e

WITH BUILT-IN DECODERS
Cartridge
(incl. Stylus)

Our
Price

Rec.
Retail L

Replacement
Stylus

Our
Price E

Rec.
Retail C

Super XLM
XLM Mk II
VLM Mk II
036
032
030
K3E
K8

35.40
24.30
20-25
12-15
10.13
6.97
9.68
6-75

54-70
38.68
31-40
18-45
14.27
10-45
13-89
8-84

RZL
RXL
RVL
RQ36
RQ32
RQ30
RK3E
RK8

18.00
13.50
10-80
8.55
7.43
5-18
7.56
4-25

23-82
15-70
13-49
10-90
9-43
6-49
12-00
5-51

To:

Electro Audio Systems,
82 Sandford Avenue, Church Stretton, Salop.

Please supply by return:—

A DC Stylus/Cartridge Type

Ienclose Postal Order/Money Order/Cheque, payable to ' Electro Audio Systems' for E
Name

4x15 WATTS RMS OR 2x30
WATTS IN STEREO
DON'T
DELAY!

Quote
Your
ACCESS
or BARCLAY
Number
by Phone.
Goods will be
Despatched

M.R.P. £ 163.00

CBS PRICE:

£81.00

FIRST COME — FIRST SERVED

AUDIOVISUAL
(MAIL ORDER DIVISION, HFN5)

MAIL
ORDER
UK ONLY
CARRIAGE
on Quotation

128, ST. JOHNS PRECINCT
LIVERPOOL

Address
Use Arrx-e. leer

051 -709 0388

TAX FREE DePORT FACILMES • EASY TERMS AVAILABLE
16

CITATION:
Messrs. Milty Products Limited
PIXALL
The above product of your company has been chosen as the
top product in the Foreign Products Division by the selection
committee of the Fifth Japan Stereo Components Grand Prix.
We hereby praise you for the high honour, and hope at
the same time that you will continue to contribute
to the development of the audio world in
the future.
January 1976.
Japan Stereo Components Grand Prix
Selection Committee • Isamu Asano, Chairman.
Radio Technique Ltd.
Eilcichi lshihara, Representative Director.
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"It's like starting afresh with anew record collection!"
Too many music lovers are putting up with second—rate performances
distortion, crackly interference, sound track hiss, and tickety tack in their
r

I

I

L.P.s, and it can even happen with records that are only weeks old.
Instead of blaming your equipment, or records, try the unique Pixall
record cleaning treatment.
Pixall is the only revolutionary cleaner that penetrates right down into the
delicate serrations inside amicro-groove,holding and lifting out every
particle of dust and foreign matter, therefore leaving your record in a
scrupulously pristine clean condition.
The treatment takes less than aminute. Each Pixall cleaner has 5ft. of special
adhesive tape, sufficient to allow ten fresh cleaning surfaces to be utilised.
Inexpensive refills are available when required.
It certainly does remove dust with

4
/
1

"A highly efficient cleaner... it
really does clean the record... All parts
of the groove right down to the bottom...
glad to be able to recommend it"
B. WEBB. HI— Fl NEWS.

meticulous thoroughness to leave a
gleaming clean record surface... in
pristine condition.... can be
confidently recommended!"
J. BORWICK. AUDIO EDITOR.
THE GRAMOPHONE

!I

IMMS

o M1LTY PRODUCTS LTD. New Man>ion House,
173/191, Wellington Road South, Stockport,
Cheshire SK1 3UA. Tel: 061-480 8142/3.
Telex: 667700.

Please supply (state quantity required)
Pixall ' Off-the- Record' Cleaner , £2.97
inc. V.A.T. P&P add 19p
Pi xall' Genuine Refill @ 55p
inc. V.A.T. P&P add9O
Ienclose Cheque/P.O. value £
Ido not send postage stamps). IBlock Capitals please)

I
I
1

Name
Address

I
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Professionals have
been listening
through Tannoy
Loudspeakers for
nearly half acentury.
Isn't it time you
joined them?
By the late 192os Tannoy had designed their first
loudspeaker system. It was ahead of its time like
all the others that followed it. So much so that
in afew years Tannoy had become avirtual
synonym for natural sound reproduction.
Today many professional broadcasting
and recording studios use Tannoy as a
quality reference. Musicians hear their
playbacks through Tannoy Loudspeakers
and some of the finest recordings you buy
are monitored for quality through Tannoy
Systems. But this exceptional performance is not reserved for professionals
alone. You can own a Tannoy Loudspeaker System yourself.

ep

You have five new enclosures to choose
from, handsomely styled by one of Britain's
leading industrial designers in ash, teak or .1
oiled walnut finish and brown, blue or sand ;
panel grilles. The speakers are based on the>
dual concentric principle and feature the unique
Tannoy integrated loudspeaker system and crossover network.
The quality of your hi-fi ultimately depends on the
speakers. It must make sense to do as the professionals do.
Write to us for the name of your nearest Tannoy dealer.
Tammy Products Limited Canterbury Grove West Norwood,
London SE27 oPW Telephone ot-670 1131
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The name
__L
R
says it all

Phonogram Studio London

•

' audio

cuts the cost of hi-fi

AMSTRAD
MC20 MUSIC CENTRE
MAJ OR PRICE

I

tiMER

70.

A complete Hi Fi Complex consisting of
Garrard 51'25 Mk IV turntable, a stereo

oste

cassette
reo r ecording
recorder
,a
wit
t
IVV/rW/Fne::e::o
t
.

+ £3.00 corr. & ins

stupenaekearns. a pair of Acouscra 2500 loud

PERSONAL CALLERS VERY WELCOME
AMPLIFIERS
Carr. & Ins. L.1.10
Akai AA5210
P.O.A.
Consisting of the Amsirad 2000 Mk III ampliAkai AA5210DB
P.O.A.
fier, apair of Amstrad 2500 Loudspeakers and
Amstrad 2000 Mk III
eteso
aG
d SP25 Mk IV fitted with Goldring
Amstrad 4000 Mk II £32-40
G800 magnetic cartridge, mounted in plinth
Amstrad 8000 Mk Ill £26.75
and cover. All leads included. Ready to play.
Leak 2200 .
P.O.A.
On permanent demonstration.
Pioneer SA5300 ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer SA6300 ..
P.O.A.
MAJOR PRICE
£61.60
Sansui 2200
Choice of Deck or
Sansui 4400
Speakers may be
Sinclair 805 .. £3130
changed on application
Sinclair 4000 .. £50.40
TUNERS Carr. & Ins. £ 1.10
Akai AT580
Amstrad 3000 Mk 11
AM/FM
Dieso
Eagle TS152 .. £3600
Leak 2300 ..
P.O.A.
Consisting of the Amstrad 5000 tuner amplifier, plus a pair of
Pioneer TX5300
P.O.A.
Amstrad 2500 loudspeakers and a G
d SP25 Mk IV turnRotel RT224
P.O.A.
table fitted with aGoldring G800 magnetic cartridge mounted
Sansui 4400
£86.48
in plinth and cover. All leads included. Ready to play. On
Sinclair 4000 .. £40.50
permanent demonstration.
TUNER/AMP. C. & 1. L1.50
Akai AA810
Akai AA 1020
P.O.A.
Choice of Deck orPRICEMAJOR
Amstrad 5000 .. £67•50
Speakers may be
Leak 1800 ..
P.O.A.
changed on application
Leak 2000 ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX300
P.O.A.
ALL
Pioneer 5)(434
P0 A
PRICES
Rotel RXI52
P.O.A.
INCLUDE
Rotel RX202 . . .
Sansui 441 .. £9401
Sansui 551
£ 11749
Sansui 661 .. £ 15000
Sansui 771 ..
£186•89

AMSTRAD 2000 SYSTEM

AMSTRAD 5000 SYSTEM

£I
24.20

AMSTRAD 8000 SYSTEM

LOUDSPEAKERS
Carr. & Ins. (
2eo
Per pair
Amstrad 1500 .. £33-00
Amstrad 2500 .. £3700
Celestion County .. £52-20
Celestion Dicton 15 £74.70
Celestion Dirton 25 £ 160.20
Celestion Dirton 33 £ 112-50
Celestion Dicton 44 £ 139.50
Celestion Ditton 66 £220-50
Celestion Hadleigh £40.50

Consisting of the Amstrad 8000 Mk Ill amplifier, a
pair of Amstrad 10 loudspeakers and a G
d
SP25 Mk IV turntable ftted with Goldring G800
magnetic cartridge, mounted in plinth and cover.
All leads included. Ready to play. On permanent
demonstration.
Choice of Deck or
Speakers may be
changed on application

Leak 2030 ..
P.O.A.
Leak 2060 ..
P.O.A.
Sinclair QI6 .. £ 15.75
Widale D'ton 2XP
P.O.A.
Widale L'ton 3XP
P.O.A.
Widale G'dale 3XP
P.O.A.
CARTRIDGES/PICK-UPS
Carr. & Ins. 30p
Shure M55E
£6.70
Shure M7565 •. £5.10
Shure M75E.1/11 . • £ 11.10
Shure M75ED/II . • £ 11•75
Shure V15/111 £35-95
Goldring G800 • • £3-24
SME 3009 Arm • • £35.95
SME S2 Shell .. £3-15
Acos Lustre Arm .. £25-20
CASSETTE DECKS
Carr. & Ins. L1.50
Akai CS34D
Akai GXC39D
P.O.A.
Amstrad 6000 .. £51.95
Amstrad 7000 Dolby £6300
Pioneer CT414IA
P.O.A.
Pioneer CT5I51
P.O.A.
Sansui SC737 .. £ 141.44
TAPE DECKS C. & I. L1-50
Akai 4000DS Mk II..
P.O.A.
TURNTABLES C & I £/..50
Amstrad TPI2D .. £37.35
G
d 86SB £27.00
Garrard Zero 100 .. £45.00
Goldring GIO2Mk1IP/C£31.50
Goldring GL72/P £36.45
Goldring GL75/P £43.20
Goldring GL78 P/C £60 .75
Goldring GL85 P/C £79.65
Pioneer PL I2D
P.O.A.
Sansui SR2I2P .. £56.52
Thorens TD125AB/II £ 135.00
Thorens TDI60C £69.30
Thorens TD165C .. £59.40
COMPACTS C. & I. £3.00
Amstrad MC20 .. £ 170-10
Goodmans Module 80 £ 139•50
Goodmans Module 90 £ 189.90
G'mans Module 110 £ 19800
Goldring ST8000 .. £ 18000

MOST ITEMS LISTED ON FREE DEMONSTRATION

TERMS - All prices include V.A.T. at nei, and are correct
at the time of going to press. Mail Order:- Cheques, Giro,
M.O., P.O. Cash only by registered mail. Allow 7 days for
cheque clearance.

AMSTRAD 9000 Car
Cassette AM/FM MPX
Now Hi Fi in the car on
stereo radio and tape
AM/FM stereo, cassette
and radio complete with two
speakers, autostop, stereo beacon.
MAJOR PRICE
corr. & ins.

+[/.00

£49.95

CASSETTE TAPES

WE ARE STOCKISTS OF ALL THE LEADING MAKES:
MEMOREX; TDK; BASF; etc. Telephone for best
prices.
HIRE PURCHASE now available. Please contact
for further information.

(Mail Orders and Callers)

,

audio

AMSTRAD
CASSETTE
DECKS
Model 7000 with DOLBY SYSTEM, features Cr02, pause, auto
stop, input for 2 mikes, noise
reduction switch suitable for
all types of tapes and most Hi Fi
units. £6300 £ 1.50 carr. & ins.
Model 6000 as 7000 without
Dolby £51-95 -F £ 1.50 carr. & ins.
(Dept. H FN7)

57 ILFORD LANE, ILFORD, ESSEX.
Telephone 01-533 5720

AMSTRAD
TPI2D DECK
Contemporarystyled
with tri lateral tangential platter giving
minimal wow and
flutter. Fitted with a
low mass tone arm.
MAJOR PRICE

£37.35
•L1-50 corr. & ins.
Mail Order and callers welcome.
All prices include VAT at 14%.
Access/Barclaycards welcome.
ALL Goods Guaranteed for
12 months parts and labour.
New items exchanged if faulty
with,n 14 days of purchase.

I')

ALL THE BEST IN HI-FI & AUDIO
AT THE UK's KEENEST PRICES!
SYSTEM 1

SYSTEM 10

Aiwa AF 5080 Music Centre
Monitor Audio MA 5Mk 2
Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 402.93
OUR PRICE £339.30
Securicor delivery £ 7.00 extra.

Trio KR 2400 Receiver
Trio KP 1022 Turntable
Celestion County Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 269.09
OUR PRICE £ 93.50
Securicor delivery £ 7.00 extra.

SYSTEM 2

SYSTEM 11

Armstrong 625 FM Receiver
Thorens TD 160 Turntable
Shure M75EJ Cartridge
Celestion Ditton 44 Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 460.35
OUR PRICE £350.00
Securicor delivery £ 10.00 extra.

Aiwa AF 3060
Acoustic Research AR 16
Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 334.85
OUR PRICE £269.95
Securicor delivery £ 7.00 extra.

SYSTEM 12

SYSTEM 3

Trio KA 1200 Amplifier
Trio 1022 Turntable
Wharfdale Denton 2XP Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 181.35
OUR PRICE £136.75
Securicor delivery £ 7.00 extra.

Yamaha CR 400 Receiver
Technics 5L20 Turntable
Shure M75ED/2 Cartridge
Celestion Ditton 15 Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 348.10
OUR PRICE £274.50
Securicor delivery £ 7.00 extra.

SYSTEM 4
Rotel RX 602 Receiver
Pioneer PL15R Turntable
Shure M75ED/2 Cartridge
Kef 104 Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 464.74
OUR PRICE £ 41.95
Securicor delivery £ 10.00 extra.

SYSTEM 5
Technics SA 5250 Receiver
Technics SL 20 Turntable
Shure M75ED/2 Cartridge
Bowers and Wilkins DM4
Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 338.09
OUR PRICE £304.00
Securicor delivery £ 7.00 extra.

4

SYSTEM 6

SYSTEM8

SYSTEM 13
Sony 5650 Amplifier
Sony 4950 Tuner
Technics SL 1100 Turntable
Shure V15/3 Cartridge
Acoustic Research AR 11
Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 868.82
OUR PRICE £675.00
Securicor delivery £ 15.00 extra.

Yamaha CR 800 Receiver
Technics SL 1500 Turntable
Shure V15/3 Cartridge
Spendor BC 1Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 675.27
OUR PRICE £ 558.00
Securicor delivery £ 10.00 extra

Pioneer SX 434 Receiver
Pioneer PL12D Turntable
Shure M75ED/2 Cartridge
Monitor Audio MA 7Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 308.03
OUR PRICE £214.00
Securicor delivery £ 7.00 extra.

SYSTEM 7

SYSTEM 9

Sony 7055A Receiver
Sony P5 4750 Direct Drive
Turntable,
Shure M95ED Cartridge
Tannoy Eaton Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 566.34
OUR PRICE £446.00
Securicor delivery £ 10.00 extra

SYSTEM 14

Rotel RX 202 Receiver
Garrard SP 25 Mk 4Turntable
Complete Shure M75-6
Cartridge
Kef Chorale Speakers
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £ 237.99
OUR PRICE £175.50
Securicor delivery £ 7.00 extra.

Quad 33 Control Unit
Quad 405 Power Amplifier
Quad Electrostatic Speakers
Technics SL 1300 Turntable
Shure V15/3 Cartridge
All connecting leads included.
Rec. price £7
OUR PRICE £643.50
Securicor delivery £ 10.00 extra.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ALL PRICES
D. T. Wicks & Co.,
HEN 776
INC. VAT
VVICKS MAIL ORDER FORM

•
•

Please supply ( give make and model number)

49/51 North Station Road,
Colchester, Essex.
Telephone: Colchester ( 0206) 49842/3/4

HEN 776

NAME

•

11

ADDRESS
Ienclose f

( cheque/PO')

0,
144

e eci-nr,„0

or iwish to use my Access/Barclaycard'.
The number os
delete as applicable

• --------

11
11 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Add £2-50 Carriage

Rec.
Price

Aiwa AX7500 £ 191.92
Armstrong 625 FM .. L153.69
Armstrong 626 AM/FM £ 18+43
£182.23
Leak 2000 ( Sp. offer)
£151-65
Pioneer SX434
£207.87
Pioneer SX535
£242.40
Pioneer 5)(636
£300.12
Pioneer SX737
£366.37
Pioneer SX838
£42+93
Pioneer 5)(939
£525•62
Pioneer SX1010
£88.65
Rotel RX102 . •
£98.46
Rotel RXI52 • .
£111-99
Rotel RX202 • •
LI 52.91
Ratel RX402 • •
£200-25
Rotel RX602 . •
• £258•75
Ratel RX802
.. £ 112-44
Yamaha CR200
£159.30
Yamaha CR400
.. £ 189.00
Yamaha CR450
£229.50
Yamaha CR600
£299.70
Yamaha CR800
.. £449.10
Yamaha CRI000

Disc.
Price
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£120.00
£94.45
£123 25
£143 45
£179 95
£229 45
£247 45
£310 45
£64 80
£65-50
£73-80
E107.95
£131.80
E169•95
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A

STEREO
AM P LIFI ERS
Add

u•oo Carriage

Armstrong 621
Cambridge P60
Cambridge PI10
Leak 2200 ..
Pioneer SA5300
Pioneer SA6300
Pioneer SA7300
Pioneer SA7500
Pioneer SA8500
Pioneer SA9500
Pioneer SA9900
..
Ratel RA3I2
RoteIRA412
Ratel RA6I2
Sony TA70
Sony TA88
Sony TA I
066
Sony TA1055
Sony TA5650
Sony TAI 130
..
Sony TA3 140
Sony TA8650
Quad 33 Control Unit
Quad 303 Power Amp.

••
.•
•.
••
•.
••
••

••

Rec.
Price

T U RNTAB LES

STEREO
RECEIVER S

P.O.A.
£117.00
£132.00
£112 00
£49 00
£64 80
¿89-95
£134 95
£170 95
£229 50
£341 95
£52 95
£78 95
£89.95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£87.75
P.O.A.
£95.62

£104-15
£128.52
£156.60
£145-80
£77-02
£102.71
£147-51
£216.02
£273•96
£367-50
£545.26
£71.94
£87.75
£125•91
£53.95
£65•65
£80.77
£93-70
£206.95
£208.29
£ 109.31

TU NERS
Add LI - 50 Carriage
Armstrong 623
£ 110.72 P.O.A.
Armstrong 624
£82•95
P.O.A.
Leak 2300 .. £ 124.74 £94 45
Pioneer TX5300 £90.45 ¿ 59-40
Pioneer TX7500 £ 172.12 £ 112 50
Pioneer TX9500
£190•42 £154 95
Rotel RT224
£65•25 £48.60
Rotel RT324
£83-25 £61 20
Rote1RT624
£123-75
E88-20
Sansui TU4400
LI05-69
£87.25
Sony ST70
£53.95
P.O.A.
Sony ST88
£65-65
P.O.A.
Sony ST5066
£80-77
P.O.A.
Sony ST5055
L93-70
P.O.A.
Sony ST5150
LI
3319
P.O.A.
Sony ST4950 £ 152.95
P.O.A.
Sony ST5130 .. £208.29
P.O.A.
Cambridge T55
£ 102.60
P.O.A.
Yamaha CT400.. £ 109.80 P.O.A.
Yamaha CT600.. £ 149•40
P.O.A.
Yamaha CT800.. £ 199.80
P.O.A.

Add £2•00 Carriage
Pioneer PL12D
Pioneer PL 1
SR
Pioneer PL7 I ..
Sansui SR2I2
Sony PS5011 ..
Sony PSI350
Sony PS2350 ..
Sony PS4750 ..
Sony PS6750 ..
Technics SL20
Technics SL120
Technics SL 1500
Technics SL 1300
Technics SL I100
Technics SLII0
Yamaha YP450
Yamaha YP701
Yamaha YP800

Rec.
Price

Disc.
Price

£68•14
£80.41
£227•32
£63•21
£67•66
£71-95
£80.95
C124-95
L166-45

E43- IS
f.53-95
[139-45
£47-65
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Prices on request

.. £7+70
.. £99.00
.. £ 199.80

P.O.A.
P.O. A.
P.O. A.

Sony SS70 ( pair) • • £21.60
Sony 555088 ( pair) • . £50.51
Sony SS5177 ( pair) • • £62.91
Sony SS5300 ( pair) • • £I20-139
Sony SS3050 ( pair) • • £ 143.91
Sony 555050 (pair) .. £22+91
Wharfedale Denton 2XP £54.70
Wharfedale Linton 3XP £79•50
Spendor BC/I
Spendor BC/II £230.85
Spendor BC/III .. £446.40
Tannoy Arden .. £360.00
Tannoy Berkeley .. £315.00
Tannoy Cheviot .. £248.00
Tannoy Devon .. £234.00
Tannoy Eaton .
C21 I - 50

Disc.
Price
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£37-75
£53-95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TAPE DECKS BC
RECORDERS

Add L3-50 Carriage
Acoustic Research AR2 £ 157-50
Acoustic Research AR3 £232•87
Acoustic Research AR4 £91.12
Acoustic Research AR6 £ 106.32
Acoustic Research AR7 £73•12
Acoustic Research ARIO £389•25
Acoustic Research AR II £272•25
Acoustic Research ARI6 £ 119•25
Acoustic Research AR
MST
£ 146.25
Bowers & Wilkins
DM2A
.
£ 156.24
Bowers & Wilkins DM4 £ 111.37
Bowers & Wilkins DS.. £58.36
Bowers & Wilkins DM70 £328.90
Celestion County .. £76.39
Celestion Ditton IS .. LI 15.04
Celestion Ditton 25 .. £243.04
Celestion Ditton 33 .. £ 169.99
Celestion Ditton 44 .. £206.41
Celestion Ditton 66 .. £331-52
Celestion UL6
£106-42
Celestion UL8 .• £ 133•65
Celestion ULIO .. £202.50
KEF Coda .. £52•87
KEF Cantor .. £61.87
KEF Chorale .. £81.00
KEF Cadenza ..
LI 18.12
KEF Concerto .. £ 148-50
KEF 104
KEF Kit I
•
• £168.75
••
£52•87
KEF Kit 3
..
£95-62
Leak 2030 .. • • LI 13.40
Leak 2060 .. • • £ 178-43
Leak 2075
£473.40
Monitor Audio MA I •. £240.75
Monitor Audio MA3 .. £303•75
Monitor Audio MA4 • • £ 177•75
Monitor Audio MA5 . • £ 121-50
Monitor Audio MA7 . • £72•90
Quad Electrostatic • • L310.50

'

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£58-00
£80.95
£161-95
£112-45
£138.95
£215-00
P O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£79•95
£125.95
E220-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sony TC280
Sony TC377
Sony TC458
Sony TC645
Sony TC755 •.
Sony TC756/2
Akai I722L
Akai 4000DB
Akai 4000DS
Akai GXC265D

£119.74
£161.50
£249-96
£239.54
£343.71
£374.95
L164.25
awls
£152.55
£336-15

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
E107-95
E145-75
C107-95
E220- SO

C ASSETTE TAPE
DE C KS BC RECS .
Add £2-00 Carnage
Akai GXCSIOD £205.09 £ 141•99
Akai GXC75D .. £232.65 £ 149-50
Akai CS34D .. £ 123.75 £91-68
Akai GXC39D .. £ 167•85 £ 112-45
Akai GXC310D £ 197.55 £ 130-50
Akai GXC325D £274.05 £ 169-95
Aiwa AD 1300 .. £ 129.06
P.O.A.
Aiwa AD I
600 .. £ 158.27
P.O.A.
Aiwa ADI800 .. £227-50
P.O.A.
Aiwa AD6500 .. £212.94
P.O.A.
Aiwa AD3060 .. £215•59
P.O.A.
Pioneer CT2 I
21
£ 163-10 £ 106.95
Pioneer CT4 141
£ 173-41 £ 103-50
Pioneer CT5151 £ 197.01 £ 112•45
Pioneer CT6 I
61
E208.99 £ 124-00
Pioneer CT7I71 £235•38 £ 142-15
Pioneer CT9191 £327.84 £211-50
Sony TCI33 • • £ 107.95
P.O.A.
Sony TC I17 • • £71-95
P.O.A.
Sony TCI29 • . £64.96
P.O.A.
Sony TCI35 • • £ 103.45
P.O.A.
Sony TC136 • •
f130-45
P.O.A.
Sony TC138 • •
£179.95
P.O.A.
Sony TCI46 .... £74.65
P.O.A.
Sony TCI53 .... £ 161•41
P.O.A.
Sony TCI77 .. .. £351.00
P.O.A.
Sony TC204S0.. .. £ 143.95
P.O.A.
Sony TC209SD.. .. £224•95
P.O.A.

nice people to deal with

Co.,

'
flIi

-I

WICKS FOR VALUE
• THE REST PRICES
MI FULL SERVICE AND
RACK- UP
• DEMONSTRATIONS
• FULL RAMIE OF
EQUIPMENT IN
STOCK ALL THE TIME
VISIT OUR NEW
LUXURIOUS SHOWROOM

Add L2-50 Carnage

S PEAKER S

r

D. T. Wicks &
49/51 North Station Road,
Colchester, Essex.
Tel:Colchester ( 0206)49842/3/4
After hours Colchester 42166
Tel. orders Colchester 78807

At Wicks, we give all our customers
superb service. And that goes for
mail order customers as well as
personal callers.
Now there's an added attraction
for callers- aluxurious showroom,
especially designed to let you-see
-and hear - the latest hi-fi under
first class conditions.

ORDERING BY POST
Tell us what you want. Send a
cheque or postal order to cover the
cost, plus£3.50 delivery charge.
Or let us have your Access or
Barclaycard number. Either way, if
the equipment is in stock, you'll
have it in 72 hours - by Securicor

ORDERING BY PHONE
To reserve equipment in stock, just
give usa ring on Colchester ( 0206)
78807. We'll hold it for you for up
to 48 hours, to give you time to call
in or settle the deal by post. Or you
can give us your Access or
Barclaycard number over the
phone - do it before 12 noon, and
we'll guarantee same- day
despatch I

GUARANTEE
Everything from Wicks is covered
by the manufacturer's own
guarantee - usually 1or 3years.
During the guarantee period, we
will service the equipment free of
charge. If you return the goods via
acarrier, you pay the forward
carriage, we pay the return. From
Wicks, there's a99% chance of a
24 - hour turnround service.

FREE TRANSIT
INSURANCE
All the equipment despatched b
Wicks is covered by the special
In- transit Insurance. At no extra
cost to you I
But danything does reach you in
faulty condition, it must be
returned to Wicks without delay

AGENTS
•Acoustic Research Accuphase • Akai Aiwa • Armstrong •Cambridge • Celestion • Era • Garrard • Goldring • Goodman' • Harman Karden
•J.B.L. • B.I.C. • KEF Koss Leak • Marantz
Metrosound • B.B.C. Monitor • National Panasonic • Ortofon • Pioneer • Quad •Rogers
•Ratel • Rims • Scan Dyne • Sassai • Shure • S.M.E. • Sanyo @ Teat • Technics uThorens • Trio uWharfedale • Yamaha • Hitachi uGrundig
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Famous names we
dare to discount
SHOWN BELOW ARE JUST A FEW EXAMPLES OF OUR MANY OUTSTANDING OFFERS—
PHONE OR WRITE FOR A QUOTATION ON YOUR REQUIREMENTS

Sony TA 70 Amplifier
Garrard SP25 Mk IV
2 xSony SS 70 Speakers

milltIntifinrmttminmintunmittrummmimmtrinnum

TELETAPE
PRICE
Aiwa AD1600
£170.00
Aiwa TPR900
£99.00
AR 6Speakers pair
£ 102.00
BEJO Beogram 1203
£73.00
B8-0 Beomaster 2000 £236.00
BEK) Beocord 1100
£ 124.00
Celestion Ditton15 pair
£85.00

JVC JL—Al
JVCJAS310
JTV 310
National RQ312
National RQ443S
National GX400
Sony ICF111L

TELETAPE
PRICE
£56.00
£79.00
£90.00
£29.50
£44.50
£53.00
£26.95

Sony ICF8900L
Sony TV110UK
Sony STR6036A
Sony TC377
Technics RS610
Stanton 500EE
Stanton 681EEE

TELETAPE
PRICE
£47.00
£68.00
£95.00
£144.00
£104.00
£17.50
£39.00

Shure 55E
Shure 75EJ
Shure 91ED

TELETAPE
PRICE
£ 6.50
£10.50
£12.00

Shure 95ED

£15.50

All prices include VAT at 12 1
2 %
/

AGENTS FOR: Aiwa. AR Ampex. Bang & Olufsen. BASF. Celestion. Dual. Garrard. Mirsch. Hi -Fi Aids. Koss.
JVC. Marantz. National. Nivico. Quad. Revox. Roberts. Sony. Shure. Spendor. TDK. Teac. Technics.
Thorens. Trio. Uher. Wollensak.
ALL EQUIPMENT IS
BRAND NEW, FULLY
GUARANTEED AND
OFFERED WITH FULL
AFTER SALES SERVICE
PERSONAL EXPORT
OUR SPECIALITY
ACCESS AND
BARCLAYCARD
WELCOME
CREDIT TERMS FOR
PERSONAL SHOPPERS

elk

TELETAPE

PROMPT EFFICIENT MAIL ORDER SERVICE
Goods despatched within 24 hours of receipt
of order ( Subject to availability of stock)
Cheerful Refund If within 7days of purchase
any item is found to be faulty, we will
gladly refund the full purchase price or
replace the faulty item

33 Edgware Road, VV2
Tel 01-723 1942/2924
Open 9a m - 5.30p m
Monday- Saturday

84/88 Shaftesbury Ave
Tel 01-437 1651
Open 9a m - 5 30p m
Monday- Saturday

VV1

1111111
ELE TAP e lb'
ma AVE
ce gee «
,
4,
SHAFIESBURY

deA

ayswaterRd.'"• OXFORD STREET
carnage prIces Mamland only

rAMIL.

Prices correct at bme of gomgto
press but subject to change mthout nobce

—

Music. One of life's great pleasures.
We try to keep it that way,
with aquality AM/FM receiver you'll be proud to own.
SR-502
Amp: Output Power 30W/chc-30W1ch (4ohms, ¡ kHz. 0.8% THD)
Vusic Power 1111F)
x 2 (4ohms,
Frequency Response 20 - 30,000 Hz (tie!)
M Section: Sensitivity 20-pV (11-1F, Selectivity 36dB
EV Section: Usable Sensitivity 1.9pe HIM Selectivity 46dB

HITACHI

Hitachi Sale (1 k IU., Hitachi House, Station Road,
Hayes, Middlescv UH,1 4DR. Telephone 01-848 8787.
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Why should your ea

SONY

STEREO/FM-AM U1NER
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rs have all the fun?
Has it ever occurred to you that this
magazine is devoted entirely to giving your ears
agood time?
That your eyes might feel alittle left out?
That the usual hi-fi expert's collection of
odd boxes, knobs, wires and switches can hardly
be described as avisual feast?
It occurred to us some while ago.
And as you can see, our new amplifier, tuner
and cassette deck go along way towards
redressing the balance.
Hi-fi that entertains your eyes.
These new items don't just match
electronically.
They actually look as if they're meant to go
together.
All three boxes are the same size,with the
same finish and matching controls.We've even
made the cassette deck afront- loader, so it
doesn't have to be kept apart from the others.
This is no haphazard collection of knobs,
switches and dials.
Nothing is just for show.
The things that make them look gcod,aren't
there just for show.
Consider the cassette deck.
Those elegant words, " Dolby System': mean
you'll be listening to music, not hiss.
"Ferrite and Ferrite heads" means the
heads last up to 200 times longer than ordinary
ones.
One of those chunky switches is an
equalisation control for all three kinds of tape.
Another controls bias. Another cuts out distortion
at unexpected peaks in recording level.
Broadcasting House, plonked in
your sitting room.
One look at the long, elegant panel on the
tuner will tell you it has four wavebands, not the
usual two or three.
The two small dials tell you how strong your

signal is, and let you tune very accurately.
The Hi- Blend button improves weak signals.
The muting switch gets rid of interstation hissing.
While inside, lurk aseething mass of such
electronic marvels as the FET front end, phaselocked- loop decoders and auniphase filter.
This tuner practically lifts Broadcasting
House into the sky and plonks it in your
sitting room.
Do you love your neighbour?
If you love your neighbour, you'll both
appreciate the " loudness" switch on the amplifier.
It means you can turn down the volume and
still hear the extreme high and low notes.
Do you like the sound of other people's
voices?
Then what you need is the " presence"
switch.This boosts the middle frequencies to
make speech stand out from background noise.
The amplifier also has click- stop bass
and treple controls and facilities for two tape
recorders.
Inside, alabyrinth of circuitry gives you
22 watts RMS per channel, elaborate protection
circuits and direct coupled amplifier circuits.
Even your wallet will smile.
Two final points.
First, these are just three of anew series of
eight amplifiers,tuners and cassette decks.
Second,the price.
The amplifier, model TA.1630 costs £84.95.
The tuner, model ST.2950Fcosts £99.95. The
cassette deck, model TC.186SD costs £134.95.
When you consider what they do for your
eyes and ears, these aren't high prices.
We saw no reason to stop your wallet
joining in the fun.
See the complete range of Sony Hi Fi
at your local Sony dealer or the Sony showroom,
134 Regent Street,
London W1R 6DJ.
25
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BRITAIN'S LEADING CASSETTE CENTRE

TAPE RECORDERS-RADIO RECONDERISTE1111 RECORDERS/DECKS-DOW DECKS -MUSIC CENTRES
LATEST IVIODELS-LARG ST STOCKS. BIGGEST DISCOUNTS ON ALL FAMOUS MAKES

MUSIC CENTRES
AMSTRAD MC20
New complete music centre
with stereo record player and
cassette with mics and
speakers
Our Price

157.95(Z)

CASSETTES £52.95 (=)
FERGUSON
Our Price

£195.95 £189 .95(r,
Our Price

A
e,

Special Offer
SONY
HMK40A
A superb
minisoundstudio •
with belt drive turntable.
Auto Stereo deck. VHF
and AM Radio. 10 waits per
channel. Cassette player and
high quality two wayspeakers

Complete home
entertainment unit. 2speed
record deck. 3band radio with
VHF. Dolby cassette recorder
with push button controls.
FREE MUSIC STA11;11) All Music Centres supplied with free stand worth £7.95.
rouson 4.4
167.95
Sony HMI< 30
179.95
Our Price
GEC 2817
152.95
Sony HMK 70
329.95
£175.95 ()
Hitachi 2680
205.95
Toshiba SM 3000
POA
Hitachi 2690
269.95 Toshiba SM 3500
POA
ITT 2030 . 157.95
Yamaha MS2B
POA
National 1020
POA
Philips 953
233.95
e
Nati anal 1070
POA
Sharp 309
152.95
National 2070
POA
Aiwa 5080
POA
HITACHI 2480
Philips
943
188.95
JVC
1845
POA
Complete music centre with
Sanyo 2311
81.95
Decca 5338
175.95
auto record player, cueing
and anti-skate device. 4band
Sanyo 2411
126.95
Bush 3032
190.95
radio, cessette recorder with
Sanyo 2611 Super 189.95
Hitachi 2370
143.95
C11 02 switch 30W OMS output Sony HMK 20
143.95
mILL
,
LP add £2.50
Our Price

II

t

-

Battery Mains
BASF 9110
Grundig 411
Grundig 235
Hitachi 295
117 CX 75
ITT SL 58
Bush TP79
Wien 503
National 306
Philips 2208

Battery Mains/Radios
Aiwa 220
POA
BASF 9302
71.95

SHARP 5300-S ERE°
CAR CASSETTE PLAYER

37.95
36.95
63.95
55.95
40.95
POA
POA
42.95
35.95
43.95
73.95
57.95
83.95
38.95
36.95
32.95

(with
stereo
PB ) !

El

SANYO 4505 music

1anytime, anywhere with
this superbly designed
battery/mains cassette
recorder. Auto stop
cassette built in mike
Stereo Recorders
Battery Mains
Grundig 430
ITT 720
JVC 1635
Sanyo 4505
Sony 153

57.95
52.95
POA
39.95
143.95

Battery Mains with Radio
Aiwa 900/930
POA
JVC 9475 .
POA
National 450
POA
National 451
POA
Sanyo 4400
68.95
Sony 550
111 95

DOLBY DECKS

Plustree speakers
worth f7 95

FOR LIMITED PERIOD ONLY!

This versatile
cassette radio
features LW/MW/
SW/VHF radio, builtin mike and mains adaptor,
auto shut-off. Runs on battery
or mains
Ferguson 3270
GEC 900
Grundig 4100
Hitachi 5030
!TT 500
JVC 9407
National 443
Philips 365
Sanyo 2420
Sanyo 2422
Sharp GE 6000
Sony 320
Grundig 6000
Hitachi 6111
Hitachi 5110
Teleton 250

31.95
40.95
29.95
33.95
33.95
26.95
22.95
19.95
POA
19.95
28.95

Sony TC 67

--

PYE 2263

CF210L

Plus 2Free C'90's worth £.1.95
tteryimains radio cassette
recorder, variable tone
control, auto stop built in
condenser mike.

-£56.95 (,)

IN- CAR

PIONEER
Superleys

SONY

3270

SANYO 2611 SUPER

Our Price

£39.95ez)

IOW'

Our Price

(Irr

£112.9

AMSTRAD
7000
Stereo
,
cassette deck
with Dolby.
CRO2 switch.
Our Price
Variable record level and
output. Twin VU meters.
Tape counter.
Auto
Ptf
WORTH £2.go bru,mce)

PIONEER 2121
(van)
Take your favourite music with
Hi Fi front loading Dolby
E
you with our latest 3wave band
/le
Cassette Deck. Exceptional let.fe4„,, E
stereo radio/ cassette player. 7
specification for its price. lei r.2
watts per channel, rewind and
Pioneer 6161 £ 114 .95
foiward wind, auto eject.
Pioneer 7171 £ 129.95
Stereo Playback
Stereo PI yback/
Stereo/Stereo Radio
t
Pioneer 434
f 94.95
Ph ili ps 2607
34.95 Radio
Aiwa 2020 POA
Pioneer 535 £ 120.95
Pioneer KP 151 POA Hitachi 227
58,95 Amstrad 900046.95
Our Price 'fifjp
Pioneer 636
f139.95
Pye 2262
26.95 Motorola 403 69.95 Pioneer 4300 P0 A
:
SONY
Pioneer 737 £ 165.95
Hitachi 224
45.95 Philips 342
53.95 Pye 2256
55.95
TC186 SD
Our Price
Sanyo 4020
28.95 Pye 2257
Pioneer 838 £211.95
add 75p
Superb value
___,-.--HITACHI 2360
front loading
Superb cassette recorder/player in
I PIONEER
Dolby Cassette
contrasting
cabinet. Dolby system and Cr02
Í
Our Price
deck. Bias/
PL12D
normal tape selector. 2VU meters and
equalisation switching. Normal or
Our Price
3digit tape counter. Ferrite head and
37.95M ) igh quality
chrome tapes. Record level limiter.
electronic speed-control motor. For use
belt drive 2speed
Wow & Flutter only .09%
AMSTRAD
with most amplifiers
Our Price
record deck with precision
3000 II ( tuner)
light- weight arm.Complete with plinth and cover
Aiwa 1300
POA
Sony TC 204 127.95 ********
Hi- FiAM/FM stereo tuner.
Highly sensitive FM cover
Aiwa 1600
POA
Sony TC 209 199.95
Speakers
Tuners
plus LW and Mw. Stereo
VISIT
Tandberg 310 POA
Akai 3250
179.95
Celestion Dit 15 76.95 Ratel RT 224 46.95
SANSUI 441
separator. 44dB. Signal/
OUR NEW
Goodmans S0100 126.95
Yamaha 800 POA
High powered Tuner/
Noise 63 ab on Stereo.
A/R 4XA
P.O.A. Sansui TU440085.95
Amplifier. Attractive
Built-in AM Ferrite
Hitachi D3500
168.95
Sansui 2000 133.95
Linton XP
51.95 Sony ST 5066 63.95
styling. AM/FM radio.
aerial. Fine tuning meter
Dittos 44
144.95
Nakamichi 700
PGA
DEPT
P&P add 75p
and HiFi stereo Amp unit.
and push button selection.
Trio KX620
POA
R
e fi E
ON
Wharf Denton 38.95
Sansui 3000
148.50
National 269
POA
Turntables
Amplifiers
Tuner Amplifiers
JVC
1740
POA
TREMEKIDOUS
Philips 2520
142.95
Garrard 125 42.50 Amstrad 2000 37.95 Amstrad 5000
68.95
Teac 400
POA
JVC JLA1
POA
Pioneer 5300 53.95 Rotel 202
78.95
Sanyo 4055
68.95
Pioneer PL15R £49.95

Pioneer 4141
f94. 95
Pioneer 5151 £ 10.95
13

Plus free speakers worth f7.95.

£61.95

Superb Auto Reverse CarCassette
player. Full stereo sound.
Variable Balance/Tone/Volume

M13Z

£82.95>
(z)

.£107.95

£41.95 (z)

£86.95 (
t)

Technics

£67.95(tt) SONY

Pioneer 15R 49.95
Ratel 1500 52.95
Sony 1350 61.95

TA1630
STEREO AMPLIFIER
22w, per channel RMS.
Frequency responce 20-20,000
PHILIPS
tiz. Man harmonic distortion.
05% at 22w. Inputs for Phono,
C60
blip
Tuner, Aux and 2Tapes.
C90 / Op
Presence and Loudness
control switches
C120
95p

Rotel 312
Sansui 2200
Sony 1055

51.95 . Sansui 331
56.95 Sony 7025
74.95 Yamaha 400

Save ort cassette MP«

Cale]d
CASSETTE CENTRE

BASF
5flp
95p

_

AG FA
45p
60p
80p

SONY
50p
60p
95p

93.95
119.95
POA

Sharp 3500

104.95

Hitachi 2330

Sony 138

159.95

Rotel R020

65.95

Ï

ANG
4
DENIONSTRATION
444 444 *

118.95
4
P&P add 75P

FREE head cleaner with 8 FREE tape with9 Tape and head cleaner FREE with12

MAXELL
LN
55p
75p
100p

MEMO
REX
65p
90p
125p

BASF
TDK
SM
D
75p
60p
95p
80p
125p
105p

SONY
HF
65p
80p
110p 11)

AI tape

& P atic
r

279/283 WHITECHAPEL RD.. LONDON El \
Tel: 01-2473453 24 HourAnswering Service
Right next door toWhotechapel Underground Station
Open 9am

-

6pm Mon-Sat,

SPECIAL OFFER!

ey_
Lreic
ui
.

prices
INC.VAT

PHILLIPS VIDEO C60 TAPES
AT ONLY £4.95

Phone
your Access' i nk
Barclaycard No.
over with your e•oc.e•..
Prices cormt at timeof
order
To press

inside story...
As pioneers of the transmission line speaker
and active line principle we attained
international acclaim. The monitor TLS 8o
heralded anew generation of IMF
loudspeakers and immediately received
unsurpassed praise from critics and
audiophiles alike. The research that achieved
such impeccable performance is
incorporated in the Studio TLS 50 II and
ALS 40 II. Radically advanced loudspeakers
— based upon our original design concepts.
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studio loudspeakers
Westbourne Street, High Wycombe, Bucks. Telephone High Wycombe 35576
27

AS. Labs

Monday-Saturday 10.00-18.00

(Dept. N)
Tel.
191 Chase Side, Enfield, Middlesex EN2 OQZ 01-363 7981

AMPLIFIERS
Accuphase
Armstrong 621
Cambridge Audio P60
Lux 1.30
Lux L80
Lux L8OV • •
Maranta 1030 ..
Marantz 1070 ..
Maranta 1120
N.A.D. 60/90 • . •
Rogers Ravensbrook Ili
Rogers A75 ..
Roce! RA2I2
Rote! RA3I2
Roce! RA4I2
Rote! RA6 I
2 ..
Technics stocked
Trio KA1200
Trio KA3300
Yamaha CA400
Yamaha CA600
Yamaha CA800
Yamaha CA1000

(Carr. £300)

TUNERS
Armstrong 623
Armstrong 624
Cambridge Audio T5.5 **
Celestion Telefi
Lux T33
Lux 188
Lux TI 10
Maranta..
Rogers Ravensbrook
Rogers Panthera T75 ..
Rote! RT224
Rote! RT324
Rote! RT624
Technics stocked
Trio KT1300
Trio KT3300
Yamaha CT400..
Yamaha CT600..
Yamaha CT800..
Yamaha CT7000

(Carr. C175)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£6015
£91-00
£51-00
£62.50
£6.00
£104 00
P.O A
£58.00
£84.00
P.O. 4 ..
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

•

••

..

' •
£22 SO
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£47.75
£83 00
£56.00
£1 - SO
£105-00

.. £78-00
£84•00

TUNER AMPLIFIERS (
Carr. £325)
Aiwa
Armstrong 625
Armstrong 626
Goodmans Module 90
£121&0
Goodmans Module 110
.. £ 138.00
Goodmans 120
.. £ 138.00
Goodmans 150.. ..
.. £202.00
Lux R600 ..
Lux R800 ..
Lux RI500
Marantz 2230 ..
Maranta 2245 ..
N.A.D. 140/160
Nikko 4030
Nikko 5050
P.O.A.
Rogers Ravensbrook
£102.75
Rotel RXI52
.. £87.00
Rote! RX202
.. £96.00

We have tried

Rote! RX402 ..
• • 1134.00
Rote! RX602 ... • £ 170-00
Rote! RX802 .• • £ 215-00
Tandberg TRI010 .. • •
P.O.A.
Tandberg Huldra 10 • • • .
P.O.A.
Tandberg TR1055 .. ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg 1040P• •
P.O.A.
Tandberg 2075•
•
P.O.A.
Technics stocked• .
P.O.A.
Trio KR2400 ..• • £ 1111.00
Trio KR3400 ..
. • [ 14940
Trio KR4400 ..• . £ 184-00
Yamaha CR200
P.O.A.
Yamaha CR400
P.O.A.
Yamaha CR450
P.O.A.
YamahaCR600
P.O.A.
Yamaha CR800
P.O.A.
Yamaha CRI000 .
Yamaha MS2B Music Centre
P.O.A.
TURNTABLES (Carr. £325)
Ariston ROI Is/SME 3009 ..
P.O.A.
Connoisseur BD1 Kit .. £ 3-50
Connoisseur BD2 chassis ..
01-00

SME 3009/S2 improved
Transcriptor Fluid

Nakamichi 550.
•
P.O.A.
Nakamichi 600•
•
P.O.A.
Nakamichi 700
CARTRIDGES
(Carr. 25p)
Nakamichi 1000.••.
P:.O).A.
ADC XLM 11 ..
.. £27.00
Pioneer 2121 ..• • £ 125.00
ADC VLM II
.. £22.00
Rotel RD20
Decca London ..
.. £ 26.50
Tandberg TCD3I0 .. • • £P
1
.g.r.
.
Goldring G820..
£3-25
Teac A360 ( Special offer) £ 199.00
Goldring G820E
£11.75
Technics stocked
.
•
Goldring G820SE
£16.50
Trio KX620
£ 138.00
Goldring G900SE
£35.00
Yamaha TC800GL
P.O.A.
Micro Acoustics QDCle
P.O.A.
SPEAKERS ( pairs) ( Carr. £3•00 pair)
Ortofon FI5E
116-00
AR Range ..
P.O.A.
Ortofon MI5E Super ..
/41-50
Cambridge Audio R40 & R50
P.O.A.
Shure M75-6S .
£ 15.85
Celestion Dicton 11
P.O.A.
Shure M75ED/1.
1
11 - OS
Celestion Dicton 15
P.O.A.
Shure M75E1/11..
£9-70
Celestion Dicton 33 ..
P.O.A.
Shure M93E
£3.40
Celestion Ditton 44
P.O.A.
Shure M95ED
£1440
Celestion Dicton 66 ..
P.O.A.
Shure M95E1 ..
£10-35
Celestion UL6
Shure M75B/II
£8.40
Celestion UL8
Shure VI5111
£33-30
Celestion ULIO
Stanton
P.O.A.
Hi-Fi Aids Orbital Brackets
P.O.A.
IMF Compact 11
••
P.O.A.
IMF Super Compact ..
P.O.A.
IMF ALS40 II .. ..
P.O.A.
IMF TLS80 II .. ..
P.O.A.
TAPE DECKS
(
Carr. /3-00)
.18L Range .. ..
P.O.A.
Akai 4000D8
[ 174-50
KEF Coda .. ..
P.O.A.
Akai 4000DS II
£ 12140
KEF Cantor .. ..
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Revox 1102/4
KEF Chorale ..
P.O.A.
Revox 1122/4
P.O.A.
KEF Corelli ..
P.O.A.
Revox 1222/4
P.O.A.
KEF Cadenza ..
P.O.A.
Revox Dolby & High Speed ..
P.O.A.
KEF Concerto
P.O.A.
Tandberg 10X D
P.O.A.
KEF Calinda ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg 3500X
P.O.A.
KEF Cantata ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg 3600X
P.O.A.
KEF 104 .. ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg 9100X
P.O.A.
KEF 103 .. ..
P.O.A.
Teac
P.O.A.
Leak 2030
..
.
£90.00
HEADPHONES (Carr. 75p)
Monitor Audio MAI/1.1
P.O.A.
AKG K140
f13-50
Monitor Audio MA3/1I
P.O.A.
AKG K160
£22.95
Monitor Audio MA4 ..
P.O.A.
AKG K240
..
£21.75
Monitor Audio MA5Il
P.O.A.
Koss PRO5LC
£ 31.00
Monitor Audio MA7 ..
P.O.A.
Koss HV1A
£23.75
Marantz.. .. ..
P.O.A.
Koss K6LC
£ 14.50
Rogers L53/5A ..
P.O.A.
Koss HVILC
£26-95
Rogers Exp. Mon. _
P.O.A.
Koss PRO4AA
£ 28-35
Videotone Minimax II_
£42.00
Koss 711
£ 11.25
Videotone Saphir 1
.
£51.50
Micro MXI
£45 00
Wharfedale Chevin XP•
£27.00
PWB Moving Coil
£ 16-75
Wharfedale Denton 2XP
£ 38.50
Sennheiser H0414 .. £ 16-00
Wharfedale Linton 3XP
£55.00
Sennheiser HD424
.. £22.75
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP .. £72.50
Stax
Wharfedale Dovedale 3SP .. £ 127.00
Yamaha HP1 ..
Yamaha NS625.. .. ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha HP2 .. • . P.O.A.
Yamaha N5645.. .. P.O.A.
CASSETTE DECKS (Carr. [175)
SPEAKER KITS AND CHASSIS
Aiwa
(Carr. kits 11.50 each)
Akai CS34D
.. £ 97-00
( Sp. Chassis LI-25 each)
Akai GXC39D
.. £ 136.50
KEF Kit I ( price per pair) £49.75
Akai GXC75D
.. £ 197.00
KEF Kit 3 ( price per pair) £90.00
Akai GXC310D
.. £ 169-00
KEF 127
..
£ 5.75
Akai GXC710D
.. £ 181.00
KEF B110
..
£ 7.90
Akai GXC325D
.. .. £217.00
KEF B200
..
£ 9.50
Akai GXC740D .. .. £262-00
KEF 8139
..
£ 18.50
Akai GXC 7600 .. .. £ 321.00
KEF DNI2
..
£6.75
Goodmans SCD100 .. .. £ 132 00
KEF DNI3-SP1015

All prices listed include VAT at 12+%
Connoisseur BD2 complete
£41.00
ERA Mk. 6 ..
P.O.A.
Fons CQ30
P.O.A.
G
d SP25/IV module ..
£3000
Garrard SP25/IV mod. M75-6
£35.00
G
d 125SB module ..
£41.50
G
d 115513 mod/cart ..
£46.50
G
d 86SB11 module ..
£56.00
G
d 865E311 mod/cart ..
£61 OD
Garrard 100SB module ..
£58.50
G
d 100SB mod. + M93E
£65.00
G
d 401 ..
£57-00
Howland-West HW1 plinth &
cover only ..
£19&0
Linn Sondek PL12/SME 3009
P.O.A.
Pioneer PL I2D
£45.00
Pioneer PL I
2D/Shure A75Ed
£55.00
Pioneer PLISR
£53.50
Rega Research
P.O.A.
Rote! RPI500 W.A. .. £52.00
Rotel RP3000 W.A. .. £87.01)
Strathearn STM4
£6e2.5
Strathearn STA4
£62•95
Technics stocked ..
Thorens 125ABill
1148.50
Thorens 10125/II £96-00
Thorens TX25 cover .. £ 11.50
Thorens TD145C
£ 103.95
Thorens TD160B/C £67 00
Thorens TDI60C
£81-50
Thorens TD I
66C
£71.25
Reference Hydraulic ..
Transcriptor Stylus Brush .. £175
Transcriptor Sweep Arm .. £415
Trio KP I
022/Cart.
0640
Yamaha YP450
TRANSCRIPTI ON RRMS(Carr.75p)
GST. ILustre .. £24-oo
Colton MC101
£22.00
SME 3009 improved ..
137-50

to ensure that all prices are correct at time of going to press- however prices

Terms of Business
Callers:
By Bus: 231 from Turnpike Lane Tube. 107 from Oakwood.
By Train: Liverpool

Street to Enfield Station.

Kings Cross to Gordon HUI

Cheques for counter sales accepted only when backed by a bank card.

By Post
Send Cheque/Postal Orders with written order and correct carriage for prompt
service. Make cheques payable to: A. T. Labs.

Credit
For Personal callers only. Phone tor details. Export Facilities
available.

or reclaiming VAT

Service
Repairs and maintenance of Hi -Fi equipment by qualified engineers.

28

.. £42.00
.. £24.00

are liable to alteration

without notice

RE 260

RE 237

You've no need to be!
There's one eut out just for you in the
new Ross Electronics range

RE- 237. Extended range
Reflex ( 15-22000 Hz).
RAP £ 10.60 i- VAT.
RE- 252. Interchangeable
remote volume control and
stereo!mono switch
RRP £ 12.30 + VAT.
RE- 260. Two-way stereo
headphone. Mylar cone
tweeter and woofer.
RRP £ 15.47 + VAT.

RE- 270. Electret Condenser,
direct connection type
£25.32 + VAT.
These are just four of the
thirteen stereo headphones
in the complete Ross
Electronics range. See them
at your dealer or write for
information.

ROSS
ELECTRONICS
Quality Hi Fi from beginning to end.
32 Rathborte Place

London W1P 1AD. Tel: 01-580 7112/3

TRUST

AZAT

for top quality Hifi,cameras;11/
and electrical appliances

AMPLIFIERS
Delivery £2.00
Akai
AA 5210 ( Spc)
AA 5210 DB
AA 5510 ..
AA 5810 ..
Rotel
RA 212 ..
RA 312 ..
RA 412 ..
RA 512 ..
RA 812 ..
RA 611 ( Spc)
RA 1212 ..
Marantz
1030
1040
1070
1120
1200 B
Sansui
AU 2200
AU 3900
AU 4900
AU 9900
Sony
TA 70
TA 88
TA 1630
TA 2650
TA 5650
TA 3140
TA 8650
TA 3650
Leak
2100
2200
Pioneer
SA 5300
SA 6300
SA 7300
SA 7500
SA 8500
SA 9500
J.V.C.
JAS 8
JAS 310

£67.50
£102-55
men
C112.50
£44.95
£50.95
£61-95
aten
£110.95
£1.95
£148-95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£8395
£87-95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TUNERS
Delivery neo
Akai
AT 550 „
AT 580 ( Spc)
Rotel
RT 224
RT 324
RT 624
RT 824
J.V.C.
JVT 6
JVT 310
Leak
2300
Marantz
112
125
150

[(BARCLAYCARD

‘
e'rhsch
,

£78 95
£105 95
£ 44
£58
£86
£ 109

95
95
50
75

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£8905
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sansui
TU 3900
TU 9900
Sony
ST 70
ST 88
ST 2950 F
ST 5066
ST 4950
ST 5950
ST 5130
Pioneer
TX 5300
TX 7500
TX 9500

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£9.50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

RECEIVERS
Delivery £2-00
Akai
AA 810
AA 1020
AA 1030
AA 1050
J.V.C.
JVC 5525
JVC 5446
JVC 5426 ..
JVC 5456 ..
Goodmans
Mod 90
Mod 1-10
Mod 1-20
Leak
1800
2000
Marantz
2015
2220 8
2230
2240
2245
2275
2325
2220
Rotel
RX 152
RX 102
RX 202
RX 402
RX 602
RX 802
Sansui
210
441
551
661
771
881
Pioneer
SX 300
SX 434
SX 535
SX 636
SX 737
SX 838
SX 939

.. £91.75
.. £ 114.50
. . £ 125-95
.. £ 17900
.. £ 142.95

. . £ 114.75
. . £ 12eso
.. £ 128-50
.. £ 100-95
. £ 11815

.. £ 154.50
.. £69.50
. £61-95
.. £79.95
. . £ 110.50
. . £ 146-50
.. £ 186-95

..

P.O.A.
P.O.A

Sony
HST 139 ..
STR 7015 ..
STR 7025 ..
STR 7035 ..
STR 7055 A

CASSETTE DECKS
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

REEL TO REEL
TAPE RECORDERS
Delivery £2-00
Akai
1722
4000 DS
4000 DB
Sony
TC 280
TC 377

E11475
E105 75
C143 50

TURNTABLES
Delivery £ 2-00
B.I.C.
960
P.O.A.
J.V.C.
JLA I
P.O.A.
JLA 448
P.O.A.
Goldring
102 P
£26.76
75 P/C
£41-88
78 P/C
£5008
85 P/C
£66.93
72 P/C
£30.60
G
d
SP 25 IV ..
£1805
SP 25 IV Mod
£2700
SP 25 IV Cart.
£31-50
100 SP Mod
With Cart.
aeso
86 SB With cart
£52.16
Thorens
TD 125 II .
£87.95
TO 125 II AB
£135-95
TD 160 C
. . £67-43
TD 160 13/C
..
ES8-50
TD 166 ..
. . £6100
Sansui
SR 212
SR 222 P
SR 525
Sony
PS 5011
PS 1350
PS 2350
PS 4750
PS 6750
Rotel
RP 1500 ..
. . £53.00
RP 3000 P/C
. £90-50
RP 2500
. £66-50
Akai
AP 001
. . £66-50
AP 003
. . £7900
Leak
2001
. . £ 10600
Pi
PL I2- D MK II
. . £4500

Delivery f2-00
Akai
CS 34 D ..
£85 50
GXC 39 D
£117 00
GXC 310 D
£129 00
GXC 75 ..
£158 00
GXC 510 D
1145 00
GXC 710 D
£162 00
GXC 325 D
£180 00
GXC 740 ..
£210 00
GXC 760 D
£256 00
GXC 82 D
£10800
.I.V.C.
166711
£103-50
1635
P.O.A.
1740
P.O.A.
1970
P.O.A.
1669
P.O.A.
Sansui
SC 636
P.O.A.
SC 737
P.O.A.
SC 3000
P.O.A.
SC 2000
P.O.A.
Sanyo
RD 4300
£10300
Sony
TC 117
P.O.A
TC 135 SD
P.O.A.
TC 136 SD
P.O.A.
TC 138 SD
P.O.A.
TC 153 SD
P.O.A.
TC 204 SD
P.O.A.
TC 177 SD
P.O.A.
TC 209 SD
P.O.A.
TC 186 SD
P.O.A.
TC 206 SD
P.O.A.
National
RS 260 ..
P.O.A.
RS 269 ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer
CT 2121 ..
P.O.A.
CT 3131 ..
P.O.A.
CT 4141 ..
P.O.A.
CT 5151 ..
P.O.A.
CT 6161 ..
P.O.A.
CT 7171 .. .
P.O.A.
CT 9191 ..
Goodmans
SCD 100 .. £ 123•25
Rotel
RD 20
..
£ 12300
Hitachi
D 2150 ..
2360 ..

•..••

8-Track Cartridge Deck
TPQ 124 D .. £35.95
D 135 D ..
C66.50
MUSIC CENTRES
Delivery £3.00
Sanyo
2611 Super
With Speakers .. £ 19500
2611 KL
£ 15200

SPEAKERS
Leak
2030
2060
2075
Celestion
County
Ditton 15
Ditton 33
Ditton 44
Ditton 25
Ditton 66

yIsrr AzA7Nv
,
e
(
LONDON) LIMITED
t
A,

le -.
1
toel

61 CHARLOTTE ST
LONDON W1

11111

£78-75
£128-75
£294-50
£51.50
£77-50
£120.50
141-50
£168-25
£226.00

4G
5G
6G
7G
Wharfedale
Chevin XP
Denton 2 XP
Linton 3 XP
Glendale 3XP
Dovedale SP
Kingsdale
Airedale ..
Goodmans
Achromat 100
Ach 400
Sansui
PS 30 W
ES 50 W
LM 110
Sony
SS 70
SS 5088
SS 5177
SS 5300 A
SS 3050
SS 5050
SS 8150

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. 11.1% REDUCTION FOR EXPORT. POSTAGE, PACKING & SHIPPING EXTRA.
Carriage and insurance under £50, £1.50. Over £50, £2.00. Prices are correct at time of going to the press.
Prices are subject to change without prior notice.
Please allow 10 to 14 days for delivery of merchandise.

:e 7 e:

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£27.50
£36.00
£57.95
£72-95
meoo
£173-00
£189.00
£72-00
£I41.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Ai&
Buy it with Access
MOM,

SI1MOI

To Azat (London) Ltd„ 61 Charlotte Street.
I London W1P. Tel: 01-5804632/3

I

Please send me your lat es t Pri
ce L i
st and/or
the price of the followi ng ma ke & model No.

Name
Address

%.*.411
11911 afflai

30

2511 KL
.
£151 95
2411 KL+Cass Deck £ 117 SO
2615 N ..
(78.75
J.V.C.
1845 Without Speakers
P.O.A.
Hitachi
2480
P.O.A.
2680
P.O.A.
2690
P.O.A.
3412
P.O.A.
National
SG 2500 L
P.O.A.
RE 7550 B
P.O.A.
1020 L ,
P.O.A.
1070 L
P.O.A.
1060L .
P.O.A.
2050 ID
P.O.A.
2070 L
P.O.A.
Sony
HMK 20 ..
P.O.A.
HMK 30 ..
P.O.A.
HMK 40 ..
P.O.A.
HMK 70 ..
P.O.A.
HMP 40 A ..
P.O.A.
HMP 70
P.O.A.
Philips
RH 943
E193-50
RH 953
£21600

11MBII MMS

HFN 7

The best
\cartridge
we've ever
/made.

NEW

AZIIT

HiFi
SHOWROOMS

,

it. takes an exceptional diamond to turn
" an ADC cartridge into aSuper ADC.
In fact, the ADC Super XLM Mk2 has aShibata type
stylus which means it contacts more of the groove
wall; it gives better weight distribution and results in
exceptional stereo separation and sound definition.
So good, it's ideal for CD4 quadraphonic sound.
On the testbench, HiFi Sound said:
The Super XLM Mk2's tracking ability is
exceptional: 'Exceptional smoothness
AD
and transparency of sound:

eeexceicetiet ece
_
61CHARLOTTE ST
LONDON W1

The Professionals' choice
Because any old diamond won't do.

SPECIAL OPENING DISCOUNT
ON THE WHOLE RANGE OF HI-FI
ON SALE AT OUR NEW SHOWROOMS

OPEN 10th July
AZ117' HiFi
61 CHARLOTTE ST
LONDON W1

Record care

It is vita, to keep records clean and free from dust. There are a
variety of ways of doing this including placing the record on the
floor, and running over it with a vacuum cleaner. This system is
moderately effective but does have a tendency to flatten out the
grooves on the record, which in turn, adversely affects the
sound.
A better procedure is to prevent the dust getting on to the
disc in the first place. Dust is attracted by static. The Zerostat
anti- static pistol neutralises static, without contact, in seconds.
Don't be a record sucker, get yourself
aZerostat from your local hi-fi dealer, or,
write to Department N/2 Zerostat Ltd.,
9 Station Road, St Ives, Huntingdon,
Cambs ( telephone St Ives 62225) for a
data sheet and dealer list.
Yes, the Zerostat pistol costs only
£6•99 ( including VAT)

ZEROSTAT
31

Our
Cash
AMPLIFIERS
Price
Accuphase E202
358-75
Alpha FA300
34.95
Alpha FA600
79.95
ARD 2000-2 ..
59-50
Atron 2015
53.55
Amstrad 8000 Mk 2 ..
25-95
Amstrad 2000 Mk 3 • •
38-25
Lux L30 ..• • 133-50
Lux L80 ... • 202-50
Lux L8OV•
• 242-95
NAD 60•
•
POA?
Nikko TRM2I0•.
56.25
Nikko TRM500• •
94-50
Rotel RA212. •
49-50.
Rotel RA3I2• .
59-95.
Rotel RA4I2• •
73-95.
Rotel RA6I2•.
99.95.
Rotel RAI412. • 284.95.
Sansui AU2200 . •
61-45
Sansui AU5500 . • 143-75
Sansui AU3900 .. • •
84-99
Sansui AU4900 . • 102-95
Teleton GA203• .
64.54
Teleton A400 ..
64 54
PICKUP CARTRIDGES
Shure M75-65 ..
585
Shure M75- E1
945
Shure M75ED
10 95
Shure M9SED
14.85
Shure VIS Mk Ill ..
32.50
TAPE RECORDERS
REEL-TO-REEL
Akai I722L
115.25.
Grundig TK745 .. 159-95
TUNERS
Accuphase TIOI .. 260-31
Atron KTI000
POA?
Amstrad 3000 Mk 2 ..
36-50
Armstrong 623
POA
Armstrong 624
POA?
Lux T33
126-50
Nikko FAM220 ..
66-25
Nikko FAM500 ..
83.25
Rotel RT224 .•
5150.
Rotel RT324
6815.
Rotel RT624
99-95•

Our
Cash
Price
89-95
81-50
58-95
59-95

Sansui TU3900 ..
Sansui T4400 ..
Teleton GT203
Teleton T400
SPEAKERS
ALPHA HT17
29-95
Acoustic Research-Full
range ..
POA?
Castle Acoustic ' Richmond!'
67-95
Amstrad 1500 ..
31-25
Amstrad 2500 ..
35-25
Celestion Ditton 11 ..
48-50
Celestion Ditton 15
78-75
Celestion Ditton 33
116-50
Celestion Ditton 44 .. 141-25
Celestion Ditton 25 " 166-05
EPI Mil .• . •
62-95
Lux LX77
POA?
Marantz 4G • • • .
73.75
Marantz 5G . • • •
99-50
Marantz 6G • • • . 137-50
Marantz 7G .. •. 169-75
Mirsch 0M2-17.. • •
59.95
Mirsch 0M2-21.. • . 113.95
Mirsch 0M3-28.. • • 152-95
Monitor Audio MAS . •
POA?
Monitor Audio MA3 • •
POA?
Sansui LMII0 .. • • 122-69
Sansui LM220 .. • • 153-34
Sansui LM330 .. • . 204.48
Bose Studiocraft 110 • .
POA?
Bose Studiocraft 220 . •
POA?
Bose Studiocraft 330 • •
POA?
Bose Studiocraft 440 . •
POA?
Sonab OD12 .. • • 109.95
Sonab 0A6
375-00
SSC 15's
27-95
SSC 25's
42.95
Leak 2030
84-95
Leak 2060 ..
133-87
TAPE DECKS REEL-TO-REEL
Akai 4000D5/11
11610.
Akai 4000DB Dolby .. 167.50.
Akai GX265D
275-50.
Akai GX630DB Dolby.. 375-95•

Our
Cash
Price

TURNTABLES
Amstrad TP I
2D ..
37-50
ARD 1214 Dual
74.50
BICC 960 ..
66 50
90 61
BICC 980 ..
Dual 510+Shure 95ED
POA?
Dual 601 + Shure V15/Ill
POA?
POA?
Dual 701 + Shure V15/III
Goldring 102+G800
35- 75
Goldring GL75+G800E
49-95
Harman Kardon S7T
240 00
Lux PDI31 less arm ..
POA?
Microsolid One
61-50
Micro MR322
94-50
Garrard 5P25/IV P & C
25-95
Akai AP003
94-95.
Akai AP001
58-95•
Rotel RPI500
61-95.
Sansui SR212P
51-95
Sansui SR525
129-75
Sansui SR7I7
148-25
Sonab 55's+Cart.
56-86
Sonab
66-75
Strathearn STM4
60-26
Strathearn STA4
62-99
Trio KPI022
54-95
COMPLETE
MUSIC CENTRES
Sanyo 2611 Super less
Speakers ..
169.95
Sanyo 2511 ..
157-95
Sanyo 2311
95.75
Teleton MC600.. .. 203-35
Amstrad MC200 .. 161-95
Aiwa AF5080 less Speakers POA?
CASSETTES
Akai CS3OD
62-95.
Akai CS34D
92-95•
Akai GXC39D
130.95"
Akai GXC75D .
188 95*
Akai GXC310D
161 95.
Akai GXC710D
173 87*
Akai GXC325D
208 50"
Akai GXC740D
250 50.
Akai GXC760D
307 50'
Aiwa AD1300
POA?

•.
•
.•
.•

••
••
.•
•.
.•

CLIMAX AUDIO
MONITOR AUDIO • FERROGRAPH

Our
Cash
Price
POA?
POA?
POA?
Ill 95
137-95
154-95
95-95
75-95
84 95
62 95
48-95

Aiwa AD1600
Aiwa ADI800
Aiwa AD6500
Sansui SC636 ..
Sansui SC2000/2
Sansui SC3000 ..
Sanyo RD4260
Sanyo RD4250
Technics R5263AU ..
Amstrad 7000 .. ..
Amstrad 6000 ..
HEADPHONES
Koss K7
8-95
Koss K6
11-95
Koss K6LC ..
13-50
Koss K6D
11-95
Koss K0727B
15-25
Koss K0747
19-35
Koss PRO4AA . ..
26-50
Koss PROSLC ..
29-25
Koss Easy Listener ..
17 55
Koss HVIA . ..
22 45
Koss HV ILC ---25 50
Koss Phase 2+2
71 75
Koss Phase 2 ..
35 50
Koss ESP6A
49 95
Koss ESP9
84 50
Micro MX- I ..
45-95
RECEIVERS
Alpha FR3000 ..
71-95
Alpha FR4000 • •
86-35
Alpha FR6000 . •
103-50
Amstrad 5000 • •
66-50
Atron 215
POA?
Atron 220
POA?
Akai AA 1020 • •
146.95.
Akai AA 1030 • •
163-95•
Akai AA 1050
213-95•
Armstrong 625
POA?
Armstrong 626
POA?
Aiwa AF3060
POA?
Lux R1500 ..
399-50
Marantz 2015 ..
129-50
NAD 140
POA?
NAD 160
POA?
Nikko STA5050
106-25

Our
Cash
Price
Rotel RXI52
8150.
Rotel RX202
9150*
Rotel RX402
12815.
Rotel RX602
16315*
Sansui 210 ..
76.62
Scan-Dyna 24008 .. 140-95
Sonab R3000 .. 125-95
Sonab R4000
158-74
Sonab R7000 .. 212-75
Trio KR2400
106.00
Trio KR3400 .. 117-85
TDK CASSETTE TAPES
PER 10
TDK D60•.
6.60.
TDK D90.
•
7-30.
TDK SD60. •
745.
TDK SD90•
•
10-15•
TDK ED60. •
10-15.
TDK ED90. •
14-58.
TDK KR60• •
II-23.
TDK KR90• .
15-98*
TDK SA60• •
10-80*
TDK SA90
15-43.
Please add 50p post and packing
for 10+ tapes. POA?-Prices
on Application. Phone or S.A.E.
MAIL ORDER
SECURICOR DELIVERY
All in stock items despatched
within 72 hours. Add £. 50 per
item for Securicor delivery. Add
7Sp for headphones or pickup
cartridges.
PAYMENT
ITEMS MARKED (°): Please phone
for quotation if you wish to pay by
Barclaycard or Access, or send
stamped addressed envelope. All
other items quote your Barclaycard or Access No. with your full
name and address and telephone
number. Make Postal Orders or
Cheques payable to Climax Audio.
All our prices include VAT and
are correct at time of going to
press. E. & 0.E.

2Broad Row, Great Yarmouth,
Norfolk NR30 1HT Telephone 50354
QUALITY BARGAINS FROM

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM
U.K. orders only. Add 35p for PIP. Prices subject to alteration without notice.
ALL PRICES INC. VAT
C.60
C.90
C.I20
AMPEX 2020
Ampex 2020 Studio.. .. ..
80p
EI-10
E1-40 104." NAB Metal Spool
B.A.S.F. LH .. ..
C.30, 45p 50p
70p
95p 3600'-E7-50
B.A.S.F. Chrome .. .. ..
C1.15
EI.40
C1-95
B.A.S.F. Super LH/SMI .. ..
88p
E1.15 [ I-60
B.A.S.F. Ferrichrome .. ..
El 50
El 95 Head
Cleaning
k.M.I. X-1000 UD .. ..
70p
90p Cassettes by Philips
Hitachi LN .. .. .. ..
50p
70p
EI-10 or Bib.
Hitachi UD .. .. .. • •
98p
E1-20
fl 45
Memorex MRX 2 ..
C.30, 45p69p
95p
El - 30
TAPE
Memorex Chrome .. .. ..
El . 45
E1-94 Philips ... .. ..
50p
70p
95p RECORDERS
Appointed
stockistsfor
Philips Super Quality
70p
90p
E1-20
Tandberg, Sony, Philips
Philips Chrome
..
EI-15
E1.40 Pyral .. . • ..
50p
70p
95p Akai, Hitachi, Revox,
Uher,
many others.
Pyral MAXIMA
....
80p
E1-20
Scotch
..
44p
66p
889 Mies.. Mixers, Accessories.
Scotch Classic •
C.4S, f1-25 El - 30
E2.00
Sony K ..
50p
70p
959
Sony Chrome
El - 40
E2-05 HI-FI
Sony HF
..
....
96p
CI - 38 £ I•56
Amplifiers,
speakers,
Sony Ferrichrome
El 85
e2 15 TDK Dynamic
C.;IS 50p60p
, • •
90p £ 1.10 motors, pickups and
accessories
by
leading
TDK SD
..
..
..
98p
E1.45
EI•85
manufacturers.
ComTDK ED
..
..
..
fI - 45
EI-85 plete
assemblies.
TDK SA .. .. .. ..
EI-50
EI-95 -

• CASSETTES

THE PERFECT HI-FI COMBINATION
Last month we announced our appointment
for the

NYTECH

CTA252

e

Tu- AM P

•

At last we have a truly domestic piece of equipment
which has been designed to work satisfactorily in the
home and yet still maintain laboratory performance.
Each machine
is individually
tested and
carries its own
test report.
PLUS a twoyear parts and
labour guarantee.

UJ
_J

o
LU

•

60 QUEENS ROAD, WATFORD.
Telephone: 39733, Extension 25.

QUAD. ARMSTRONG • TRIO • AIWA

PHILIPS OR SCOTCH VIDEO CASSETTES: VC.30,
C11-88: VC.45, E15.64: VC.60. £ 18-3 6.
AMPEX TAPES (P-Polyester) Separately boxed.
ST
LP
DP
TP
7" Pro ( P) 1800 2020 (Ser. 373) - £•25 - 7" ( P) Series 341, I800'.. .. - £ I•65 7' ( P) Series 351, 2400' DP .. - - £2•45
7' ( P) Series 361, 3600'.. .. - - SHAMROCK TAPES (
All Polyester)
7' 1200'; 1800'; 2400' .. ..
El 410 £ 125 El -50
5' 900'; 1200' .. .. .. 75p ENO
BASF in individual round transparent packs.
7' 3600' E.3.95; 5r 900' E1•10; 1200 LI-35; 2400' (2.50

•

Coqt,ict MR CHITTY

HAMMONDS OF WATFORD

e

5
cn
E

e OWN SERVICE
DEPARTMENT.

e

CREDIT
FACILITIES

e

Please mention this
journal when ordering.

THOUSANDS OF MUS/CASSETTES ALWAYS IN STOCK
You get a fair deal at a fair price when you

buy it from

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM 169 -173 HIGH RD., LONDON, SW16 6EG

Between St. Leonard's Church
and Streatham Station.
Phone: 01 -769 0466: 01 -769 0192
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY- CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

If you're ready to take a bold
new step into the world of music
listening, here it is. Because the
new Koss Phase 2+2 is the culmination of years and years of
research and design experience into the way we hear and
perceive music. That makes it
the first real breakthrough in the
psycho-acoustical aspects of
both 2-channel and 4-channel
stereo.
From the moment you slip on
a pair of Koss Phase 2+2
Quadrafones and hold the
unique Programmer in your
hands, you'll become your own
recording engineer. Not just in
control of the 2- channels or
4- channels of music you're
used to hearing from your
music source, but in control of a
whole panorama of musical
perspectives you never even
knew existed in your tapes or
records.
The intricacies of the new

one sound than another.

New Koss Phase/2 + 2Quadrafone

Koss Phase:2+2 are really too
vast to cover here. You really
have to hear them and try them
at your Audio Specialist's. But
there are a number of things
about Phase 2+2 that we can
discuss to introduce you to a
new phase in music listening
First, if you're into 2- channel
stereo, simply insert the black
plug into your equipment. Or if
you're into 4- channel, insert
both plugs. In either mode, the

eight controls on the Programmer will lead you into an exciting journey through the world of psycho- acoustics.
Second, as you flip each of
the four Ambience Expander
switches to the " E" position,
you'll alter the ambience of
each channel relative to the
other channels. Thus each
switch will dramatically change
your position within the sound
sphere, drawing you closer to

Third, by flipping the unique
Koss Binauralators im to the "On"
position, you'll find yourself
totally surrounded by the performing group.. Indeed, with
either 2-channel or 4channe;
source material, you'll feel
completely immersed in a new
experience of musical presence. and intimacy.
Fourth, with the Koss Quad
Field eswitch in the "47r" position, you'll recreate the full
spherical environment of a live
performance. And even with
the switch in the "27r" position,
the sounds will seem to spread
out in front of you in a hemispherical perspective.
Fifth, the Quad Comparator
switch lets you make an instant
comparison between ordinary
4- channel sound and the
psycho-acoustic experience of
Phase/2+2 sound.

Introducing the new Phase/2+2 Quadrafone
that's so advanced it multiplies your
listening perspectives 127 ways.

e
Please send me full details of the Phase /2+2
and all other Koss stereophones & accessories
Post to: Tape- Music Distributors Ltd.,
114 Ashley Rd., St. Albans. Herts.
AL1 5JR. Tel: St, Albans 64337.

om the people who invented Stereophones.
HFN7

SPEAKER SELECTION LTD
(THE SPEAKER SPECIALISTS)

Dept. N,

FAST RELIABLE MAIL ORDERS- A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF AL L

611 FOREST ROAD, WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON E1 74PP
ALL CALLERS WELCOME FOR SALES COLLECTIONS, OR JUST A CHAT
DEMONSTRATIONS AT ALL TIMES
SPEAKERS
All priced per pair. Carriage charges:a. £250: b. [3: c, £4: d. £ 5; e, £5•50
Cambridge R40 and R50
P.O.A.
Castle Acoustics Richmond
P.O.A.
Castle Acoustics Kendal
Celef Domestic
Celef Micro ..
Celef Mini ..
Celef Monitor ..
Celef Mini Professional
Celef Studio Professional
Celestion County .
.. £6200 b
Celescion Dicton 10/11 •
£52-00 b
Celestion Dicton 11 ..
.. £57.00 c
Celestion Dicton 120 ..
£62-00 b
Celestion Dicton 15
£93.00 c
Celestion Ditton 33
£137-00 d
Celestion Dicton 44
£167.00 d
Celestion Dicton 25
£197.00 d
Celestion Dicton 66
£269.00
£
e
Celestion UL6
101100 b
Celestion UL8
£126.00 c
Celestion ULIO
£187-00 c
Chartwell L53/5A
Goodmans
IMF Compact 11
IMF Super Compact
IMF ALS40 II .
IMF TLS50 11 and TLS1313
lsophon . •
JBL LI6
JBL LI66
•£45o•oo d
JBL Century IBB
•£385.00 d
Jordan Watts ..
Keesonic KRF
LNB Mini Lab ..
.. L55.00 c
LNB Para Lab Super ..
.. £69-00 c
LNB Para Lab 20 ..
£110.00 d
LNB Para Lab 40 ..
£135.00 d
Leak 2030 ..
.. £89-00 c
Lowther
Marantz..
Marsden Hall
Pioneer
Quad Electrostatics ..
Richard Allan Flamenco 11
ueoo b
Richard Allan Pavane Il
.. £79-00 c
Richard Allan RAB ..
£50-00 b
Richard Allan RA82 ..
.. £79.00 c
Richard Allan RA82L .
.. £95.00 d
Richard Allan RA828L •
P
£14800 d
Rogers Export Monitor ..
P.O.A.
Revox AX2. AX3 and AX4
P.O.A.
Tandberg
Tannoy Eaton ..
Tannoy Devon
Tannoy Cheviot
Videotone Mini Max II • E.39.00 a
Videotone Saphir land II •&17-00 b
Videotone Encyclopaedia • L36.00 a
Videotone Super Max
£117.00
Videotone Midi Max . • .. £77.00 c
Wharfedale Chevin XP
£29-75 b
Wharfedale Denton 2XP
£42.50 b
Wharfedale Linton 3XP
£61.00 c
Speaker Stands available from £15 per pr

••
••
.•
••
••
••

SPEAKER KITS
All priced per pair. Carriage charges:a, £2: b. C2-50; c, [3: d, £3•50
Goodmans Din 20 .. • L30-00 b
Goodmans Mezzo Twin .. £50-00 b
Helme XLK20
neo a
Helme XLK30 II
£19-00 a
Helme XLK30 Ill
£22.75 b
Helme XLK35
.. £27.50 c
Helme XLK40..
• 02-1:10 b
Helme Hypo 60
.. £75-00 c
Helme Hypo 100
£149.00 c
KEF KKI
.. £50.00 b
KEF KK3
.. £91.00 c
Lowther PM6
.. £6300 b
Lowther PM6 1
..
£67.50 b
Peerless 20-2 .. .. £33.50 b
Peerless 20-3 .. .. £48.50 c

Peerless 30-2 .. .. .. £47.00
Peerless 50-4 .. .. .. £75.50
Peerless 1060 .. .. .. £52.50
Peerless 1070 .. .. .. f92 00
Peerless 1120 .. .. £ 05 00
Richard Allan Twin Assembly £25 00
Richard Allan Triple 8 .. £ 8 00
Richard Allan Triple 12 .. £.16 00
Richard Allan Super Triple .. £55 00
Richard Allan RA8 .. .. E35 00
Richard Allan RA82 .. .. [56 00
Richard Allan RA82L .. .. E60 00
Wharfedale Linton II .. .. £23 00
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP .. £52 50
Wharfedale Dovedale Ill .. £66 00

SPEAKER CHASSIS
All priced singly. Carriage charges:Bass, CI each; Tweeters, 75p each;
XO, 50p each
Baker . • . . .. ..
P.O.A.
Castle 8" RS/DD .. ..
£9.00
Celestion HF 1300 .. ..
£7.50
Celestion HF2000 .. ..
£8.50
Goodman: Audiomax I2AX ..
£42-75
Goodmans Audiomax I5AX ..
£47.50
Goodmans Audiom I2P-G ..
£18.00
Goodmans Audiom I2P-D ..
£19-00
Goodmans Axent 100.. ..
£8-25
Goodmans Audiom 100/200 ..
£14-00
Goodmans Hi-Fax 750P ..
£17-50
Goodmans Twin Axiom 8 ..
£10-00
Goodmans Twin Axiom 10 ..
£10.25
Goodmans Axiom 402
£20-50
Goodmans Audiom 8p
£6.50
Goodmans Audiom 10p . •
£6.75
Goodmans Audiom 12p • .
£16-75
Goodmans Audiom 15p . •
£24-50
Goodmans Audiom 18p •.
£41.50
Helme.. .. • •
P.O.A.
Jordan Watts Modules • •
£14.75
Jordan Watts HF units • •
£6.75
KEF T27 ..
£5.25
KEF BI 10 7-25
..
£
KEF B200
..
£8.50
KEF 8139
KEF DNI3/SP 11i 5
££
17.00
4.40
KEF DNI3/SP1017
£4.00
KEF DNI2 ..
£6.00
Lowther PM6 ..
£2900
Lowther PM6 I
£31.00
Lowther PM7 ..50.50
£
Peerless DTIO HFC013
Peerless K010 DT
0-75
Peerless K040 MRF .. £ 1100
Peerless MT225 HFC ..
nas
Richard Allan CG8 ..
£7.25
Richard Allan CG8T ..7-50
£
Richard Allan CGIOT ..12-25
£
Richard Allan CG12T ..13.00
£
Richard Allan CGI5 ..
E
£2
19
700
Richard Allan CAI2 ..
:00
Richard Allan DT20 .. £5-75
Richard Allan LP8B ..
£8-00
Richard Allan HD8T ..11.25
£
Richard Allan HDI2T ..17.00
£
STC 400IG and K ..
£6.00
Tannoy 10' Monitor HPD
67.00 £
Tannoy 1r Monitor HPD
£72-00
Tannoy 15" Monitor HPD
£85-50
Wharfedale WMT2 ....
85p
Wharfedale 800 and 3000 X0
£1.75
RECEIVERS
Carriage, L2-50
Armstrong 625 and 626 ..
P.O.A.
Eagle AA28 .. .. .. •£95.50
Eagle AA30 .. ..110.00.. •£
Goodmans Module 90
125.00
.. [
Goodmans Module 1-10 .. £ 145.00
Goodmans Module 1-20 .. £ 145.00
Goodmans Module 1-5000
•L207.
Goodmans Module 80 Compact.L140.00
Goodman! Module 1-10 Compact
.£195-00
Howland West R100 .. .. £103-00

ITEMS MARKED • ARE SPECIAL OFFERS ON LIMITED STOCKS O NLY,
NOT ON CREDIT CARD SALES.
Please check prices and availability before ordering/calling as prices are
subject to alteration without notice.
ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF VAT AT 12%, TAPES AT 8°4
Advice and leaflets sent on request, please send stamped addressed
envelope.
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c
c
c
c
b
b
c
c
b
c
c
a
c
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Lux R600, R800, RI500
P.O.A.
Marantz 2015, 2230 ..
P.O.A.
Nikko STA5050
•£ 117-00
Nikko STA7070
• E144-00
Nikko STA8080
• LI5700
Onkyo Y3A
• E103-50
Pioneer SX434, SX535, SX636
P.O.A.
Rogers Ravensbrook ..
£97-00
Teleton• • •
Tandberg TR 1000, TR1010
P.O.A.
AMPLIFIERS
Carriage, £2.50
Armstrong 621
Cambridge Audio P60
P.O.A.
Eagle A2004
£55-50
Eagle A2006 . . • L6700
Goodmans 40-40
• E75-00
Howland West A2000 ..
£56-50
Lux L30, L80, L507, L309 ..
P.O.A.
Marantz 1030, 1040, 1060 ..
P.O.A.
Nikko TRM230
• L58-50
Nikko TRM500
• a3.00
Nikko TRM600
• t1013-00
Nikko TRM2I0 . • 015410
Pioneer SA5300, SA6366 ,SA7300
•
P.O.A.
Quad 33, 303, 405 ..
P.O.A.
Rogers A75
£85.50
Rogers Ravensbrook
£.5700
Revox A78 and A722 ..
P.O.A.
Sugden A48, A21, P51, C5I
P.O.A.
Tandberg TA300
P.O.A
Teleton GA203
£49.50
TUNERS
Carriage. £2•50
Armstrong 623 and 624
P.O.A.
Cambridge Audio T55
P.O.A.
Celestion Telefi (TV) ..
£23-00
Eagle T2008 . ..
£64-50
Howland West
..
£43.50
Lux WL550, T300, T33
Marantz 112, 125, 150
Nikko FAM220
• E59.00
Nikko FAM500
•£76.00
Pioneer TX5300, TX7500
P.O.A.
Quad FM3 ..
P.O.A.
Revox A76 and A720
P.O.A.
Rogers 175 ..
£78-50
Rogers Ravensbrook
£45.00
Sugden R21, R5I
P.O.A.
Tandberg TP4I radio ..
P.O.A.
Teleton GT203
£46.00
Teleton GT202
..
£42.00
TURNTABLES
Carriage:-Chassis, C2-50; with Plinth
and cover, D.
Ariston RDI 11and II
Connoisseur BDI kit ..
£12.75
Connoisseur DB2 chassis ..
£31.50
Connoisseur BD2 P & C
£41.75
Connoisseur BD3 P & C
£73.25
Dual CS70I, C5601, CS501
P.O.A.
Eagle 02005
£44-50
Garrard SP25 IV chassis ..
£18.00
G
d SP25 IV Mod & M756
£31.50
G
d 125SB Mod & M756
£41-50
G
d 86SB II Mod & M756
£56-00
G
d 86SB Ichassis
•£27-00
G
d ZIOOSB chassis ..
£47-00
G
d ZIOOSB Mod & M93
£63-00
G
d 401 chassis
£55-00
Goldring L80. L82, L84, L90 ..
P.O.A.
Howland West HWI P & C only P.O.A.
Leak 2001 ..
[119-00
Linn Sondek LP12
P.O.A.
Micro MRI22, MR3I I, DDI
P.O.A.
McDonald ...
Philips GA212 with GP400 ..
£65.00
Pioneer PL I2D 11
£42-00
Pioneer PL 15R
Transcriptors Ref and arm .. £111-00
Transcriptors Ref less arm ..
£92-00
Thorens TDI45C
LIOS-00
Thorens TDI60C . ..
£81-00

HI-FI

EQUIPMENT

AT:

TELEPHONE: 01-531 3117
HOURS OF BUSINESS:
10 A.M.-6 P.M. TUES. TO

SAT.

Thorens TDI60 BC ( no arm)
£67-00
Thorens TD I
66C
P.O.A.
Thorens TDI25 chassis .. • E92.00
Thorens TDI25 AB and TX25
£160.00
Thorens P & C only for 125 ..
£20.00
Accessories: Bib, Colton, Pixall, Zerostat, Transcriptors, SME, Micro
ARMS
Postage, 75p each
Acos Lustre ..
Connoisseur SAU2
Colton MC101
Formula 4 ..
Grace G707 ..
SME 3009 Fixed head ..
SME 3009 Detachable head
Transcriptors Fluid ..

• • £26-50
• • £13.50
••£18-00
• • P.O.A.
• P.O.A.
£33-50
£42-50
£26-00

CARTRIDGES
Postage, 25p each
Cartridge
ADC Q30 ..
E6-75
ADC Q32
£9-25
ADC Q36
£12-00
ADC VLM 11 ..
£20.00
ADC XLM 11
£25.00
Audio Technica
Decca London ..
£24-00
Connoisseur SCU I .. £6.25
Empire 2000E
£9-50
Empire 2000E/1 .. £13-75
Empire 2000E/11 .. £15-75
Grado FTR
£7.75
Grace F9E
Goldring G850.. .. £4.¡S
Goldring G820.... £7.25
Goldring G820E
£10.25
Goldring G820SE
£14-25
Micro VF3200E .. £13.50
Micro Acoustics QDCI-E 2002-E
Ortofon
Shure VIS Ill
£32-50
Shure M75ED II .. moo
Shure M75B
Shure M75E1
£9.50
Shure M9SED
neo
Shure M95E1
£9.90
Shure M3D
.. £5.20
Shure M55E
£6.00
Shure M756S
45.40
Stanton 500A
£12.75
Stanton 681EEE
£42.00
Supex SMI00, SD90IE
HEADPHONES
Postage, LI each
Clark 75
Clark 250
Howland West
Micro MXI
Peerless PMB6
PWB Moving coil ..
PWB Dynax
PWB Electrostatic and Box ..
Pioneer
Revox RH43I
Sennheisser HD4I4
Sennheisser HD424

Stylus
only
£4.50
£6-30
£7.25
£9-50
£11.25
P.O.A.
£2-25
£7.25
£9-75
£12-25
£6.00
P.O.A.
£4.00
£4-00
£7.00
£12.25
£8.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£13-00
£790
£11.75
£7-00
£3.80
£5.85
£4-30
£7.50
£19-00
P.O.A.

•£9.00
*LIM
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£23.00
£17-00
£27.00
£40.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
•£12.00
•£19.00

TAPE DECKS
Carriage, C2-50
Aiwa AD1300, 1600, 1800
Dual C901 ....
Goodmans SCD100 .. • E120-00
Neal 10211 103.. .. .. In stock
Pioneer CTF2I21 .. .. £120.00
Pioneer CTF9I91 .. .. £248-00
Revox A77 and A700 ..
Teleton CD100 .. .. •£63.00
Tandberg 204IX
•£ 108.00
Tandberg 354IX .. • E164-00
Tandberg 364IX .. • E205410
Tandberg TCD310, 3400, 9100.

Access and Barclaycard welcome.
Cheques accepted with adequate
identification only.
Personal Export scheme available to callers.
We are situated on the A503 close to Waltharnstow Town Hall.
Trains-Walthamstow Central. Buses- I23, 275, 276, 262, 69, W2I, 251, 718.
E. & 0. E.

The Dust Bug®
First marketed in 1954 no better design has yet been evolved although the principle
has been copied by dozens of manufacturers. The only cleaner with hand tipped nylon
bristle shaped to fit the groove and rigid enough to penetrate to the groove bottom
without damage; asuper mohair plush pad for collecting the debris.
Now features new model pedestal permitting temporary
and/or permanent fixing. Height instantly altered with locking
deviceTotally British made. Backed by 22 years reputation.
Recommended Retail Price £1.36
Replacement parts:
Bristle & Plush Pad 14p per set
Antistatic Dispenser 20 1
2 peach
/
Pedestal 33p each
All prices include V.A.T.

Cecil E Watts Ltd.. Darby House.
Sunbury- on- Thames, Middlesex.

Please send me
Dust Bugs at £ 1.36 inc. V.A.T.
(Please add 15p each for postage & packing, U.K. only)
Replacement parts as follows —
(Please add llp per i1em for postage & packing, U.K. only)
Ienclose cheque/P.O. value £
(Do not send postage stamps)
Name
Address

6 WHARFEDALE DENTON 2XP
SPEAKERS Aneatly- designed two- unit
bookshelf speaker (8" base, 2" tweeter), the
Denton 2XP can be partnered to amps with
outputs from 3to 30w fMS.for abig realistic
sound at an economy price. 4-8 ohms.'
Teak finish.
£42.10 per pair PP & Ins £ 220

1 LASKYS QUALITY CONTROLAn
excellent representative of laskys many
back-up services the highly- rated LQC man
checks equipment as dcomes in from the
manufacturer, to ensure it reaches you in
perfect condition. Finished in gleamingwhite
with smiting facia, he can be teamed with mail
order and branch purchases.

2 AKAI 4000DB DOLBY TAPE DECK
DECK The Dolby version of the world-renowned 4000DS, this little reel-to-reel deck
can open new horizons to both beginner and
enthusiast - with Dolby, better than - 60db s, n
at 5kHz, twin VU's and mic inputs, 7" reel
capacity and very wide frequency response.
(reels extra)
£155.25 P/P & Ins £2.20

3 AUDIOTRONIC LENCO 160
TURNTABLE Available only from Laskys,
this styLsh black turntable is belt-dnven, with
damped cueing - amarriage of Swiss precision
engineering and British value for money.
(less cartridge).
£40.50 PP&Ins £ 1.65

7 AUDIOTRONIC ACD660 STEREO
CASSETTE DECK Our own fine machinery
with - 45db snratio, Cr() tape capability and
excellent frequency response, switchable noise
limiter to cut noise by 6db at 10kHz, twin VU
meters, tape counter,and headphone output.
£49.50 PP & Ins £1.65

10 AKAI AA5210 STEREO
INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER Astrong
head for any hi-fi system, the AA5210 gives
15w rms per channel into 8ohms, total
harmonic distortion of 0.8% and
comprehensive control facilities.
£67.50 P, P&Ins £ 1.65
11 LEAK 2001 TURNTABLE This
highly acclaimed turntable incorporates the
unique spherodynamic suspension system
giving high res.stance to external shock.
Belt-driven, the 2001 comes complete with
the Audio Techrica AT1005 mk 2arm. Our
price is part r.ularly attractive on this model.
(less cartridge?.
£67.50 PP& Ins £ 1.65

8 CELESTION DITTON 44
The Ditton 44 is a3- way floorstandmg unit
featuring Celestion's famous HF2000 super
tweeter. Very efficient the 44 has been in
continuous production for many years testimony tu the sou ndr ess of the original
design. Teak or walnut finish available. •

12 GARRARD ( RDPI4) SP25/IV
TURNTABLE Probably the best-selling
record deck in audio history, the SP25 is now in
its mark IV version, and has synchronous motor,
calibrated tracking force, damped cueing, and
comes complete with Shure M75SM Stereo
MagneficCadridge.

£149.10 per pair PP& Ins £2.20

£30.15 P/P&Ins £ 1.65

5 UA800 STEREO TUNER Styled to
match the IJA700, this AM FM tuner
represents excellent value.

9 AKAI CS34D STEREO DOLBY
CASSETTE DECK With its clear lines,
uncluttered bin comprehensive controls and
facilities, - 52db sn ratio (which is improved
by up to 10db above 5kHz with Dolby in),
certainly one of the best.

£33.75 Pl&Ins £ 1.65

£89.95 PzP& Ins £ 1.65

13 HITACHI FT300 AM/ FM STEREO
TUNER Partner to the HA300 Amplifier
15+ 15 wand available from Laskys at £ 71.95 ),
the F1300 can be teamed with any reputable
amp. IC technology makes this unit reliable and
lensitive, ideal for the discriminating listener.
£58.50 UP& Ins £ 1.65

4 ALBA UA700 AMPLIFIER
The Alba range has recently been the suoject of
some very favourable comment from the
reviewing fraternity. Excellent performance
with an output of 15+15w rms these little units
belie the realistic price asked.
£33.75 PP& Ins £1.65

LASKYS: All about selection,
value and service.
mum
•

14 KOS
SKR D- 111"RED DEVIL"

17 LEAK 2060 SPEAKERS The 2060 is

HEADPHONES The hottest sound around bright red headphones in lightweight
polmopylene with soft PVC foam ear cushions.
Weighs on.y 12 oz. Freq. response 10-17,000 Hz.
£9.35 PP & Ins £ 1.10

athree-way speaker designed for amplifiers
in the 20-50 wrms category. Finished in teak,
it can be raised or used floor- standing.
£145.70 per pair P. Pb Ins £2.20

15 LEAK 2000 RECEIVER This stylish
AM I
'M receiver features afull 30+30 wrms

with very low distortion. Sensitive AM, FM
tuning with numerous facilities including
matrix switch for simulated 4- channel *capability.
£125.95 PP&Ins £ 1.65

STEREO RECEIVER At „, bt Economy and
performance is possible in a4- channel
receiver. AM FM tuning, SQ and QS vario matrix, and stereo to 4- channel synthesis, and
an output 014 x15 wrns into 8ohms.
£131.25 PnIns£1.65

16 AKAI
GXC7 5
DADR/DOLBY
STEREO CASSETTE DECK An ultra-

19 SONY ST70 AM FM STEREO
TUNER This tuner provides pertirmance and

modern deck with long- life GX heads, Akai's
unique Automatic Distortion Reduction,
auto- reverse, reverse recording, memory, and
Dolby Noise Reduction.

£161.95 PP&Ins £ 1.65

20 GOODMANS ONE TEN
RECEIVER Interestingly styled thr: AM FM
stereo receiver boasts an output of 50+50w
rms with very haw distortion. Numerous
facilities including scratch, rumble and
loudness switdes. Available in white or
Ink finish- £103.50 White
£111.35 Teak PP&Ins £ 1.65

18 SANSUI ORX 30004- CHANNEL

21 GOODMANS DIMENSION- 6
SPEAKER '
he Dimension- 8bilirectional
:.peaker represents atotally diffend design
approach. Incorporating nine individual
drive unis, limy reproduce both ckrect and
reflectedsounds with great natd ra tress.
Suitable for amps of 10-60 watt output.
Available in WI
te or teak finish.
£112.50 pe pair RP & Ins £2.2 ,
1

facilities more usually found on far more
expensive units- finely balanced tdning control,
easily-read illuminated scale, tuning meter,
AFC switch, and stereo beacon.
£53.95 PP & Ins £ 1.65

22 AR6SPEAKER The AR6 .satwo-way

speaker designed for optimum performance,
particularly in the base region. Can be matched
with amplifiers of 15-60 watt per channel.
.£ 117 . 00 ner pair PPbIns f2 20

23 TRIO KX 710 STEREO DOLBY
CASSETTE DECK Exceptionil value tor
money, this Dolby deck is cleanly styled with
large VU meters and Peak Level Indicator. slider
record and output level controls, memory, tape
run indicator, and an excellent s; id ratio of 58db
(Dc.lby in. chrome tape).
£99.00 P&Ins£1.65
2

CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
Ask your nea-esi branch tor details
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ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
LONDON: OXFORD STREET • TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD • LISLE STREET • EDGWARE ROAD, FLEET STREET
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The Test of Time.
Critics were most generous in their praise when the
Shure V-15 Type Ill pickup cartridge was introduced.
The ultimate test, however, has been time. The original
engineering innovations, the uniquely uniform quality
and consistent performance reliability of the V-15 Type
Ill have made it THE classic choice as the source of
sound for the finest music systems, both here and
abroad.

Arm or Unit
Cartridge

Consider making the relatively modest investment of a
new cartridge to upgrade the performance of your
entire hi-fi system. Why not ask Shure Electronics
Limited for their recommendation?

Amplifier

Shure Electronics Limited
Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU
Telephone: Maidstone ( 0622) 59881

Address

The original manuscript by J. S. Bach shown is reproduced by kind permission of the Trustees of The British
Museum.
38

Iam at present using

Name

Please recommend the best Shure cartridge to
upgrade my 3g,tem.

S I-1 L.) F=2

HOPE'S article showing the strengths of the
ADRIAN
Japanese scene must give cause for concern to all those

inftuirs
ALSO INCORPORATES: TAPE & TAPE RECORDERS, AUDIO NEWS, STEREO NEWS,
RECORD NEWS. AUDIO RECORD REVIEW, THE GRAMOPHONE RECORD
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JOHN CRABBE
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PETER GAMMOND
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GARY BELLAMY
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EXECUTIVE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER
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COVER PICTURE
The imposing array of equipment is from Technics' 9000 professional
series, some of which is described by Adrian Hope ( p. 48). Of particular
interest is the Universal Equaliser whose facilities allow predictable
and almost infinitely variable frequency response characteristics, which
should prove most useful in renovating old recordings as well as in
psycho-acoustical research. The symbol is Japanese for East';
mah-jongg playing readers may hope that the East wind does not
become a chilly draught.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Annual U.K. subscription rate for HFN/RR is £7.10 ( overseas, £8.10).
The rate for our associated journal Studio Sound is £5•80(overseas£6.00).
All obtainable from Subscription Dept., Link House Publications Ltd.,
Link House, 25 West Street, Poole, Dorset. BH15 1LL (tel: 02013 71171).
HiFi News
Record Review is normally published on the last day of the
preceding month, unless that date falls on a Sunday, when it appears
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BINDERS
Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFNIRR are available from:
Modern Bookbinders, Chadwick Street, Blackburn, Lancs. The years
1971 to 1976 are each covered by two binders ( January-June and
July- December), costing £1.50 each ( post paid).
For earlier years, please ask for a quotation.
CORRESPONDENCE AND ARTICLES
Letters on all topics should be sent to the address given below/right,
those for publication in our correspondence sections being addressed
to the Editor, and those carrying technical or musical queries, or
asking for advice on installation matters, marked for the attention of
'Crossover', and enclosing, please, a stamped addressed envelope.
'Crossover' will reply by post, though some delay is often unavoidable.
Queries and answers of general interest may be published in our
Readers' Problems feature at alater date.
This advisory service cannot deal with requests for information about
manufacturers' products when these details are available from the
makers, nor can we accept responsibility for the consequences of any
advice given, although every effort is made to ensure accuracy. Letters
should be as clear and concise as possible, with queries on separate
subjects written on separate sheets of paper, and should on no
account refer to subscriptions, which are handled at Poole ( see above).
Articles or suggestions for features on all aspects of high quality
sound and recorded music will be received sympathetically.
Manuscripts should be typed or clearly handwritten and submitted
with rough drawings where appropriate.
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involved in the British hi-fi industry. Recent news from Rank,
who have decided to cease production of Leak electronic
hardware in this country, no doubt because of their belief that
it is less profitable than marketing their imported competitors,
merely serves to strengthen one's fears that the audio industry
is in danger of following our motorcycle and car industries
down the road to ruin or nationalisation.
Contrasts between the two audio industries are manifold.
but the greatest differences lie in the corporate structures and
the related attitudes of the workforces. Much of the British
hi-fi industry consists of small ' family-type' firms devoted
exclusively to hi-fi products, and frequently without sufficient
capital to maintain adequate research and market aggressively.
Japanese industry tends to be based on large multi-faceted
corporations, whose power and influence have no parallels on
the European domestic industrial scene. The diversification of
the trading companies enables them to withstand the problems
of afluctuating market better, weathering the hard times and
exploiting the opportunities. The Japanese have correctly
divined that in aconsumer society, consumer electronics are
the best thing since the motor car, with all the valuable assets
of status and planned obsolescence, but without the problems
of environmental lobbies and safety legislation. Only the
British Government could invest large sums of money in
setting up anew and innovative company, and then kill off the
industry's home market ' at astroke' by radically altering its
trading position vis-a-vis other market forces.
On amore optimistic note, the unwillingness of the British
workforce to accept the dehumanisation of the 15- or 30second repeated operation, anot insignificant cause of industrial
unrest, may enable the small firm with its greater flexibility to
prosper. Whether the Japanese workforce will ever react
against an essentially dehumanising process remains to be seen.
but history suggests that it is unlikely that the consumer will
ever question the means of production that make possible his
consumption; it is an unalterable rule that consumer man and
producer man inhabit separate worlds.
The main advantages of the smaller firm lie in its flexibility
both in management ( though flexibility is no panacea for bad
management) and in its ability to respond to technological
innovation or market demands, amply shown by the success o!
British amplifiers, turntables, arms, and loudspeakers where
quality is the only criterion. The biggest problem now for the
British industry must be to match its reputation for overall
sound performance with one for reliability. Recent consumer
legislation has put the onus and cost of servicing firmly on the
retailer, and with the current retail price war the cost of
servicing one piece of equipment is likely to soak up the
profit of several sales. Whereas once the discount customer took
his chance on the reliability of his purchase, now the retailer,
who is fully aware of the record of the manufacturers, will
base his purchasing and recommendations to no small degree
on his knowledge in order to remain profitabk. This is not to
suggest that British products are unreliable, but merely that to
compete in the mass market, the products must satisfy criteria
of both quality and quantity. One feels that Government
money might be well spent establishing an institution to
provide much needed research and development facilities for
product development, production engineering, and quality
control techniques to provide asetting within which the
British audio industry can flourish.
Paul Messenger

Editorial and Advertising Offices:
LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA
Telephone: 01-686 2599
We regret that technical and editorial queries cannot
be answered by telephone.
C) Link House Publications Ltd., 1976.
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OES YOUR TURNTABLE
LEAVE ITS MARK
ON YOUR RECORDS?

Even today there are still alot of
turntables around that don't do enough
to make your LPs live up to their name.
With Trio's KD 2033 turntable and
our KP 1022 turntable pictured here
though, they'll have amuch better chance.
Everything on our turntables, you see,
is geared not just for perfect reproduction.

The 1(1)2033 has high damping rubber
feet too. And though their main purpose
is to isotate the turntable from transmitted sound, they're also perfect shock
absorbers of bumps and knocks.

But to make sure that that performance, and with it your records, really
lasts over the years.
The KD 2033, for instance, has an
anti-skate pulley that virtually defies
centrifugal force.
Instead of the natural tendency of the
arm to be pulled towards the centre of
the platter, it stays where it should: fair
and square in your groove.

Well, unlike alot of turntables, both the
KP 1022 and the KID 2033 have been put
together to age gracefully.

So much for the present. How will
your turntable be treating your records
in twenty years' time?

Built with parts we make and design
ourselves, subjected to constant quality
checks and sometimes even put through
40 days of continuous use, we make sure
they'll not wear out even as time
wears on.
Your records will be the same after

500 plays as they were after the first:
The only mark you'll be able to
recognise them by will be the fact they
haven't any. .1

r
___________
\

Please send me details of your range-1
of turntables.
Name
Address
HFN5B

BH. Morris and Co. (Radio) Ltd., Trio House, The Hyde,
London NW96JP. Tel. 01-205 6441.
Agents in Eire: Peat Wholesale Ltd. Dublin.
See and hear us at the High Fidelity 76 Exhibition.
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From the World of Sound
More Tea Vicar?
EN\ IRONNII N IAl
Sound
is
a
company specialising in hi-fi gear
which
complements
interior
decor'.
The result of that
philosophy is seen in the photo—
an unusual speaker design in
which the drive units are incorporated into a table. Manufacturers claim that due to the
dispersion characteristics positioning in the room is not
critical—they even suggest that
most of the table space can be
used for the display of ornaments.
No doubt all our readers with
lace doilies and a nice line in
china teapots will be rushing out
to replace their monitors with
table style speakers, and they will
be glad to know that the table
design allows: ' a larger than
usual bass chamber for a more
natural
low
note
response.'

Personally, we suspect you may
have problems with resonance
from your Crown Derby. Price
for this nice little number that
your granny will love is a mere
£165-00 including VAT. Environmental sound, London House,
Mayfield, Sussex

Neal 4- Channel

Cassette
sit sr product from North East
Audio is the 140, a 4-channel
cassette deck. Designed for professional and industrial use it
utilises a four-track, inline, full
width record/playback head, and
the standard model comes with
Dolby on all four channels.
Provision is made for both line

HiFi ' 76 Seminar
paper, this two-day seminar
looked an impressive collection of
presentations, ten in all by well
known names of the audio and
electronics world. To be staged
in the sumptuously fitted York
Theatre in the Heathrow Hotel,
originally it was planned to
charge £20 for the sessions,
including all-day refreshments.
For lack of significant response,
this plan was aborted and the
programme opened to all visitors
free of charge.
The first day's sessions were
sparsely attended (chiefly due to
lack of early publicity, and the
trade visitors touring the exhibition with no time for attending
lectures), but the Friday was a
public day and achieved reasonable audiences.
Subjects
covered
included
Laurie Fincham, of KEF (outlining his company's computer
aided design and evaluation of
LS performance). Mike Wright,
of Dayton Wright Associates,
talked about the design and
ON

Record Storage
design are a German
firm specialising in record storage
and cleaning. The storage side
consists of various racks and
units all manufactured from
plastic material in awide range of
colours. In common with many
other German products Schweizer
Design is ultra modern in conception, and makes full use of the
possibilities of modern materials.
Some may find it alittle stark, but
in the context of modern furnishings it offers a very practical
solution to a perennial problem.
SCHWEIZER

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Prices coser a iide range, but
due to the method of production
they are not unattractive, despite
the state of the pound.
Also produced by Schweizer is
an extensive range of record care
products which include wet cleaning
devices,
stylus
cleaners,
record preeners, cleaning cloths
etc.
Availability of Schweizer
products is at present limited to
London and the South East, but
the importer hopes to widen
distribution as soon as possible.
Further details from: Schweizer
Design ( UK) Ltd, Strand House,
Great West Road, Brentford.
JULY 1976

and mic inputs on all four
channels, but special versions are
possible without Dolby on specified channels, or with specific
input/output levels. Details from:
North
East
Audio
Ltd, 5
Charlotte Square, Newcastle upon
Tyne.

construction of their electrostatic
system. Mark Sitkowski ( Pantechnical Circuit Designs) outlined what can simply be described as a method of FM recording.
Dr. Keith Barker presented yet
again one of his immaculate
presentations on quadraphonics,
and Mike Thorne talked about
the new HFNIRR Quadrafile
LPs.
The final lectures consisted of
how stereo sound is heard by
Peter Harvey ( Lincoln College of
Technology)—did you know that
there is a minimum sound
intensity level below which stereo
impact is ineffectual? So switch to
mono if you want background
music. Gerry Rodgers demonstrated ' tomorrow's sound and
music',
and
John
Borwick
discussed how modern studio
techniques can be used to record
'live' performances. Brian Norris
(Texas Instruments) reviewed the
latest IC capabilities, and Bob
Stuart (Boothroyd, Stuart and
Partners), discussed anew type of
dome unit employing liquid damping.
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WHAT A
BACKING GROUP!
Capitol is the name that backs the
And make no mistake, it is.
Master Tape-and it's aname that's been
The secret lies in the use of high-grade
very much part of the recording industry
ferric oxide particles- particles which
over the past thirty years. In fact, many of
help produce consistent quality and
the really big names in American music
greater sensitivity at both high and low
have made appearances on
levels.
the Capitol label.
Another interesting
the
So it figures that when a
pointThe
Master Tape is
master
company like Capitol
available
in
only one grade tale
produces ablank tape for
the finest
domestic use it's going to be
But there again, with a
the
right up to professional
name like Capitol behind it,
master
standards.
that's hardly surprising.

184 tape

the
master
tape_

aebe

THE MASTER TAPE CASSETTE/CARTRIDGE/OPEN REEL BY
SUPPLIERS TO THE WORLD'S RECORDING INDUSTRY FOR OVER 30 YEARS
Capitol Magnetic Proi to eta. Subsidiary of Capitol Records Inc.. Elstree Studio., Borehamwood, Herts.

Laskys Part- Exchange
are now offering a part
exchange service at the Tottenham
Court
Road
branch.
Goods are not bought for cash,
but an allowance will be made
against
any
new
purchases.
Customers may call or telephone
for an immediate valuation.
Laskys expect that the move
will encourage people to upgrade their equipment.
LASKYS

Pyser/Marantz Split
negotiations, Pyser
Ltd, UK distributor of the
Marantz brand of electronics,
have decided not to renew their
agreement with Marantz and will
cease distribution as of July 1st.
Reason given for the split by
Pyser is that to continue with the
Marantz brand they would be
forced to change their present
marketing policy regarding discounts.
Following this move Pyser will
FOLLOWING

Nairn Amp
Audio announce the addition of a new smaller power
amplifier to their range. Designated the NAP 120, it develops
40 watts into 8ohms and THD is
less than 0.04% at any frequency
up to 30 watts. Naim state that
'We are confident we have
succeeded
in
bringing
our
NAIM

recognised standards of accuracy
and musicality to bear in a lower
price bracket.'
The 120 is suitable for use with
the Naim preamplifier and is
protected from short-circuit by
electronic and thermal means.
Stability is stated as unconditional, and price is £ 105 plus
VAT. Details from: Naim Audio,
11 Salt Lane, Salisbury, Wiltshire.

NEW
National Exhibition
Centre near Birmingham from
23rd to 27th May saw the venue
of the Home Electronics and
Domestic Appliances exhibition,
followed by a four-day public
opening under the title ' Sound &
Vision ' 76.
The first five days were restricted to the trade, and offered for
the first time, in more than 10
years, a collection consisting of
all major ' brown goods' manufacturers and distributors, plus a
hall of white goods ( home
domestic electrical appliances).
Nearly
90
radio/audio/TV
companies
displayed
and
demonstrated
their
latest
products at the same time as the
home electrical appliances were
shown, all under the same roof.
Reminiscent of the National
Radio Shows at Olympia, this
exhibition, which one could call
the ' brown and white minstrel

show' certainly was an impressive
gathering.
These notes were being written
on the first day so no indication
of final attendances can be given,
but all the signs are most
encouraging. (On going to press
we'‘e heard final public attendance was 75,000).
The NEC is certainly spacious,
if a little like a group of aircraft
hangers when one looks heavenwards at the roof. If the ventilation and costing would have
permitted, a muslin ceiling could
have improved
the cosmetic
appearance of the structures. Of
course, the big Continental radio/
audio shows are presented in
similar buildings with a girderlike roof exposed. But HEDA
had spaciousness, wide gangways,
and all the catering facilities
worked efficiently and, in my
experience, most politely.
Bearing in mind that HEDA
was not a hi-fi/audio show, here
are a few details of some interesting new products we discovered.
Last year an official industry
statistic reveals that
170,000
music centres were sold in the UK,
a half of which were Japanese.
From my tour, Ithink all these
music centres were on display at
Birmingham! Almost every stand
had a disc/tape/radio combination of some kind to attract the
customers.
From a cursory look it is not
always easy to decide whether
these audio/radio units are made
in Japan, Hong Kong, Singapore,
Taiwan or Britain, but there can
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Sound and Vision ' 76
THE

be no doubt that this is a growth
market, supplementing the ' real
hi-fi'. Among the British manufacturers of these products must
be mentioned Van der Molen,
Hacker, Thorn, Amstrad, Rank
Radio ( Bush Arena), Fidelity and
ITT. Of the others there are so
many, but the elegant styling of
Grundig's
latest
three-in-one
music compacts is most impressive.
In this initial report, we can
only mention a few outstanding
items that caught our attention.
Telefunken's latest hi-fi receiver
TRX2000, with a breath-taking
specification, including four AM
wavebands, seven FM stations
stored and tuned by touch
buttons,
with
stereo
station
beacon housed within the field
strength
tuning
meter.
The
crystal-controlled frequency indi-

take over distribution of NAD in
the UK. Three years ago Pyser
were instrumental in the creation
of NAD, which was formed in
conjunction with four other hi-fi
distributors in Europe. This they
claim, has made it possible to buy
in vast quantities and thus offer
Marantz quality at attractive
prices. However, to stay within
their agreement with Marantz,
Pyser were forced to relinquish
NAD distribution which was
taken over by AR. Following the
split with Marantz Pyser will now
be putting all their weight behind
NAD; the range will be increased
and there will be extensive
promotion. Pyser are very happy
with the new situation claiming
that it will give them freedom to
operate without: ' pressure from
principals ( based thousands of
miles away) who lack an understanding of the UK market.'
Pyser wish to point out that they
will honour all guarantee and
service obligations to Marantz
customers.

cation is visualised by a 5-digit
display, which is also a 24 hour
clock. Retail price around £750,
plus VAT.
Goodmans launched a high
power- handling loudspeaker
system, the DB50, twin ported
reflex, selling for £83.37, designed
for discos and stage monitors.
JVC's new JR range of stereo
receivers,
including
S.E.A.
graphic equalisers and up- tilted'
dial plates, are eye-catching, as is
the latest ' black softline' look in
the new Teleton equipment.
Finally, just a reference to
Ortofon's new range of hi-fi
loudspeakers,
new
turntables
from Garrard and Lenco (Goldring), five music centres from
Hitachi, and a superb new portable stereo cassette recorder, the
Nakamichi DT350 available in
August.

Tandberg TCD "33,

Spr
Show

Hi- Fi 76 Report

1 Orpheus Power and Pre-amp.
2 Latest portables from Nakamichi.
3 Barely needs acaption does it?
4 Lowther units showing complex internal
construction of the folded horn.
5 '
It can't be real, can it?' HFNIRR staff dwarfed
by Dayton- Wright XG-8 MK 3.
6 Onlife Dynavector inertia controlled pick-up arm.
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THIS year saw the third HiFi ' 76 to be
I held at Heathrow and, like those
previous, it was well received by public and
trade alike. The organisers have always
catered well for the trade with three full days
devoted to them, and this year saw a response
of 1580 trade visitors, a figure 30% up on
last year; those exhibiting report good
business with orders taken in excess of
£1 million. The public also supported the
show well with 23,500 people attending over
the three public days.
There were 66 exhibitors at Heathrow,
between them showing over 100 brands.
British manufacturers made a brave
showing despite a flagging economy, and two
thirds of the exhibitors were showing at least
one UK brand—though as ever these days
the Japanese brands seemed to
dominate.
Generally a mood of restrained optimism
pervaded. While no one was saying this had
been the best year ever, new products were
much in evidence, though once again the
manufacturers seemed to be pinning their
hopes on the top end of the market.
Among the proliferation of loudspeakers
displayed and demonstrated at this ' 76 show,
Cerwin-Vega presented an impressive
collection of high efficiency loudspeakers,
folded horn and cabinet enclosures, all
using different types of Cerwin-Vega
drivers.
Some of these items were shown in the
lobby of the Heathrow hotel, alongside
sound reinforcement and disco club systems.
An ' earthquake' Sensurround system for the
films Midway and Volcano was also seen.
In the company's room the brand new
Monogram Professional Audio Products
'Handcrafted in England' were available.
These MPA products include room acoustic
preamps, power amplifiers, direct drive
turntable ( with SME arm), and monitor
speaker. This new all-British company uses
the Monogram name.
Due to installation problems with the
original sound equipment used by the
lecturers at the hi-fi seminar on the first day,
it was found necessary to set up a new
system on the Friday. This exercise was
carried out within about 40 minutes of the
decision being made, and reflected great
credit on Cerwin-Vega's owner in UK, Don
Purkis, and on Gene Czerwinski ( founder of
Cerwin-Vega) and their Technical Director,
Bob Doyle. This made possible three repeat
programmes by Mike Thorne ( formerly
Studio Sound Editor, now with EMI) of his
quadraphonic talk, including extracts from
our new Quadrafile two- LP comparison
album.
If you were seeking British designs of
loudspeaker, your choice could range over
many models. For example, MordauntShort's three systems were well demonstrated,
including their largest Pageant Series 2,
which is a resistively loaded reflex enclosure
using a 208 mm bass unit and 25 mm dome
tweeter. Celef's new product was their
Studio Professional system, incorporating
three drive units handling outputs from
25 W to 100 W amplifiers. Under the name
Edwardus, J. R. Edwards Electronics, of
London, E12, launched three new
loudspeakers. Their ME2 model contains a

165 mm Peerless bass unit, aCelestion
HF 1300 midrange and a Coles 4001G
tweeter. IMF's latest Reference Standard
Professional Monitor speaker was most
effectively used as asound source for a
continuous musical programme in their
room, and the three KEF systems (Corelli,
Calinda, and Cantata), plus KEF kits,
attracted great interest in the Syndicate
Room.
The KEF presentation to the press on
loudspeaker power handling and cabinet
damping, among other topics, was a model
on how it should be done. Particularly
impressive was the connection of two drive
units to temperature gauges enabling the
audience actually to see when the unit was
brought near the limit of its handling
capacity. Laurie Fincham was able to
prove conclusively that the only thing that
would take either bass or treble units near to
the limit was a music programme. Heavy
orchestral in the case of a bass unit, and rock
synthesiser in the case of a tweeter. DIN
testing fell hopelessly short, as was to be
expected, and even sine-waves failed to get
near the thermal limits. Very impressive all
round.
There was still more to be seen and heard.
Tannoy's five system collection, and the
several Lowther Onlife models ( now available
in a black styling) caught one's eyes and ears.
Lowther now offer kits, with drive units
using achassis constructed from Deroton
TGR80, a new thermoplastic polyester of
great strength and lightness. Rola
Celestion's fine range of loudspeakers
(including the UL models) could be heard in
their rooms, and Jim Rogers' new 38 cm
by 22.2 cm cylindrical enclosure, capped top
and bottom with wooden discs, to choice,
received a lot of praise from visitors,
particularly the ladies. It not only looked
good, it made good sound, with two units
and I4-element crossover network.
Also impressive were the Lentek monitors.
Enclosing four units in a transmission line
enclosure, these were producing very musical
sounds. QUAD, of course, were present
with their ELS design, as were Chartwell
systems with their LS3/5A, a design
created to a BBC specification.
Lastly, on the British scene, three new
products from asmall specialist company,
called Zirkon Electronics, of Biggleswade,
Beds., became the focus of attention for all
technically interested visitors. The
integrated loudspeaker-amplifier combination
is housed in a tall, slim, wedge-shaped
enclosure; the design is linear phase, with
three separate power amplifiers driving three
units, active crossover networks and a delay
line (providing the time delay correction for
linear phase performance). Controls fitted
under a panel in the top of the
loudspeaker offer equalization control, plus
other facilities.
The other two items—all of which are
called Orpheus—are equally unusual, if not
unique, in design and styling. Full technical
descriptions and reviews will appear here
later, but, briefly, the power amplifier can
deliver 160 W continuous power into each
channel ( 8ohm load), and is unconditionally
stable into any load ( ELS or MC of either
4 or 8ohms impedance). Other features of
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the spec. include no slew rate effects
observable, and no transient distortion
effects from signals in or out of the audio
band up to the maximum output and not
exceeding the rated input. Full protection
fitted.
The pre-amplifier unit is another
ingenious design, carrying controls in three
concealed, roll-over ranks, including
switching facilities for three tape recorders,
normal tone controls, and high/low filter
facilities. The final rank of controls includes a
six-band low frequency room equalizer.
These rotatable ranks of controls offer the
arrangement whereby, for day to day use by
the casual user, all operations can be made
from the front rank, leaving the additional
ranks concealed. Bob Stuart (of Boothroyd.
Stuart and Partners) is responsible for the
electronics.
Space does not permit detailed references
to the numerous American and Japanese
loudspeakers shown and demonstrated, but
we must mention such names as Bose,
JBL ( several new models), Trio, Infinity,
Yamaha, Pioneer, Mirsch, AR, Sansui, and
the various KLH models from Webland
International. Lastly, in this area, we
refer to the remarkable Dayton-Wright
XG-8 Mk. 3electrostatic gas-filled
loudspeaker, shown in UK for first time by
Exposure Electronics. This full range model
will handle power in excess of 700 W and
has aresponse, as specified, from 32 Hz to
24 kHz+ 4dB. Other new items shown in
this room included Dayton-Wright control
units, amplifiers, and the Dunlap-Clarke 500
and 1000 power amplifiers.
One of the more unusual products on
show was the Onlife Dynavector DV 505
inertia controlled pickup arm. The arm has,
due to its unique playing force/adjusting
system, great stability, and was shown
merely balanced by the turntable rather
than screwed down in the conventional
manner—it appeared to be remarkably
independent of vibration. The DV 505 was
designed by N. Tominari, a professor of
mechanics in Tokyo, and is described in the
literature as inertia controlled'. We suspect
that most visitors were, like ourselves,
perplexed by its complexity. No doubt we
shall investigate further.
Seeking out further new products we found
the AKG K240 headset (with one driver, plus
multiple diaphragms), the BIB Cassette
Editor and Winder unit, Ref. 84, and the
BIB Combined Cassette Head Cleaner and
Demagnetiser, Condor TA160 ceramic
cartridge ( 150 mV per channel output),
Dual C919 cassette deck, and acouple of
new Dual turntables, the resuscitated
Collaro brand name with a series of
turntables, handled by Highgate Acoustics,
the superb Nakamichi DT600 cassette deck,
a plethora of new units ( receivers, turntables,
cassette decks) from Toshiba and
Sansui.
High Fidelity ' 76 has, without doubt,
established itself as the regular UK Spring
show. The trade and public alike were loud
in their praises of its organization, and its
situation, so close to the airport, encouraged
many visitors from Europe. With the right
promotion it could become the shop window
for British gear for continental customers. •
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PEM gives you the pros
without the cons.
When you own ahigh-quality tape machine, you want a
professional tape to match it. Agfa-Gevaert's PEM Series gives you a
professional standard without the serious disadvantages you may find
when you use studio tapes at home.
Studio tapes can be very expensive. And, because of the high
winding speeds of studio machines, studio tapes are nearly twice as
thick as long play tapes.
That's why Agfa have developed the PEM series. PEM 368
Long Play and PEM 268 Double Play. They give you the pros without
the cons.

A man black back for better winding.
Agfa's PEM tapes have amatt black coating on the back of each
tape, an innovation developed from our studio tapes.
Ordinary tape often warps in the reel when rewound at the high
speeds of today's tape machines; this can lead to permanently deformed
tape and distorted recordings.
The matt black coating provides firm, even winding, particularly
on the new generation of semi-professional machines.
In addition, it prevents static build-up, so your tapes are
always dust- free.

Needle-shaped oxide for sharper sound
Unlike the black coating, you can't see Agfa PEM's other innovation, but you'll be glad to know ifs there: the ferric oxide layer.
Very fine needle-shaped particles are used to give abetter high

frequency performance, lower HF distortion and 40% less tape hiss than
conventional low-noise tape.
Because the oxide coat is compressed and polished, it reduces
head wear and flutter due to friction.

Hearing is believing.
Agfa PEM Professional tape is available on 10 1
2 in., 7in. and 5in.
/
spools in either plastic or metal. The PEM series is especially suitable for
high quality machines like Revox,Teac and Nagra.
If your machine has pressure pads, like the Ferrograph, Tanberg
and Uher, Agfa PE36 Low-Noise tape is more suitable.
If you want the full specifications of Agfa PEM tape, simply
send us the coupon.
But the better way to find out about Agfa's Professional tape
is to try it for yourself. All the words in the world can't describe the
difference that you'll hear.

Join the
Sound Improvement Movement
with PEM tapes from
Agfa-Gevaert

PROFESSIONAL

pEAAII sruoio-BAN0 LP

8

BANDE STUDIO t
STUDIO TAPE LP

AGFA-GEVAERT

Agfa-Gevaert 1,td..27 Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9AX.
Please send me the specifications of the Agfa PEM tapes.
Name

Address_ -

Soundings
I T all began when Imentioned Scott-Taggart
and Loftin-White. Let me amplify—and
that's a good term in this connection, too!
When any group of audio/radio enthusiasts get
together, the veteran, senior or just plain ' old
boys' of the party—call them what you will—
will start the ' do you remember' stories.
As Iwas saying, when Idropped these names
into our conversation about negative feedback
circuits, Iwas greeted with the comment ' Who
the devil were Scott-Taggart and LoftinWhite ?' To the best of my knowledge, Isaid,
John Scott-Taggart is still with us, and I
thought every radio enthusiast had at least
heard of the ST. series of receivers for home
construction published 30-40 years ago? The
other designs, patents and exploits of J. S-T are
too long to go into now, but Scott-Taggart,
among his many patents, registered adesign for
a multi-stage reflex amplifier similar to that of
the American Hazeltine, who had attacked the
stability problem of tuned RF amplifiers by his
Neutrodyne circuit, dating back to 1925.
This design mounted the coils at a fixed
distance apart, and at an angle of 57° to the
base- board. Negative capacity feedback was
used ( a small capacitor suitably adjusted) to
neutralise the inter-electrode capacitance of the
thermionic valve. Loftin and White were two
well known American engineers responsible for
several technical innovations, including a
method for compensating for circuit losses in
receivers, due to eddy currents. They developed
asystem of electric and magnetic coupling, the
one decreasing with frequency and the other
increasing, to create aconstant coupling. This
idea had a following in the USA, but became
too complicated for us in switching arrangements between long-wave and medium-wave.
Of more recent interest was the introduction of
adirect-coupled amplifier ( valve type, of course)
by this duo in 1932.
This led us on to the valve amplifier circuits
using 2A3s, 6L6s, KT66s, PX4s, and how
transformer manufacturers produced improved
output transformers—once more the names
started coming like Partridge, Sowter, Radford
—eventually initiating athought that tthink is
worth passing on here. We'd come to a
discussion about solid-state modules versus
valve equipment and, apart from a slight
detour to mention the early ' crystal sets'
(radio receivers) as pioneer solid state devices, t
was intrigued to find the growing interest in
thermionic valve systems. One dedicated early
valve QUAD ( Acoustical Mfg. Co.) amplifier
man tried to convince us that, if the transistor
had appeared on the electronic scene first, we
would all now be making the transition to valve
designs in our search for the real high fidelity!
It's very easy to get into a deep argument
about the merits and demerits of valves against
transistors ( however sophisticated the types),
and throw in comments about frequency
response, power handling, clipping distortion,
weight and heat dissipation, until one finally
comes to the subjective reaction, ' Well, Ilike
the sound of the valve amplifier in preference to
any solid-state unit I've heard yet'.
That seems a reasonable personal opinion to
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put forward, but when saying that these valve
designs sound better, one must take into
account how the output stage is coupled to the
loudspeakers, the type of loudspeakers employed, the room environment, and where one is
sitting to audition the system.
All this means that if we could make acomparison ( blindfold) between—say—a Dynaco,
Luxman, McIntosh, or the British Lowther
valve designs against, for example, the latest
Phase Linear, Amcron, or Yamaha amplifiers
(using vertical FETs), the test conditions
would need to be identical, with listening
to music as the final arbiter. Incidentally,
despite the overwhelming advance of the
transistor, Lux Audio ( of America t have
introduced a new type of triode valve, the
8045G, which can be used in the power output
stage, as its structure permits high heat
dissipation. Lux have also worked to create a
new low distortion, high voltage ( 200 volts or
so of audio signal) driver valve. These are
incorporated in the Lux MB-3045 monophonic amp giving 50 watts continuous power
into 4, 8 or 16 ohms over a frequency band 20
to 20,000 Hz with THD less than 0-3%.
My thanks to Mr. P. Farnhill, of Hardman
Radio Ltd., Liverpool, for giving me his
comments on an experiment in April by
Piccadilly Radio, the Manchester commercial
radio station. What we can call QS4 broadcasts were transmitted for 48 hours, and
Hardmans arranged a demonstration using a
Sansui QX3500 receiver and four Castle
Acoustics loudspeakers. The DJ presenting the
programmes always told listeners when a
4-channel disc was to be played, and the music
was mainly pop', with an occasional orchestral
item. Only a few QS discs seemed to be
available, as the 4-channel material was played
only about once an hour.
Technically the broadcasts were completely
successful, and the main limitation—according
to many enthusiasts who listened—would
appear to be the QS discs repertoire not
including enough LPs with a ' correct' and
acceptable musical interpretation. Customers'
comments on this 4-channel experiment were
that the splitting off' effects were a useful
guide to indicate that the system was working
properly, but the sounds were not really
natural to listen to, and the ambience effects
could be imitated closely by using a Hailer
circuit. Hardman's were pleased as, following
announcements on Piccadilly Radio, over 100

people came into the store to hear the system.
These Independent Local Radio Stations
certainly seem willing to tackle the unusual
approach. Sounds Superb is the title of arecent
specialist hi-fi programme being transmitted
every Tuesday evening ( as Iwrite in May) from
8.00 to 10.00 p.m. on 95 MHz VHF in stereo
and on 257 m medium wave by Radio Tees.
This station covers Cleveland, South Durham
and North Yorkshire.
Presented by Bob
Hopton, the station's Programme Controller, it
includes record reviews, gives the latest news
on equipment, and runs aphone-in spot, which
tries to help with listeners' hi-fi problems.
Obviously an enthusiast, and a man of sterling
courage, to offer two hours on hi-fi sound. I'm
not forgetting my friends at BBC Radio
London—David Clifton and John Longden—
with their long-running Sounds Good series, but
120 minutes solo is quite a feat.
It was my pleasure amonth or so ago to have
what could be called a reunion with an old
friend in our industry— Mr. John Wren,
British MD of Sanyo Marubeni ( UK) Ltd. of
Watford. Undoubtedly, the growth of the
Sanyo organisation in this country must be
recorded as a remarkable success story. Since
my visit to Japan with John Wren, and
colleagues, in 1972—see HFNIRR for July and
August that year for the full story—the
company's turnover has reached 20 millions in
Europe, and the total staff employed in UK
numbers over 250 people. In a rapidly changing world, Mr. Wren has managed to retain
most of his sales and senior managerial staff
since the early years. This team work has
certainly contributed to this big expansion, and
the trend towards music centres is shown by
Sanyo's range of nine music centres, as well as
radios, colour TVs, in-car entertainment
equipment, cassettes, hi-fi separates, VTRs, and
calculators under the Sanyo ( which translated
literally means ' three oceans') umbrella.
With great sadness I report the death of
Evan Senior, at the age of 68. Classical Editor
of our contemporary Music Week, Evan was a
very knowledgeable and hardworking music
journalist. Born in Australia, he came to
Britain in 1947, where later he founded and
edited two magazines, Music & Musicians
(1952) and Records & Recording (1957), for
Hansom Books, as well as his own monthly
Music Magazine. He was very proud of the fact
that his godmother was Dame Nellie Melba.
MY red-faced apologies to the inimitable Vic
Bellerby for an aberration in translating notes
to meet deadline copy time for our June issue
(p. 75, June). The order given was the playing
sequence, not the voting preferences, which, in
fact, were: Boutique Fantasque (
SNO/Gibson:
M FP); Fantastique (Beecham: H M V) ; Beethoven Piano Con. 3 (
Concertgebouw/Haitink:
Philips); Brigg Fair (Barbirolli, Hallé, HMV);
Belshazzar's Feast (Previn, LSO, HMV);
Brahms Sym. 2 (
Walter, Columbia SO, CBS);
Holst, Planets (
tie between NYPO/Bernstein,
and New Phil./Boult, on CBS and HMV);
Enigma (Philadelphia/Ormandy: CBS). These
results are as surprising as the incorrect list!
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Also, like the Lnisette, the
Elcaset plays no part in guiding
the tape round the machine heads,
protective flaps on the Elcaset
front hingeing away ( somewhat
in the manner of avideocassette)
when it is loaded into amachine
for automatic lacing. But unlike
the Unisette, the Elcaset system
is predominantly domestically
orientated and has provision for a
cue track in association with each
of the two stereo pairs (which,
incidentally, are mono compatible
in the manner of aPhilips
compact cassette). The cue tracks
are narrow and intended only to
carry pulse tones which can be
used to control the player machine
operation, for instance for
auto-searching, perhaps not by
coincidence in the manner of the
BSR Accutrac turntable.
The Elcaset was jointly

audio quality at the demonstration
was not impressive, this was
almost certainly aproblem with
the individual prototype rather
than an indication of any
inadequacy in the system as a
whole. More important, the
Elcaset launch confuses the
current standard situation by
providing not only an alternative
to the Philips compact cassette
but also arival for the BASF
Unisette. Reading between the
lines, it seems likely that the
Japanese were largely unaware of
the Unisette's existence.
It was in some respects ironical
that the Elcaset should be
launched shortly after a
demonstration of the new
Technics compact cassette deck,
RS9900US. This super-quality
deck ( not yet available in the UK)
comes in two rack- mounted

Looking East to the 80s
Adrian Hope
IAPANESE-SPONSORED
trips are legendary among
journalists, not only for the lavish
hospitality and attention to detail
usually shown by the organising
host company, but also for the
bottomless pit of new things to
write about and bore friends with
back home. The recent Technics
seminar in Osaka and Tokyo
organised by Matsushita proved
to be no exception.
To set the record straight and
clear confusion, Matsushita
Electrical Industrial Co. Ltd.,
based mainly in the Osaka area of
Japan, produce awide range of
products, which range from
household cooking utensils,
through audio and video, to
six-million-dollar-man bionics.
Of most interest in the current
context is the company's
production of National Panasonic
middle-of-the-price- range audio
equipment and Technics upper
price range hi-fi gear. The 1976
Technics seminar, which brought
journalists from all over Europe
together in Japan for aseries of
factory tours and technical
discussions, was ostensibly
motivated by Matsushita's wish
to spread the already wellestablished Technics gospel even
further throughout the Western
world. It was also, doubtless,
intended to gather potentially
valuable views and comments as
aguide to further development.

On amore specific level, it
coincided, doubtless not by
coincidence, with the launch in
Japan of the new Elcaset.
When Philips launched the
compact cassette on the Continent
in October 1963 and in the UK
in February I
964 it was, of
course, intended only as a
convenient dictation medium.
Subsequently it was found that
even quite cheap recorders could
produce reasonable quality live
recordings, and the rest is history.
But all along hi-fi enthusiasts
have dreamed of amodified
version of the Philips cassette,
which houses 6.3 mm ( 1- inch)
tape instead of 181 mm cassette
tape and which does not itself
comprise the pressure pad for
guiding the tape against the
machine playback and record
heads. It has also been
consistently argued that the tape
playing speed of 4.8 cm per
second ( 17, inches per second)
should ideally be doubled. Two
years ago BASF launched the
Unisette, which fitted the bill in
all respects, and although no
USA manufacturers have shown
interest in producing the necessary
hardware, at least two European
firms ( including Studer) have
shown active interest in producing
professional machines. Now
comes the Elcaset, which in tape
width, speed and overall
appearance, matches the Unisette.

Low temperature testing

developed by Matsushita, Sony
and Teac with the Aiwa and
Victor companies of Japan
pledging to adopt the standard.
The launch was widely and
generally enthusiastically
reported in the Japanese press
and at around table discussion
with Tokyo dealers organised by
Matsushita, guarded interest was
shown. A demonstration proved
that the self-searching facility can
work well, the machine's fast
rewind and fast forward functions
being readily controlled by the
cue pulses to select and play
specific pre-cued passages from a
prerecorded tape. Although the

halves, with battleship grey finish
matching the other new Technics
top end equipment— the ST-9600
tuner, the SU 9600 amplifier
control unit, SE-9600 power amp
and SH-9090 graphic equaliser.
In ageneral article one can only
touch briefly on the major points
of each unit. The cassette deck,
which proved itself in an AB
demonstration to be capable of
indistinguishably matching ahigh
quality disc source, has awide
range of user-accessible pre-sets,
whereby in accordance with
modern thinking its bias, record
equalisation and Dolby level can
all be matched to whatever

Prototype Elcesef deck and cassette

particular tape-type is used with
the machine. The tape drive
mechanism and the pre-amplifier
control circuitry are housed in
separate rack- mounted units, the
meters are peak reading and the
performance figures on paper
would shame many high quality
open reel machines. In some
respects one senses technological
overkill, the tape indicator
working by sensing the back-EMF
on the take-off spool! The price
is likely to be slightly above that
of the Nakamichi 1000, and there
is no point in starting aqueue at
your local shop till early next
year.
The top end tuner has similarly
mind- boggling specifications on
paper with circuitry sophistication
including art 8-gang tuning
capacitor. Particularly interesting
(and potentially controversial) is
the facility for direct off-air
broadcast-to-tape recording with
by-pass of the de-emphasis
circuitry, so that the received FM
radio signal is sent direct to tape
with the HF pre-emphasis still
intact. The signal is then
de-emphasised on playback, with
obvious greatly reduced tape hiss.
Apart from the question of
whether we need yet another
'standard' recording format,
many machines and tapes may
well have problems handling the
extra HF content loaded onto
them in this way. A demonstration compared amaster-tape
with an off-air recording of a
broadcast of the tape made using
areel-to-reel machine and the
Technics tuner.

The assembled crowd preferred
the transmission recording to the
original master tape, apparently
because of reduced hiss on the
transmission recording.
Realistically, however, this test
must surely be regarded as
questionable because the band
width available for FM
transmission is less than that
available from the master tape,
and transmission thus acts as a
band pass filter on the master
tape; hence more HF noise will
be audible from direct
reproduction of amaster tape
than from arecorded
transmission of that master tape,
irrespective of the recording
technique adopted. Incidentally,
the tuner also has abuilt-in pink
noise generator which derives
pink noise by filtering the white
noise available from tuning
between FM stations without
muting. It seems surprising that
this simple and convenient system
of generating pink noise has not
been more widely adopted in the
past.
The graphic equaliser ( mono
only, so apair is needed for stereo
use) is intended mainly to
compensate for room acoustics
and to doctor inadequate
recordings in studio fashion. The

On the gramophone front,
Technics have now produced a
single chip IC for their SL range
of direct drive turntables. A
bi-polar linear IC of 3mm x
2.7 mm size contains the
equivalent of 321 individual
components, including 200
transistors, among them the
power semiconductors which cope
with the substantial drain which
arises as the turntable starts
rotation. The SPIO Mk It direct
drive turntable is intended mainly
for professional use, as in
broadcast stations and
discotheques, and uses aquartzcontrolled phase lock servo motor
drive to stabilise its three
switchable speeds to within + or
— 0.002 per cent. The turntable
is especially well suited to
professional use because it has
the quite remarkable starting
torque of 6kg/cm, which can
bring the platter up to 33 arpm
within aquarter of asecond or a
rotation angle of only 25°. When
switched between speeds during
rotation, the new speed is
obtained within asimilar period
of time. A combination of
electrical and mechanical braking
stops the platter dead in 0.3
seconds, which is equivalent to
only 30° of rotation at 33 arpm.

Technics ST- 9600 AM FM Stereo Tuner

frequency spectrum is divided
into twelve bands controlled by
sliders, providing up to 12 dB of
cut or 12 dB of lift on each band.
Additionally, each band control
can have its centre frequency
shifted by an octave either way,
and its Q varied to sharpen or
blunt its response. The combined
use of all these features enables
unwanted frequencies to be taken
out very tightly or whole ranges
to be bluntly attenuated or
boosted, even where the frequency
to be handled does not fall
directly in the centre of the 12
main control bands. As one
enthusiastic Technics engineer
demonstrated, anyone so inclined
can spend many happy hours
feeding pink noise from the tuner
through the equaliser and
jiggering the controls to produce
thunder, rainfall or steam train
effects to his heart's delight.

The other effect of providing such
massive starting torque is to make
the platter virtually immune to
any mechanical obstruction or
interference likely to be
encountered during normal use.
For instance, astylus pressure of
Ikg would not affect the speed;
put another way, 500 tone arms,
each with a2-gram tracking
force, could be used simultaneously without affecting the speed.
Of more practical significance, a
record can be cleaned with quite
hard manual pressure while
playing arecord and without
audibly affecting the reproduced
sound. Even accidentally
brushing the turntable by hand is
unlikely to affect its rotational
speed. The SP- 10 circuitry is so
far only partially integrated, but
clearly the next step will be
full-scale integration of its three
large printed circuit boards. The

SP 10 stop/start facility can be
remote-controlled by acableconnected switch and although a
strobe speed indicator is provided
it is in effect totally redundant.
Indeed, because the mains supply
is far less accurate in its frequency
than the quartz-controlled
turntable, the strobe lamp itself is
powered by the oscillator. This is
surely another case of
technological overkill, but it is
apparently necessary, because the
buying public likes to see astrobe
in action, to convince them that
the speed is accurate. In this case,
of course, the strobe is simply an
expensive way of proving that
the turntable is rotating.
There are perhaps two fronts on
which the Japanese in general
have not yet swept the hi-fi board
—pick-up cartridges and
loudspeakers. Technics have a
new cartridge range, the EPC205C, which uses amoving
samarium-cobalt magnet disc on
atitanium cantilever. As aresult
of real or imagined trade-mark
problem this range is, however,
likely to be marketed in this
country under the National
Panasonic brand name rather
than the Technics name, which
will prove an added obstacle to
recognition in hi-fi circles.
It obviously both disappoints
and puzzles the Japanese that
their loudspeakers are not better
regarded in the UK and Europe.
We were continually asked our
opinion of linear phase techniques
in general, and the Technics SB
linear phase range in particular.
Clearly an immense amount of
research and development effort
is being devoted to the task of
cracking the European
loudspeaker market. Anechoic
and echoic chambers are used,
along with computer analysis of
speaker performance, phase, and
frequency characteristics of the
human ear. A complicated
live-v-recorded test was laid on.
with arange of different
loudspeakers behind agauze
curtain and an engineer playing a
tambourine, both live and on
tape. The assembled audience
was provided with push-button
hand units linked to acomputer
which could instantly evaluate
our overall reaction to any
particular sound source.
Unfortunately the test was so
complicated—or the European
audience so dim—or both—that
we defeated the computer and no
result was forthcoming. A
demonstration in another room
of anew electret tweeter,
although hurried, suggested that
these units can produce
exceptionally clean HF response
even at high levels.
over

All this should add up to a
twinge of terror for European
loudspeaker manufacturers, who
so far have felt secure, even
smugly complacent, in the
knowledge that mass-produced
competition from the East is
inferior and no serious threat.
But it can only now be aquestion
of time before one, and then
most, large Japanese
manufacturers find the secret of
manufacturing loudspeakers to
suit Western ears, and it could
then be partial curtains for the
European speaker industry. One
only has to look at the way in
which the other markets have
gone, to see how and why. In
areas where pure technology and
performance on graph paper are
the ultimate criteria, the Japanese
have proved themselves supreme
at mass-producing reliable high
performance equipment at low
cost. There is now only one
cassette machine even assembled
in the UK. So far the less
graphical trick of producing
loudspeakers to satisfy Western
ears has proved elusive. Perhaps
it is because the acoustics in
Eastern homes, with their small
rooms, thin walls, wooden
ceilings and carpeted floors,
create an acoustic environment
unlike any encountered in
Western homes. More likely,
however, it is because there is a
genetic difference between
Japanese and Western ears. Is it
really so unlikely that, with East
and West looking so different,
there should not be acomparable
difference in the way in which the
two cultures hear sounds?
Certainly, Eastern voices tend to
be higher pitched than Western
voices, and some intercoms
exported from Japan have so
much bass boost built in ( to make
Iastern voices sound more manly)
that they produce almost
unintelligible sounds when used
in Western offices without bass
cut.
Quite apart from the obvious
differences of appearance and
voice, standard genetic tests (such
as the ability to taste the chemical
phenylthiourea and the incidence
of various forms of colour
blindness) show less obvious but
nevertheless marked differences
in genetic make-up between the
races. It is also only recently that
the East has ' adopted' western

musical forms ( largely as aresult
of American influence) and there
is good reason to believe that
many Eastern ears still find
Western sounds odd. Ironically,
one of the best examples of this
is to be found in the demonstration
record produced by Technics to
display the capability of their
equipment, especially their
loudspeakers. On the lengthy
track ' Both sides now' the voice
and wind are badly out of tune
and no Western studio or
producer would have allowed its
release.
It is perhaps significant that
the least successful parts of the
trip were those involving practical,
musical demonstrations. Sounds

units rolling off the line each full
moon. In the loudspeaker factory
factory which produces both
hi-fi units and bread-and-butter
chassis units for radios and
television ( at the rate of 6million
per month!) one manned
production line alone can produce
4,500 units per day. Perhaps the
most sobering thought is that
here, at atime when the rest of the
world is slowing down, is a
factory that is speeding up
production. There is amove into
almost full automation of the
production of small loudspeakers.
Already one machine can produce
5,000 finished units per day and
another, alongside, ten thousand
units—all fully automatically.

that proved offensive to Western
ears appeared to pass unnoticed
to some of those producing them.
But sooner or later these problems
will be licked, if necessary by the
subcontraction of some
loudspeaker design work to
Western ears. Already Swedish
Radio has equipped with
Japanese ( Yamaha) loudspeakers
(along, incidentally, with
Technics SP- 10 instant-start
turntables) and, when the
acceptance of Eastern
loudspeakers in the West begins,
the trickle will very soon become
aflood.
Remember that Japanese
production statistics are as
mind- boggling as some of the
performance traces for the
equipment that rolls off the
production line. In Matsushita
alone, there are six tape recorder
factories, producing 500,000 sets
per month, of which 70 per cent
are exported. One factory alone
through which we were guided
produced 22,000 units per month.
Production lines for the Universal
tone arm for the SL range
currently disgorge 50,000 arms
per month, but by the time this
article appears in print will be
producing double that figure.
The current output of FM
receivers is 30,000 per month,
with atotal of 1million radio

Both the automated and the
human production lines break
down construction into small,
short steps. On the automatic
line, one stage applies glue, the
next apaper piece, the next
crimps, the next blow-dries, and
so on. On the human or manned
line, only afew steps last longer
than 30 seconds, with some steps
as short as 15 seconds.
The working hours are eight in
the morning to twelve noon, with
ten minutes' break. After 45
minutes for lunch, work is until
4.45, with ten minutes' break in
the afternoon. Although the
production lines are free-flow, in
that each worker works at his or
her individual speed, there is no
room for fumbling or idle fingers,
because they would inevitably
slow down the whole line. There
is no bonus scheme, only a
multi- layer wage scale. There is
no • music while you work' and
no one on the line talks to his
neighbour. Quite simply; no one
has the time to talk to his
neighbour.
With all this obsession for
speed of production, one would
imagine that quality control
would suffer. But it is not
coincidence that Japanese
equipment now has areputation
for reliability. There is as great,
if not agreater, obsession with
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quality control as there is for
production speed. A sign in
Japanese which translates
'everybody should participate in
100 per cent quality control'
dominates the factory floor.
There are weekly meetings of
groups from each production line
to discuss quality control, with
thorough checking of each item
rolling off the line and even more
extensive checking of aten per
cent sample, for instance.
Although the wiring of each tone
arm will be checked for phase and
left-right identity, afew units
will be soak-tested in soundproof
booths for ahundred hours,
rattled, shaken, dropped, frozen
and brutally overheated.
Even the few production lines
shown us not only speak volumes
about the likely future of the UK
audio industry, but sum up
differences in attitudes, both at
management and shop floor level,
between the two countries. It is
hard to imagine any British
manufacturer currently taking the
risk of gearing up to increase
production by such an extent in
the current economic climate, and
it is equally hard to imagine any
British worker on the shop floor
submitting to such aworkload.
Likewise it is inconceivable that
the unions would stand by and
see so many moves towards total
automation. There is no right or
wrong in this respect—simply a
difference in approach and a
different end result.
Some of the automatic
production line technology
currently in use on the tape
recorder plant is astonishing.
A batch of automatic machines
under punched tape control load
printed circuit boards with
components and then pass them
through for automatic soldering.
But before soldering a ( real live
human) girl loads each card into
amachine which flashes aseries
of lights both in component
storage compartments and
underneath the translucent card.
On the first light the girl takes a
wire from an illuminated store
and pushes it through the punched
hole in the board that is
illuminated. Automatically the
lights change and the girl takes
the next wire from the next
illuminated store and pushes it
through the next hole illuminated
from below. The final product is
automatically checked for
electrical consistency by afully
automated machine which pushes
test probes onto apair of circuit
connectors and then carries out
sixty electrical evaluations in less
than aminute; this is four times
the speed that such acheck can
be carried out by ahuman. A

Skantic

7watt per

channel music centre

We were talking about it 50 years ago.
There are afew people who have beer'
living, loving and making high fidelity
sound reproduction equipment for a
very long time. Which is one of the
reasons why Skantic is the name that
matters in Swedish audio. Unlike
some people you could name Skantic
leave nothing to the outsider. All the
key components are made by Skantic.
Designed by Skantic. Assembled by

Skantic. Packed by Skantic. Shipped by
r
- lcantic (UK) Ltd, Station Road,
Skantic. Rechecked before final delivery
IEdenbridge, Kent. TN8 6EY
by Skantic. And the range speaks for
I Please send me the 1976 brochure
itself: 2record decks, 3cassette decks,
on Skantic Audio and stockists.
2tuner amplifiers, 8audio systems,
including 2music centres,7 loudspeakers. IName
If you are interested in the combination
Address
of technical performance and superb
Swedish design then send off this
coupon now.
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simply beautiful
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The Pioneer SX 535 Receiver in the picture has a
apower output of 18 watts per channel. Not very
powerful you might think.
But every one of those 18 watts sounds clearer,
sharper and cleaner than almost any other receiver's.
Producing enough high fidelity sound to fill 11,000 cu. ft.
of space. (The average lounge measures 3,000 cu. ft.)
Why ?
Because the SX 535's power output is constant
across the whole sound spectrum. In other words,
when you're listening to an orchestra you'll be able to
hear the highest notes of the piccolo and the lowest of
the double bass— both at their precise pitch and value.
Many other receivers quoting ahigher maximum
output reach this maximum only at certain points
along the spectrum.
The Tuner (Radio) Section
High sensitivity and selectivity in the tuner
guarantee perfect FM reception with even the
weakest signals.
And special low noise components, along with the
PLL Circuitry and Ceramic Filters, totally eliminate
interference — all you hear is what you want to hear.
Attention to Detail
Distortion is kept down to an astonishing 0.8% —
so low you can't hear it!
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The RIAA Curve — the standard of perfect record
reproduction— is adhered to with hardly any deviation.
Most of the connections are 'wire-wrapped' instead
of soldered to improve reliability when the equipment
gets hot.
It's aComplete Stereo Control Centre
The SX 535 has facilities for operating 2Stereo
Tape Decks, 2pairs of Speakers (working individually
or simultaneously), apair of Stereo Headphones and
aturntable.
If you're interested in quality of sound rather than
volume of noise, clip out the coupon and find out
more about Pioneer HiFi equipment.
Please send me the 24-page full colour brochure of specifications
and technical data about Pioneer HiFi.
Name
Address

4Ir

PIONEER®
To: Shriro ( UK) Ltd, Shriro House, The Ridgeway, hrer, Bucks SLO 81L.
Telephone: !vet ( 0753)652222.

Audio Patents
Adrian Hope

A

RETURN to moving magnet and stationary
coil loudspeakers from GEC, in BPI 426
391. Moving coil dynamic speakers must be
manufactured to fine tolerance, with the coil as
light as possible and thus of low impedance and
easily damaged. But a moving magnet loudspeaker may have acoil of any weight and thus
impedance. The potential advantages of this
circumstance are, however, usually foregone
because of the high mass and inertia of most
powerful magnets. The GEC scheme is to wind
the coil on a core with a gap across which is
stuck a resilient pad. A modern, powerful,
cobalt-rare earth magnet is secured to the pad
and connected to aloudspeaker cone by arigid
tie rod. Audio signals fed to the coil wound
round the core produce a varying flux at the
gap bridged by the resilient pad, and thereby
produce a motor effect on the magnet which
pumps the cone. It is argued that ahigh level
of interaction takes place between the coil core
and magnet, making larger tolerances possible
than with moving coil speakers. The high
efficiency of modern cobalt magnets enables
the physical size of the moving magnet to be
kept low and so minimise inertia problems.

single such machine can check
4,000 units electrically per day.
'Our final goal is to produce a
unit without any workers at all'
said one of our guides. But one
area in which there seems as yet
no possible way of automating
further is in the very extensive
hand alignment necessary to
tweak cassette machines for bias,
record equalisation and Dolby
levels. Iestimated that around
10-15 minutes was being spent on
alignment of the RS 650 machines
which, by mass production
standards, seems alifetime.
Behind the production line
scenes there is, of course, avery
extensive research and
development activity. Some of
the upper price bracket
innovations have already been
mentioned, and it is interesting to
see that one of the two components
Ilearned were brought in from
Europe ( tone arm ball bearings
and tape recorder capstan) may
soon be produced in-house. The
scheme is to grow ruby bearings
artificially and use them instead
of metal balls. Perhaps
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

loudspeakers that are light to
handle are regarded as unlikely to perform
well. As pointed out in new British patent
I429996, from Babbco Ltd of Texas, USA, it has
become customary to limit the effective rear
radiation of atransducer by mounting it in the
front baffle of a cabinet formed from high
mass, and thus heavy, panels usually of wood.
The resultant ' mass controlled enclosure'
operates on the principle that the rear radiated
low frequency energy cannot accelerate the
cabinet walls by asufficient extent to transmit
the low frequencies through the wall and out
into free space where they could cancel low
frequency front radiation of opposite phase.
The disadvantages of high mass cabinets are
at least twofold. They are awkward and
expensive to transport, and the volume of air
trapped inside the cabinet is liable to resonate
at afixed frequency to colour the loudspeaker
sound. Rank have already patented asystem of
using ahollow aquarium- like cabinet with walls
that can be filled with fluid (such as water or
oil) to impart mass when the light frame has
been transported but so far there have been no
signs of any such speakers on the market. Now

CONVENTIONALL1

home-grown capstans will be
next. Certainly there is amove
to replace metal chassis work
with hard-as-steel plastics.
Dummy head stereo has now
captured the Japanese fancy, and
Technics have carried out some
interesting work in simulating
dummy head effects from
conventional stereo material.
Experiments comparing dummy
head with unidirectional
recordings suggest that the ratio
between reflected and direct
sound (
AR) is all-important, and
the new Technics ' Ambience
Phone' system used bucketbrigade delay devices to vary the
ARand hopefully move the
reproduced sounds out of the
head of the listener. The
researchers also argue that
because the human ear has awell
defined response characteristic
when listening to loudspeakers,
with afrequency response dip at
around 8-10 kHz, the sound
signal fed to the headphones
should contain asimilar dip. But
this assumption may be fallacious,
in that, anything short of direct
injection of sound must add one
acoustic characteristic to the
other. In any case, whatever else
the dip achieves, it certainly serves
the useful (and probably
necessary) purpose of cutting
down on the HF noise introduced
by the mass of solid state circuitry
contained in the ambience phone
JULY 1976

Babbco approach the problem differently.
The principle of high mass, low frequency
control is abandoned and instead a cabinet is
constructed from relatively light material with
an induced tendency to block the transmission
of low frequencies. A relatively small cube
cabinet is formed from walls of styrene resin
material glued together at their edges. Each
wall is thin like a diaphragm but criss-crossed
with a matrix of integrated rigid ribs which
stand proud from the wall surface and face into
the cabinet interior. The areas of the walls
between the ribs are transparent to mid and high
frequencies and thus the tendency of the
cabinet to resonate is killed. The ribs, however,
resist overall deflection of the walls in a
direction orthogonal to the plane of the wall.
This is claimed to reduce the transmission of
low frequency sound energy to an extent
sufficient to avoid front- rear cancellation and
thus ensure areasonable bass output from the
speaker as awhole.
It seems surprising that lightweight speakers
with meaty bass output are not already common
if the theory works. But perhaps no-one has
yet thought to try such an unlikely idea.

controller.
Technics' enthusiasm for direct
drive motor systems has now
extended to cassette machines,
and there is aprototype tape
transport which uses four direct
drive motor units, one for the
take-off spool, one for the take-up
spool and two for separate
capstans. It is claimed that this
produces better wow and flutter
figures, less noise modulation
problem, and improved overall
speed stability. Other areas of
cassette advance are in the video
area, with one remarkable
machine which can reproduce a
succession of 1,000 colour video
still pictures from asingle C60
audio cassette, along with
compatible stereo sound. In
other words, the cassette
produces stereo audio on a
conventional stereo player, but
stereo sound plus adifferent
colour video still picture every
3.5 seconds on avideo player.
Of course it is immensely hard
not to have one's judgement
swayed by the sheer level of VIP
hospitality dispensed on occasions
like these. But, judgement
swayed or unswayed, no one
present could fail to reel at the
sheer level of technology,
production efficiency and quality
control that constantly confronted
us. Likewise, one cannot possibly
misinterpret the repeated
after-dinner speech requests for

continued support in the future;
or likewise fail to realise that, as
journalists, we were in many
respects being beaten at our own
game, and providing as many
answers as questions. It is also an
inescapable fact that the company
which we were shown clearly had
no intention of sitting back on
any current laurels and relaxing.
There is, for instance, adefinite
ambition in the loudspeaker
department to produce amounted
unit that will accurately transduce
asquare wave electrical signal
into square wave sound. It may
sound impossible, it may sound
pointless, but I, for one, am left
with the conviction that if that is
what the aim is, it will be
achieved. Perhaps that, best of
all, sums up the attitude, not just
of Matsushita, but of Japanese
industry as awhole. If aproblem
presents itself to be solved then,
one way or the other, it will be
solved. As one engineer told me
when Icommented on the
extraordinary speed and zeal with
which the flat-pay- rate production
line worked, We have no natural
resources other than industry'.
If any manufacturer in the UK
has hopes of retaining, or perhaps
regaining, success in the audio
market place, they would be well
advised to bear that comment in
mind, as aperpetual warning.
Otherwise they might just as well
take up knitting. IM
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How Sansui's
front-loader became
stereo's front-runner.
Perhaps you noticed that when front- loading stereo cassette
tape decks began to appear on the market, enthusiasm was somewhat
less than overwhelming.
"Too complex': said the critics."Too awkward and unattractive':
"Nonsense", said the intrepid Sansui engineers." We will show
you how front- loading decks can be designed to improve tape
handling convenience, tape transport stability and musical
performance quality."
And so they designed four classic front- loaders. You see
them here. The prototype of the SC- 3000 was very impressive.
We noted that it was the front- loading deck with the highest of all
signal-to-noise ratios-50dB with Dolby off. And the very low wow/
flutter of 0.09%.
Then, we noticed that its front-access tape compartment was
positioned right- side- up. Naturally, this made it easier to read tape
labels while observing tape movement for tape- handling convenience.
We were also pleased that the critics liked what they saw.
And heard. "The styling is fresh and functional and the operation
eminently sane," said the first technical review of the SC-3000.
"It is, in aword, an attractive product."
Later on, after our decks had proudly taken their place
among the best-selling cassette decks of the world, it occurred to
us that our brash engineers had managed yet another improvement.
Compared to some of the other front- loading decks, ours
didn't cost very much.
Perhaps that's why our front- loaders became stereo's frontrunners.
There's aSansui front- loading cassette deck for every taste and budget.
All have the same fine design, all have excellent performance specifications. How can you go wrong?
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Sansui equipment is distributed in the U.K. by VERNITRON LTD., Thornhill, Southampton 5095 QF England/SANSU1 LONDON SHOWROOM 39/41 Maple Street,
London WIPSFUTe1:01-580 5353/SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S.A. Diacem Building, Vestingstraat 53-55, 2000 Antwerp, Belgium/SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
55-11, Queens Blvd., Woodside, New York 11377, U.S.A./SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 14-1, 2-chome, lzumi, Suginami-ku, Tokyo 168, Japan.

TRIO'S SUPERIOR 3300 RANGE: WE'VE
MADE THEM EASIER TO MAKE SO
YOU'LL FIND THEM EASIER TO BUY

The simple fact about our new
amplifier and tuner here is that equipment
of this kind has never before been
available at this price.
Up till now, to find their kind of highly
rated performance you'd have to have
invested in equipment costing agreat
deal more.
So how have we been able to make
them so much easier to buy?
The simple answer is because of a
breakthrough in production techniques.
In the past, you see, we've always had
to fit numerous individual parts such as
transistors, capacitors, chokes and other
related components.
Now, instead, this sort of complicated

assembly has been replaced by the
development of two simplified circuits
called power blocks.
By using them we've actually been able
to cut production costs, at some stages,
by 50%. And we've been able to pass on
these reduced costs to you.
Not that these changes affect anything
else though.
The KT 3300 tuner still gives you
excellent stereo reception.
The KA 3300 amplifier still manages
what we call 'true and honest' continuous
power of 30 watts RIVIS per channel into
8ohms from 20-20,000 Hz.
And all this without the slightest sign
of overload, distortion or any other

sound disColouration.
The only difficulty with them it seems
will he how to resist.
11%I

%Jr

'TRIO

I
— Please send me your 3300 amp and
tuner leaflet.
Name

—

Address

HFN4B

B. H. Morris & Co. (Radio) Ltd., Trio House,
The Hyde, Landon.NW9 6JR Tel: 01-205 6441.
_ Agents in Eire: Peat Wholesale Ltd. Dublin. I
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See and ,
hear us at the High Fidelity 76 Exhibition.
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By James Moir
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HEN transistors were first introduced
the power that they could dissipate as
heat was limited and in consequence the
audio power that could be obtained from a
transistor amplifier was also severely limited.
The replacement of germanium based
transistors by silicon based equivalents raised
the maximum permissible operating
temperature. Improvements in the thermal
design of the transistors and the use of
properly designed heat sinks have greatly
increased permissible heat dissipation and
power output, amplifiers having outputs of
several kilowatts now being available.
These use a multiplicity of transistors in
parallel, suggesting that the power output
problem is not altogether eliminated.
However, transistors have such merits that
their use could be amply justified even if
there was a power output limitation. It was
natural to attempt to circumvent the power
output restriction, the popular measure
being the re- introduction of Class-B and
Class-AB operation, previously used to
obtain the maximum possible audio power
output from small valves.
The early transistor amplifiers rapidly
gained a reputation for having a ' transistor
sound' and it was soon appreciated that
transistor amplifiers of any given power
output could sound significantly worse than
valve amplifiers of the same nominal power
output and distortion content. There are
many ' flat earthers' who strongly maintain
that this situation still exists. No great
technical acumen was necessary to decide
that the poor sound quality was due to the
use of Class-B or Class-AB amplifiers, for
the distortions sounded exactly like those
heard when using Class-B and Class-AB
valve amplifiers. It is the distortion now
commonly known as 'crossover' distortion.
A brief resumé of the operating conditions
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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in Class-A, Cla-B and Cla,\-AB amplifiers
is all that is necessary in the present discussion,
for the subject was well documented during
the valve era. In aClass-A amplifier each
valve in the push-pull pair is biased to the
mid-point of its anode current/anode
voltage characteristic, or the collector current/
collector voltage characteristic in the case of
transistors. Current passes through both
transistors during the whole signal frequency
cycle, the current into the load being the
sum of the signal frequency components of
the currents in both transistors.
In a Class-B output stage the bias is higher
and the quiescent current lower than in a
Class-A stage to reduce the mean power
dissipation in the transistors, but each
transistor only conducts during about half the
signal frequency cycle, one transistor moving
towards and beyond current cut-off, while
the other transistor in the push-pull pair is
simultaneously moving towards current
maximum. The bias conditions in Class-B
are much more critical than in aClass-A
amplifier, for at small signal inputs both
transistors are conducting and it is necessary
that the transition from both conducting to
either conducting, should be smooth and
without any discontinuities in the output
current waveform. This is difficult to
achieve and even more difficult to maintain,
and to ease the problem the compromise
biasing condition of Class-AB is often used.
In Class-AB operation the bias is between
the Class-A and Class- B conditions, the
no-signal current and mean power
dissipated as heat is higher and the possible
signal frequency power output is lower than
in Class- B, but biasing conditions are not so
critical.
Analysis has shown that when the bias
conditions for aClass-A or Class-AB
amplifier are sub-optimum a small 'jiggle'

develops (see fig. 3) in the output current
(or voltage) waveform at current changeover,
indicating that high harmonics of the signal
frequency have appeared. It is well established
that the distortions whose presence is
indicated by the appearance of high
harmonics are particularly annoying when
judged subjectively. D. E. L. Shorter has
suggested that a better indication of the
annoyance aroused by aseries of harmonics
is obtained if each measured harmonic value
is multiplied by the harmonic order. On this
basis a tenth harmonic of 1% is as annoying
as a 10% second harmonic. This is afa oversimplification of the distortion annoyance
relation, but it serves to indicate the sort of
relation that holds.
As part of a larger project, we obtained
some measured data that indicates what is
happening to the harmonic content when
crossover distortion is present. An amplifier
of ordinary commercial standard was
modified to allow the bias on the output
transistors to be smoothly adjusted over a
wide range. High quality master tapes
replayed on a professional 38 cm/s recorder
were used to provide a test signal and this
was reproduced by some of the best
loudspeakers currently available. While a
heavy orchestral passage was being played
the output stage bias was adjusted in four
stages to give distortions that were
'undetectable' just detectable' detectable'
and ' not acceptable' as subjectively judged
by two experienced observers. As a further
interesting check the amplifier bias was reset
to give Class-A conditions and the signal
increased to give the subjectively judged
'unacceptable' conditon, when this was due
to ordinary Class-A distortion rather than
due to crossover distortion. There are
obvious semantic and interpretative problems
in any judgement of acceptability but there
57
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Turn it up and you'll hardly hear athing.
All recording tapes suffer from the same
complaint.
Tape noise.
Some, however, are less afflicted than
others. Like our BASF LH tape.
The performance of any ferric oxide tape
depends on the thin coating of magnetic ferric
oxide particles. (The smaller they are, the quieter
the tape.)
On aBASF LH tape these particles are
much finer than on anormal ferric oxide tape.
And alot denser.
So not only is LH much more sensitive,
it's also alot quieter.
Which is why major recording companies
are now using BASF LH tape to make their
quality pre-recorded cassettes.
It's also why our LH is the biggest selling
reel-to-reel tape in the UK.
Of course we don't limit the advantages
of LH just to reel-to-reel enthusiasts.
BASF LH cassettes use the same LH
tape. So they have the same sensitivity. And the
same low level of noise.
And BASF LH cassettes, like all the new
BASF cassettes, are protected with SM - the

Special Mechanics that guard against jamming
and wowing.
If you'd like to know more about BASF
LH tape, and in fact the whole range of BASF
audio products, send us 60p and we'll post you the
Heinz Ritter booklet -'Tape Questions - Tape
Answers:
BASF- you've been listening to us for years.

BASF

D Iam interested in knowing more about cassettes and tapes. Here's 60p. Please send me ileinz Ritter's booklet.
D Don't send me the book, but do send me price lists and technical data.
Name _

_ Address

BASF United Kingdom Limited, Knightsbridge House, 197 Knightsbridge, London SW71SA. Telephone: 01-584 5080.
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was no disagreement between the two
observers in categorising the stage of
distortion.
It should be emphasised that the observers
were extremely critical listeners and the
ability to change the distortion levels in
either direction while listening to the music
and to repeat the test until agreement was
reached, made the test very searching. The
degree of distortion noted as ' not acceptable'
was probably lower than that produced by
the majority of radio receivers costing less
than £ 100 when playing at their normal
level.
The output waveform was presented on an
oscilloscope and the peak-to-peak value of
the output signals noted for each distortion
level. The music signal was then replaced by
a sinusoidal signal from a low distortion
signal generator and adjusted to give the
same peak- to-peak value as for the four
corresponding stages of subjectively judged
distortion when listening to music and the
objective distortion assessed using a Marconi
narrow band wave analyser, all harmonics
up to the twentieth being measured. The
measurements were repeated using the
two-tone intermodulation technique, two
signals of equal amplitude being applied
from two low distortion signal generators
and all the sum and difference tones present
at levels down to about - 75 dB being
measured.
The test results and an indication of the
waveforms are presented in figs 1-5 but they
can be summarised as follows:
Fig. I. In the ' no detectable distortion'
condition the only measurable distortion
component was the second harmonic and
this was nearly 60 dB (about 0.1%) below
the fundamental tone. No distortion of the
waveform could be seen on the oscilloscope.
Fig. 2. At the 'just detectable' distortion
level the even harmonics are somewhat
higher than in the `no distortion' condition,
but there is a very obvious increase in the
proportion of odd harmonics produced—the
third, for example, having jumped from
being more than 70 dB down to being only
40 dB down, and all the odd harmonics up
to the 17th being worse than - 60 dB. The
'jiggle discontinuity' in the output voltage
waveform was just detectable.
Fig. 3. At the 'detectable' level the odd
harmonic distortion components were all
much increased, the third being about - 26 dB
(about 5%) with the other odds decreasing
by about 3-4 dB each increase in the
harmonic order. The jiggle at the crossover
was obvious on the oscilloscope.
Fig 4. When the distortion was
subjectively judged to be ' unacceptable'
there was a further but relatively small
increase in the odd harmonic distortion, but
it will be seen that the odd harmonics easily
predominate. The waveform distortion was
obvious.
Fig. 5. It is interesting to compare these
distortion spectra, characteristic of crossover
distortion, with the distortion spectra that
appeared when the bias was adjusted to the
Class-A condition and the signal level
increased to bring the subjectively judged
distortion into the ' unacceptable' class.
Using a sinusoidal signal test the distortion
appeared as a flattening of the peaks of the
H1 -FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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waveform, much as shown in the oscillogram
in fig. 5. For this situation it will be seen
that there is no very significant difference in
the levels of the odd and even harmonics'
components, though the odd are generally a
little higher than the even.
It is useful to note that the 'just detectable'
amount of aural distortion was also the
'just detectable' amount of waveform
distortion when the waveform was
displayed on a good oscilloscope. Signal
sources of really high quality are very
difficult to obtain and sound quality is
hard to judge if there are other activities
in the laboratory. The data shows that the
optimum bias condition can be found
reasonably accurately by adjusting the bias
through the optimum value from both
sides, while observing the waveform of a
sinusoidal test signal. This leaves the final
listening check to be made during aquiet
interval.
If a harmonic analyser is available, the
whole harmonic series can be obtained, but
from measurements on several different
amplifiers it would appear that the
significant audible distortion due to
crossover occurs when the amplitudes of the
9th, 11th and 13th harmonics differ markedly
from the 10th and 12th harmonics. This
appears to be a rapid form of instrumental
check on the accuracy of the bias settings,
though it is obvious that limit pairs of
transistors should also be checked. This is
particularly important if the maximum
possible audio output is being sought, and in
consequence the biasing conditions have to
approach the Class B rather than the Class A
settings.
Though two-tone intermodulation
distortion data were obtained for each step
in the distortion categorisation, the data
did not reveal anything of special interest,
and in fact tended to be more difficult to
interpret than the simpler harmonic
distortion data. Though the audible effects
are undoubtedly due to intermodulation, the
measurement of the intermodulation products
seem to be of little value unless the test
frequency must be near the lower or upper
limit of the amplifier pass band.
The distortion data quoted should not be
taken as establishing permissible distortion
levels for any system, even though we
graded the distortions of fig. 1 (about 0.1%)
as ' undetectable'. Whether agiven amount
of distortion is detectable or not depends
upon the type and complexity of the music
being reproduced. Distortion peaks of short
duration are not so obvious as distortion
peaks of longer duration, though they may
have the same amplitude. In a general way it
appears that the amount of distortion that is
'just detectable' is about equal to the
residual distortion in the system, and indeed
we have come to regard the 'just detectable'
distortion as a very good measure of the
residual distortion in the remainder of a
reproducer system.
This discussion is a modified form of the
presentation to the European Convention of
the Audio Engineering Society at the
Cunard Hotel in London in 1975. All the
experimental measurements were carried cut
by Mr. W. R. Stevens of our laboratory, to
whom my thanks are due. •
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Great British speakers
by great British specialists.

PieAnt
Series 2
l
et111VAL,
Series 2

CA1111IVAL
Series 2

Each incorporating the DSB 208, our outstanding bass- and mid- frequency transducer,
the SERIES 2CARNIVAL, FESTIVAL and PAGEANT are worthy successors to arange of loudspeaker
systems specified by enthusiasts and by music- lovers throughout the world.
Recommended Retail Price (U.K.)
per pair (excl. V.A.T.)
FESTIVAL SERIES 2
PAGEANT SERIES 2 CARNIVAL SERIES 2
£79.00
£ 124.00
£ 62.80

Mordaunt-Short Ltd
High- Fidelity Loudspeaker Systems
Durford Mill, Petersfield, Hampshire, GU31 5AZ.
Telephone: Rogate ( S.T.D. 073 080) 721/2
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T is surprising that the subject of binaural
I
stereo recording and reproduction using a
dummy head for recording and high quality
stereo headphones for listening, has only
rarely cropped up in the past in hi-fi magazines.
Sennheiser recently produced a binaural
extended play stereo disc as an advertising
gimmick to promote their headphones. Dummy
head recording, though, dates back over 20
years, and some of the earliest Philips stereo
LPs were recorded with this system, in which
two omni-directional microphones were placed
with their diaphragms inside two artificial ears
fixed on a structure the same size as a human
head. Unfortunately, while the system was said
to give excellent stereo over headphones, it
clearly was not capable of giving good compatible stereo over normal loudspeakers.
Bearing this in mind, it was surprising to learn
of the most interesting BBC research culminating in a 45 minute documentary programme
HE Talking Newspaper Association, which
Theld
its third annual general meeting in
London recently, organises a dramatically
increasing field of amateur tape recording. A
year ago the Association represented 37 local
groups—now there are 70. A year ago, efforts
were under way to start 15 new groups; at the
AGM it was reported that more than 70 groups
were in cJurse of formation, so that the total
strength af the organisation is in the process
of being doubled.
The Association's purpose is to provide
information for the blind in the form of talking
newspapers and magazines. In its simplest
form, this means liaising with orthodox local
newspapers and reading selected news stories
from them onto tape. But in most cases the
activity is much more sophisticated than that
and the tape programmes are skilfully edited
and produced. In some areas, Rotary clubs,
the Lions or Round Tables have raised the
funds to provide well-equipped recording
studios. There are a kw cases of local authority subsidies.
Delegates to the AGM split into specialist
groups to discuss their experiences under three
heads: technical questions of recording, problems of starting a talking newspaper from
scratch, and the prospect of developing a form
of national or regional tape journalism from
the existing local groups.
The general experience seemed to be that it
costs about £ 1,000 a year to run a talking
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during Radio 3's Northern Weekend. No hint
was given in the Radio Times as to the nature of
the recordings. The programme was entitled
'Sound of the City', and described the changes
over a period of years in the sound picture as
heard by Harold Riley, a painter in Salford.
The BBC recordists were David FlemingWilliams and Chris Webb. Riley himself gave
the commentary, and several dozen stereo and
binaural sound effects were introduced throughout the programme.
Amongst the most
exciting was the atmosphere of Manchester
Airport in which the listener heard binaurally
the hustle and bustle of the reception area,
interspersed with the public address system and
the sounds of aircraft. Inoticed a remarkable
sense of realism, and in particular got the
impression that the sounds were outside my
head. Almost all of them were projected in
front, at the sides, and in many cases behind
me, in aquite extraordinary way which Ifound
enthralling. The depth of the stereo information was far more realistic than that reproduced
normally from loudspeakers, and I did not
notice any constraints in the system. Ordinary
stereo can frequently reproduce reverberation
with some out- of- phase information produced
by reflections from the side of the concert hall
if a crossed bidirectional pair is used. Other
microphone techniques also produce their own
typical sound quality, but I found that with
binaural sound Iwas virtually unaware of the
actual microphone technique, since everything
in all directions assumed the correct perspective.
The sounds of children in a classroom were
extremely vivid, and some recordings of
various games were fascinating in that the ball,
for example, quite distinctly traversed a
genuine straight line, rather than the more
usual slightly curved one. Other sounds of the
city which deserve praise were the swimming

bath, traffic, singing in the Church, and many
domestic sounds, even including the sound of
Riley shaving early in the morning.
The commentary, too, was most moving, and
the entire experience was one that tcertainly
won't forget. The BBC, however, must accept
severe criticism in that they did not give
sufficient publicity to the broadcast. Surely the
Radio Times could have included at least the
recommendation made briefly by the announcer, that the stereo quality could be
enhanced if listeners wore headphones. Unfortunately an opportunity such as this has not
arisen before, and so it was agreat shame that
possibly hundreds of thousands of enthusiasts
who could have listened binaurally missed it.
The rather poor compatibility of some of the
stereo with normal loudspeaker systems would
almost certainly make binaural broadcasts a
rarity in future, but Ihope that the BBC will
try the experiment again, with a stereo play.
perhaps.
Finally this month Imust commend a relay
via the EBU of a Vienna Philharmonic concert
conducted by Karl Böhm, on April 25th. The
Siemens-Halsky distribution system seems to
have been fairly well tamed now, for the stereo
images came over very well, and with a good
signal-to-noise ratio, though some hiss pumping
was occasionally noted. The performance of
the Beethoven 5th Symphony was quite one 01
the most exciting that Ihave heard broadcast.
whilst Mozart's Piano concerto ( with Pollini
as soloist) also came over very well. For me, a
broadcast such as this is far more interesting
than, for example, one given by Karajan in the
Royal Festival Hall, which many found cold
and clinical—though no fault of the BBC
engineers. ( Also, surely the fee paid for such a
concert is disproportionate for aplaying time of
some 70 minutes.)

newspaper with 100 to 150 regular subscribers.
The programmes are copied onto cassettes and
are usually posted out weekly. If the recipients
are registered as blind, the Post Office carries
the packages without charge. In some areas,
other groups of disabled receive the programmes, but then postage must be paid.
Despite the growth of this valuable social
service, there are still 110,000 visually handicapped people without access to talking newspapers, and some counties without a single
such service. If there are readers who want to
give added purpose to their amateur recording,
they might care to contact the Secretary of the
Talking Newspaper Association, Mr Philip
Brew. His address is: Department of Language
and Linguistics, University of Essex, Colchester, CO4 3SQ.
new tape cassette machines announced this year are some expensive, highspecification decks which are well worth examination at your local specialist dealer or at trade
shows. Two sound particularly impressive:
Tandberg's TCD330 and the Toshiba PC-6030.
The Tandberg machine costs £354 plus VAT,
but it has three heads and three motors, provides
A- B monitoring, with full logic control over all
operational modes and servo-controlled winding. There is provision for quick azimuth
adjustment, with a test-tone oscillator built
into the deck.
Both the Tandberg and Toshiba (which
AMONG

THE

comes at approximately the same price) are
vertically-standing decks, with front loading
of the cassettes, and this seems to be adeveloping trend.
WERE some fine entries in this year's
South Devon Tape Recording Club Tape-Slide
Competition, but not enough of them.
This year's winner, Sydney Hall, of Slough.
carried off the Leslie Guest Trophy with a tenminute 60-slide programme which told the
story of a British success in another tape recording contest—the Echo van Schoten in
Belgium. It proves that one good thing leads
to another. . . .
THERE

SHAPE OF AMPLIFIERS TO COME
Part 3— John Linsley Hood

A

Sshov‘ nin tig. 3, the power amplifier would not be stable, and
would probably oscillate vigorously in the MHz region. Some form
of closed-loop stabilisation is therefore essential, and most commonly
takes the form of acapacitor between the base and collector of Tr2,
with probably the addition of afurther capacitor across the negative
feedback resistor. This type of ' lag' compensation has been shown by
Otala ( q.v.) to be bad, in that it encourages transient overloading of the
input device.
The alternatives are to restrict the loop gain and feedback factor, by
the use of local feedback, so that the closed loop system is stable even
without HF compensation, to use feedforward lead' compensation,
also discussed by Otala 6,and to use dominant lag compensation across
the whole of the voltage amplifier section, as shown in fig. 7. This form
of stabilisation is used commercially and is, Ibelieve, the one which
gives the lowest THD figures, at LF at least, uses the most economical
components and is the easiest to design without recourse to experimental
'doctoring'.
The basic characteristics of avoltage amplifier stage with this type of
compensation are shown in fig. 8. In 8(a) is shown the open- loop gain
and phase shift performance, and the closed- loop characteristics are
shown in 8(b). It should be noted that asimple two- transistor voltage
amplifier of this type is unconditionally stable, for non- reactive loads,
provided that the compensated unity-gain intercept frequency ( the
frequency at which the extrapolated gain frequency curve would cut the
unity-gain axis) is sufficiently lower than the open-loop, — 3dB gain
break-point. (
A figure of 0.1 of this frequency is safe, and not too
limiting with high- frequency small-signal transistors.) It should also
be noted that there is apredictable relationship between the voltage
gain and phase break-points for asimple lag compensation of this type
in which the attenuation characteristic has a — 6dB/octave ( — 20 dB/
decade) slope, and that for agiven feedback factor the phase
characteristics can be predicted.
If such alag-compensated voltage amplifier is followed by an output
emitter-follower pair in the manner shown in fig. 10, with overall
negative feedback taken from the output point, as shown, the complete
amplifier will also be unconditionally stable for non- reactive loads
provided that the intrinsic phase-shift introduced by the output
transistors is less than 90 ' at the frequency at which the preceding
voltage amplifier stage approaches unity gain. ( Iam exercising alittle
caution in this statement since the calculations are much easier if the
voltage amplifier stage uses shunt feedback, but aseries feedback
connection will almost invariably be employed because it gives ahigher
input impedance.) This phase shift characteristic of the output
transistors can be determined by approximation from the transition
frequency of the devices; typically when the turnover frequency is
about 1.2 times the transition frequency, the effect becomes
unimportant at an order of magnitude below this.
Stability for reactive loads can also be ensured by the use of an RC
'step' network of ' Zobel' type, connected across the output. If the
preceding technique is followed, the gain and phase margins of the
complete amplifier system can be predicted with areasonable certainty,
and if the frequency break-point of the lag compensated voltage amplifier
is chosen correctly in relation to the intrinsIc gain/frequency
FIG. 7

OVERALL ' LAG' COMPENSATION OF VOLTAGE AMPLIFIER TO
AVOID TRANSIENT DISTORTION PHENOMENA

characteristics of the voltage amplifying devices and the output
transistors, the whole amplifier will have atransient response which is
approximately that of asimple RC integrating network. This is the type
of frequency response which leads to the lowest phase distortion and
associated coloration. This type of response can be assisted if the
voltage amplifier is preceded by an RC integrating network, possibly in
the preamplifier, whose gain break-point is sufficiently lower than that
of the amplifier itself to avoid interaction. This value is, of course,
calculable.
My reasons for advocating this type of design philosophy, and for
believing that it will be the one most likely to achieve general adoption
are, of course, partly because it is asystem which is calculable, and
which allows apredictable improvement in performance to be obtained
by the use of output transistors having ahigher Ft.These will, in general,
be more expensive, and have asmaller SOA ( safe operating area) for a
given collector-emitter breakdown voltage, but will allow the region of
low THD to be extended to higher audio frequencies, as well as allowing
faster load-stable rise times. However, two further cogent reasons are
that it avoids entirely the problems of transient distortion and that it
has afavourable THD characteristic.
As Imentioned above, Ibelieve transient distortion to be acomplex
of anumber of phenomena, including load induced instabilities,
transient overload intermodulation, and phase distortion. ( If the rate
of change of gain with frequency is too great it will produce a
demonstrable ring' on astep waveform, and this is associated with
audible tonality, most easily demonstrated on awideband noise signal).
If the design system described above is used, all of these distortion
phenomena can be reduced to as low alevel as required. In particular,
the transient intermodulation (' Otala effect') is avoided—absolutely in
the case of ashunt feedback amplifier which has anulling node, and for
all practical purposes in aseries feedback system—if the fast- response
voltage amplifier stages are given afalling frequency characteristic
FIG. 8

GAIN AND PHASE CHARACTERISTICS OF AMPLIFIER HAVING
SIMPLE ' LAG' COMPENSATION WITH AND WITHOUT OVERALL
NEGATIVE FEEDBACK.
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which limits the rate of change of voltage with time to which the more
sluggish output devices are exposed. Moreover, since the negative
feedback applied to the input stages, at HF, is not derived from the
main LF NFB loop there is no possibility that the input stages will
overload on astep function through lack of feedback signal'.
have shown earlier 8 that the classical formula for the calculation of
THD reduction in an amplifier with the application of negative feedback
AF

NOTE

GAINIM

D

A

where A = stage gain, and D = distortion,

could not be relied upon in the presence of phase shift, and that for
optimum operation of the negative feedback the phase error should be
zero°. This does not arise because ' negative' feedback applied around a
system having aphase angle up to 90° is ineffective in reducing distortion,
the performance of alag compensated voltage amplifier having this
characteristic demonstrates that this is not the case" and confirms the
classical theory. The problem arises in asystem having acontinuing
phase change with frequency, wherein the phase error, and consequent
gain reduction, at the fundamental frequency is different from the phase
error and gain reduction at the frequency of the harmonic in question.
It is obvious, on reflection, that if the gain at the fundamental frequency
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"This is by far the most incredible tuner
that Ihave ever measured?'
Angus McKenzie
Thank you Mr McKenzie, for your
words in " Hi -Fi For Pleasure".
We're delighted that atop hi-fi critic
should say that our CT7000 tuner is the
finest he has heard.
Delighted, but not entirely surprised.
The harmonic distortion of the CT7000
is just 0.04%, the capture ratio is better than
0.7dB, and the sensitivity typically an

astonishing 0.811v. No other tuner in the
world can match performance like this.
And the CT7000 won us an award in
Japan, as the finest tuner design against all
comers.
Still, even when you know you've set a
new standard, it's good to hear someone with
your experience say things like this . . .
"I can say without any reservations that it

produced the finest audio quality that 1have
ever heard from stereo radio."
(Angus McKenzie, " Hi-Fi News")

()YAMAHA

MAKERS OF FINE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS SINCE i887

Send for our free colour book.

Natural Sound Systems Ltd, Strathcona Road,
North Wembley, Middx. 01-904 0141.

Yamaha CT7000 Tunes.
£499.50 inc VAT at 12-1%. Fully guaranteed -for 2 years.
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reduced more than that at the harmonic, their relative magnitudes are
readjusted, which may substantially modify the effect of the feedback.
If, in the ultimate, this is applied under conditions where positive
reedback may arise with ahigh order harmonic the magnitude of this
[nay actually increase, giving aworse THD figure with NFB than
without it.
Although the time may be ripe for someone with mathematical
inclinations to take acloser look at the whole question of what happens
io the distortion when feedback is applied over anon-phase (and
non-gain) homogeneous system, with an output signal and its distortion
components treated as amatrix, apossible approximation to the end
result may be given by
D./1) = AB
/A. 8(H)/8o,
here
is the mean gain reduction of the distortion component
harmonics (
À(F11) /
À(ii) )and 80 is the gain reduction of the fundamental.
In the case of again- homogeneous system ( i.e., one in which the
application of negative feedback reduces the gain of all signal
components to the same extent) this equation reduces to the classical
formula D 11 i1 = At/A ,but where the distortion is due to asingle harmonic
component ' h', the modulus of the gain of which is reduced to alesser
extent, becomes
= Aid „/A do .
This explains, Ibelieve, the difficulty in eliminating high order
'crossover- type' distortion components, even by the use of what appear
(at the fundamental frequency) to be large orders of negative feedback,
and argues in favour either of designing the output stage so that the

distortion, prior to the application of N FB, is alow as possible, or in
trying to make the system have asufficiently wide bandwidth without
NFB.
The advantage of the type of HF compensation described above is
that it gives apredictable region of phase linearity within which the
operation of the feedback system will be effective. Moreover, if a
suitable ' lead' compensation network is introduced between the voltage
amplifier stages and the output emitter followers, the phase error
introduced by these can be reduced somewhat without the extra expense
of higher F, devices. In general, the wider the bandwidth within which
the phase error of the system is small, the more effective the NFB will be
in reducing high order harmonics. Common mode errors 1°,11 are
unlikely to be of importance with typical power amplifier input stages.
Since listening trials suggest that the 7th, 9th, I1th and 13th
harmonics are the ones most offensive to the ear among the crossover
products, it would probably be more appropriate to use alower
reference frequency than the customary 1kHz, in that this would place
these harmonics at frequencies where the ear is more sensitive. Also,
although harmonic distortion can produce intermodulation and
beat-frequency effects at frequencies outside the normal audio passband,
this is probably arelatively unimportant effect because of the normally
limited amplitude of signal components at these frequencies, due to
transducer limitations, and because of this the THD figures at the
higher audio frequencies may be of diminishing importance.
Influence of ' Settling time' and transient response on transient and
harmonic distortion: The relationship between the ' tonal quality' of an
audio amplifier, and its performance in respect of those characteristics
which can be measured on instruments in the laboratory, is one of the
most intriguing of the remaining questions in the field of audio amplifier
research. In this context it is interesting that recent work on fast- response
integrated circuit operational amplifiers has focused attention on the
concept of ' settling time '—that is, the time taken from the application
of an ideal input step function for the output to ' settle' within some
specified error band—and has shown that this is afunction, amongst
other things, of the stability margin of the amplifier when feedback is
applied ( poor stability margins giving rise to long settling times), and
also that the best characteristics are given by feedback systems dominated
by asingle time constant— such as those having the gain/frequency
characteristics shown in fig. 8(a).
Since one's ear expects that the air- pressure wavefronts occurring in
artificially reproduced sounds shall be as close as possible in form to
those geneiated by the original sound source, it is obviously desirable
that the amplifier ( and other elements in the sound reproducing chain)
should not modify the form of the transients more than necessary, which
encourages the hypothesis that the shorter the settling time and the less
the transient overshoot under adverse load conditions, the better the
subjective performance may be.
Isuggested the adoption of this parameter, as aconvenient and sensible
method of specifying audio amplifier transient performance, in aletter
to Wireless World (
January 1975, p. 18) and Iam pleased to see that it
is now being used as acriterion in anumber of recent amplifier reviews.
It is amatter of experimental observation that the response of a
feedback amplifier to astep function input, when overshoot occurs, is
such that the output amplitude reaches amaximum value when the time
to maximum is equal to one quarter of acycle of an equivalent sinewave,
as shown in fig. 9. Because of the apparent reduction in negative
feedback at this frequency, it is probable that there will be aworsening
of transient distortion if rise times approach this value. Because of this,
it is interesting to note that in recent measurements of transient
intermodulation distortion made by King 12 and Hughes 13 on commercial
amplifiers, it appears, though this may be fortuitous, that the amplifiers
having the least reactive load overshoot have also the least visible TID .
It may of course be simply that the high loop stability suggested by the
former factor implies the use of relatively little NFB, which could
minimise TID anyway. As afinal point, deriving from the earlier
discussion of loop stability, it is becoming general practice for reviewers
to assess the reactive load stability of an audio amplifier design under
test by the use of alarge capacitative load reactance (such as 2 ¡If in
parallel with 8ohms). While this may appear to be the worst case'
condition, there are designs in which such aload would give better
stability than with alesser value of ' C'!

Conclusions
To summarise my preceding hypotheses, Ibelieve that alikely form
for future commercial audio power amplifiers, until such times as
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PRACTICAL EMBODIMENT OF OUTLINE DESIGN SHOWN IN FIG. 10. ' STANDARD HIGH QUALITY AUDIO AMPLIFIER
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presently unforeseen developments make an entirely new approach
possible, will be a30-40 watt per channel system, employing afully
complementary or improved quasi-complementary output emitterfollower arrangement, used as aunity gain stage, and with asimple
two- transistor voltage amplifier preceding it, with aconstant current
source load for the final voltage amplifier stage, and asimple dominantlag HF compensation system applied across the two voltage amplifier
stages.
The system will most probably be capacitatively coupled to the output
load, and will have atypical THD of 0.05% or better, not worsening at
lower powers, as measured at 1kHz. Some form of output transistor
protection will be employed, but this may well be afuse, although if
stabilised power supplies are used are-entrant over-current characteristic
may be used. Higher cost designs will tend to use stabilised supplies ( to
guarantee power output levels), may use more complex output stage
forms, and more particularly, more careful control of quiescent current
setting, which will be set by the manufacturer, on test, to amore
carefully chosen level.
Direct coupled arrangements, and systems with more exotic voltage
amplifying circuits, will remain on the luxury fringe, together with units
of 100 or more watts/channel continuous power rating. One thing
should be certain, that with very minor differences on careful appraisal,
all such power amplifiers will sound the same, and will all behave
satisfactorily with all normal loudspeaker loads.
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CROSSOVER DISTORTION RESIDUES LESS
THAN 0.005%
RESIDUAL 2nd AND 3rd. HARMONICS
.0-01 - 0.01% ( REDUCING AS OUTPUT
IS REDUCED(
TRANSIENT RESPONSE ON REACTIVE LOAD
FREE FROM OVERSHOOT
NO TRANSIENT INTERMODULATION
PHENOMENA
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Since writing this article, several innovations have appeared in the power
amplifier field. Of these, the two most significant, in that they are likely
to modify the basic design structure of future audio systems, if only by
encouraging abit more lateral thinking' on the part of designers, are the
so-called • Vertical-' or ' Power-FET', and the ' Current dumping' power
amplifier configuration introduced by the Acoustical Manufacturing Co.
(' Quad '). However, with regret, Iconclude that these introductions are
only likely to influence the design of the better quality systems, whose
performance is already quite good, if not yet impeccable.
The ' Vertical FET'
The major disadvantage of the normal ' bipolar' power transistor is that
if aparticular combination of high voltage and high current arises, if
only briefly, during the operation of the transistor ( this can well
happen at high powers with reactive loads if no effective ' protection
circuitry' is used) a phenomenon known as secondary breakdown will
occur, which leads to very rapid destruction of the device. An equally
undesirable, though slightly less rapid, failure mechanism is ' thermal
runaway', in which if the device exceeds acertain temperature, the
leakage current through the junction may generate enough heat for the
junction to become hotter still, with yet more leakage current! Between
them, these two failure mechanisms account for the bulk of device
failures in use.
The junction field-effect transistor, or FET, has abuilt-in immunity
to both of these failure3, although it can still be burnt out if worked too
hard. However, as can bz seen from the outline drawing of I
2(b), the
junction FET has arelatively long current-carrying channel in comparison
with the bipolardeviceof Fig. 12(a)which means that the internal resistance
of the FET ( and, consequently, its dissipation for agiven current) is
much higher than that of the bipolar transistor, and this has restricted
the use of the junction FET, in the past, to small signal applications.
Referring again to Fig. 12, in the terminology of the integrated circuit
manufacturers, the current flow in the normal transistor is ' vertical'
(i.e., from top to bottom of the diagram) whereas the current flow in the
normal FET is ' lateral' (
ie, from left to right).
In practice, with both transistors and FETs, the layout of the junctions
is • interdigitated ' ( as of two hands with interlaced fingers) as shown in
Fig. 13, in an attempt to increase the current carrying capacity.
Although the actual detailed construction of the ' vertical FETs'
employed by Yamaha and Sony is not yet published, it can be inferred
that it is also of interdigitated form, with the Pand N junctions arranged
in the manner shown in Fig. 14, with achannel etched in aconventional
PN sandwich in which the N- type conducting layer ( the FET ' channel')
is grown epitaxially, and the upper Player of the • gate' is formed by
diffusion. This will allow avery much shorter ' channel' length, with a
consequently lower conducting resistance, while retaining the inherent
advantages of the FET in freedom from secondary breakdown and
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Philips prove brains beat brawn.
The most serious problem in getting beautiful
sound out of aloudspeaker enclosure is to stop the
woofer going out of control.
You can try bigger and bigger enclosures. But
you'll be far better off with anew idea developed by
Philips. It ensures true bass response, in correct proportion
to the rest of the tonal range. And reduces enclosures to
aquarter of their previous size.

Philips Motional Feedback
(MFB) System.
How does it work?
A solid-state electronic brain monitors the woofer
cone and instantly stifles the slightest tendency to vibrate
incorrectly.
The woofer can therefore only vibrate in strict
accordance with the incoming signal.
It is virtually incapable of distorting the sound. Even
in asmall enclosure.
Dome diaphragms.
The squawker and tweeter are domes, which give
amuch better spread of the frequencies they handle.
And acontinuously variable treble roll-off filter
enables you to adjust to the acoustics of your room, thus
avoiding the harshness possible with other speakers
when reproducing high tones.
Built-in amplifiers.
The nature of the MFB system demands built-in
amplification. The RH544 has two amplifiers, one
driving the woofcr, the other for the squawker and
tweeter. So the high-frequency amplifier can provide
superb transient response because it doesn't have to
worry about the low notes. The total output is
60 watts (continuous sine wave).
Philips MFB enclosures can be used
with virtually any amp or pre-amp unit,
such as the Philips RH551. Or as replacement speakers they will up-grade an
existing system to 60 watts per channel.
Listen to the RH544 at one of our
top audio dealers. The beautiful sound
will tell you more than anything we can
say. Brains really do beat brawn.

From the range of
Philips high-technology HiFi.

rPost to Philips Electrical Ltd., Audio Division,
420/430 London Road, Croydon CR9 3QR.

Please send 'rule details of Philips Motional Feedback Enclosures.
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The ' Current Dumping' circuit
The basic design of this power amplifier was described by M. P. Albinson
and P. J. Walker in apaper presented at the 50th Convention of the
A.E.S., and subsequently in an article by Mr. Walker in Wireless
World". In this design, the amplifier is acomposite of avery linear,
small power output, Class-A section, and ahigh-power, non-linear,
class-Bsection whose function is to ' dump' current into the load to
supplement and reinforce the capability of the class-A section.
As Mr. Walker remarked in his article, the concept of using alinear,
low power amplifier to fill in the gaps left by its high power team-mate,
is one which must have occurred to every circuit designer, frustrated
only by the difficulty of causing the lower power amplifier to feed into
the low output impedance of the higher power unit. The circuit
configuration employed by ' QUAD' for this purpose is shown in
schematic form in Fig. 16.
In this, the feedback signal applied at the input of the low-distortion
amplifier ' Al', across Rfb, consists of the signal developed across 12 3
and ZL fed back through R, and the signal developed across R3 and RL
fed back through 114. Provided that the ratio Ri/R 2 to R4/R 8 is preserved,
the impedances in the limbs of the bridge can be what one wills. The
presence of any significant resistance in the limb R 3 is undesirable,
since this is in series with the load at the output of the power stage, and
this snag is avoided in the ' Quad' circuit by making this asmall value
inductor, and replacing R, by asmall capacitor.
By doing some simple maths,

}
ORIGINAL
PR
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DRAIN (
OR SOURCE)

thermal runaway. (The channel in an FET is aresistor made from
silicon, which has aresistance which increases as it gets hotter,
whereas the bipolar transistor behaves like asilicon diode, whose
forward voltage drop decreases with temperature.)
The snag with the power FET is that the short channel length implies
ahigh reverse bias requirement, and the shape of the voltage/current
curve, shown in Fig. 15, implies the use of ahigh quiescent current for
optimum push-pull biasing, which means generous heatsinks. On the
credit side, designs with high quiescent currents operate under smallsignal conditions largely in class-A, which makes them sweeter sounding,
and the more gradual Vg/Id curve lessens the incidence of the more
obnoxious high-order harmonic distortions which have earned the
'cheap and cheerful' transistor power amplifier such an unwelcome
reputation.
A similar output stage performance is obtained if the input transistor
of the forms shown in Fig. 5is replaced by asuitable junction FET, and
an experimental amplifier of this form has been built to explore the
circuit qualities. However, the main safety-in-use characteristics of the
power FET cannot be obtained by this means.
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which is independent of frequency.
it can be shown that if R, and R, are replaced by suitably chosen values
of capacitance and inductance, the required result can be obtained in a
manner which is frequency indepeadent, but still allows alow impedance
drive to the load. A possible snag is that the presence of the capacitor
across A, will cause this to act as an integrating network, and limit its
transient response. However, if the frequency at which this occurs is
outside the audio band it should be unimportant. Certainly, the circuit
chosen is capable of impressively low steady-state harmonic distortion
figures, without any requirement for careful setting of quiescent current,
which is, beyond doubt, anotable step forward. •
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!MIRY MONITOR

NEW editorial member brings some fresh
A ears
and equipment to the team, widening

our base: but, plus ça change, we maintain a
top-grade equipment layout.
Ten starred items this time, most of which
keep their stars. We arrange orchestral items
roughly in order of orchestral weight followed
by vocal/operatic works, asystem which brings
to the top Richard Strauss with his stupendous
Alpine Symphony.
Incidentally (woe!), we omitted in our review
to print the rating, which should have been
A*: 1*. The disc well merits the praise received from C. B. in our April issue. Despite
some intermittent surface noise on side 2, the
LA Phil under Mehta uses a wide dynamic
range with the utmost effectiveness; individual
instrumental detail being well maintained in
spite of the massive climaxes. The stereo perspectives and use of sound effects are both
excellent although there were slight reservations regarding clarity in the extreme bass;
this, however, in some measure enhances the
'concert hall' impression of asplendid recording.
H. O. awarded a star to Previn's Britten
Sinfonia da Requiem/4 Sea Interludes & Passacaglia (
HMV ASD3154) in March. This is
one of the best recent EMI offerings we have
heard, without the 'rounded top' effect of
some. H. O. spoke of 'some excellent perspectives, a very good presence and a splendidly
rounded impact from the heavy percussion'.
Yes, indeed. And we note a fine delicacy of
string tone, an inner clarity to Britten's lucid
textures, that make this a record to cherish.
Star confirmed.
DG 2530 635, Stravinsky's Sacre du Printemps, is characterised by its clarity of detail.
A virtually noise-free surface enables the full
potential of a wide dynamic range to be enjoyed—not suitable for background casual
'listening'. There seems little or nothing to
fault on this excellent recording—the record
was unusually flat as an added bonus (and an
exception to prove some rule or other). A*,
awarded by H. S. in May, confirmed.
'Music in Venice' is the title of an attractive
recital for small orchestra by the Ysaye Ensemble on Heliodor 2548 219, starred by L. T.
in April. One of those recordings that is very
good, but really doesn't, at least to our ears,
have that last touch of excellence to make it
worth astar. There is always aproblem when
evaluating technical quality of this sort of
unpretentious small scale music— there are no
huge effects for you to be overwhelmed with.
There is also a slight trace of hardness in the
upper string register that just loses this astar.
Still: very good, though, and immaculate surfaces.
Handel's Concerti a due cori played by the
ASM on HMV ASD3182, star-rated by V. M.
in April was, we felt, not consistently star
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quality throughout (though basically of avery
high standard). A well-balanced recording
which made intelligent use of stereo: we were
still occasionally disappointed. The superb
horn parts in the Concerto in F, for example,
were completely swamped in sumptuous string
tone. Perhaps afault of conductor or producer
as much as of balance engineer, but this, plus
arather crackly pressing, means down to A/A*.
The Academy playing Bach in St John's is
almost acertain success and on ZRG821 (given
a star by S. D. in April) they more than live
up to expectations. Sound is difficult to fault,
being very clean and well balanced throughout
—every one of Bach's complex textures is
heard with no exaggerations. The engineers
seem to have tamed, at last, the rather fulsome
acoustic of St John's, and (surprise, surprise)
we didn't notice any traffic noise on this disc.
Surfaces were impeccable and we can do no
more than agree with the reviewer.

Re- assessment of recent ' star' quality
recordings and re- ratings for some
others; comments based on actual
releases, not test- pressings. Following equipment employed:— Cartridges: Shure V15/III, Ortofon M15E
Super, Goldring 900SE. Arm: SME
3009 Improved. Turntable: Thorens
TD 125. Amplifiers: Quad 33/303 and
Cambridge
P50.
Loudspeakers:
Crabbe/IMF, Quad, B & W DM6, KEF
104, Spendor BC- 1, BC- 3.

Vivid performances of two of Dvorak's
string quartets, 12 and 14, by the Prague Quartet, receive equally vivid recordings on DG
2530 starred by K. D. in April. Recorded in
a fairly reverberant acoustic, these recordings
combine clarity of line—not only do we hear
the cello in due measure, but even the viola
with a bite and attack that is really low on
distortion. Some might feel that they are, if
anything, a little on the bright side, but as
long as you have agood cartridge you should
have no problems. Star confirmed.
The Quartetto Italiano's recordings seem
to be becoming the yardstick by which we
judge all other Quartets, and Philips 6500 646,
of nos. 2 and 4 from Beethoven's opus 18,
makes no exception. Given A* by P. T. in
May, it is simply very good with nothing to
criticise. Sound is that of alarge music room
and strictly natural—if one were to go outside
of the listening room it would be easy to
imagine a live quartet at work. Need we say
more? A* all the way.
The vocal and operatic-type items follow
next. One of the lesser known works by Elgar,
the late opus Starlight Express, received from
H. O. in April (HMV SLS5036, 2 records) a
double star. We find a sound of great clarity

and power, mellow rather than bright, with
tremendous percussive impact (when played
at appropriate high level). Voices are perfectly
balanced for clarity, neither overwhelming,
nor being overwhelmed by, the balanced,
broad-spanning orchestra. An unfortunate
(pressing?) crackle marred side 4 on three
copies that we tested: but for purely recording
merits, rating happily confirmed.
That composite composer Gilbert-and-Sullivan, justly famous for many of his other
works, may rejoice to see that Utopia Limited
is now most excellently recorded on Decca
SKL5225/6 (2 records). P. G. awarded A/A*
in April, with reservations about over-reverberance at peak moments and very close
rniking. Reverberance was not found to be a
problem, and on the whole the staging seems
to aim at, and successfully to achieve, a cosy
small-hall effect. We found alittle breakup on
peaks: a B for this. Things are sufficiently
close (singers well forward, orchestra spread
across just in front) for an overall effect of
intimacy well suited to Gilbert-and-Sullivan's
wit of understatement and gentility. A minor
gem for collectors. Overall A*/A/B.
The first complete Gershwin Porgy and Bess
(Feature review, April) was double-starred.
On Decca SET609/11 (3 records), Cleveland/
Maazel, this is indeed a much recommended
experience. P. G. comments that the production is presented as real action rather than
imitation opera-house, and this is indeed so.
An open, clear sound altogether, 'rich, realistic
and well-spread'. From intimate blues to big
ensemble singing, from thin orchestral textures to the heavy stuff, the recording encompasses all. Sound effects in the ' Ring cycle'
tradition, with offstage voices, off- and onstage noises, all well and appropriately done.
The overall impression is of a very smooth,
essentially fine-grained sound of great richness
and range. Definitely star.
A record not starred but given B in May was
Edmund Rubbra's Missa Cantuariensis and
other choral pieces (RCA LRL1 5119). H. O.
concluded ' an important record, and no prospective buyer should hesitate'. Nevertheless,
he spoke of his equipment reacting to climaxes
and ' noticeable' engineering of dynamics.
Certainly, with V15/III (through Quad and
DM6s), we found no peak mistracking, and on
the second point the producer assures us that
the method was simply to set up astereo pair
and leave it all to happen. The results, to our
ears, were consistent with this and no ' fader
fiddling' was detected. The sound, marvellous
on Hafler rear-channel setups, its fine open
acoustic (St Albans, Holborn) and excellent
cleanliness, was consistent with an A, rising to
moments of A*, and this we award it. The
only drawback was the usual small collection
of clicks, but this is no more than par for most
discs.
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ATREMENDOUS
BREAKTHROUGH
IN LOUDSPEAKER
DESIGN
THE

DYNASTATIC
Incorporates the world famous Shackman Electrostatic Unit that has reached
virtual perfection after 20 long years of research and development. Also incorporates the latest
development in moving coil woofers — The Bextrene Cone.
WE ARE CONVINCED that for realism and sheer
purity of reproduction the Dynastatic will
outperform every other make of loudspeaker,
whether moving coil or electrostatic regardless of
price. We make this claim in full awareness of the
Trade Descriptions Act.
WE ISSUE THE CHALLENGE knowing that
the above claims cannot possibly be disproved by
anyone no matter how authorative because the
moving coil tweeter has finally reached the end of
its development and must be regarded obsolete as
against the takeover by the Electrostatic. This is a
fact and not amatter for argument.
Adelicious stew cannot be made with bad meat
and by the same token aloudspeaker is spoilt by the
presence of moving coil units operating at middle
and high frequencies. The Dynastatic does not
suffer from this major handicap.

WE URGE MUSIC LOVERS to attend
demonstrations in their own interest as a
precaution against buying loudspeakers that are
now completely out of date.
You may bring your own records for quality
assessment purposes.
Literature will be sent on receipt of astamped
addressed envelope. Credit facilities available.
Now in production :—
DYNASTATIC COMPACT. Incorporates a
powerful Bextrene coned moving coil unit to provide
the woof. This replaces the model A
This is now on demonstration
the Quad Electrostatic Speaker is
available for direct comparison.

16e

Dimensions of Compact - Height 21"
:£
Width 15", Depth 8", Price f59 each. and S
(ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT)

"Also on Demonstration
DYNASTATIC AS1. A floor model. Incorporates a Bextrene coned moving coil woofer of
great power and smoothness in the Bass.
Moderately priced at £ 75 each.
NEW DYNASTATIC AS200. A loudspeaker
suitable for auditoriums, recording studios and
large salons.
LEADING MAKES OF AUDIO EQUIPMENT
AVAILABLE AT UNPRECEDENTED DISCOUNTS
to purchasers of Dynastatic Speakers.

HEAR THE DYNASTATIC
FOR YOURSELF AT

All 1ID
SERVICES LIMITED
82 East Barnet Road, New Barnet, Herts. Tel : 01-449 6605.
Shop hours 09.30-18.00 Monday to Saturday. Closed a//day Thursday.
AUDIO ENGINEERS, CONSULTANTS. COMPLETE SYSTEMS AT EXTREMELY GENEROUS DISCOUNTS.
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Crossword

devised by Maurice Taggart

LEADING MAKES
OF AUDIO EQUIPMENT
WILL BE SOLD AT

COST
PRICE
TO PURCHASERS pcir4j
OFA PAIR OF THE

DYNASTATIC
SPEAKERS

This offer applies to amplifiers, tuners, tuner
amplifiers, turntables, cartridges,
pick-up arms, tape recorders,
cassette recorders,
A.D.C., Akai,
etc.
Amstrad, Armstrong,
Garrard, Gold ring, Goodman,
Fisher, J.V.C., Koss, Leak, Lustre, Marantz,
Macdonald, Ortophon, Philips, Revox, Rega, Rotel, Sansui,
Sanyo, Shure, S.M.E., Tand berg, Thorens, Wharfdale, etc.

r

Our cost prices are genuine and are pounds below the
lowest prices advertised by the discount houses.
THE TRADE DESCRIPTIONS ACT IS YOUR PROTECTION
AND GUARANTEE OF OUR FAIR TRADING.
For details please phone or call. If writing please enclose
stamped addressed envelope and state your requirements we will quote by return.

AU ID

CLUES ACROSS
1 Begin somewhat rudely and almost fcreshorten an old English
bassoon. ( 6)
6(
and 16 down) Minor modern choral masterpiece, delightfully
bawdy! ( 7-6)
8 Weber opera, for which little Ronald gets decorated. ( 6)
10 Modern German composer finishes off celebrated violinist. ( 6)
11 The jet set lot, a little eccentric for the record. ( 8)
13 (
and 15) Basically windbags— suitable for playing at the TUC
conference, perhaps? ( 5-5)
18 Ideal type of pick-up arm bearing, if you get the point. ( 8)
20 Iget some point for this peculiar chemical compound. ( 6)
22 In confusion, little Leslie joins Eve, providing record protection. (
6)
23 Combined male offspring, singing the same note. ( 7)
24 Iget crazy bonus for Italian pianist/composer. ( 6)
CLUES DOWN
2 Make obeisance in an elevated position, it seems, while playing
the fiddle. ( 2-3)
3 Popular opera in performance by Artur and others. ( 8)
4 '
E raves about Edgar, the modern French- born composer. ( 6)
5 Otherwise little Pamelas electrical units. ( 4)
7 The essential point in reproducing 78s, it seems. ( 6)
9 Christmas carol from andantino Elgar composed. (
4)
12 Fine wish, though scrambled, from popular audio mag.! (2-2-4)
14 (
and 21) Some weighty matter by Haydn, concerning the hero of
the Battle of the Nile. (6-4)
16 (
See 6 across.)
17 Prejudice peculiar to the tape recording fraternity? ( 4)
19 Iwallow in vino, somehow, for Mr. Fjelstad the conductor. ( 5)
21 (
See 14 down.)
A £3 record token will be awarded to each of the first five correct
solutions picked from those which arrive by July 6th.

Who on
earth is
THAT?

'5e

SERVICES LIMITED

82 East Barnet Road, New Barnet, Herts. Tel : 01-449 6605.
Shop hours 09.30-18.30 Monday to Saturday. Closed all day Thursday.
THIS OFFER APPLIES TO CASH CUSTOMERS,
CREDIT CUSTOMERS AND HOLDERS OF
ACCESS AND BARCLAYCARDS.
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Reiwatim
ALKAN. Volume 1 by Ronald Smith. 110 pages
plus bibliography and indices. Price £3.00. Published by Kahn d AverIll, 21 Pennard Mansions,
Goidhawk Road, London W12.

In the spring of 1957, after about four years
of drug addiction, Trane woke up one morning
and told his wife, ` Naima, I'm through. I've
decided to stop smoking, drinking and taking
RONALD SMITH'S first volume on Alkan, a
drugs'. And within aweek he was clean, except
biography—a second book on the music is
for tobacco, which it took him years to give up.
to follow—is subtitled The Enigma— '
Alkan,
Later, when recording A Love Supreme, Trane
who was Alkan?' Charles-Valentin Alkan
referred to having had in 1957 ' a spiritual
(1813-1888) was a remarkable French pianist
awakening which was to lead me to a richer,
and an even more remarkable composer who
fuller, more productive life'.
was championed in earlier years by Busoni,
Trane's approach to recording won him the
Kaikhosru Sorabji, Sacheverell Sitwell and
admiration
of record companies and proBernard van Dieren among others: but it is only
ducers. All too often musicians would drift
since the war that his work has come to attract
into the studio, jam on a few standards and
wide attention, chiefly through the efforts of
split with the money. Often they would record
two pianists, the American Raymond Lewenthal
just to get cash for ' H', and indeed Prestige
and Mr. Smith himself in this country. Mr.
was sometimes known as the 'junkies' jazz
Smith is modest about his part in this revival—
label'. But Trane came rehearsed and prehe mentions an Alkan series which Iput on in
pared for recording.
Atlantic's
Nesuhi
the BBC Third Programme shortly after the
Ertegun said, 'John Coltrane was very particuwar, but does not state that he was the pianist
lar about the technical aspects of recording. He
who played the music—and many of his recent
knew exactly what he and his group should
recordings of Alkan are in the current catasound like. Whenever he heard something he
logue. Alkan was astrange and curious figure,
didn't like, he'd catch it immediately. We were
arecluse for much of his life; as acomposer he
very careful to give him just the sound he
has been called ' the Berlioz of the piano',
wanted.'
though this description is not really accurate.
In the last years of his life, Trane was beHowever, he did share with Berlioz afeeling for
coming more and more involved with spiritual
strange and unusual sonorities and a classical
living, in a way which embraced all religions.
restraint combined with wild extravagances
It affected his music, and so did his interest in
which make his music interesting to us today.
African drums, and Indian music. Singer Leon
Mr. Smith has been in contact with surviving
Thomas said, ' Tram was really into African
members of Alkan's family, and has unearthed
rhythms. He told me that each drummer has
agreat deal of information about his life, much
a certain rhythm to play and doesn't try to
of which is shrouded in mystery. This book,
play all the rhythms at once. What he heard
which contains a number of fascinating illuswas several drummers playing polyrhythms.
trations, should interest all lovers of 19th cenBut what he wanted in his band was Elvin
tury piano music and introduces us to an
(Jones) playing polyrhythms all by himself.'
uniquely original figure. Ilook forward to the
Inevitably the book has an aching, saddening
second volume with keen anticipation.
effect towards the end. Here we have apicture
Humphrey Searle
of aman who's purified his body, who's reachCHASIN' THE TRANE by J. C. Thomas. 160
ing for spiritual purity, and who's still experipages plus discography and index. 19 photos.
menting with fervour in his music. Before he
Price £4.50. Elm Tree Books, published by Hamish
died he was privately checking out the possibiHamilton, 90 Great Russell Street, London WC1B
lities of the Varitone attachment to saxophones,
3PT.
which electronically allows the player to play
THERE HAVE been times when I've sat back
say two notes at once, an octave apart. But
listening to John Coltrane albums, trying to
tragically Trane was ill with cancer of the liver.
figure out what kind of man he was. Musicians
In the final chapter, dealing with Trane's
will tell you that answers to questions like that
funeral, is a spine-chilling account of Albert
lie in the music—and so they do. This book,
Ayler's musical tribute to him. ' During his
written by amusician, doesn't tell you all that
portion of the music, Ayler stopped, twice, and
much about Trane's personality you wouldn't
screamed; not with his horn but with his voice,
have deduced from his records, but it does fill
the first scream like acry of pain and the other
out the picture, spelling out the pain and
like ashout of joy that Coltrane, though dead,
suffering of drug addiction and heavy drinking.
would live forever.'
Compared to other jazz musicians' bioMay Isuggest you get out your Trane albums,
graphies, this one isn't as deep and penetrating;
arrange them in chronological order, sit down
but compared to many flamboyant, hustling
with this book, and start listening.
Ken Hyder
players, Trane was very quiet and modest, perhaps making the task more difficult. There
THE ARTS COUNCIL OF GREAT BRITAIN by
are one or two annoying points of style in the
Eric W. White. 326 pages. Price £6.00. Published
book's format—as when, in the middle of a
by Davis-Poynter Ltd., 20 Garrick Street, London
WC2E
9BJ.
chapter, you're suddenly pitched into apotted
history of African music, for example, then
ONE OF THE most hazardous undertakings for a
acouple of hundred words later you're just as
public body is to redistribute cash donated by
suddenly returned to Trane's story. The first
others in agood cause. The dangers double or
couple of chapters are laboured. Practice is
treble if the money once belonged to the taxgushingly romanticised, and it's not until the
payer, and it usually did. The Arts Council
third chapter that the pace quickens.
has suffered plenty of abuse in its 31 years,
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either because of its:profligacy or its pusillanimity, but Eric White seems to have noticed little
other than local difficulties of administration.
Indeed when I first glanced at the book
several danger signals flashed in a mind made
devious by journalism. For one thing the
author had spent 29 years as assistant secretary
to the Council and could hardly be counted on
to give other than a partial account of his
stewardship. Further, the chairman of his
publishers is Lord Goodman, seven years chairman of the Arts Council, aman for whom the
word ' ubiquitous' loses its force. And sure
enough Mr. White declares in his preface ' that
in most respects the Arts Council's record is
exemplary'.
The council is a monument to the British
cult of the amateur, of dedication to that skein
of happily inefficient and unrelated good works
with which the establishment while away their
apparently abundant leisure hours. Writing in
and of aworld where to explain oneself amounts
almost to an error of taste, Mr. White tells us
nothing of the basis on which the Arts Council
makes it grants, only that ' its members never
seemed to lose asense of common purpose or
identity of interest'. To reveal that Identity of
Interest you must look elsewhere. In a recent
radio programme Professor Roy Shaw, the
Council's Secretary-General, defended its
decision to support an exhibition of paintings
of human excreta by saying: ' The particular
artist involved was an artist of reputation and
distinction and so we felt we had to give him a
grant.' Yet, in adisplay of almost supernatural
intellectual agility, he admitted that he did not
think that kind of work should be encouraged.
Earlier he had complained that the Arts Council
grant was less than the VAT collected on
gramophone records.
Mr. White does, however unwittingly, offer
us one clue to the identity of those it represents.
Where another more representative body might
have been glad to accept asuggestion made in
the late fifties that it be relieved of the responsibility for Covent Garden Opera House, the
Council vigorously defended its right to pour
the biggest part of its tiny resource into that
ever wider maw.
All the same, had Mr. White's book been
merely an exercise in self-justification Idoubt
whether Ishould have found it as interesting
as Idid. His object in writing it was to provide
a wider view of the Council's work than he
admits could be gleaned from its annual reports,
its chief means of communication with the
public. It is a useful record of the growth of
state involvement in culture and Ieven found
some passages, those giving accounts of groups
of musicians playing to grateful audiences in
munitions factories during the war, very
moving.
The dominant figure in the book is not Lord
Goodman but Lord Keynes, the Cambridge
economist and aesthete who died before he
could become the first chairman of this successor to the Council for the Encouragement of
Music and the Arts. White has shown sufficient
restraint to confine personal anecdotes to a
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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... about looking back
From: I. H. Williams, Papegaailaan 8, Den
Haag, Netherlands
DEAR SW, Some twenty-five years ago two big
advances were made in the reproduction of
music for the home, namely the LP record was
introduced and tape recordings became available. Unfortunately, hardly had a reasonable
standard of reproduction been attained when
records were introduced carrying two tracks
instead of one, while tape speeds were halved.
Now we are to have four channels on records
(in several variations, of course) and tape
speeds have been halved again so that various
tricks are needed to achieve amoderately good
standard of reproduction.
Why must we put up with a marginal and
unreliable performance all the time? If it is
now possible to record video on records using
laser beams, surely asimilar technique can be
applied to hi-fi, where the band width required
is two orders of magnitude less. Can't we have
records which are free from any dust troubles
and where the transducer never affects the
recording or vice versa? As far as tape is
concerned, what apity we never had cassettes
on the 31 ins per sec. speed, which would have
allowed abetter margin all around.
Iwould have thought many hi-fi enthusiasts
would be of a similar opinion (unless their
prime reason is to play with equipment: and let
me confess here I've done a good deal of
playing about with amplifiers and speakers in
my time). Incidentally, in recent years we have
had an awful lot of ' theme and variations' on
loudspeakers, the overall result being only
marginally better, if at all, than that obtainable
twenty years ago using either a Quad or a
combination of G.E.C. metal cones and
Celestion tweeters.

Book Reviews

. .. about cassette head azimuths
From: Dr J. D. Smith, 7Kingston St, Cambridge.
Iwas interested to read in the current
(May) issue of HFNI RR Mr. A. Knight's
letter about azimuth variation between different
musicassettes. I have to report a different,
though related, problem: azimuth variation
between different cassette machines. I own
three of these, of which Imake considerable
use both professionally and for pleasure: a
Dolby deck (the Akai GXC 46D), anon-Dolby
deck (the Philips N2503) and amono portable
(the Philips N2208); the first, the Akai, has
given me no trouble and is undoubtedly an
excellent machine in its price-range. Both the
other machines have proved, on purchase, to
have quite severe azimuth misadjustment: the
N2503 regularly reproduced mono recordings
from about halfway left of centre and with bad
muffling of high frequencies, whilst the N2208
emitted an intriguing but disconcerting swishing
noise, reminiscent of some of the ' phasing'
effects of pop music. A small readjustment
cleared up the trouble in each case; but
probably only a small minority of purchasers
would have known how to make it (nor, in the
case of the deck, did the local CES outfit).
DEAR SIR,

Also received:

separate section of the book, and because you
aren't forever tripping over his reminiscences
in the search for some hidden nugget of fact,
his stories are the more welcome because they
have to be sought.
Although you have to read the documentary
section of the book carefully to discover just
what his opinions are, the chapter on the support of music, for example, leaves little doubt
in the end that he finds the existence of so many
orchestras in the capital unsatisfactory. While
the useful repertoire, like the audiences, is
increasing hardly at all the four London
orchestras are diluted both in talent and
financial resources.
So far Mr. White's book is the best background we have to the Arts Council, unless
you count the blistering passages in Anatomy
of Britain. It is also the best background we
are likely to get unless the Council shows some
willingness to allow adetached historian access
to its records. Meanwhile the attacks on the
Council will go on, and the Arts Council will
just as surely ignore them, safe in the knowledge that it is all we have.
John Dwyer
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Iwould go as far as to say that no useful
imporvement to the real enjoyment of reproduced music has been made these last twenty
years. Of course transistor amplifiers have
substantially improved, indeed some of them
are now about as good as the valve amplifier I
built twenty years ago.
When will we be freed from the tyrannies of
marginal and delicate reproducing systems, and
when will manufacturers cut down on the
endless trifling variations in the equipment
they offer?
Yours faithfully
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EMBELLISHING 16th CENTURY MUSIC by
Howard Mayer Brown. Early Music Series No. 1,
80 pages. EARLY PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS (
from the Middle Ages to the Baroque)
by James Blades & Jeremy Montagu. No. 2 in
above series, 78 pages. MAKING EARLY PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS by Jeremy Montagu. No. 3in above series, 50 pages. Price £2.95
each volume, semi-stiff covers, all published by
Oxford University Press, 44 Conduit Street, London
W1R ODE.
ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS
and
ELECTRONIC DIAGRAMS by Morris A. Colwell.
Both volumes issued in the Newnes ' Constructor's Guide' series, 100 pages, soft covers, £1.130
each. Published by Butterworth & Co. (Publishers)
Ltd., Borough Green, Sevenoaks, Kent.
THE ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
MANUAL by Alan Douglas. Sixth edition, fully
revised, 214 pages, 298 illustrations, hard cover.
Price £7.50. Published by Pitman Publishing Ltd.,
39 Parker Street, London WC2B 5PB.
THE ART AND TIMES OF THE GUITAR (
an
Illustrated history of guitars and guitarists) by
Frederic V. Grunfeld. Paperback version of the
book reviewed enthusiastically by Peter Gammond
in November 1972 ( p. 2153). 340 pages, over 200
illustrations, price £2.75. Published by ColderMacmillan Publishers, 35 Red Lion Square, London
WC1R 4SG.

I recognise, of course, that both these
machines are ' cheap'. But I fail to see any
possible justification for amanufacturer failing
to make such afundamental yet simple test on
the goods leaving his factory. Yours faithfully

. . about bottom pinching
From: David Khan, 97 Norbury
London SW16 4JT.

Crescent,

What has happened to the low bass
on disc? My record collection goes back to
about the mid-50s and when playing some old
mono or early stereo discs, it is clearly detectable that the modern stereo disc appears to
have the extreme bass severely attenuated to
non-existence.
Having declared my predilection as an old
fashioned bottom fancier, let me balance this
with agrateful appreciation of the wonders and
pleasure that the modern mid and top range
gives me. The hard and piercing sounds of the
first half of vinyl disc production has been
improved enormously in the second half, but
apparently at the expense of the bottom octave.
Is this bass deficiency the result of such a
technical trade-off, or simply a technological
convenience against the tracking problems of
groove jumping pickups and arms, supported
by the sad fact that most loudspeakers are
anyhow incapable of reproducing this important range? Or again, is the modem musical
and artistic trend to so smooth down sounds
from records, that the stomach pulsing effect of
abass drum, for example, is held back to sound
like an impotent tap? Why do my older discs
time and again reproduce low bass while my
newer records rarely do so? Who has pinched
the bottom—and why?
Yours faithfully
DEAR SIR,

... about duplicated reviews
From: Paul Andrews, Dept. of Music, University
College of Wales, Aberystwyth
DEAR SIR, I, for one, find it confusing enough
when the record reviews in your journal conflict in their opinions with reviews in other
journals, therefore I am rather perturbed by
the appearance in your May issue of two
reviews of the same record (Vivaldi's Sacred
Music) which differ to the extent of the difference between an A:1 and aB:2 rating. Ihope
that this is not going to happen too often,
otherwise the situation will become impossible.
Yours faithfully
Note: We all missed this when inspecting page
proofs, and we mutually abase ourselves.
Occasionally two copies of arecord arrive, and
through our oversight both go for review.
It does serve, at least, to show the element of
subjectivity in arrival at a crystallised review
rating, but is obviously not intended. When our
reviewers' opinions conflict with those of the
Grsm*ph'ene, we would generally insist that we
are right (what else?), but when they conflict
with each other there's not much we can say.
Except: sorry. Incidentally, another reader has
informed us that Arthur Jacobs wrote 'Jennifer
Partridge' in error for 'Jennifer Smith'. Sorry
again!—Rec. Rev. Ed.
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Hearing is Believing
with STAX
It is difficult to believe that the depth, clarity and range of sound produced through
expensive state-of-the-art loudspeakers can be reproduced through a pair of headphones.
Difficult, that is, until you've heard a pair of Stax earspeakers.
SR-X Mk III

SR-5

Stax have always been leaders in the development of electrostatic earspeakers. The SR-X Mk III
with its separate mains energising unit has won worldwide acclaim as the finest earspeaker
available, irrespective of price, while the less expensive SR-5 remains the best selling Stax model
of all time.

The latest development from Stax is a real
breakthrough, possible only for acompany ‘.% ith
the years of specialist experience that Stax has.
This is the lower cost SR-44 Electret Condenser
Earspeaker System. Unlike electrostatic models,
it requires no mains supply yet still produces an
unbelievably pure sound. Unbelievable, that is,
until you've heard it.

Write today for our brochure and your
nearest stockist.

Please send me full details of Stax products.HN7
NAME
ADDRESS

We Love Our Products

Wilmex Ltd., Stax Division,
Compton House, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4DE.
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Christopher Hogwood
is one of
a new wave of young musicians
who, despite being closely involved with some of the more
esoteric branches of music, wear
their erudition lightly and are
more concerned with communicating on a broad scale rather
than to a close academic circle.
At present he is deeply involved
with the Academy of Ancient
Music—the first UK orchestra
to use 18th century style instruments—and making records with
them; he is also conducting a
new recording of Messiah for
Decca.
'There are so many editions of
Messiah around now that Idon't
know if anyone could call one
their " own" anymore. What I
thought would be interesting is
to present, not a compilation of
all the best pieces from the various
performances Handel gave, but to
reproduce, as far as possible, an
actual performance that took
place. It is amazing how many
different performances of Messiah
there are, in the version we are
doing, one from 1743, there are
five pieces that have not been recorded before.' Though the performance uses abigger choir and
orchestra than Handel envisaged
it will be authentic in terms of
ornamentation and general style.
Hogwood admits that this is
something he is doing as much
for his own experience as anything.
His main preoccupation at
present is with the Academy of
Ancient Music and recording
Baroque and pre-classical music
with them for the Floreligium
label.
Recent records include
music by Arne and Stamitz, and
among current projects is Purcell's entire music for the stage.
'In terms of things I originate
myself Iwork entirely with original instruments, and fortunately there are now enough
people around to have players for
all instrumental combinations—
our problem is finding singers.
The other difficulty is that when
it comes to say soloists for a
forte-piano concerto, you have a
very limited range of soloists;
though this will improve.'
The Purcell cycle has obviously
been a major undertaking. ' It's
been very slow, but very rewarding, and revealed just what a
difference playing the music with
the appropriate instruments can
make; even the little dances take
on anew life. It's nice to have an
orchestra that is given enough
time by the record company to
talk amongst themselves and get
the right people. This last is very
CHRISTOPHER HOGWOOD
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important.'
Our enquiry as to technical
problems was met with a broad
grin. 'You mean playing in tune?
Well, the playing has improved
enormously, but the problem is
that, as yet, only a few of our
players are full-time baroque instrumentalists, most have to
double on the modern equivalent,
and if you are constantly jumping
from style to style it can be difficult. Also, we are working largely
with an adapted modern technique. We leave individual players
to make up their own minds about
matters of rhythmic alteration.
For example, for our first record,

played in that style. There was
no notion of an even tone. Ifeel
we have deprived music of a lot
of its excitement by ironing out
all the differences of tone. Proportion is also important. Today
we base our orchestral sound on
string tone and the wind has to
fight for its life at the back. Thus
they concentrate on power and
blend; until the late 19th century
nobody even mentioned blend.
In the 18th century you had only
a small body of strings and you
can really hear the wind and
brass. When I first heard the
orchestra play the Stamitz symphony Iwas amazed—it was all

tired of endless Telemann sonatas so we decided to go for earlier
music and that's where the medieval bit came in.' He has to some
extent grown away from the consort now. 'At present it is fair to
say that Iam most interested in
any period of music where Ican
find the right instruments and the
correct playing instructions; be
it Rossini, Brahms or Bach.'
He is optimistic for the future.
'Now at last we are getting players
who play baroque instruments
full-time. We still have problems when it comes to wind
players, there just aren't enough
of them, and in getting the right
singers, but it's coming—it's certainly high time.'

Rudolf Kempe

Record & Music Scene

Christopher Hogwood

the Ame, we worked straight from
the original part books with no
editing at all; and we did the
same for most of the Purcell. If
you have the right people you can
give them the notes and they will
find the right solutions.'
For him, the advantages of
using period instruments are immense. 'We have tended to minimise orchestral colour with the
modern orchestra, and it is difficult to get people to switch on to
new sounds. Some Horn players
just cannot believe that Mozart
would have wanted his concertos
to be played with stopped notes
—they can't switch themselves
back to a time when if you said
"Horn", then it automatically
meant an instrument that was
JULY 1976

trumpets and drums, wonderful
D major chords; the trumpets led
the whole thing. The brass in
general control the music.'
Hogwood first came into the
public eye with the Early Music
Consort of London. What first
led him to early music? ' People
really, people like Thurston Dart.
When Iwas at Cambridge [where
he read Classics] Ieventually decided that Iwanted to be amusician, and after finishing University went to Prague to search
for baroque music. Ididn't find
any, it had all been destroyed in
earlier wars, but Idid find avast
amount of pre-classical music—
hence Stamitz. Ihad played with
David Munrow before going to
Prague and eventually we grew

AFTER illness which had led to
cancellation of recent BBC engagements, Rudolf Kempe died
in Zurich on 12th May; he was
65. He had just succeeded Boulez as chief conductor of the BBC
Symphony Orchestra, although
his guest appearances date back
to the 1950s. Kempe also had
posts in Zurich and Munich,
where he was appointed to the
Philharmonic in 1967. He first
appeared at Covent Garden in
1953—his subsequent Ring cycles
and Strauss performances were
widely admired—and he worked
as Associate with the Royal Philharmonic at Beecham's invitation.
After Beecham's death in 1961 he
took charge ( Londoners will
gratefully recall his devotion, and
the long series of Sunday concerts at the Swiss Cottage Odeon)
and to mark the tenth anniversary with them, the RPO offered
Kempe the title 'Conductor for
Life'.
Kempe was far from being a
prolific recording artist. In the
late 1950s he made a series of
LPs with the Berlin Philharmonic.
Outstanding amongst these were
his Brahms German Requiem and
four symphonies, Tchaikovsky's
fifth, Beethoven's Eroica, and
Wagner overtures. His 1964 Lohengrin with the VP0 was unsurpassed, and he made various discs
of sparkling Viennese and Bohemian music. With the RPO he
did amemorable Rimsky Scheherazade, a vibrant Janacek Glagolitic Mass, Bruch concertos with
Kyung-Wha Chung ( both Decca),
and—his first record—an enchanting coupling of Mendelssohn's Midsummer Night's Dream
music with his own arrangements
from Humperdinck's Hansel and
Crete!.
Kempe was areticent man, disinterested in publicity. His hob-
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habits of aMenuhin in captivity, was aglorious
one, phrased from the heart, deep, warm and
searching. That Menuhin was never a mere
flashy virtuoso is borne out by the reissue of
'his famous early recordings 1931-38' (HMV
RLS718)—Bach, of course, Mozart, Wieniawski, Paganini, Chausson, Mendelssohn,
Bruch, all full of youthful ardour; similarly
by an enjoyable disc of ' Encores' (HMV
HLM7077); and by numerous other musical
treasures on disc that represent him as fiddler
and conductor. Menuhin, let there be no
question, is a very great musician, not a
modern music machine, but a vital, nonconformist, poet in the Beecham tradition.
That is why his contribution to music will
never be forgotten.
In spite of all the depressive economic gloom
surrounding us, the record companies continue to lighten our days and, moreover,
continue to be adventurous. The filling of
N April 22nd, as everyone in the musical
gaps in the recorded repertoire is always a
world knows, Yehudi Menuhin was sixty.
risk, for no one can know what the ultimate
It is one of the disadvantages of being famous
response will be. Almost monthly apreviously
that your age is so revealingly bandied about.
unrecorded opera seems to appear. Bellini
In private and at various public gatherings
wrote eleven operas and currently five are
(such as the one where EMI presented him
with Austin Bennett's lively sculpture as a available. His seventh, I Capuleti e iMontecchi is now added to the list with a first
memento of his forty-eight years with the
recording (HMV SLS986). It's an attractive
company). on radio and television, everyone
score with some fine moments even if it does
happily wished him well, and the admiration
not rival Bellini's best, and the performance by
and love were genuine and spontaneous. It is
Sills, Baker and Gedda under Patané is comtrue that a few critics, responding in their
mendable. The rest is up to the opera fans.
mackerel manner to the waves and currents of
It is mere sauce on the part of reviewers (who
fashion, have recently gone out of their way
have got their copy for nothing) to tell readers
to find a few minor blemishes to carp at in
that they ought to buy this, that and the other;
recent recordings and performances. Maybe
but any Haydn lover ought to be willingly
sixty-year-old fingers are not as agile as
bankrupting himself in these golden Haydn
younger ones, but his performance of aMozart
days when Decca seem intent on committing
Violin concerto on TV, after David Attenhim complete to LP. John McCabe's Piano
borough's revelation of the natural ways and

O
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HEN Herbert von Karajan returns this
month to the Salzburg Festival, he will
surely hope to avoid such an awkward confrontation as happened during the smaller Salzburg
Easter Festival which consists entirely of
performances conducted by Karajan himself.
As conductor and producer of Lohengrin,
Karajan had engaged René Kollo for the titlerole and had already begun ( in Berlin) a
complete recording of the work for EMI with
the Salzburg cast. After the first night in
Salzburg, however, Kollo walked out in
protest against the conductor's supposedly
dictatorial methods, declaring to a Munich
newspaper: ' There are only about five tenors in
the German-speaking world who can sing
Lohengrin. There are about 5000 conductors
apparently able to conduct it.'
When I saw the Salzburg production—
typically static., in Karajan's notorious manner,
and without even a swan!—the title-role had
been taken over by adecent but not first-class
substitute, Karl-Walter Böhm. (No relation to
Karl Biihm). The result apparently left the
EMI recording stranded, since one can hardly
imagine Kollo and Karajan amicably completing it together.

Hall. Highly undistinguished, however, is the
film about the hall which was made by the
National Music Council and shown at the
Greater London Council's reception during the
celebrations. It omits mention of most of the
great foreign visitors to the hall and shows
British performers and conductors without
identifying them by name. If this technique is
said to be ' impressionist', Ithink Iknow too
well what kind of impression will be made on
foreigners who may be subjected to this film in
some far-flung British Embassy or British
Council office.
Even more self-satisfied was the event which
preceded this film, amini-son-etlumière show
written (he should blush for it) by Antony
Hopkins. The best comedy in this grand
reception, however, took place when, on the
entrance of the Queen Mother, the Wilbraham
Brass Ensemble struck up such a complicated
counterpoint to God Save the Queen that
almost nobody recognized what it was—I
swear, not even the managing director of one of
London's leading orchestras. So nobody sang
and presumably the Queen Mother was as
puzzled as everyone else.
in these 25th anniversary celebrations, as they had done in the hall's very
opening series, were the London Mozart
Players under their conductor, Harry Blech.
It must be almost unique for an orchestra to be

TAKING PART

Karajan and the Berlin Philharmonic were in London to take part in the
distinguished series of performances marking
the 25th anniversary of the Royal Festival
MEANWHILE
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Sonatas, Vol. 2( Decca 2HDN103/5) pursues
its way through some charming music. Indeed,
you must buy these or the Buchbinder set
on Telefunken for it may be along time before
it happens again. Think of the pleasure you
will have and forego that next steak.
Iam one of those restless souls occasionally
driven to confess (on the understanding that
you will not repeat it or allow it to become
public) that my restlessness is often increased
when I have to listen to long stretches of
Handel and Bach and their predecessors. It
is just the feeling, prompted by certain performances with the obligatory tinkling harpsichord, that there is alot of note-spinning going
on. Iknow this is my shortcoming rather than
the music's; yet, at the same time, it is not
because Iam out of sympathy with the style
which, at its more meaningful moments, I
greatly enjoy. Needing the added warmth and
humanity that Haydn and Mozart gave to
music in its historical progress, Iam always
attracted by the kind of pastiche that takes
the older style and gives it new clothing—like
Respighi's Ancient Airs and Dances where you
enjoy the hygienic charm of the early composers with added persuasion. These have
been beautifully recorded by Neville Marriner
(HMV ASD3I 88) and those of like mind will
understand my guilty enjoyment. On the other
hand, completely persuasive and musical performances by charming ladies like Blandine
Verlet, win hardened cases like myself over
without the need of a modern coat of paint.
Iwon't be playing her two- record set of the
Bach Toccatas BWV910/6 right through
(Philips 6780 500) but Ishall often be moved
to sample.

so successful in terms of concert audiences and
yet to be so poorly represented on record, the
modest Abbey company stepping in where the
bigger companies have stood aloof.
Moving for once from the Festival Hall to the
Queen Elizabeth Hall, and this time with Roy
Wales as guest conductor, the London Mozart
Players in late May presented Paul Patterson's
new and attractive Clarinet concerto with a
fine young soloist, Angela Malsbury. Mr Wales
had previously displayed cool competence in
taking a highly diversified company at the
Albert Hall through the first London performance of Bernstein's Mass—not a Mass but a
theatrical work about the Mass, which rather
exceptionally among British critics I much
enjoyed on the composer's original recording
(CBS 77256: highlights CBS 73541).
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Pioneer CTF2121 .. £ 113.50
CT4141 A. • £ 105.25
CT5151 .. • . £ 108.75
CTF6161 .. • • £ 137.95
CTF7171 £ 129.50
CTF9191 .. • . £216.50
Rotel RD20.. £ 134.50
Sansui SC636 •. £ 103.50
SC737 .. £ 119.75
SC3000 .. £ 142.95
Sharp RT480 £91.50
Teac A170
£ 125.00
A360
£ 179.50
A400 .. £ 150.00
Teleton CD50 £49.50
Trio KX710 £ 117 00
KX910
£144.00
Wollensak 4766E .. £187 ,50

Please address all mail order to Hornchurch branch
Toshiba SA300L . £76
Teleton TA3000 .. £47
Wharfedale
Glendale £ 102
SXP .. £ 141

50
50
50
50

TURNTABLES
Acos Rega (
white) £6e50
Planar .. .. £61.95
DRS1 ( Direct Drive
SME)
£124.00
2 (401 / SME) .. £ 124.00
2 (401 /SM E)
£124.00
3 ( Direct Drive/
SME)
..
£120.00
Connoisseur BD1 Kit £12.95
BD2/SAU2 PC .. £41.95
BD3
£73.50
ERA Mk 6X PC .. £59.95
Garrard 63SP/M75C
PC .. .. £29.75
86SB Mk 11 PC .. £49.95
Z100SB PC .. £54.50
401 Chassis .. £50.75
Goldring GL78 PC £55.25
JVC JLA 1.. .. £51.95
Pioneer PL12D.'11 .. £40.75
PL15R .. £48.95
Rotel
RP1500 less arm £49.95
RP 1500 with arm £61.50
RP2500
£76.95
RP 3000 less arm £83.95
RP 3000 with arm £90.95
Sansui SR212P .. £43.95
Teleton Si 00W .. £44.75
Thorens
TD125 chassis .. £ 79-95
TD125/ABC .. £128 50

Pickering V15 Mk IV
AME ..
Shure M44/7 ..
M44E
M55E
M75/6S
M75B
M75EJ/II
M75ED/II..
M95EJ
M95ED
V15/11I . •
Sonotone V100 ..
Stanton 681/EEE
Tenorel T2001
T2001 ED
T2001SD

£11.75
£5-20
£5.50
£6.10
£5.50
£8 10
£9 75
£10 95
£9.95
£13.95
£33.75
£3.50
£40.50
£4.25
£8 50
£12 95

REEL-TO-REEL TAPE
DECKS
Akai 1722L £ 110.50
4000DS/11 .. £ 104 ,75
4000DB £ 167.95
Ferrograph 7502/4 £340.00
7522/4 .. .. £375.00
7502D .. £430.00
7504D .. £412.00
75220 .• .. £470.00
7524D .. £ 450.00
TEAC A3340S .. £540.00
Toshiba PT862D £11295
CASSETTE DECKS
Amstrad 7000 ( Dolby) £61.50
Alpha CD1000 .. £35.00
Akai CS3OD .. £63.95
CS34D
£85.95
£115.00
GXC39D
GXC310D
£132 95
GXC510D
£146 75
GXC75D
£189.95

•.
••
.•
••
••

HEADPHONES
A KG K140
£ 12.50
JVC HP20 .. £ 14.85
HP150 .. • • £ 16.60
HP1000 . . • • £ 22.95
Koss HV1A• • £ 23.95
HV1LC .. • • £26.95
K6 .. • • £ 12.75
K6LC
£ 1e50
K711 .. • • £ 11.50
K0727 .. • • £ 16.50
K0747 .. • • £ 21.50
PRO4AA. • £ 28.50
PRO5LC• • £ 31.50
ESP 6 . • £53.50
ESP 9 .. • . £90.00
Phase 2 .. • • £37.95
Phase 2+2 • • £76.95
Easy Listener • • £ 17.50
Marantz SD5 .. £ 12.95
Micro Diamond ST
9000 .. .. £4.50
Pioneer SE205 .. £8-95
SE305
£ 13.95
SE505 .. £28.95
SE300
£14.75
SE500 .. £ 20.75
SE700
£34.50
Sennheiser HD414 £ 15.25
HD424 .. £21.95
Superes TL3
£2(150
CL1
..
£28.50
Stas SR5/SRD6 .. £68.50
Stax SR44 .. £ 52.95
Wharfedale
lsodynamic .. £ 19.95
SPEAKERS: all prices
per pair
Acoustic Research
AR2AX
£142.50

202 HIGH ST., HORNCHURCH, ESSEX.
20 NORTH ST., BARKING, ESSEX.
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AR3
.. £215 00
AR4
.. £83 95
AR5
.. £142 50
AR6
.. £98 50
AR7
£61.50
AR7X
£61 50
AT10/TT
£325 00
AR11
£250 00
AR12
£200 00
AR14 .
£158 50
AR16
£99 95
Alpha HT17
£25.95
HT20
£48.50
Bowers .S• Wilkins
DM2
£147.50
DM4
£105.00
Bose 301 ..
£118.95
501
£175 00
901 Standard .. £325 00
Celestion County..
£53 95
Ditton 15.. ..
£78 95
Ditton 33.. .. £116 95
Ditton 44.. .. £141-95
Ditton 25.. .. £166 95
Ditton 66.. .. £228.00
Goodmans Havant
SL .. • •
£55.50
Minister SL . •
£42.50
Mezzo SL • •
£82 95
JVC SK8 .. • •
£67.50
KLH Mod 31 • •
£59.95
Mod 103 .. • • £180.00
Mod 38 . •
£99 50
Mod CB8
£135.00
Leak 2030 .. • •
£79 50
2060 .. • • £125 00
2075 . • . £335 00
Mirsch OM 2-17 ..
£67.50
OM 2-21 ..
£107 50
OM 3-28.. .• £145.00
Martin Maxi- Max ..
£69 95
Marantz IMP4G
£67.95
1MP5G
£91.95
IMP6G
£126 95
IMP7G
£156 50
Marsden Hall XL15
£39 95
RM10
£19.95
Sansui ES30 .•
£49 95
Toshiba SS220
£87.50
Teleton LS203 ..
£42.50
Wharfedale Chevin
XP
£25.50
Denton 2)(P
£37.50
Linton 3XP
£51.75
Glendale 3XP
£70 95
Dovedale SP .. £123.95
Airedale SP .. £193.95
Linton Kit ..
£20.75
Glendale 3XP Kit £46 50
Dovedale Kit ..
£58.95
Videotone Minimax
Il
£37.50
Encyclopaedia ..
£37.50
Saphir 1
£46.50
Saphir 2
£46 50
Voxson B311 .. £113.75
PLEASE NOTE
ALL GOODS ARE
FULLY GUARANTEED
PRICES SUBJECT TO
CHANGE WITHOUT
NOTICE. E. á 0.E.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE
VAT AT 121%

Tel: Hornchurch 50221

Tel: 01-594 8855

Falla's centenary will not atPROBABLY
tract a lot of recording attention, even if

only for the simple reason that there is not
all that much to record. He has always been
acolourful minor composer, like Chabrier, an
orchestral master whose limited output has
the happy result of making us wish for more.
Unlike Albéniz and Granados, who were
essentially masters of the keyboard, Falla put
the essence of Spain into orchestral terms; and
this means all the passionate hurly-burly of the
dance and hot-blooded flamenco rhythms, yet
well disciplined by amaster of his craft.
Falla was born in Cadiz on November 23rd
1876, his mother a Catalan and his father a
Valencian, a heady mixture. They were a
musical family and Falla first studied with his
mother and local teachers. Inspired by visiting
some orchestral concerts in Cadiz, he decided
that music was to be his future and he was
sent to study piano at the Madrid Conservatory. He had already decided to be a composer rather than an exponent of music and
he soon tried his hand at writing a couple of
theatre works in the popular zarzuela mould—
the Spanish equivalent of the Viennese operetta. Neither of these came to anything and
he continued to study composition under
Felipe Pedrell. In 1904 the Academy of Fine
Arts established an annual prize for the best
lyric drama by aSpanish composer and for his
entry Falla wrote his two-act Andalusian opera
La Vide Breve to alibretto by Fernández Shaw.
He won the prize in 1905 and also an award
for piano-playing. His opera was not produced
but he was able to become established as a
teacher and, on the strength of his earnings at
this occupation, took a trip to Paris in the
Summer of 1907. All Spanish composers were
drawn to Paris like moths to the proverbial
candle. Having got there, Falla remained in
Paris for the next seven years and became
friendly with such influential men as Debussy,
Dukas and Ravel as well as his fellow countryman Albéniz who was already there.
He dedicated his Four Spanish Pieces to
Albéniz and they were first performed in 1908
and published the following year. We have the
benefit of asparkling performance by Alicia de
Larrocha (Decca SXL6683)—a natural exponent of this kind of thing. She also includes the
Fantasia baetica of 1919 (written for Rubinstein) and transcriptions of his operatic music.
Considering his eminence as apianist he wrote
little for the instrument (beside these there was
Pour le tombeau de Paul Dukas (
1935) and
Pedrelliana) and he was generally unproductive
as a composer after about 1927. The Four
Pieces are richly evocative and foreshadow
his future creations.
In 1909 he began to write Nights in the Garden of Spain but it was to take him seven years
to complete it. An undefinable mixture of tone
poem and piano concerto, although the piano
part is an integral element of the orchestration
rather than avirtuosic one, this intensely personal, moving work in Andalusian folk vein
has always attracted regular attention on LP.
Clifford Curzon in a fine performance with
Jorda linked it with the Grieg concerto and
this 1956 version is still cheaply available
(Decca ECS514). Rubinstein has given us a
fine interpretation (coupled with Saint-Saëns
delightful Piano Concerto 2) (RCA SB6841)
and choice lies between these two, RubinHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Mallet

De
by
stein's more modern recording balanced
against the cost of the Decca.
The first performance of La Vida Breve was
in Nice on April 1st 1913 followed by aproduction at the Paris Opéra-Comique in December.
Dramatically it is aweak work and we know it
mainly through one typical Spanish dance
which appears in all guises. There used to be
an excellent recording starring Victoria de los
Angeles (HMV • ALP1150/1) which ought
to be made available again or replaced. Falla
returned to Spain in 1915 and immediately
after wrote El Amor Brujo at high speed in
response to a commission from Pastora Imperio for a work that could be both danced
and sung. The original version scored for
chamber orchestra was first performed in
Madrid on April 15th and immediately became
popular, not so much as a ballet (it was neglected in that form until about 1925 and was
presented at the Paris Opéra-Comique in 1928)
but as an orchestral piece. Falla re-scored it
for full theatre orchestra, to give us the present
exotic and dynamic score full of such original
things as the famous Ritual Fire Dance—a
long established classical pop. Ansermet's
1960 recording is a very satisfying one, still
available (Decca SDD134); for a full-blooded
modern recording and an exciting performance
there is Frühbeck de Burgos (Decca SXL6287).
It is coupled with Argenta's recording of Master
Peter's Puppet Show (
1923), an episode from
Don Quixote, scored for three voices and an
orchestra of 25. It is asubtle and sophisticated
work full of dry humour and couched in an
older Spanish musical language that ideally
suits Cervantes' story. A warm performance
of El Amor Brujo by Giulini is coupled with the
suite from The Three-Cornered Hat and has
Victoria de los Angeles as singer (HMV SXLP
30140). El Sombrero de tres pico (
to give it
its proper Spanish title) is again based on Andalusian life but has a very different flavour—
using folk-tunes only as incidental allusions
and described by Falla as `guitaristic'. It is
full of sardonic humour and peasant boister-

Peter Gammond

ousness. It was first performed as El Corregidor y la Molinera in Madrid in 1917; for the
first time under its present title by Diaghilev's
Ballet Russe at the Alhambra Theatre in
London on July 22nd 1919. Again Ansermet
provides an excellent if oldish recording (Decca
SDD321) rivalled by Frühbeck de Burgos
(HMV SX1230187) with less finesse but richer
sound.
This leaves two major items: the 7Canciones
populares espanoles (1922) which have the
essential Falla in lighter form handling his
native music with taste and charm. They are
ideally performed by Teresa Berganza (Decca
SDD324) and are also cheaply available and
nicely done by Jill Gomez (Saga 5409) who also
includes the 3Melodies of 1909. Lastly, leaving
the full-blooded Spanish idiom behind, there
is the abstract, Scarlatti inspired, profound,
spacious, altogether impressive Harpsichord
concerto (
1926), possibly his greatest single
achievement even though it lasts a mere ten
minutes. The performance by Veyron-Lacroix
and Argenta (Decca SDD446) is recommended.
His Homenaje pour k tombeaux de Claude
Debussy (1921) is a popular guitar item and
has received excellent attention from our
principal guitarists including Bream, Williams
and Yepes.
Falla's last years were spent in seclusion. He
disliked the developing political situation in
Spain and tried to escape by spending much
time in Majorca where he composed a few
piano pieces and orchestrated Homenaje. He
started but never completed a choral work
Atlántida, apart from an excerpt from it called
Balada de Mallorca based on Chopin's E minor
Ballade. In 1940 Falla left Spain and went to
live with an unmarried sister in Argentina. He
made one appearance as conductor in Buenos
Aires to direct the orchestrated Homenaje, and
died in 1946. There is no danger of his music
ever being forgotten. If it was little in quantity,
it was great in quality, full as it says in Grove
'of the passionate sincerity which is the characteristic of all genuine Spanish art'. •
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Richard STRAUSS

Piano Concerto No.1,
1812 Overture,
Swan Lake, Nutcracker, etc.

Symphony No.40,
Piano Concerto No.21,
Eine Kleine Nachtmusik, etc.

Also Sprach Zarathustra, ' Unfinished' Symphony, Songs,
Don Juan, Dance of the 'Trout' Quintet, Rosamunde, etc.
Seven Veils, etc.
DPA 545-6

DPA 547 8
Cassette KDPC 547-8

DPA 541-2
Cassette KDPC 541-2

DPA 543-4
Cassette KDPC 543-4

All on ccrse'le
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Cassette KDPC 545-6

Watch for further releases
in this series.

Already available:
BEETHOVEN DPA 529-30
SIBELIUS DPA 531-32

SCHUBERT

PUCCINI DPA 533-34
BACH DPA 535-36

ELGAR DPA 537-38
DVORAK DPA 539-40
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RICÓR
RECORD RATINGS
Record Ratings are designed to summarise our
critics' findings, but should preferably be noted in
conjunction with the full reports—and taken as a
guide only.
Performance
Recording
1
Very Good
A
2
Good
3
Moderate
4
D
Poor
H
Historical
H(or 1, 2, 3, 4
(pre- LP)
as appropriate)
Occasionally arecord may be worthy of special mention,taking it beyond the ' very good' bracket. In such
superlative cases a star is added to the letter or
figure as appropriate: e.g. B: 1., A*: 2 or ( exceptionally) A*: 1*. eHi-fi News 4 Record Review.
STEREO, MONO, QUADRAPHONIC and
STEREO TRANSCRIPTION
Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless its number is
accompanied by m ( monophonic), r ( stereo transcription), or ®( quadraphonic: stereo compatible).
The symbol rt refers to a U.K. reissue. Cassettes
are Dolby unless otherwise stated.
PRICES:We do our best to ensurethat prices given
are correct. We cannot always guarantee accuracy.

CLASSICAL
ARIAS FROM FRENCH OPERA
Frederica von Stade ( m- sop) ILPO IPritchard
CBS 76522 (
52.99)

A début solo recital by the young American
mezzo who scored such a great success as
Cherubino in Peter Hall's stunning Nozze di
Figáro at Glyndebourne in 1973, and at her
first Covent Garden appearance as Rosina in
II Barbiere. Miss Von Stade has an attractive
appearance and acharming manner on stage,
and much of the charm comes from her singing for it is readily apparent on this disc. Her
programme of French opera arias encompasses the familiar and the unfamiliar, ranging from Massenet's Cendrillon and Werther
to Offenbach's La Périchole and La Grande
Duchesse de Gérolstein by way of Meyerbeer
and Gounod. She adapts herself perfectly
to the varying styles, and sings with rich,
warm, forward tone. Her vocal quality is that
of a light mezzo, almost a soprano, and her
excellent top leads one to suspect that she
may at some time in the future extend into
high soprano territory. My only reservation
concerning her excellent performances of
these arias is that the Huguenots aria is a
rather stately tempo, but it is possible that
John Pritchard was responsible for this. Delicious music, nicely performed, and admirably
recorded. [A: 1]
Charles Osborne
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THE ART OF CABALLE AND DOMINGO
HMV SL S5051 (
2records) ( 54.95) R various

A pleasant package made up from various
sources, and consisting of both solos and
duets from two deservedly popular singers.
Montserrat Caballé is one of today's finest
sopranos, and if Domingo's level of achievement is too variable to place him on that height,
he is nevertheless at his best an immensely
attractive singer, who will surely mature in
artistry and style over the years. There are
excerpts, the usual ones, from Aida, Don Carlo,
and Manon Lescaut and, less usually, three
items from Boito's Mefistofele. Recordings
and performances too various to rate with
accuracy, but—[A/B: 1/2/3]. Charles Osborne
J. S. BACH: Brandenburg Concerto 5 in D
major* BWV 1050 , HAYDN: Concerto in D
major for Harpsichord and Orchestra, Op. 21
Igor Kipnis ( hpd) ,' * Hans-Martin Linde ( fit) * Neville
Marrinei ( vin) IThe London Strings IMarriner
CBS 61594 (
51.99)

This coupling is in fact newer than either of
the recordings: the Marriner/London Strings
combination is well known under that name
in the USA, where the Brandenburg 5 has
existed for some years in a coupling with the
d m'nor Harpsichord concerto Reconstruction by the soloist. The Haydn D major is a
reissue here, but apart from similarity of key,
a good choice as stablemate.
Kipnis is myfavourite modern harpsichordist
—modern, that is, in approach and attack: not
for him thetimbres of antiquarian instruments,
the use of authentic fingerings and articula-

tion, but rather a highly infectious rhythmic
liveliness which is not fussy or impersonal,
but well conceived and excellently controlled.
The results, in both Haydn and Bach, are
rhetorical and pointed, and Ihave been reminded of my by now almost historical review
of the Bach harpsichord concertos in their
complete box—again my favourite modernapproach account. The Haydn, by the way,
is a very specially lovely work: let those who
suppose that Mozart was the only concertocomposer of his day compare this work to
anything Mozart wrote before 1784, it's supposed date of origin. The lightly disguised
Academic strings played with life and warmth
in the days of these recordings ( ca. 1969?),
whereas today they are rhythmically less tight,
emotionally more indulgent. The recording
is of good B quality, and barely sounds its
age. [B: 1*]
Stephen Daw
BALAKIREV:
Russia'—symphonic
poem /
BORODIN: Symphony 2 in e ' RIMSKYKORSAKOV : ' Skazka', Op. 29
Bournemouth SO IBrusilow
HMV ASD 3193 ® ( 53.20)

The first side offers a good, serviceable account of Borodin's Second Symphony, afield
in which the level of competition is at present
somewhat low. Clearly, Anshel Brusilow has
thought the work through in detail and every
move is made with intent. There have been
warmer performances on record—for instance,
that by Kletzki and the Philharmonia long,
long ago— and ones with a more compelling
sense of flow, but to say as much is to make
83 / D

only marginal reservations about a performance that is reliable, consistent and well
played.
The second side is of special interest in
that neither the Balakirev nor the RimskyKorsakov is at all well known, and in each
case this appears to be the first stereo recording. To describe these works as shamefully neglected would be to abandon a sense
of proportion. Neither of them is a masterpiece, but in both there is considerable
interest and appeal. Russia (
1862) is based
on three tu nes from Balaki rev's Book of Russian
Folk- Songs and has many of the qualities that
that suggests. Skazka (Legend, or Fairy Tale,
1879-80) is prefaced by a passage from Pushkin but does not follow any particular programme. This music is concerned with atmosphere rather than the telling of a tale, and
that goes for Russia too.
The recording is in general very good, but
one or two climaxes may be thought a little
overbearing. [ A: 1]
Hugh Ottaway
BARBER: Adagio for Strings
IVES: Symphony 3 / COPLAND: Quiet City COWELL:
Hymn and Fuguing Tune 10**
CRESTON: A
Rumor
Celia Nick/in ( cor-anglais, ob") IMichael Laird ( Ipt**)
IASM IMarriner
Argo ZRG845 (£2•99)

such an expressive Bartok player, remains
unpersuasive. Those who own the now apparently deleted Barenboim-Boulez version on
HMV and who care to compare this version
with that will note how meaningfully Boulez
shapes the phrases and how eloquent Barenboim's playing is beside Bishop-Kovacevich's.
This comparison carries over to the Third
Concerto which, however, is more acceptable
in this new performance than the First.
Philips' recording balance is open to criticism in that the piano and strings tend to
swamp the wind parts so that much of the
important detail fails to get across. In this
few of the now available rivals are much
better. The old Anda-Fricsay set on DG,
which also includes the Rhapsody and the
second concerto has poor sound, while the
two Hungaroton issues though generally
satisfying from the performance point of view
are less good technically. No other version
couples these particular works: it might be
worth waiting to see what else is in the offing.
[A/B: 2 overall, but touches of A* for sheer
sound clarity].
Kenneth Dommett
BARTOK: Rumanian Dances
RAVEL: Ma
Mere l'Oye / STRAVINSKY: Pulcinella Suite
Orchestra of St. John's Smith Square jLubbock
Pye ' Nixa' PCNHX 30 (£2•99)

To judge from the records of American music
that emerge from British sources there are
really only two composers in the USA, Charles
Ives and Aaron Copland with Samuel Barber
a not too secure third. There is unfortunately
a feeling of predictability about these programmes which deprives us of getting to
know many of the other interesting and worthwhile composers whose works never appear
on concert programmes, and who can only
hope to get to British audiences via the
gramophone—composers like Carl Ruggles,
Charles Griffes, Roy Harris, Virgil Thomson,
Walter Piston and others like them.
In the present instance there is also an
inescapable feeling that the music chosen,
all of it beautifully played incidentally, is very
much of a muchness in the important matter
of mood. The general characteristic, even of
Paul Creston's clever A Rumor, is reflective
and subdued. The Barber and Copland
pieces, exquisite facets of the American
experience, are all of a piece with Ives' uncharacteristically restrained third symphony,
of which we have the latest, 1964, recension.
Even Henry Cowell's Hymn and Fuguing Tune
no. 10 has little of that experimental quality
we find in his early piano music or in the
colouristic Ongaku, Persian Set or Hommage
to Iran. In fact, the piece here offered, attractive and expressively played by Celia Nicklin
the oboe soloist, is very much a kind of
American Vaughan Williams. Given what
is an entirely personal caveat let me add that
all the performances are first class, as good
as any rival where these exist, and the recording is excellent. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett

This is one of the first recordings by this
orchestra and conductor, and it is certainly a
very satisfactory one. There is neat and
spirited playing in the Stravinsky, and the
conductor does not try to over- emphasise the
music. In fact there is a relaxed atmosphere
about the playing—which does not mean
sloppiness. The solo string quartet stands
out well against the main body of the strings,
there is nice flute playing and bright brass,
and the duet for trombone and double bass
is great fun. Lubbock observes all the repeats
and makes agood crescendo from the Minuet
into the Finale. ( This is the concert suite, by
the way, not the complete ballet.) Ravel's
Mother Goose suite calls for very delicate and
subtle playing, and gets it here. The bird
effects in Tom Thumb come off nicely, and so
do the Orientalisms in Laideronnette. Beauty
and the Beast is also subtly handled; The Fairy
Garden begins with a real pianissimo and
works up to an excellent climax. The Bartók
Rumanian Dances are not the Two Dances
Op. 8a of 1910, as stated on both the sleeve
note and the record itself, but the well-known
set of Rumanian Folk dances of 1915, which
Bartók himself transcribed for orchestra, and
which are also often played in the original
piano version and in Székely's arrangement
for violin and piano. They are given a lively,
even fiery performance here. The quadraphonic recording is spacious, and there is
good separation. A welcome record. [
A: 1]
Humphrey Searle

BARTOK: Piano concerto 1 - Piano concerto 3
Stephen Bishop-Kovacevich (pno) ILSO IDavis
Philips 9500 043 (£3.10)

Rubinstein's third Beethoven concerto cycle
in stereo: at about twice the cost of the last
bargain- priced set with Leinsdorf and the
Boston Symphony it comes, one concerto
per disc, in substantially thick Italian pressings ( impeccably quiet, incidentally), boxed
with a booklet including a short interview
with Barenboim on the subject of his ever
vital pianist. ( Analytical notes by Robbins
Landon; full details of the Beethoven cadenzas
used; generous session photos.)
The recordings were made at Kingsway
Hall, with Kenneth Wilkinson the experienced
engineer, engaged for aproject which Iunderstand was originally intended to cover merely
the three works Barenboim and Rubinstein

This is a disappointing account of both concertos, but particularly of the first. Written
in 1926 when Bartok was experimenting with
a predominantly percussive piano style and
with rhythmic patterns ratherthan with melodic
interest, this concerto demands crisp articulation from soloist and orchestra, and, because
of its wind instrument- dominated first movement, it also requires careful balancing on
record. Unhappily this version gets neither.
The introduction, symptomatic of the whole
approach, is unusually flaccid for Colin Davis
while Stephen Bishop-Kovacevich, normally
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BEETHOVEN: Piano Concertos 1-5
Artur Rubinstein (pno) jLPO IBarenboim
RCA CRL5-1415 (
five records) (£11.96)

had often played together. Nos. 1and 2were
added in April, only five days of last year
taken for the whole series! Max Wilcox was
the producer, and his opting for an extremely
close solo balance has already been widely
criticised. Ihave to add that so insistent a
placement of the pianoforte becomes wearying to the ears, it is doubly irritating when the
LPO accompaniments are so glowing and
stylish. However, in the G- major and Emperor
the balances are more agreeable (these concertos were taped first, in March). The long
introduction to the first movement of the
Emperor gives a good example of the superb
quality of the orchestral playing, and recording which is decidedly impressive—the top
needs cleaning up with aminimum of filtering
—in the illusion of both spread and depth.
Although Rubinstein was 89 last year this
new cycle has even more life and brilliance
than the Boston set; this impression is largely
due to the amicable collaboration with his
pianist- conductor. Barenboim has revered
Rubinstein's artistry for many years, and the
delight in recording those scores with him is
persistently clear. Rubinstein too projects a
vivid sense of enjoyment at a fresh opportunity to record Beethoven, although his style
which is elegant and lively excludes halftones and hushed intimacy. Only in the G
major is the line lumpish, strained (the concerto was a disappointment under Leinsdorf
too, by chance), but in general Ifound myself
astonished by the brightness of tone, the
liveliness of rhythm and vigour.
These
indeed suggest a young man's playing. The
readings are distinctive and individual, Rubinstein combining an almost leisurely approach
with powerful attack and precision. The only
real comparisons to be made are with Rubinstein of earlier vintages, and Ihave no doubts
that this new album is the one to go for.
[A/B-C: 1*/2]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano sonata 3 in C. Op. 2: 3
14 in c, Op. 27: 2 ' Moonlight'
20 in G, Op. 49: 2
Roger Woodward (pno)
RCA LRL1 5097 (£2.99)

Woodward's polemical approach to Op. 57/111
provided a record ( LRL1 5016) which compels
me from time to time without ever convincing
that the musical solutions are tenable. Nor
is the present coupling wholly straightforward.
The sleeve note is largely based on Roger
Woodward's views, avaluable adjunct especially in the case of the Moonlight. His must be
one of the slowest ever recorded: the opening
movement even more extended than in Solomon's famous reading, although with a marvellous gravity, and with pedal markings strictly observed—this is a special feature, about
which Woodward says a great deal ( Beethoven's ' divine madness' etc). The middle
movement, though, is rather like a slowed
parody of Kempff, sharply accented and didactic in pointing of symmetries.
The C major is very straightforward, but the
slowing for the second subject in the first
movement is unexpected, and Iprefer amuch
shorter break between scherzo and finale
than here. The very deliberate speed for the
finale allows maximum articulation of detail,
and Woodward nicely brings out the affinity
with Op. 31: 3. In making this record he seems
to have required time to settle into the music,
and it is a pity his playing was not more reliable in terms of pianistic finish. Some notevalues are skimped and the line is not perfectly smooth ; the effect is occasionally breathless. On the whole though, this is achallenging coupling, one where many stretches of
music should delight.
The recording is his best yet for RCA,
with a sensibly restricted width of image.
One unaccountable feature is the sudden
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alteration of balance for the Moonlight finale;
there the placing is more distant, the quality
distinctly shallower. More careful quality
control would have eliminated some disturbing post- echoes.
Christopher Breunig

CHC/PIN: Ballade No. 1 in g, Op. 23
Ballade
Ne. 2 in F, Op. 38
Ballade No. 3in /1,,Op. 47
Ballade No. 4 in f, Op. 52
Impromptu No. 1in
A ,,Op. 29
Impromptu No. 2 in
Op. 36
Impromptu No. 3 in G
Op. 51
Impromptu

No. 4 in
p. 66, ' Fantaisie Impromptu'
Nikita Maga/off (pno)
Philips 6580 117 (£1.13.6)

Tranquil Gilels
Brahms
Peler Pears
BRAHMS: 4 Ballades, Op. 10

Fantasies, Op.

116

Emil Gilels ( piso)
DG 2530 655 (£.3.25)

For his first DG record of Brahms solo works,
Gilels has chosen the least familiar set of
late pieces, Op. 116—from which only the
Intermezzo No. 6 has become popular. In
fact, the only alternative complete recording
is Katchen's on Decca. As Artur Rubinstein
has said, these intimate pieces are too private
for presentation in the recital halls, and they
are ideal for the gramophone. Gilels' playing
is faultless, each band a miracle of dynamic
and touch control, poetic and confiding.
Like all great performers he draws attention
not to himself but to the pieces themselves:
one marvels at the effect of such a simple
idea as the persistent falling line of the melody
in the Intermezzo No. 4 (the upper line in
single notes only).
The Op. 10 Ballades are well represented,
notably by Rubinstein himself, and Kempff.
Gilels' disc is more subtle in recording quality
than the RCA, and the musical approach is
highly contrasted with Kempff's. It could be
argued that Gilels gives these early works
something of the character of late Brahms:
in the Andante No. 2the drama is more close
in Kempff's reading, the playing choppy and
accented, the reposeful contrasting material
more forward- moving, where Gilels is tranquil
and ' classical'. But no one has made these
'movements from unwritten sonatas', as Kalbeck once said, so clear in structure, so
illuminated in detail. Of the fine recording
one merely wonders how much that one hears
is attributable to awonderful instrument, how
much to this pianist's mastery. [
A: 11
Christopher Breunig

A Britten
collection
BRITTEN: ' A Birthday Hansel', Op. 92
Canticle V, ' The Death of Saint Narcissus',
Op. 89
Suite for Harp, Op. 83
Second Lute
Song from ' Gloriana', Op. 53
Two Scottish
Folk Songs
Peter Pears (len) Osian Ellis ( harp)
Decca SXL6788 (£ 2.99)

This is both an important record and a delightful one. The Canticle V, to words by
Eliot, and the Burns cycle, A Birthday Hansel,
are recent works, recorded here for the first
time, and the Suite for harp is likewise not
available in any other version. A Birthday
Hansel is in the ripest tradition of Britten's
song cycles and is notable in particular for
the sheer range of its expression. The seven
songs are continuous, short transitions being
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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provided by the harp, and this seems somehow to emphasise the variety of mood. It
goes without saying that admirers of Britten
will wish to have this record, but many others
will buy it for the superb artistry of Peter
Pears and Osian Ellis. To praise such performances as these seems almost presumptuous, so fine are both the intention and the
realisation. Close recording and a high level
give a vivid presence and ensure that every
detail is experienced. The Death of Saint
Narcissus and Calhe Yowes (
both near endsof- sides) may, on some equipment, cause
tracking difficulties. Quality Monitor might
usefully check this out. There is an excellent
note on ' Britten and the Harp' by Donald
Mitchell. [
A*: 1*]
Hugh Ottaway

CAGE: Sonatas and Interludes for
Piano
John Tilbury (piso)
Decca ' Headline' HEAD 9 (£3.25)

Prepared

Sonatas and Interludes is a series of twenty
pieces for prepared piano which, in an Oriental manner, ritually meditate on fundamental
emotions such as sorrow, fear, anger, etc.
The sonatas are grouped in fours and each
group is followed by alarger, more rhapsodic
interlude. At the centre of the work two
interludes are played consecutively. The prepared piano is Cage's invention and is produced by placing various materials ( rubber,
metal, plastic) atcarefully chosen points along
and between the strings, transforming the
scale of pitches into a series of percussive
colours. Thus the prepared piano is a percussion ensemble controlled by one player
who can delicately modulate the sounds without any of the frantic mobility which a group
of percussion instruments would demand.
Such physical gyrations would be profoundly
inappropriate to a work of such a meditative
nature. Superbly suited to this latter quality
is the simple melodic material made up of
small, repetitive modules of pitch, a repetitive
element continued structurally since most of
the sonatas are in two sections, each of which
is repeated. However, no monotony results
from this, since the two joined interludes
(2nd and 3rd) provide a climax and the third
group of sonatas ( IX-XII) which follows reflects this in a wider range of pitch and
dynamics. The final group relaxes again and
thus provides areturn to the quieter, centered
feeling of the earlier sonatas. John Tilbury's
deeply thoughtful performance is first-rate,
as is the recording—with one small reservation: in cutting over an hour's playing-time
onto one record Decca have produced some
pre- echo. It is hard to see how this could be
avoided without making this atwo- record set;
thus, although it loses top rating, do not let
this prevent you experiencing this extremely
important and pleasurable issue—it's a bargain. [ B: 1]
Benedict Sarnaker

The Ballade was a new form Chopin himself
developed, which allows great freedom of
development and variation. The four Chopin
wrote between 1836 and 1843, although clearly
not to be considered as one ' opus' do have
a family likeness, beyond the time signature.
But as mature Chopin works they have wide
differences of shape and mood making each
a distinctive creation. Contrariwise the Impromptus sound much less awritten creation,
more an improvisation.
Nikita Magaloff, in recording the Ballades
and Impromptus, is up against stiff competition: no fewer than six performers have recorded the two sets in recent years. Ifind the
playing on this record note perfect, of course,
but lacking something in inspiration in some
of the works, suffering from over- pedalling
in others and in the second Impromptu from
a ponderous pace. Overall Tamas Vasary's
versions remain my favourite, though even he
is not note perfect. Still, this is good,
straightforward, honest and in places distinguished playing. [B: 2]
Isla Tait

Rich Viennese
Music
DANCES OF OLD VIENNA, Vol. 2
Music by Beethoven, Debussy, Schubert, Stelzmuller
and the Strausses
Vienna Baroque Ensemble IHans Totzauer
Saga 5421 (£1.25)

We have had various records of this kind in
recent years and have grown to appreciate
Viennese dance music played by a small
group in proper period styling. This is an
exceptionally good record in this vein. The
playing has a degree of freedom and naturalness about it that is quite rarely found on
record; we might be enjoying ourselves in
some Viennese tavern or dance hall at any
time during the latter half of the 19th century.
Moreover, there is some rare material on this
record including some of the actual works,
mainly anonymous, used by the famous
Schrammel brothers quartet. The recording
is so well suited to the music that it deserves
astar for appropriateness; weighted in favour
of the bass there is a lovely, rich quality at
this end of the scale that gives strength and
bounce to the music, but Ihave afeeling that
our technical panel would not approve of such
an emotional assessment so I'll stick to a
mere A. A*, however, for some very right
and rich interpretations—a gem of a record.
[A:
Peter Gammond

Vivid nature
poetry
DELIUS: ' To be sung of a summer night on the
water' HADLEY: '
The Hills'
Felicity Palmer ( sop) IRobert Tear ( ten)! Robert Lloyd
(bass) l Choir of King's College, Cambridge ICambridge University Musical Society Chorus I LPO I
Ledger
HMV SAN 393 C) (£3.50)
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?STEREO RECORDS!
Now you can enjoy the excitement of quadraphonic SQ sound, at a
fraction of normal price ! And that's not the only reason for joining
the Wilson Stereo Library " Records at Cost " Service - you also
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Although alphabetical ordering necessitates
the listing of this record under Delius, the
two wordless choruses To be sung of asummer night on the water are merely a delightful
aperitif. The principal fare, accounting for
nine-tenths of the record, is Hadley's The
Hills, and it comes to us under the auspices
of the Vaughan Williams Trust. Patrick
Hadley ( 1899-1973) has long had a small but
devoted band of admirers, which included
VW himself, and it is now possible, for the
first time, for the rest of us to take stock. The
Hills (
1944) is a representative achievement,
in its central mood comparable with VW's
An Oxford Elegy, and in point of style an amalgam of many things English. Not that this
work for soloists, chorus and orchestra to
the composer's own text is wholly reflective:
there are passages of vigorous, extravert
choral writing which strikingly anticipate
Britten's Spring Symphony, and moments of
dramatic intensity. Ifind at present that the
more reflective writing has made less impact.
It is there that Ifeel the want of a rather
stronger personal impress. However, all
who are responsive to English nature poetry
should put this to the test themselves.
The performance, conducted by Philip
Ledger, has freshness and enthusiasm as
well as authority. These qualities are vividly
communicated by a recording that is bright
and alive if at times a little too forward for
comfort. When the chorus is in full cry, in
what seems to be a very resonant acoustic,
there is perhaps some loss of perspective.
Otherwise [ A:
Hugh Ottaway

DVORAK: Notturno in B, Op. 40 / GRIEG: Two
Norwegian Melodies, Op. 63 / NIELSEN: Little
Suite, Op. 1 / TCHAIKOVSKY: Elegy in G /
WIREN: Serenade, Op. 11
Bournemouth Sinfonietta IMontgomery
HMV ESD 7001 C) (£2.50)

GODARD: Impressions de campagne au
Printemps. Op. 123 L Fragments poetiques, Op.
13 D Suite for flute and orchestra. Op. 116.
BOIELDIEU: 'Jean de Paris'—overture
Orchestra I Ian Reynolds (fit) IGraham Nash
Rare Recorded Editions SRRE162 (£2.75)

Issued under the title ' Serenade for Strings',
Benjamin Godard—oh yes, the composer of
this very enjoyable record combines one or
the Bercesue de Jocelyn, also well known as
two firm favourites with some notable pieces
'Angels guard thee'. Godard, who was born
that are generally neglected. When, for
in Paris in 1849 and died in Cannes in 1895
instance, did you last hear the Dvorak
was, in fact, quite a prolific composer, as the
Nocturne or the Tchaikovsky Elegy? The
opus numbers indicate, and judging by this
latter, by the way, is not from the Serenade—
record had other potential hits to offer beside
the title of the record might cause confusion
the immortal berceuse. It is all very attractive
and tuneful music, perhaps not of any great
here— but is the later one, written in memory
depths but well turned and quite individual.
of the actor Samarin. Kenneth Montgomery
gets very good playing from the Bournemouth
If Iwas trying to guess who this music was
by Imight have had a shot at saying it was
Sinfonietta, and the interpretations are alive
some rediscovered lighter pieces by Elgar,
and sensitive. Presumably a quite small
some of the string writing has that quality.
body of strings is being used; the freshness
In fact, the difficulty of making an exact
of the sound certainly suggests it. Ifound
comparison suggests that Godard had more
the recording very pleasing in all respects.
There is agood spread with some excellently
originality than his neglect suggests. This
judged stereo, comfortable distancing and a recording appeared to have been made at a
slightly dry, satin finish to the tone, which I live concert as afew coughs are to be heard
but the sound is quite pleasant and does
liked. Warmly recommended. [A:1]
Hugh Ottaway
justice to the music. The un -named orchestra
was possibly an amateur one as there are
one or two moments of discomfort in the
strings, but on the whole the playing is of an
ELGAR: Sonata for violin and piano, Op. 82
enjoyable
standard
and
Graham
Nash
WALTON: Sonata for violin and piano
handles the music well. Boieldieu is not
Sidney Weiss ( On) IJeanne Weiss (pno)
quite so neglected as poor Godard but is
Unicorn RHS 341 (£2.75)
interestingly represented here by his overture
These are two very musical performances
to the 1812 opera Jean de Paris once highly
which Ihave enjoyed immensely. Sidney and
praised by Wagner and Schumann. [ B: 1/2]
Jeanne Weiss are in complete interpretative
Peter Gammond
accord, with an emphasis on broad lyricism
and a strong sense of flow. Interestingly,
they bring these works into a closer stylistic
GREAT GALLOPING GOTTSCHALK
GOTTSCHALK: Souvenirs d'Andalousie
Le
relationship than might have been expected,
DOHNANYI: Variations on a nursery song,
Mancenillier . Manchega
Souvenir de Porto
Op. 25 / RACHMANINOV: Rhapsody on a which means, Ithink, that they tend to underRico
0, ma charmante, epargnez mol
Suis
play some of the more idiosyncratic features
theme of Paganini, Op. 43
moi
The banjo
Pasquinade
Grand
Cristina Ortiz (pno) INPO IKazuhiro Koizumi
of both scores: e.g., the wistful capriciousscherzo
Le bananier
The dying poet
HMV ASD3197 C) (£3•20)
ness in the slow movement of the Elgar, and
Tournament gallop
the tense, nervy inflexions in Walton's
In 1954 the first of two recordings of this
Ivan Davis (pno)
Allegro tranquillo. But the broad stream is
Decca SXL6725 (£3.25)
attractive coupling, by Katchen, Boult and the
eloquent and genuinely felt, which is very
LPO, appeared; the remake was transferred
The rather silly title above which adorns the
rewarding. The recording, too, is in most
fairly recently to Decca SDD428. Neither
front of the sleeve is replaced on the back by
respects highly satisfactory with an admirable
version has been seriously challenged until
the more sober and to the point ' Piano
balance and very good piano tone. The violin
now, but HMV have matched if not completely
Music of Louis Moreau Gottschalk'. Its
is slightly shrill in tone, but never uncomsurpassed the Ace of Diamonds disc— not
implication deceives for while there are
fortably so. More serious is the limited
just in terms of recording, for naturally the
'great galloping' moments, the part of
dynamic range (
mp-f), and Iwas particularly
new disc has the more realistic string tone,
Gottschalk that most impresses is his gentle
aware of this in the Walton.
but musically.
lyrical music full of the enticing rhythms of
The
Elgar
has
strong
competition
from
This is a wholly delightful account of the
Spain and the West Indies. Gottschalk
Hugh
Bean
and
David
Parkhouse
on
HQS
Dohnanyi, which parodies musical fashions
(1829-1869) has been designated the American
1252, where the coupling is the same comand figures ( Brahms, Debussy etc.), and
Liszt—which may have been true of his
poser's
String
Quartet,
but
the
Walton
conductor and soloist clearly relish the piece,
activites and capabilities as pianist and
outstrips
its
most
recent
rival
(
GOCLP9001—
now undeservedly neglected in the concert
showman, but slightly over- rates him as a
see HFNIRR, November 1973). Bearing in
hall. The recording is vividly coloured, with
composer. His piano music has charm,
mind
the
reservations
mentioned,
I
can
various changes of balance that some
decorative brilliance and is occasionally
happily
recommend
this
record.
[NB:
1]
purists will find distracting, although the
inspired to a kind of intuitive rightness, but
Hugh
Ottaway
timbres themselves are indeed demonstraoccasionally it seems naive. There is much
tion- worthy— piano with orchestral bells, for
in common with Scott Joplin (to whom he
example.
must have been a source of inspiration) on a
FAVOURITE MARCHES
The Rachmaninov recording is marginally
rather more academic level. He was certainly
BEETHOVEN: The Ruins of Athens'—Turkish
less distinguished; Ifind the woodwinds too
America's first great original composer and
march
/
BERLIOZ:
'
La
Damnation
de
Faust'—
close when their dynamics expand, and the
his recent revival has been as revealing as
Hungarian march ' Les Troyens'—Trojan march /
climax of the famous eighteenth variation
Joplin's. The complete works are available in
CHABRIER: Marche joyeuse / RIMSKYuncomfortably over- blown.
Neither Miss
afive-volume facsimile edition in America but
KORSAKOV : ' The Golden Cockerel'—March /
Ortiz nor Miss Vered ( Decca) manages such
that costs something like S225; more to the
J. STRAUSS I: Radetzky march / TCHAIaccurate ensemble with orchestra in this
KOVSKY : Marche slave / VERDI: ' Aida'—
point is the attractive Dover edition of a
Grand march
tricky movement as Katchen. And Boult's
selection of his piano music, edited by
LPO
I
Davison
accompaniment is certainly the most tasteful
Richard Jackson, readily available in this
Classics for Pleasure CFP40254 (£1.25)
of the three. But the HMV has the merits of
country. You could have some fun playing
sounding like a real performance, and with
them alongside the record; all the above
The programme speaks for itself, a comincreasing familiarity, following with score,
items are included; but you may get no further
pendium of popular marches, about half
my admiration for it has grown. Ashkenazy
from operatic sources which many will find
than that. You would have to be a very
and Previn offer perhaps the most beautiful
ideal for light entertainment. The perforcompetent pianist to play them solo for they
account of the Paganini Variations ( Decca),
mances are crisp, clean and lively and the
are technically demanding and Gottschalk
but no-one should find Ortiz and her partner
recording deserves the same description.
loved difficult keys. Ivan Davis appears to
(new to records) disappointing. And as I It isn't aparticularly generously packed record
find no real difficulty and manages it all with
say, the Dohnanyi is a splendid revelation.
nonchalant ease. Iget a slight feeling that
but this ensures a clear, spacious sound in
A star for that side. [ A*/A: 1]
mainly exuberant music. [ A: 1]
he is inclined to interpret facetiously but
Peter Gammond
perhaps this as it should be for very little of
Christopher Breunig
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• Good advice for the time of year? We think so, and
that's why the four new CBS Masterworks
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RENATA SCOTTO SINGS
VERDI Arias from La Traviata,
Otello, Nabucco, ILombardi,
IVespri Siciliani, La Battaglia di
Legnano.
GIANANDREA GAVAZZENI •
LONDON PHILHARMONIC
ORCHESTRA
76426 Cassette 4076426
DVORAK THE SLAVONIC
DANCES (Complete) •
CARNIVAL OVERTURE •
SMETANA: THE MOLDAU
GEORGE SZELL • Cleveland
Orchestra • 2-record set —
only £3.49

FALLA: THREE-CORNERED
HAT HARPSICHORD
CONCERTO • PIERRE BOULEZ •
New York Philharmonic : JAN DE
GAETANI, Mezzo-Soprano
IGOR KIPNIS, Harpsichord
76500 Cassette 40-76500

Special offer
THE EARLY TCHAIKOVSKY SYMPHONIES
Symphony No. 1in G minor, Op. 13, " Winter Dreams"
Symphony No. 2in C minor, Op. 17, " Little Russian"
Symphony No.3 in D major, Op. 29, "Polish"
LEONARD BERNSTEIN • New York Philharmonic 78300
Available at £
5.49 until 31st August, 1976
then reverting to permanent price ot £7.99

On mid-price:

HAYDN: CONCERTO IN D
MAJOR FOR HARPSICHORD
78299
& ORCHESTRA, Op. 21 BACH:
BRANDENBURG CONCERTO
And, together on one record,
NO.5 IN D MAJOR, BWV 1050
from JOHN WILLIAMS —
VILLA-LOBOS: FIVE PRELUDES IGOR KIPNIS • NE VILLE
MARRINER • The London
SCARLATTI: SIX SONATAS
61694
73545 Cassette 4073545 Strings
CBS Records & Tapes
17/19 Soho Square, London W1V 6HE.
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FREDERICA VON STADE
SINGS FRENCH OPERATIC
ARIAS Arias from Meyerbeer:
Les Huguenots; Gounod: Romeo
et Juliette; Berlioz. Beatrice et
Benedict & La Damnation de
Faust; Massenet: Werther &
Cendrillon; Offenbach: La
Perichole & La Grande Duchesse
de Gerolstein; Thomas: Mignon
JOHN PRITCHARD • LONDON
PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
76522 Cassette 40-76522

SHOSTAKOVICH:
SYMPHONY NO. 4, Op. 43
EUGENE ORMANDY •
Philadelphia Orchestra
61696
WEBER: INVITATION TO THE
DANCE • OVERTURES TO DER
FREISCHÜTZ, EURYANTHE &
OBERON.
LEONARD BERNSTEIN.
New York Philharmonic
6168.5

BEVERLY SILLS SINGS
PLAISIR D'AMOUR
and other French favourites
ANDRE KOSTELANETZ • The
Columbia Symphony Orchestra
76502 Cassette 4076502
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it is deadly serious, and the more romantic
pieces like The dying poet are blatantly
'Victorian' in a Chopinesque vein. Well, it is
all highly entertaining and should appeal to
anyone who loves piano virtuosity. The
recorded piano sound is good. This is the
best record of Gottschalk so far. [
A:1]
Peter Gammond
HODDINOTT: Dives and Lazarus Cantata*
Sinfonietta 1 Concertino for Viola and Small
Orchestra .* Night Music
Felicity Palmer ( sop)* Thomas Allen ( bar)" , Csaba
Erdélyi ( via)** Welsh National Opera Chorale NPO I
Atherton
Argo ZRG824 (
E2•99)
Despite our vested interest in ' great' composers, the most original talents are not
really typical of their time, since their vivid
vision is locked into their singularity. To have
a measure for greatness it is vital to listen to
the representative voice and we do not do
this often enough either for our past or our
present.
Alun Hoddinott is distinctly a
representative composer.
He is also a
prolific one, and Argo have judged well by
avoiding the commercially tempting trap of
producing a record of too much variety which
would cloud the clear contemporary statement which these works make. They show
that Hoddinott, like Bartok and Stravinsky
(whom he seems to admire and emulate) is a
craftsman- composer rather than a ' Romantic'
one. He can and does tackle any compositional task, fulfils the commission's
demands and respects its limits. He has the
craftsman's acute awareness of structure—
none of these works lacks a clear or carefully
moulded shape, but at times this concern
seems overly conscious: the music adjusted
too dryly to fit the form where Hoddinott's
melodic talent demands a structure which is
more fluidly the product of the musical
ideas.
The Sin fonietta—the most recent
work on this disc— seems to me the most
successful. It displays ( and handles) Hoddinott's melodic gift most richly. The Cantata
Dives and Lazarus sets a religious parable and
homily— much as Stravinsky did in A Sermon,
A Narrative and A Prayer, but it lacks Stravinsky's capacity to impose a personal belief
onto a subject eccentric to our time. More of
our time are the other two works. Both show
the influence of Bartok in a representative,
not a derivative way. The performances are
fine, but I have some reservations about
David Atherton's grip on the rhythmic
impulse of these scores. [
A:2]
Benedict Sarnaker
HOVHANESS: ' Odysseus Symphony'
Requiem and Resurrection'
Polyphonia Orchestra IWest Caldwell Symphonic Band
Hovhaness
Unicorn RHS 335 (£2.75)
Unicorn's championing of Alan Hovhaness
(b. 1911), an American composer of Armenian
descent, goes a step further with this release
—to what purpose it is hard to say. But if you
have been attracted to Hovhaness, you can
scarcely fail to enjoy these two works, and
to that extent the record can be safely recommended. If you have not, you may feel, as I
do, that the music lacks necessity. It is all
very well to talk of ' a sacred art, a pathway
through a living universe, merging East and
West, heaven and earth', but unless you
have the imaginative power to live up to
them, such words will seem pretentious and
the music hollow. Both in words and music,
Hovhaness strikes me as aman of gusto and
grandiose visions, immensely impressionable, but fluent rather than profound. The
Odysseus Symphony, which plays continuously
for one and a half sides, is really a largescale poem for a smallish orchestra, admirHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ably written so far as orchestral technique is
concerned, but without either structural
necessity or memorable ideas. Requiem and
Resurrection, for brass, timpani and percussion, is likewise constructed as a chain
of sections, with the same sort of strengths
and weaknesses. A merging, or at least a
mixing, of East and West is demonstrable;
but is the result significant?
The performances, conducted by the
composer, are very good indeed, and the
recording is clean, vivid and well balanced.
Requiem and Resurrection was recorded in
the USA, Odysseus in London, but Idetected
little difference in the sound character, which
is consistent and comfortable with good
colouring. [
A:1]
Hugh Ottaway

Excellent
witty Ives

Zubin Mehta
IVES:
ations
LAPO
Decca

Symphony 2 'Decoration Day'
on ' America'
Mehta
SXL6753 (
52.99)

Van-

Given that we are perhaps still hog-tied to
the view that Charles Ives is the onlie
begetter' of American music, this present
concert of his work, which is areasonable and
unexaggerated view of him as composer
and ' card', has very much to recommend it.
The second symphony is a particularly good
example of Ives' gift for embodying popular
elements in a personal musical fabric without
causing too great a dislocation of our ears,
though even here the obstrusion of wisps of
Stephen Foster and aclip or two of Bringing in
the Sheaves and Columbia, Gem of the Ocean,
is not so much shocking as eccentric since
the tunes stick out in an ungainly fashion
from music which is much better able to
accept and absorb the recognition of Brahms
and Dvorak by short quotes. Mehta's handling
of this score, in interesting contrast to
Bernstein's, keeps the ' Danbury Dodger'
under careful control even to underplaying
the final 12 note chord which Bernstein with
all the fervour of an avowed acolyte lets us
have straight between the eyes.
Decoration Day, a movement from the
Symphony.' Holidays, a conglomerate, is on a
par with the last of the Three Places in New
England and The Unanswered Question as
being one of Ives' most thoughtful and
consistently effective pieces, and Mehta and
the LAPO respond to its quiet intensity with
great success.
Even the jokey America
variations, now almost played out as a party
piece, comes up fresh largely because of the
excellent sound and the witty way in which
again, the jokes are played down and the

music played up. For anyone who has not yet
discovered Ives Ican think of nothing better
than this record for them to cut their teeth on.
[A:11
Kenneth Dommett

Captivating
Lassus
LASSUS: Penitential Psalm V
Omnes de
Saba venient
Salve Regina Mater misericordiae
Alma Redemptories Mater
Tui
sunt coeli
Choir of Christ Church Cathedral, Oxford , Preston
Argo ZRG795 ( 52.99)
It is always a pleasure to hear recorded
performances by this excellent choir, and this
latest release of Lassus motets, together
with one of the Penetential Psalms, is welcome indeed. The seven psalms were set by
Lassus during his comparatively youthful
years at Munich. They were composed a
little over four hundred years ago at the
request of Duke Albert, who was so impressed
by them that he spared no expense in having
illuminated copies prepared on parchment.
They have since been hailed as masterpieces
of the Renaissance, and these fine readings
by Christ Church Cathedral Choir are invaluable in showing this magnificent music at its
very best.
One is impressed perhaps most of all by
the striking vocal quality of the choir: there
is a luminous clarity to the sound, and a
crispness of ensemble that enables the listener to hear the vocal lines clearly, and follow
the Latin texts without difficulty. Not that this
is the criterion by which one should judge
good performances, but the extent of Lassus'
word painting is such that all would be lost
if the words were not clear. The intonation
cannot be faulted, in fact it is so accurate
that the clearness of tone is perhaps the
result.
Although the Penitential Psalms
offer an enormous amount of variety, the
shorter more
personal
motets
perhaps
reflect the warmth of Lassus' music to a
greater degree. Salve Regina, like the others
an eight- part motet, has some incredibly
beautiful moments, especially during the
drawn out suspensions, and the choir's
treatment of this motet is especially captivating.
The Argo sound needs little comment,
except to say that it is up to the usual high
standard, although it doesn't quite make it
to an A* rating. [
A:11
Colin Evans
LIGETI: Melodien for Orchestra
Double Con certo for Flute, Oboe and Orchestra Chamber
Concerto for 13 Instrumentalists
Aurele Nicolet ( 171)* ; Heinz Holliger ( oh)* London
Sin fonietta Atherton
Decca ' Headline' HEAD 12 (
53.25)
Gyorgy Ligeti's sleeve note starts: ' In the
second half of the fifties Ideveloped " micropolyphony", atechnique by which instrumental parts are interwoven and crowded together
into a dense contrapuntal texture. There are
so many parts, and their polyphonic interweaving is so complex, that the individual
parts are completely submerged in a micropolyphonic web, and the overall musical
pattern which emerges from this technique
imposes aformal shape on the work.' These
three works were composed between 1969
and 1972 and display the later development
of this technique: as such it is probably best
to listen to them chronologically. In the
Chamber Concerto (
1969-70) the 13 equal
soloists alternate in varied groups. Each of
the four movements has its own type of
89

Scott Joplin Première: ` Treemonisha'
JOPLIN: ' Treemonisha'
Cast, Chorus and Orchestra of the 1975 Houston Grand Opera Production ISchuller
DG 2707 083 (2 records) (£13.50)
It is very difficult for anyone but agifted few to get any idea of what an opera is going to
sound like on the stage from the printed score, particularly with only a piano accompaniment.
Ihad often played over Treemonisha from the New York Library edition but was still left
wondering how such an unusual work would sound. Iwas full of cautious anticipation when
this first recorded version arrived—by a strange fate the work of a German record company.
Ican say right away that it was much better and more exciting than even the most dedicated
Joplin admirer could dare to hope. There are things in the score that are masterly. The
Overture and Prelude to Act 3, which Joplin revised, are extraordinarily interesting,
harmonically far beyond what we would expect if we only knew Joplin as the composer of
The Entertainer. They should appear regularly as orchestral pieces in their own right. All
credit here, of course, to Gunther Schuller who has orchestrated the whole work with such
a sure sense of style and period. The livelier choruses like The corn-huskers and Aunt
Dinah has blowed de horn, in Stephen Foster style, are tremendously exhilarating and come
with sudden impact; A real slow drag which ends the opera is a superb piece of vocal
ragtime; in slower vein songs like The sacred tree and Good advice are movingly simple,
with odd bits that sound strangely like Gilbert & Sullivan. But then there are weak
passages, mainly recitative, where Joplin's dramatic sense fails him; next we are enjoying
some splendid choral writing. Remembering that most operas have their longeurs, Imust
say that Treemonisha is an unusual and entirely entertaining work, and it seems incredible
that it should have remained neglected for so long. Joplin had little operatic experience, no
chance to experiment as Verdi did before he found his style, no help or encouragement.
He is revealed as a much deeper composer than we might have assumed and, just
supposing the circumstances had been more helpful, what atremendous work he might
eventually have written. There is little to compare it with; it is probably nearer Annie Get
Your Gun than Porgy and Bess but it has something of each. As Isaid, Gunther Schuller
has done a superb job in realising this score and there have been sensible and tactful cuts
in the music and very slight verbal changes. The cast mainly get over the awkwardness of
the text very well and make much of their parts. There is a similarity in the women's voices
which is confusing without a score. But the chorus and orchestra are quite superb and the
recording adequate. Idoubt if we could have a much better production on record but
here's hoping that someone will try for this quaint piece ought to be kept alive.
Congratulations and thanks to all those people who have worked so hard to restore Joplin.
All we need now is an album of his songs and marches. Difficult to rate a work on first
hearing but probably deserves. [ A : 1/11
Peter Gammond

motion and rhythmic texture.
The first
movement, Corrente, is gentle and flowing.
Starkly clear chords and melodic fragments
stand out from a thick background of micropolyphony. The Calmo sostenuto is more
homophonic—longer melodic threads stand
forward from the ' micro base'. As its name
suggests, the following Movimento preciso e
meccanico is motoric rather than melodic
and the technical complexity is highest. The
final Presto—a virtual perpetuum mobile—is
soft and very difficult to play. This swift
softness gradually shreds the music which
finally disintegrates altogether.
Me/odien
(1971) shifts its centre to clearer individual
pitches and sections. The melodic strands
now form the foundation from which the
micropolyphony rises to filter variably the
material. The newer Double Concerto (
197172) has two movements: the first slow, the
second, after agentle start, achieves afrantic
prestissimo of tremendous virtuosity. Despite the latter, the two soloists are musically
within the orchestra rather than in front of it
and the recording rightly reflects this in its
balance. The sound is very good, but Icould
wish for a more committed performance.
[A: 2]
Benedict Sarnaker

The first thing that strikes one is the brilliance
of the sound. Ask a ' hi fi man' to guess the
label for this Walthamstow Town Hall production, and Ithink he would suggest Philips.
It has the impact and extended range of that
company's best London work, and inevitably
leaves the grudging question: why have
previous RCA Stokowski albums from the
same producer ( NPO Brahms 4, or LSO
Tchaik. 6) not come up to this standard?

Mahler
Resurrected
MAHLER: Symphony 2in c ' Resurrection'
Margaret Price (sop) lBrigitte Fassbaender ( m-sop) I
LSO Chorus lLSO IStokowski (rec. July/ August 1974)
RCA A RL2 0852 (£5.98)
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Stokowski

At 23' 09" Stokowski's opening movement
is almost as long as Bernstein/LSO, but—

unlike Mehta's on Decca— one feels a constant grip on the unfolding of the drama,
leading to a momentary glimpse of the
Mahlerian view of heaven ( some string
glissandi showing a master interpreter of
the composer's angst), before the ominous
tread returns. The movement ends in a
swirling slide back into hell, and we understand why Mahler asked for a lengthy pause
in performances, before the Andante moderato.
If Stokowski is slow in the opening movement, in the third he is faster than the norm;
the dynamics are finely controlled, with the
LSO playing deftly, light-footed in this forlorn,
despairing dream- reflection of the positive
scherzo of the D- major symphony. Stokowski
allows himself an unmarked slight ritard
before fig. 32, where violas take up the theme.
The Urlicht starts side 3, rather than
following the more musical precedent set by
Decca ( Mehta/VPO) of placing it on side 2.
But it allows Stokowski to make a startlingly
impulsive attack on the finale. Mahler's
marking '
solemn but simple' ( unhurried) is not
easily interpreted, but Ifeel that insufficient
time is given for the singer—able, admirably
clear and direct, but not in the Ludwig/Baker
class—to get to the emotional core of the
first stanza of the Urlicht.
In the finale, from the arresting brass playing at fig. 10 to around 14 we have some of the
most superb Mahler orchestral sound anywhere on records. And if the chaotic scoring
leading to the side- break at 21 seems a little
out of control, Isuspect ( from headphone
re- hearings) that the hall acoustic is blurring
outlines, and there is no lack of control on
the nonagenarian conductor's part. Singing
and playing are devoted in the finale, and the
ends of sides 3/4 are atriumph for the cutting
engineer: no flinching whatsoever.
HI- El NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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CLASSICAL
It seems to me that Stokowski has realised
potently this epic score, illuminating many
linking aspects with the later symphonies
and Das Lied. Certainly this is one of his most
important recordings; a remarkable achievement for all involved. And, incidentally, an
inspiring contribution from Margaret Price,
especially as she emerges over the choral
textures. [
A/A*: 1/11
Christopher Breunig
'MENDELSSOHN OVERTURES'
The Hebrides, Op. 26
Calm Sea and Prosperous Voyage, Op. 27
Athalia, Op. 74
Son
and Stranger, Op. 89
Ruy Blas, Op. 95
NPO IAtzmon
HMV ESD7003 C) (£2.50)

One can say, with hindsight, that an all Mendelssohn overture collection makes an
obvious coupling. However, Ido not recall
any similar disc before this one, which
incidentally inaugurates a further EMI label
category.
The two unfamiliar items Attalia, and Son
and
Stranger,
come
respectively
from
incidental music comprising an overture and
choruses for a Racine play ( Berlin 1845), and
for an opera Die Heimkehr aus der Fremde
(1829). Altalia starts with a slow introduction
in Mendelssohn's Wedding March manner,
then a variant with harp occurs, and string
imitations of harp; the music has stormy
episodes with dramatic fugato suggestions,
and finally ends in awild mixture of maestoso
and spiralling figurations. Op. 89 has immediate reflections of the Italian (
the next opus
no.), and these run into the allegro. It is a
most enjoyable, formal piece of music. In fact,
two very welcome additions to the catalogue.
The performance of the Hebrides may not
be the finest committed to disc, although
it is perfectly acceptable, and the other
pieces are very well done. The Calm Sea has
more vigour, and recalls Beethoven, more
than Muti's recent recording with this orchestra. The sound is impeccable, and the pressing Iheard faultless. The balances suggest
closeness, without obvious miking within the
body of the orchestra; some will prefer a
rather wider stereo image. A little more
spread would have gained a ' star'. [
A: 1]
Christopher Breunig
MENDELSSOHN: Piano Concerto 1in g, Op. 25
SAINT-SAENS: Piano Concerto 2in g, Op. 22
Daniel Adni (pno) IRoyal Liverpool PO IGroves
HMV ASD 3208 ® (£3.20)

This is an interesting coupling of two of
those ' other' concertos from the nineteenth
century, works that in the concert hall tend
to go unplayed. Not that either of them has
lacked recordings.
The Saint-Saëns is
particularly well represented in the current
catalogue; at least five other versions are
available, all with different backings. In
terms of spirited and polished workmanship,
each of these concertos is a masterpiece,
but if you are looking for emotional profundity, the word ' facile' insists on being
used. How much emphasis you give that
word will depend on a number of factors:
certainly performance and personal taste,
but perhaps most of all the extent to which
you have been overdoing the ' big bowwows'. Both works were highly successful
in their day, and against asurfeit of Tchaikovsky 1 and Rachmaninov 2 they can still take
the listener by surprise with their robustness,
elegance and charm.
These new performances are wholly admirable in combining forthrightness with sensitivity. There is no attempt to present the
music as larger than life-size, but equally
there is no underplaying. Daniel Adni is
crisp and incisive, never merely showy, and
HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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brings to both concertos a conviction that
matches his satisfying control. In general,
the bright and spacious recording is easily
of A quality, but in the Mendelssohn, especially the first movement, the orchestral sound
is perhaps a trifle thick and one or two solo
woodwinds fail to come through clearly.
Otherwise a very dependable record.
[A/B:11
Hugh Ottaway
MOORE: The Ballad of Baby Doe'
Beverly Sills IWalter Cassell Frances Bible INew York
City Opera Orchestra and Chorus ' Buckley
DG 2709 061 (
3 records) (£9.75) R.

In this country the name of Douglas Moore
(1893-1969) was more firmly connected with
his earlier one- act opera The Devil and Daniel
Webster simply because a record of it was
available over here for several years. But his
greatest success as an opera composer
came with The Ballad of Baby Doe produced
by the New York City Opera Company on
July 7th 1956. It had an excellent libretto by
the short-lived genius John Latouche (19171956), some revised arias for this opera being
the last things he wrote. Lord Kinross,
writing in The Times the other day, spoke of a
collaboration ' as intimate as that of Gilbert
with Sullivan', bringing ' the story doubly to
life with the wit of his lyrics'. It is based on a
now legendary story set in Leadville, Colorado
from 1880 to 1935, centred round the triumphs
and tragedies of the gold rush craze. Moore's
music is strongly American in Thomson/
Copland strain, a native idiom well- used,
traditional but well organised and movingly
dramatic. It is one of the great American
stories and one of the finest American
operas to be written. Its revival for the
American bicentennial celebrations this year
found the audience, as reported by Patrick
Brogan, ' bursting with delight'. This recording is, in fact, of the original vintage, arevived
performance at the New York City Centre in
1958 when Beverly Sills, then a rising young
star, gave a most impressive performance.
This set, first issued in 1959 on American
MGM and Heliodor H25035/3 doesn't appear
to have circulated in the UK— Ican find no
listing—so it comes to us as virtually a new
issue. It was an excellent idea to make it
available and no admirer of American music
should miss the opportunity to get it while it
is around. The recording has a low level,
slightly distant sound about it but it is carefully balanced and perfectly clear, in fact,
has quite a pleasant theatrical atmosphere
about it. The orchestral playing is good.
With nothing to compare it to, it seems an
excellent all round performance. [B: 1]
Peter Gammond
MOZART: Piano concerto 25 in C, K503 H Piano
Concerto 27 in B ,,K595
Friedrich Guida (pno) IVPO IAbbado
DG 2530 642 (£3.25)

These performances have afforded me more
pleasure than those of Guidas and Abbado's
previous collaboration when they played the
D minor and C major ( K467) concertos. The
heavy handling that characterised them is
replaced by a greater sense of delicacy and
apparent musical understanding. This is
especially so in the case of the Bflat concerto
which receives a particularly lucid performance that exactly suits its uniquely aetherial
quality. There are still rather too few first
class accounts of this concerto about and
this one must stand high in the reckoning,
not least on account of the sympathy which
clearly exists between soloist and orchestra,
both of whom receive thoughtful consideration from the engineers.
The C major concerto ( K503) is less compelling because here the heavier orchestral

forces are less well handled and in the first
movement the string tone is muddy and lacking the sharp definition necessary to impart
a real sense of brilliance to the music. The
recording level is lower too and some adjustment of both volume and treble controls
seems called for. The balance also is not as
satisfactory, with the piano too dominantly
forward, though one should bear in mind
that these are not strictly speaking the
'chamber' type of performance where this is
a paramount consideration and should be
viewed in the context of the modern concert
hall. Guida has provided cadenzas the first
movement of K503 and a second to the finale
of K595. Both are in keeping with the style of
the music. [
A/B: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: ' Die Zauberfltite'
lrmgard Seefried (sop) I Wilma Lipp (sop) / Anton
Dermota ( ten) IErich Kunz (bar) ILudwig Weber (bass)
IWiener Singverein IVienna Philharmonic IKarajan
HMV SLS5057 (
3 records) (£4.95) R

One of the earliest Columbia sets returns, and
very welcome too. This Zauberfkite contains
no dialogue, only the musical numbers, which
may rule it out for some. Yet it boasts singing,
from Vienna in the early fifties, which it would
be difficult to equal today. ( One is tempted to
add that one of the reasons it isn't likely to be
equalled in Vienna is that so many of this
Zauberflóte cast are still singing in Vienna
nearly a quarter of a century later: Jurinac,
Seefried, Lipp, Kunz, Dermota.)
Karajan
conducts a performance which lacks the
stamp of personality which other conductors
have brought to this lovable but enigmatic
work, but he secures playing of silky perfection from his orchestra, and Ifor one don't
miss the dialogue of The Flute on disc. In the
theatre, on the other hand, Iwant as much of
it as possible.
At her peak, Irmgard Seefried was a great
Mozart singer. Some may think she does not
sing out sufficiently as Pamina: Iwould concede that hers is a partial view of the character, but it's one which Ifind affecting and
delicate. Dermota is the sweetest-voiced
Tamino imaginable, and surely there has
never been a Papageno to equal Eric Kunz
who would have fitted well into that first- night
cast at the Theater auf der Wieden in 1791.
Wilma Lipp brings a commanding attack to
the Queen of Night, and Ludwig Weber is a
Sarastro of great nobility and stature. Iwould
not want to be without the Klemperer Zauberflote (
also without dialogue), but this one sits
proudly beside it on my shelves. [
B: 1]
Charles Osborne

Impeccable
Ragossnig lute
MUSIC FOR LUTE: Germany- Netherlands
Konrad Ragossnig (Renaissance lie)
OGG Archly 2533 302 (£3.25)

This is volume 5, which concludes the series
—vol. 6 ( France) having been previously
issued and reviewed. For the non- specialist
listener, this is a particularly attractive collection, with awide variety of splendid music,
ranging from Hans Judenkünig (ca. 14451526) to Nicolas Vallet ( ca. 1583-1642). One is
struck by how very ' contemporary' some of
the harmonies sound; and one wonders how
they struck the ears of those who heard them
500 years ago, until one recalls what was then
being done in architecture and all the other
arts.
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If preferred, quality installations in London area, Surrey,
North Kent, etc. both FM TV
SPECIALITY INSTALLATIONS ( ROTATORS ETC.,)
ARE DONE WITH FUL3A AERIALS (W. German design).
These installations carry a 4- year written guarantee.
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distribution equipment
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We have selected personally and stock the pick of the
Recommended Recordings by the leading gramophone and
hi-fi journals. This selection is reviewed regularly to
keep pace with the latest releases.
Whether you are adiscerning collector or occasional
buyer, you can be sure that the chances are that the
record you want is in stock. All tastes are catered for
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Naturally the finest records deserve the best equipment and at Chew and Osborne we can demonstrate some
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and unbiased advice in choosing the most suitable
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Chew & Osborne

Quality Hi-fi, tape equipment, records, tapes
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Telephone Epping ( 0378) 74242
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CLASSICAL
Lute music was written down in different
systems of tablature, whereby, put generally,
each string and fret was given either a letter
or a number, and rhythm other indications.
The music could thus be circulated in manuscript, and can still be performed with a high
degree of authenticity. Some of the works are
original compositions, others, versions by a
particular artist of melodies either traditional
or popular at the time. It is a source of great
gratitude that we can still enjoy this high
musical culture.
There can be no better guide than Konrad
Ragossnig: not only is he himself a scholar,
but he is an interpretative artist of the highest
rank, and this series of records is a notable
achievement on both counts. The recording
is excellent; the performance impeccable and
inspiring. [A: 1/11
Peter Turner
NIELSEN: ' Saul and David'
Boris Christoff (
bass)
Alexander Young (ten) I
Elisabeth SCiderstréim (sop) IDanish Radio Symphony
Orchestra and Chorus IJascha Horenstein
Unicorn RNS 343-5 (
3 records) (£0.60)

Carl Nielsen wrote only two operas. One,
Maskarade, is a comedy, and the other, Saul
og David, a tragedy. Both were written and
performed around the turn of the century,
after which the composer, who lived for a
good quarter of a century more, wrote no
other works for the stage. Nielsen was primarily asymphonic composer and his biblical
opera, performed in English on these discs as
Saul and David in a translation by Geoffrey
Dunn which sounds well, certainly sounds
like the work of a man who thought symphonically rather than dramatically. It has
elements of oratorio as much as of opera in
its musical form and make-up, though this is
not to suggest that it fails to rise to the
moments of high drama in the story, based
by Einar Christiansen mainly on the First
Book of Samuel. Its lyrical passages, for
instance when David sings to Saul, are even
more successful, for Nielsen is here at his
most individual. Musical characterisation is
rudimentary, but Nielsen, it seems, was not
interested in presenting fully rounded personages on the stage, but in using his symphonic skills to set forth the biblical story.
Once one accepts, it is easy to admire and to
enjoy his highly individual work.
When Saul and David was first produced at
the Royal Theatre in Copenhagen in 1902, it
was conducted by the composer, although he
was at the time asecond violin in the orchestra. Its reception was respectful rather than
enthusiastic, but it has over the years established itself in the Danish repertoire, though
it has had few performances elsewhere. This
recording is taken from a broadcast performance in March, 1972 in Copenhagen, though a
few retakes were subsequently made in a
studio, for technical reasons.
The performance is conducted by Jascha
Horenstein, and the undoubted success of
the enterprise is due in large part to him. He
obviously felt a great affection for the work,
and guides it along with confidence and
serenity, responding more than adequately to
the dramatic and lyrical climaxes. He is served
by an excellent cast. Boris Christoff brings
his well-known dramatic intensity to the role
of King Saul, singing with well-focused tone
and that brooding, inward quality which distinguishes his Boris Godunov and King Philip
as well. His English, though it hardly sounds
natural, is perfectly clear, and his performance is one of great stature and distinction.
Alexander Young is a splendid lyrical foil, as
David, and as Michel, Saul's daughter,
Elisabeth Süderstriim makes a strong contribution. Smaller roles are taken by, among
others, Kim Borg, Michael Langdon and, as
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the Witch of Endor, Sylvia Fisher. The recording is perfectly acceptable, given its origins.
[6: 1]
Charles Osborne
THE ORGAN AT CHESTER CATHEDRAL
Music by Charpentier, Franck, Jongen, Manen,
Robinson
McNeil Robinson (org)
L'Oiseau -Lyre SOL 303 (£2.30)

An unusual feature is the improvisation on a
submitted theme which occupies most of side
two. This introduces symphonic and canonic
elements, using considerably modified forms
of the theme. Such improvisations used to be
ephemeral of necessity (Tournemire, that
master of the art, insisted that this was an
essential ingredient), but, by recording, we
obtain a spontaneous but permanent composition. This is an excellent example, and it
will be interesting to observe how well it
survives repetition.
Side one is devoted to French music
(Jongen was Belgian by birth), and is treated
fairly briskly. Parts of Franck's chorale, including some dynamic changes, are a little
rushed, but the general treatment is sympathetic.
Articulation is not always quite
faultless, and the virtuoso underpart of
Maneri's work is a bit blurred. Generally
recommendable, though, and the recording
itself has admirable clarity, range, and freedom from unwanted noises. [A: 1/2]
Trevor Attewell

A King's
collection
ORGAN MUSIC FROM KING'S
Music by Bach, Brahms, Liszt, Vaughan Williams,
Vierne, Widor
Philip Ledger (org)
EMI FIQS1356 (£2.25)

It takes a real musician to bring a little freshness into such a well-worn collection, which
adds yet another copy each of BWV 565 and
Widor's toccata to the already interminable
list. Mercifully, Philip Ledger is able to bring
refreshment to those parts ( some) other
players cannot reach—even the Widor
breathes more deeply and easily when the
performer doesn't have to concentrate solely
on hitting the right note at approximately the
right time. Ledger's style is distinctly free,
with a flexibility of tempo and phrasing that
makes light of aconsidered approach to every
detail, and he shows the stylishness and precision of touch that characterise his harpsichord playing.
The organ is well known from its frequent
broadcasts, and is excellently recorded. In
stereo, the image is of sensible width, extended on both sides by a pronounced
ambience, and those without SQ decoders
will find a rear Hailer system quite pleasant.
Do try this disc if you are not satisfied with
the six versions you already have of most of
the contents! [ A: 11
Trevor Attewell
PENDERECKI: Magnificat
Peter Lagger (bass) ISoloists from Krakow Philharmonic Chorus I Polish Radio Chorus of Krakow I
Polish Radio National SO IPenderecki
EMI EMD5524 (£2.70)

Though this is an oppressive, sombre—even
ugly—work, please do not be put off. It is a
powerfully expressive piece from a deeply
religious composer. In our predominantly
secular age it is not easy for an artist to be
overtly religious, nor does it often breed
expressions of joy.
More modern still,
Penderecki combines Catholicism with an

intense concern about social injustice and
this instills an obsessive intensity into all he
writes. Works like Utrenja (
1970) and the St.
Luke Passion (
1966) are among the most
important religious works of our time. Others,
such as the oratorio Dies lrae (
1966-67) or the
opera The Devils of Loudun (
1968-69), use a
religious background as allegorical commentary on persecution. The Magnificat is cast
in the same mould as the St. Luke Passion. It
is scored for bass soloist, vocal ensemble,
choirs and alarge orchestra. It falls into nine
sections ( some closely linked).
Starting
softly, oppressively, on a single note, D, the
sound fans out to a dense web. A spiky
double fugue follows and leads to the ' Fecit
Potentiam' in which the bass soloist, like
some Old Testament prophet, intones ashort,
hectoring recitative- like passage. This leads
to a throbbing Passacaglia followed by an
eruptive return to ' Magnificat' which climaxes
into a unified cry on ' Israel'. The ' Sicut
locutus est' is more peaceful; the final ' Gloria',
less peaceful at its start, recalls earlier elements and finally resolves onto a unison C
for the closing ' Amen'. The writing is less
sensational than in other Penderecki works,
but yields nothing to them in expressiveness
or skill. The performance (conducted by
Penderecki) is excellent, the recording likewise. In all, a vivid document for our time.
[A: 1]
Benedict Sarnaker
PLAISIR D'AMOUR
BIZET: 'Ouvre ton coeur' / DELL'ACQUA:
'Vilanelle' / DELIBES: ' Les Filles de Cadiz'
GOUNOD: Valse ( Mireille) / KOECHLIN: ' Si tu
le veux' / LENOIR: ' Parlez moi d'amour'
LISZT: ' Oh quand je dors' / MARTINI: '
Plaisir
d'amour' / POULENC: Les chemins de l'amour
Beverley Sills ( Sop) IColumbia SO IKostelanetz
CBS 76502 (£2.99)

Let me mention the pleasant things first!
Miss Sills' French is really very good, her
voice possesses considerable agility and her
trill is close and well defined. After this Ican
find nothing to say on the credit side. The
recording of the voice lacks definition owing
apparently to the over resonant acoustic, but
from what can be heard the tremolo which has
always been present to some extent is now
much more obvious. Liszt's ' Oh quand je
dors' needs a completely steady line and it
ruthlessly exposes Miss Sills' lack of any true
legato. She sings atasteless arrangement of
Martini's ' Plaisir d'amour', breaking the
phrases by taking breaths in the middle of
them, while at the end, not content with singing the vocal part she appropriates part of the
melody of the accompaniment, making of it a
sort of vocalise which effectively reduces the
lovely old song to the level of second rate
Victorian salon music, Ihave instanced what
Iconsider to be the two worst bands, but the
others do scant justice to Miss Sills' undoubted talents. [6:2]
John Freestone
PSALMS OF DAVID, Vol. 3
Choir of King's College, Cambridge IPhilip Ledger
HMV CSD3768 (£2.99)

A good psalm- singing, Isuppose, is a thing
one either loves or hates. Iam of the former,
provided the singing be in good taste. The
Anglican tradition of singing psalms is avery
special one, based upon the incomparable
literary treasure of the Authorised Version—
abominations like metrical psalms have
nothing to do with the true Anglican tradition.
It derives on the one hand from plainsong,
but is not necessarily modal and contains
many tones written for a particular psalm, of
which Ican recall only one example in the
Roman tradition: the In exitu Israel de Egypt°,
which is not a psalm proper. It is more free
emotionally, and is not tied, as is the Roman,
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to the mode of the antiphon with which it is
sung.
At King's they uphold the tradition most
nobly, and this year a new Psalter was introduced, based on the work of David Willcocks
and Philip Ledger, who succeeded Willcocks
in 1973. The composers range from Garret
(1843-97) to David Willcocks, and include
Wesley, Walmisley, Atkins, Hawes, Stanford
and Walford Davies. One is struck by the
superb diction, which enables one with minimal familiarity with the text to follow without
a book. The Anglican tradition of psalmsinging represents one of the greatest contributions to liturgical music of all time; and
let it be said that at King's the singing continues and enhances that great achievement.
The recording is very good: King's is a
difficult location, but the echo is well tamed
while sufficient of the ' cathedral' ambience is
retained to give the proper atmosphere.
Whether one uses this record to worship God
or to delight the sense, it does both admirably.
[A: 1]
Peter Turner
PUCCINI: Madama Butterfly'
Callas ( sop) IGedda (ten) IBorne//o ( bar) IOrchestra
and Chorus of La Scala IKarajan
HMV SLS5015 T (
3 records) (
E6.60)

Karajan has recorded Butterfly fairly recently
with Mirella Freni. This old Callas version
first appeared in mono only at least fifteen
years ago, as one of Walter Legge's Scala
series. It is good to have it back in the catalogue, for it holds up well. Callas is not the
most girlish of Butterflys, but she sings with
intensity and intelligence, and, one or two
squally notes apart, is in good form. The
young Nicolai Gedda makes amost appealing,
lyrically sung Pinkerton, and Karajan, though
he caresses the music less than in his later
Decca performance, concentrates on the

drama's brutally dramatic aspects. An interesting Butterfly, and the electronically processed stereo sound is perfectly acceptable.
[B: 1]
Charles Osborne
RACHMANINOV: Piano concerto 3 in d, op. 30
Vladimir Ashkenazy ( pno) , Philadelphia Orchestra
Ormandy
RCA ARL1 1324 (£ 1.49 to 1st Aug ' 76, then £2.99)

Ashkenazy's third stereo recording of this
concerto. Above all it is marked out by an
electrifying account of the finale.
The 1972 version with Previn and the LSO
is generally considered as disappointing ( fine
though it is). The contrast here has two main
causes: firstly, the recording quality is very
different, and the soloist is thrust forward,
with the effect that the playing seems more
exciting than on Decca ( Decca's wonderfully
natural balances at Kingsway Hall sounding
comparatively ' tame'); secondly, this Philadelphia recording was completed in a single
day's sessions, following an inspired concert
performance two days before and, magically,
that white- heat quality was recaught in the
studios (the Scottish Rite Cathedral, to be
exact). It had been Ashkenazy who had confidently stated that a minimum number of
sessions need be scheduled, and Iam sure
that anyone hearing this record will agree
with the Producer's sleeve notes, concluding
that ' musical lightning had struck twice'.
The actual recording quality is much better
than other recent Ormandy productions, even
though the piano tone is hard, and the Philadelphia violins are rather penetrating when
playing at climaxes, due to close microphone
placement.
Previn and the LSO accompanied with warmth and sympathy; Ormandy
has an added authoritativeness, for obvious
reasons.
Ashkenazy played thoughtfully,

beautifully, before; here is an added urgency,
thrust, a wider dynamic range. Not a record
to miss, least of all at the initial bargain price.
[B:
Christopher Breunig

DelightfulRococo
miniatures
'ROCOCO DANCE MUSIC'
Music by C. P. E. Bach, Rameau and Starzer
Eduard Melkus Ensemble lMelkus
DG 'Archly' 2533 303 (£3.25)

Although on the face of it this record might
look like something purely of interest to
specialists and verging on the dowdy, it turns
out to be amost delightful collection of rococo
miniatures which cannot fail to have appeal.
And appeal is perhaps the most important
feature of this sort of dance music. Written
for a variety of occasions, the music is technically competent, and while it sometimes
dissolves into a sort of eighteenth century
supermarket music, there are some very
attractive moments. There are 25 separate
numbers on the record, and to make it even
more interesting, each of them has been
transcribed from original manuscripts which
have hitherto remained unpublished in recent
years.
It is perhaps surprising to discover C. P. E.
Bach as a composer of dance music, and
while it is certainly attractive, it strikes me as
pretty solid stuff. But it is neither the music
of C. P. E. Bach nor Rameau that comes out
tops on this record. It is that of Josef Starzer,
who although now regarded as a somewhat
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obscure and shadowy figure, was far from
unknown in the Vienna of the middle eighteenth century. His ballets were popular, and
it is from them that the short dances here are
taken. They prove to be highly original works,
fresh and full of vigour, written in a musical
language that must place Starzer among the
unheralded fine composers of the period.
The instrumentation is especially interesting,
and the lovely Gavotte in B flat uses 2 cor
anglais and a delightful um cha pizzicato
accompaniment. No doubt it will not have to
wait long before some television producer
discovers it.
The playing, upon original instruments, is
of the highest quality, and the ensemble gives
sensitive readings of the dances. It would be
difficult to imagine the music more effectively
performed. The recording is of course to the
highest standard, and there is a pleasing
stereo image with the instruments wellspaced. [
A: 1*]
Colin Evans
SCHUBERT: Piano quintet in A, D667 ' The
Trout'
Beaux Arts Trio I Samuel Rhodes ( via) i George
Htirtnagel (d-bass)
Philips 9500 071 (£3.1o)
Only last month I was welcoming the
Amadeus/Gilels performance of the Trout to
be added to the existing dozen or so recordings in the catalogue. To the reviewer it all
seems unnecessary duplication but one must
presume that the record companies are working in response to an insistent demand for
such popular works and that there are enough
potential customers to go round. In the end,
with fifteen versions to choose from and few
of them what you might honestly call bad it
really does boil down to backing your own
particular favourite players on past performance, provided that matters are technically all
right. This present recording is not of star
quality. Whether it is a result of the recording
or of the playing it is difficult to say, but there
is too much up and down of solo levels. When
it becomes the piano's turn he suddenly
swamps everything else. For such a work a
carefully achieved and set balance is the ideal.
It is an adequate sound but not of the kind
that you accept without worrying about it. As
to the performance; the players tend to be
earnest and driving, the pianist rather aggressive. It is an intellectual rather than an
emotional performance and not over- given to
Viennese sweetness and warmth which is my
own liking in Schubert whose chamber music
so easily goes over the borderline from one
extreme to another. There is some fine playing here and the sense of ensemble is particularly good, especially as one might expect,
among the Beaux Art Trio players themselves.
[B: 2]
Peter Gammond
SCHUMANN: Piano quintet in E,, Op. 44
Piano quartet in
Op. 47
Thomas Rea ( pno) IAlberni Quartet
CRD CRD1024 (£3.29)
It is unfortunate for these players that their
serviceable coupling of Schumann's two lovely works in Eflat should follow on the heels of
the identical coupling from the Beaux Arts
group, on the slightly cheaper Philips standard label ( 9500 065). At every point of comparison the younger, less experienced players
are beaten by their mature rivals. What the
Alberni and Raina have achieved is a starting
point, some way behind the Beaux Arts, in
terms of chamber ensemble alone, regardless
of interpretative music- making.
The quintet receives the better performance, for Ifind the quartet rather weakly done.
There is a serious lack of shaping of form,
and the dynamic contrasts are not sharp
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enough (this applies to both scores). The
playing suggests a nervous, tentative concern for ensemble, and as recorded neither
the leader nor the cellist makes a wholly
ingratiating sound. The quality is stark, almost scrawny; and the disc needs balancing
to the right for the cello to counterweight the
first violin. The Philips sound is much
warmer, and has an appealing bloom. Both
productions seem to interpose the piano
between the listener and the strings, in a
similar way.
There is little point in developing this review; the Alberni have an engaging eagerness, and their fresh and uncomplicated,
plain account of the quintet at least has
merit. It is just that the better reproduced
Philips team tells one that much more about
Schumann, about playing as a group, about
perfecting the established reading. CRD—
[B: 2/3]
Christopher Breunig
SCHUMANN: Album for the Young, Op. 68
Alexis Weissenberg ( pno)
HMV ASD3202 C) (£.3•20)
Schumann's Op. 68 was one of several works
or collections prompted by the need for suitable material for the composer's own children
in their pianoforte studies. That is not to
suggest that the music is slight, or unsuitable
for passive listening via the gramophone.
There is a typical blend of simplicity, and
purity of expression, rhythmic energies, and
allusions— in, for instance, No. 21 '* * *', a
reference to a terzetto from Beethoven's
Fidelio.
Weissenberg's is the only complete version
separately available ( on HMV Michelangeli
has excerpted Nos. 37-9). One has only to
hear a page of the music to appreciate that
he is a superlative technician; the control of
the instrument is almost total. And, although
the hiss background is rather intrusive, the
piano tone is faithfully represented. About the
overall interpretation I am less happy, for
Weissenberg does hurry some of the pieces,
and his manner is very objective, even remorseless. The second half of No. 21 surely
should not be taken so literally, and the
opportunity for ' klagende Ton' is not fully
exploited in Volksliedchen (
9). Frelicher Landmann, a well-known piece, lacks charm too,
but in the etude- like numbers Weissenberg's
playing is impressive and compelling. No one
could be indifferent to his unique style and
approach.
Iwould have enjoyed him more had the
finished pressing submitted ( some weeks
after the May release date) not been well
below EMI's normal standards of production.
The tape- noise Ihave referred to; also there
are voices breaking into the sound in at least
two instances: beginning of 6, end of 12. The
copy Ihad was noisy and ridged. More seriously, side 1 showed up a cyclic phutter' as
of a tape background.
Because of this
(checked with another finished pressing):
[B/C: 1/2]
Christopher Breunig
SCHUMANN: Violin sonata in a, Op. 105
Violin sonata in d, Op. 121
Jean-Pierre Wallez ( yin) Bruno Rigutto ( pno)
Decca ( France) 7292 (£2.99)
Here are two extraordinarily gifted young
players who have clearly worked together
often to achieve such superb unanimity.
Wallez has aparticularly fine tone in the lower
register— which is not all that common— and
these works enable him to exploit that fully.
The recording, although a good one, is not
entirely satisfactory. This seems to be mostly
amatter of balance: since the piano occasionally gets veiled, and the overall effect lacks a

shade of the ultimate bloom— which may, of
course, simply be a production variation and
not apply to all copies.
The sonatas are both highly romantic and
intense in nature, which suits these players
admirably. From the point of view of the
listener, it could be said that the pieces are
too uniformly intense—though No.2 does try to
get away from it, and has that mysterious,
intriguing third movement. Perhaps it is fanciful, but could it be that these works, both written in 1851, foreshadow the tragic events less
than three years into the future? Certain it is
that one needs the right mood for these sonatas; but given that, here are splendid renderings. [
A/B: 1]
Peter Turner

SCRIABIN I NEMTIN: ' Universe'
Alexei Lyubimov (pno) IIrina Or/ova (org) IUSSR
Russian Chorus IMoscow PO IKondrashin
HMV ASD3201 (£3.20)
This is headed here according to the sleeve,
but ' Nemtin, after Scriabin' would be more
accurate. At the time of Scriabin's death, the
Prefatory Action on which he was working—
this was to prepare for the ultimate Mysterium
—consisted only of a poetic text and unconnected musical fragments. Alexander Nemtin
(b. 1936), a Soviet composer passionately
dedicated to the Scriabin cause, has sought
to realize the Prefatory Action in two parts,
of which Universe is Part I. Part II, as yet untitled, is scheduled for performance in 1977.
There could be no question of ' completing'
Scriabin's score: you cannot complete something which has not been begun. And so there
is no comparison with, say, Deryck Cooke's
completion of Mahler's Tenth Symphony. It
is more as if some dedicated Elgarian had
got to work with the bits and pieces of the
Third Symphony and made from them a
composition of his own, but in truly Elgarian
style. That is worth stressing, because Universe sounds to me astonishingly like authentic Scriabin, although in general rather closer
to the Poem of Ecstasy than to Prometheus or
the late sonatas. The orgiastic frenzies and
beguiling languors, the whole range of eroticsadistic imagery, the wildly mercurial sound
surface—these are all brilliantly present, to
allure or repel according to the listener's
temperament. For my part, it is a matter of
love- hate, but Imarvel that so extravagant a
flight from social reality should be highly
acclaimed in the USSR.
This Russian performance carries great
conviction, and the 1973 recording is very
good Melodiya, bright and spacious, but seldom overbearing. One or two climaxes tend
to be generalized, and there were times when
Ifelt that the bass was perhaps a little weak,
but an unqualified A seems justified. The
informative sleeve- note is by Faubion Bowers,
author of The New Scriabin: Enigma and
Answers (
see HFNIRR, September 1974). Recommended to all late- Romantics of the lustier sort! [A: 1]
Hugh Ottaway

SHOSTAKOVICH: ' Katerina Ismailova'
Eleonora Andreyeva ( sop) lGennady Yemov ( ten) j
Eduard Bulavin ( bar) IChorus and Orchestra of the
Stanislaysky-Nemirovich-Danchenko Theatre jProvatorov
HMV SLS5050 ( 4records) (£9.95)
This is the opera which began life as The Lady
Macbeth of the Mtsensk District in 1934. At its
first performance in Leningrad, it was enthusiastically received by both public and critics,
but it must have seemed far too Western a
work for Soviet artistic officialdom, for two
years later it fell victim of the campaign against
decadent Western formalism, and was withdrawn, though not before it had been heard
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TF570 .. £ 109-00
TFS60 £79-25
Trio KR2400 £97.95
KR3400 £ 123.95
KR4400 £ 15195
Yamaha CRI000
£395.00
RECORD DECK
PACKAGES
P/P & Ins. £3-00
Akai AP003 £97-25
A0001 .. £59-95
Connoisseur BD2
£41.50

G

d86SB/II
Mod. w/c £59.95
125SB Mod w/c
£45-50
Z100513 Mod
w/c
£63.95
SP25 Mk IV
Mod. w/c £34-50
JVC JLA1
P.O.A.
KB' I
P.O.A.
Philips GA4I 8 £55-50
GA427 .. £43-25
GA212 ..
ye»
GA227 .. £37-00
Pioneer PL I
2D £44-00
PL I5R £51-00
Rotel RP I
000
aeso
RPI500 £62.95
RP2500 £78.75
RP3000 £85.75
Sansui SR2I2P £50.50
SR3 I
3 .. £ 105-80
SR525 .. £ 117.50
Sanyo TP700SA £6400
TP625 .. £52-00
Thorens
TD125AB/II £ 143-25
TDI65C £613-75
TDI60 C/O
wit £ 112-00
Trio KPI022 wic £4615
KP2022A wic £61.50

RECORD CHASSIS
PACKAGES
PIP & Ins. £ I-75
Connoisseur
BD ICH L/C £ 16-25
BD IKit .. £ 1180
BD2 CH .. £33-00
ThorensTD125/II
£92-45
G
d 401 £55.95

SPEAKERS
P/P & Ins. evoo
Pairs
BOSE 301 ..
P.O.A.
501
Celestion Di tton
IIs
£48-75
15
£
78.95
44 .. £ 141.75
25 ..
£166-75
66 .. £227-50
33 .. £ 116-75
ESS AMT I .. £29400
Tempest Lab
3
£ 154-00
Goodmans Ministers
SL
£51-75
Havant SL £56.75
Magnum SL £ 107-00
Dimension 8 £ 135-25
Isophon B60 £92-50
SK B5030
am»
JBL LI6 £ 159-00
Jensen Ni
£64-00
Philips RH426 £78-75
RH427 £ 105-50
Pioneer CS313 £48-50
CS515 £ 109-00
Rotel RL200 £61-95
Sansui ES3OW £55.00
ES200W .. £ 129.00
ES5OW £79.95
Studiocraft 110 £65.00
220 .. £91.00
330 .. £ 118.00
440
£ 165-00
Videotone
Minimax 1 £27.00
Minimax 11 £39-50
Encyclopaedia £43.50
Saphir 1 ..
£
48.75
Saphir II ..
£
48•75
Midimax £77.00
Supermax £ 10800

STEREO
HEADPHONES
P/P & Ins. E0-95
Akai ASE II .. £ 11.30
ASE2O
LIS 35
ASE22 £ 16•65
Eagle SE5 £3.35
H2008 .. £480
H2009 .. £ 12-90
Koss KRD7 II £ 10-50
K6 .. £ 1I -75
HVIA £22-40
PRO4AA £26-65

318 Hoe Street,
Walthamstow,
London E17 9PX
Tel: 01-521 0274

..

PROSLC £29.25
K/711 .. £ 10-50
K6LC £ 13.50
K6LCQ
£
z4-55
K0727B £ 1425
K0747 .. £ 1440
ESP6 £49-95
ESP9 £84-50
HV I
LC .. £25.30
Easy Listener £ 15-65
Phase 2 .. £35-50
Technician £35.50
Pioneer 5E205 £9.10
5E300 .. £ 1400
5E305 .. £ 14.85
SE500 .. £2115
Sansui SSIO £ 16.50
S520 .. £2100
SS50 £31-90
SH5
£ 16-20
SH15 £ 19-75
Scintrex Mk IV £20.00
Supra .. £ 13-50
PRO500 £27.60
Sennheiser
HD4 I
4 .. £ 16-30
H0424 .. £23-60

Pioneer CTF2121
£116 00
CTF5151
f110 00
CTF6I61 .. £ 124 00
CTF7 171 .. £ 140 00
CTF9191 £ 252 00
Rotel RD20.. £ 137-50
Sansui SC636 £ 112-00
SC737 .. £ 129-50
SC3000 .. £ 146-00
Sanyo R04300
new
RD4250 .. £90-00
RD4600 £ 195.00
RD4500 £ 120-00
R04055 .. £69-95
RD4260 £86.00
Sharp RT2500 £93.25
RT3500 £ 110.00
Teleton CD50 £47.19
STC 126 .. £44.50
Trio KX620 £ 114.75
KX7 10 .. £ 115-25
KX910 £ 139-50
Yamaha 113700 El 15-00

CASSETTE
RECORDERS
P/P & Ins. L2-00
Aiwa TM405 £62.50
STEREO
TP747 .. £46-25
MAGNETIC
TP760 .. £35-00
CARTRIDGES
TP770 .. £50.25
P/P & Ins. £
o.40
TP748 .. £49.00
Audio Tech
Akai GXC38 £ 128.25
AT I
2S .. £ 15.1S
GXC39 £ 135.50
AT I
4S .. £ 18.70
Grundig C410 £32.25
AT I
5SA £26.65
C420 .. £32.25
Empire 999QEX £6.55
C430 .. £57.25
C440 .. £42.50
999VEX £28.70
C41 I .. £43.95
999TEX £ 17-50
C403 .. £40-00
999XEX £9-65
C231 ..
ne-oo
2000 .. £7-80
.. £29-95
2000E ..
£
8-60 ITTC235
Stereo 85 £28-25
2020E/1 .. £ 12•20
CX75 £33-75
2000/E I1I £ 15•15
ST720 .. £57-50
Gold ring G800 £3.95
Philips N2408 £ 145-65
G800E .. £6- 1
5
N2221 .. £2475
G1300SE .. £9.35 Sanyo M4505 £4400
G820 .. £6.75
M2523G £28.95
G820E £9-65
M2522 .. £21.75
JVC XI
P.O.A.
MR4505G £44.00
Shure M3D £4-15
M55E .. £6-20
STEREO TAPE
M44E
£5.55
DECKS
M44C
£S-15
P/P & Ins. L4-50
M44G
£5.15 Akai 4000DS/11 £ 119 50
M447 .. £5. IS
4000DB £ 171.50
M91-ED .. £ 11-75 Philips N4511 El 98.60
M75E1/11 .. £ 10.10
N4502 .. £ 158.00
M75E1D/11.. £ 11-75
M75- B .. £8-65
TAPE RECORDERS
M75-6 £5-55
P/P & Ins. £3-50
V15/III
£38.35 Akai 1722L £ 115-75
M95E1 £ 10.50 Grundig
M9SED £ 1425
TK745 £ 146.75
Sonotone V100 £3-25
TK545 £ 120.95
Philips N4308 £67-95

PICKUP ARMS
HEADSHELLS
PIP & Ins. £O-75
Acos Lustre Arm
£25.75
Colton MI01
Arm .. £ 19.75
Connoisseur SAU2
£14.45
Goldring PH7 £3.25
PH9 .. £3.55
SME S2 .. £3-15
Arm 3009ND £4100
Arm 30092 £44-20
STEREO
CASSETTE DECKS
P/P & Ins. £2-50
Aiwa AD1300
P.O.A.
AD1500
P.O.A.
AD 600
P.O.A.
ADI800
P.O.A.
AD6500
P.O.A.
Akai CS3OD £65.80
C5340 ..
£95 50
GXC30 ID £ 166 00
GXC75D £ 194 00
GXC39D
E134 00
Grundig CN700 £ 70 00
CN730 .. LI 17 95
ITT 5185 £61.95
JVC CD1656
U/F/5
P.O.A.
1667 ll/F
P.O.A.
CD 1669 ..
P.O.A.
CD 1950
P.O.A.
Philips N2520 £ 139-50

COMBINATION &
MUSIC CENTRES
PIP & Ins. B-75
Aiwa AF5080
P.O.A.
ITT KA2030/665
£165.00
Philips RH943 £204.00
RH953 £24100
RH85 I .. £ 171.00
Sanyo G2611
Super .. £ 188-00
G2511 w/s £ 154.00
G26I5N £86.00
G2711 .. £ 17700
DCW4800 £22100
G2411 .. £7400
Sharps SG309
w/s .. £176.50
Teleton MC600 £ 164-50
Yamaha MS2B/
625
JVC MI845LS £20400
rrr KA2000/664 £87-00
KA2015/665 £ 11100
Philips RF838 £81-00
RH837 £23400
GF907 £ 13495
RH47 I .. £ 132.50
Teleton CS400 £ 188.00
PORTABLE
CASSETTE
RADIOS
PIP & Ins. LI -90
Aiwa TPR2.06 £64-00
TPR2 I
OA £7450
TPR203
£
68.50

TPR930 £ 127 SO
TPR900 .
£93 25
TPR215 £67.50
Grundig C2001 £53.00
C4100 .. -25
C4500 . • £70-25
C6000 •. £99-95
C2500 .. £53.00
TT RC500 • • £42S0
RC 1001 .. £60.00
JVC 9310LS/LF P.O.A.
9407LS/LF
P.O.A.
9408LS/LF
P.O.A.
Philips RR200 £45-00
Sanyo M24 I9LG £45-60
M4400FG £67-60
M244OLG.. £52-00
M2424FG..
£37-40
RP2468
nest)
M2526LG..
£50.50
M2420FG.. £36-75
RADIOS
P/P & Ins. £ I-25
Grundig 1100
Concert Boy MI5
600 Melody
Boy .. £37.75
1100 City Boy £47-95
500 Party Boy £27.80
600 Prime Boy£27.80
600 Top Boy £25-75
500 Solo Boy £ 17-45
2000 Satellite
£159-50
600 Elite Boy £32.95
ITT Tiny Super
300 .. £ 15-00
Euromarine £31-50
Colt .. £ 11-15
Tiny .. £ 15.2S
Europa 100 £2400
Golf Elac £44-75
RX75 £20-75
JVC 8240 ..
P.O.A.
8220 ..
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Philips RL22 I £ 10-75
RL230 £ 15-65
RLII3 £ 12-35
RL300
£16.40
RL450 £23.15
RL650 £26.95
Sanyo RP5210 £460
RP7412 .. £ 18-70
RP8 I10 . • £21.00
RP5310 . • £ 1150
RP6000 •. £ 1150
RPI250 • • £4.75
RP5 I
50 • • £ 14-50
RP3 118 • • £ 14.50
RP5330 . • £ 1475
RP7332 •. £ 18-50
RP8252 £44.75
RM5430 Dig
clock rad. £24-75
Sharp FW401 £22-70
FY307H .. £31-00
FV15 £34-75
CAR CASSETTES
P/P & Ins. £ I25
Philips N2605 £22/5
N2607/97W/
SPK £42.25
Pioneer KP I
51 £44.95
KP2 I
2 .. £57-50
KP235
Pye 2258 .. £55.15
2263 .. £39-95
2262 .. £24-60
Radiomobile
304CS £51.80
Sanyo FT4020 £27.27
CAR CASSETTE
RADIO
P/P & Ins. LI-25
Aiwa CTR2020 £7100
Harry Moss
343 FM/MW eio•oo
347 MW/LW 012-00
346 FM/MW eleso
Philips RN232/ 15
£41.75
RN342/97 £51-65
RN512 £ 120.50
RN642 £ 15400
Pioneer KP301 £95.50
KP300 .. £79.00
KP4400 . £87.75
KP4300 .. £ 107.00
KP4000 .. £99.75

Pye 2254M/L
2256M/FM
2257M/L ..
Radiomobile
303CSR ..
309CSR ..
Sanyo FT4025
FT4026
FT4005
FT4006

£46 SO
£60 50
COSS
£67-75
£70.00
£53.50
£59-00
£42-25
£48-00

CAR RADIO
P/P & Ins. LI-25
Blaupunkt
Blenheims £23.95
Sandringhams £29-95
Grundig
WK2503P/P £28.35
Harry Moss
33IMW/LW £ 19.50
Motorola
370 Quad
Radio .. £63.60
II2LW/MW £31-40
1I4LW/MW £27-40
122LW/MW £2110
124LW/MW £20-50
28IAM FM £63-95
282AM/FM £45-40
National CR472 £ 1195
CR462 .. £23.00
Philips RN35 I £35.10
RN444 £35•10
RN234/15AM £ 19-65
RN234/05AM £23-00
RN3 II/15AM/
FM .. £31-00
RP335/I5 Port.
Car .. £24.25
Pye 2055MW/L £ 18-45
2645M/L/FM £28-65
2049PM/L £ 16-20
2050M/L £ 12.75
2063M/L .. £29-00
2064M/L £24.75
Radiomobile
RM75
£16•65
191 .. £22-25
80150L .. £27-50
330LW/MW £2715
80LW/MW £2300
1095LW/MW £3425
1070LW/MW £33-85
101351-W/MW £28.70

AGFA
Standard
Super SM
Chrome Tape
B.A.S.F.
Low Noise
Super
Chrome
MEMOREX
MRX2
Chrome
PHILIPS
Low Noise
Super
Chrome
T.D.K.
Low Noise

27/28 Midland Rd., St. Pancras Stn. NVV1
Tel: 01-387 4845/6

£23 00
£ 16.20
£27.75
£29-95
£27-25
£23.95
£ 15.95
£38-00

TERMS AND
CONDITIONS
I. All listed prices are
for cash transactions
only.
Please enquire
for hire purchase and
credit card terms.
I. All prices include
VAT, prices are correct
at time of publication,
but are subject to
change without notice.
We regret this, but it
is beyond our control
due to the time of notification of price changes
by
manufacturers,
wholesalers and distributors, subsequent to
the printing of this list.
3. Guarantee - All
goods carry manufacturer's full guarantee.
Goods to be returned
by post paid in original
packing and free from
any physical damage.
We advise you to insure against loss or
damage in transit.
4. Mail Order - must
be addressed to INTERCITY HI-FI, 27/28 Midland Road, St Pancras,
London NW I2AD.
CREDIT CARD
FACILITIES
Quote your Access No.
and any equipment can
be yours with the
minimum of delay.

CASSETTES
P/P & Ins. £O-50
1
C.60 .. £0.60
C.90 .. £OS2
C.I 20 .. £ 1-13
C.60 .. £0.78
C.90 .. £ 104
C.120 .. £ 1-37
C.60 .. £ 1.04
C.90 .. £ 1-30
C.I 20 .. £ 1-69

5
10
£2-15 £4-26
£3.03 £5.97
b1-46 £8.76
£3-28 £6-49
£4.22 £8.36
£6.11 £ 12-10
£400 £7-12
£5.59 £ 10-48
£7.50 £ 14.86

C.60
C.90
C.120
C.60
C.90
C.120
C.60
C.90
C.120

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

£0-60
£0.82
£ 1.13
£0.78
£ 1.04
£ 1.37
£ 1.04
£ 1-30
£ 1-69

£2-90 £5.73
£3.97 £7.84
£5.46 £ 10-83
£3.78 £7-47
£5.04 £9.96
£6.62 £ 13.07
£5.04 £9-96
£6.30 £ 12-45
£8.19 £ 16-18

C.60 ..
C.90 ..
C.120 ..
C.60 ..
C.90 ..

£0-71
El.01
£ 1.40
£0-97
£ 1.40

£3.40 £6.70
£470 £9.44
£6-64 £ 1109
£4.64 £413
£6-64 £ 13-09

C.60 ..
C.90 ..
C.I20
C.60 ..
C.90 ..
C.I20
C.60 ..
C.90 ..

£0.53 £2-48 £5.11
£0.73 £3-54 £701
£0.98 £4-74 £9-39
¿
ea £3-05 £6-06
£018 £3-64 £7-60
£ 1.05 £5-10 £ 10-10
£ 1-16 £464 £ 11.17
£ 1-47 £7-14 £ 14-14

C.60
C.90
C.I 20
Super Dynamic C.60
C.90
C.120
Extra Dynamic C.60
C.90
Chrome
C.60
C.90
S.A.C.
C.60
C.90

INTER=CITY=HI=F1

Sanyo F8567E
Sharp ATR933
L/M ..
AR943M/L/S
AR942M/L/S/
FM ..
AR946M/FM
AR947M/L
AR948M/L
AR953M/FM

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
.
.
•
•

..
• •
• •
. •
• .

£0-57
£0-73
£ 109
£0-75
£ 1.03
£ 1.44
£1.03
El -45
£ 1.12
£ 1.60
£ 1-08
£ 1-54

£2.76 £5-42
£3-48 £6-90
£5-22 £ 10.26
£3.57 £7.04
£4.86 £9.58
£6.92 £ 13.62
£4.86 £9.58
£6.92 £ 13-62
£434 £ 10-51
£7-62 £ 1501
£416 £ 10-16
£7.32 £ 14-13

119 Newgate Street,
London EC I
(Opp. Old Bailey)
Tel: 01-600 1897

CLASSICAL
abroad in concert performances both in the
United States and in London. It has nothing
to do with Lady Macbeth: the title is ironical.
Katerina Ismailova, the unfortunate heroine
of the opera, after whom the revised version
is named, is a kind of Russian Emma Bovary
who, unhappy with her husband. reponds to
the advances of a worker, Sergei. Her passion leads to the murder of both her husband
and her father-in-law, for which crimes Katerina and her lover are sent to Siberia. On the
way there, Sergei transfers his affections to
another female convict, at which Katerina
kills both her rival and herself.
The crude violence of the story, based by
the composer on a short story by Nikolai
Leskov, is matched by similar qualities in
Shostakovich's music which, thoughr evealing a certain Expressionist influence, is really
eclectic in style, taking its cues from Stravinsky, from nineteenth century opera, and
from Russian dance rhythms. In 1963, the revised version, Katerina Ismailova, was produced in Moscow, and this time no one objected to it, though the only modifications of
any substance were not to the music but to
the text. Shostakovich did compose a new
orchestral interlude for the third act, but the
opera as it is now known from performances
in the West ( it has been produced at Covent
Garden) is basically the work of the young
Shostakovich of 1934.
There is no denying the opera's vigour, but
the disconcerting changes of style which I
remember from the Covent Garden performances seem as obtrusive now in this Soviet
recording, which dates from 1964. The character of Katerina herself is drawn sympathetically; indeed the composer himself has
said in an article about the opera that ' her
crimes are a protest against that atmosphere
in which she lives; against the dismal, stifling
atmosphere of the merchant milieu in the last
century'. Many of the other characters, however, are caricatured in crude musical terms,
and the entire ideological basis of the opera,
in so far as it had one, was patently untenable.
Nevertheless, there is much to explore and
enjoy in this score, and the gramophone is an
ideal medium for it, as it is really unsatisfactory on the stage. The company of the
Nemirovich-Danchenko Theatre perform with
persuasive conviction, and Irecommend the
opera to anyone interested either in Shostakovich or in the development of twentiethcentury opera. The recording is somewhat
hard, but it will do. [
C: 2]
Charles Osborne

SIBELIUS: Violin concerto in d, Op. 47
Serenade 1in D, Op. 69a
Serenade 2in g, Op. 69b
Humoreske 5in E, Op. 89: 3
Ida Haendel ( On) IBournemouth SO IBerglund
HMV ASD3199 C) (£3.20)
This record gives us three pieces not otherwise listed: the two characteristic but contrasted Serenades, (
These and the Humoreske
No. 5, are accommodated by placing the
first two concerto movements on side 1.) But
Iimagine the real appeal of this disc lies in
the fact that Ida Haendel returns to a major
international label—and in areading that once
gained the composer's own testimonial.
She plays the work with a focus of almost
fierce intensity. Other violinists have done
that on records, too, but what sets this reading apart is the unusually spacious approach
to the opening movement, a view clearly
shared by Berglund. In neither of the remaining movements is any attempt made to be
ingratiating. The actual purity of bowing and
intonation are quite astonishing: the firm
delineation of the music almost relentless
in manner. Not, then, a version for those
looking for a virtuoso reading with a relaxed
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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finale. The starkness we have come to associate with the Bournemouth Orchestra's Sibelius recordings makes for a very different
listening experience from that offered by the
LSO under Previn, in Kyung-Wha Chung's
miraculous gramophone debut ( Decca, with
the Tchaikovsky).
One of the fascinating aspects of this new
record is that the imprint of Miss Haendel's
personality is so strong, yet outwardly her
approach is objective. The recording is as
good as one expects from this source, with
the minor reservation that to achieve a realistic solo violin presence the orchestral
climaxes are distinctly unneighbourly! [
A:
1/11
Christopher Breunig
STERNDALE BENNETT: Song set, Op. 23 (
6
songs)
Song set, Op. 35 (
6songs)
2Sacred
duets
Meryl Drower ( sop)
Antony Brahms ( bar) / Gary
Peacock ( pno)
Rare Recorded Editions SRRE165 (£2.75)
William Sterndale Bennett ( 1816-1875), friend
of many eminent composers, a key figure in
the Victorian music world, his music admired
by Mendelssohn and Schumann—and here
we have the first recording of his songs. It is
extraordinary that while we worship the works
of obscure German baroque composers,
whose worthiness Ido not question, we so
completely ignore our native talent. Perhaps
the truth is that our tastes are only just coming round to the honest sentimentality of Victorian art. The craft is there, the variety, but
we blush slightly at the direct expression of
such tender emotions, or try to show that we
find them amusing. Being in English makes
it all too obvious; German or Italian hides
the same sentiments with discreet ignorance.
If you find your tastes incline toward the
period you may well be able to recapture what
was once considered the ' genius' of Sterndale Bennett with this record. These songs
are well wrought and interestingly varied and
they are beautifully sung by Meryl Drower and
Antony Brahms and decently recorded. [
A:
1]
Peter Gammond
STOKOWSKI ENCORES
Music by Rachmaninov, Chopin, Schubert, Byrd,
Dvorak, Tchaikovsky, Clarke, Duparc, Elgar
Czech. Phil. ILSO IStokowski
Decca ' Phase 4' PFS4351 (£2.99)
We are all purists now, are we not, avid for
authenticity? Delicate palates must therefore
be warned off this issue, which is strictly for
music- lovers with robust constitutions, rather
old-fashioned ones at that, which can digest
the ingenuity that has gone into the more
luridly romanticised of Stokowoski's transcriptions. The prize is shared between the
ominously de luxe version of Rachmaninov's
C sharp minor Prelude, Chopin's A minor
Mazurka Op. 17 No 4 and the impossibly
portentous account of Byrd's Earl of
Salisbury's Pavan (
the following Gigue is more
acceptable). The runner-up must be Jeremiah
Clarke's Trumpet Voluntary (
soloist: Howard
Snell). If such a prime piece of Baroqueric is
to be refurbished at all, Sir Henry Wood's
arrangement for trumpet, organ and drums is
vastly preferable.
On the other hand, Schubert's Moment
Musical No 3 sounds rather well, and one
could certainly claim that Tchaikovsky's
Chant sans Paroles Op. 40 No 6 is more
effective for strings and solo wind than
in its original keyboard form.
Duparc's
Tristanesque Extase too, counts as asuccess.
Dvofák's Slavonic Dance in E minor Op. 72
No 2, played, like the Rachmaninov Prelude
and Elgar's Nimrod Variation, by the Czech
Philharmonic ( marginally less clearly and

ingratiatingly recorded than the LSO) is
first rate, but then in a case like that, there is
no problem. Nor indeed is there about the
performances. The old sorcerer's taste may
make you boggle sometimes but he can still
cast the most potent spells over an orchestra.
Despite the above comment about the actual
recording of the Czech contributions, overall
the reproduction still qualifies for atop rating
[A: 1].
Christopher Grier

STRAVINSKY : ' Oedipus Rex'
Kollo ' Troyanos ! Krause IFlagello ! Evitts / Hoffmeister IWager IHarvard Glee Club IBoston SO I
Bernstein
CBS 76380 (£2.99)
The only alternative recording of Stravinsky's
Oedipus is a Czech one made in 1968, and
this new one must take pride of place. It is
strongly cast, with René Kollo as a good
lyrical Oedipus; he has a fine powerful voice
which can also cope with the complicated
runs and melismata—a good deal of the music
is in a neo-classical style derived from Bach.
The work as a whole is stylised— Stravinsky
wanted there to be as little movement on
stage as possible— but much of it is powerfully effective, such as the pounding opening
chorus which returns dramatically at the end
of the opera and the moving scene between
Jocasta and the chorus when she realises
Oedipus' guilt before he has recognised it
himself. Tatiana Troyanos' rich voice suits
this music admirably, though she is a little
uncomfortable in the curious tarantella- like
passage which comes afew pages later. Tom
Krause has a firm dramatic tone as Creon,
and Tiresias is sung by Ezio Flagello with a
fine deep voice. The minor parts of the Messenger and Shepherd are well filled, and the
chorus sings with admirable attack and also
good quiet tone. Bernstein's dramatic approach suits the work well, as some of the
more neo-classical passages can become
repetitive, and the orchestra plays with great
brilliance. Recording is forward with good
depth, and every detail is clear. The narrator
is an American, as one would expect in an
American recording; but he says ' Edipus'
with a short ' e' while the soloists and chorus
sing ' Oidipus'. Surely this could have been
adjusted? But this is a small point in an
otherwise excellent recording. The sleeve
contains an interesting extract from Eric
Walter White's Stravinsky and the complete
text in Latin, with an English translation by
e. e. cummings. [
A*: 1]
Humphrey Searle

SULLIVAN: Festival Te Deum ' The Tempest'
—Dance
'
The Golden Legend'— Prologue
Jean Aird IPaul Ekins INova Singers INew Westminster Philharmonic Orchestra ! Pilbery
Rare Recorded Editions SRRE164 (£2.75)
Considering that Sullivan is one of our greatest
national assets and one of our most popular
composers he is still treated rather shabbily
on record, even, to some extent, in his collaboration with Mr Gilbert. Because the major
record companies have failed to put him on
record it is left to enterprising enthusiasts
like Michael G. Thomas to put matters right
with regard to Sullivan—and, for that matter,
other British composers. The Festival Te
Deum, first performed at the Crystal Palace
in 1872 to celebrate the recovery of the Prince
of Wales from typhoid fever, is afirm favourite
with our amateur choral societies. I have
heard many performances over the years and
yet there has been no recording. Its popularity is not suprising for it is a lively and
melodic work with Sullivan doing a Rossini
and often coming very close to his operatic
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vein. In the last section afamiliar hymn tune
'St Anne' is woven into the texture with happy
result. It was a strange decision to omit the
5th section, or perhaps that was the performance, and to fill the other items such as the
dance from The Tempest already available.
But it is excellent to have the fine Prologue
to The Golden Legend, for here again is one of
the great favourites of the choral world totally
neglected on record. This gives atantalising
glimpse of the work which whets the appetite
for more. The recording is of a live performance, with applause, and the quality of sound
is quite acceptable if not perfect. The performances have their lapses but, on the whole,
are commendably warm and quite moving at
times. [ B/C: 2]
Peter Gammond

SULLIVAN: The Window-11 songs
5Shakespeare songs
Where the bee sucks
Sweet
day so cool
Oh, ma charmante
Francis Loring ( bar) , Paul Hamburger (pno)
Rare Recorded Editions SRRE183 (£2.75)

Further to what Ihave said above, Sullivan's
songs are almost totally neglected today, a
field in which he was particularly prolific and
inventive. In 1867 Tennyson was persuaded
to provide adozen poems for Sullivan to set,
but he grew doubtful about the project and
actually offered the composer £500 not to
set them. However, Sullivan was determined
to go ahead and at last prevailed to the extent
that eleven were eventually set and published
in 1871. If it is not up to Schubertian standards
the cycle offers very good examples of sound
Victorian art and there are most attractive
song among them. Sullivan's Shakespearean
settings are slightly more familiar. This is a
most interesting record and excellently performed and recorded. Francis Loring sings

with complete sincerity, intelligence, warmth
and clarity and Paul Hamburger is an ideal
accompanist. [ A: 1]
Peter Gammond

modern opera. A slight background hum
audible at the beginning of each side ceases
to be audible once the music starts. [ A: 1]
Arthur Jacobs

SZOKOLAY: '
Samson'
Gyiirgy Melis ( bar) Erzsébet Hazy (
sop)1 János Nagy
(ten) IAndrás Faragó ( bar) IHungarian State Opera
Chorus and Orchestra IKórodi
Hungaroton SLPX11738-9 (
2 records) (
f..3.98)

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 1 in
'Winter Dreams'
NPO I &kit ,
HMV ASD3213 C) (£3.20)

Here is a mightily powerful opera. It is, of
course, rather an adventurous commitment
for any English collector to plumb for a
modern Hungarian work by an ' unknown'
composer, sung in Hungarian by a cast not of
top- line international stars, but Inone the less
strongly recommend it. Sándor Szokolay ( b.
1931) ought perhaps not to be called ' unknown', since his opera on Lorca's play
Blood Wedding has had various productions
outside Hungary: suffice it here to say that
his style is firmly modern but valuing ( as so
many Western composers no longer do) the
continuous, expressive vocal line, and quite
traditional in its dramatic interaction of soloists, chorus, and orchestra.
Its subject is Samson in captivity (' eyeless
in Gaza') where he is visited by Delilah,
Delilah's husband, and the Philistine king;
a young soldier is, in secret, his friend. The
action, ending in Samson's destruction of
the temple, is in no way unpredictable but retains its tension through the composer's
masterly and concise art (the opera lasts only
four sides). A sharply stereo recording ( in
orchestral as well as vocal layout) presents
a highly able cast with Melis in the title- role:
if his delivery is slightly on the shouting side
for my taste, that is still presumably the way
in which the composer wanted it in the
theatre. The whole issue must count as a
major addition to the recorded repertory of

Who would suspect that such a delightful
work as the first symphony caused so much
pain for Tchaikovsky? He was involved in a
great deal of intensive work, disheartening
criticism, abortive performances, cutting and
rewriting; finally, the ' Winter Reveries' (the
composer's own title), he regarded with
affection—' a sin of my sweet youth'.
The atmospheric scoring, and the inventiveness of the music are a constant delight:
things like the tympani decrescendo, and solo
cello passing to solo viola in the scherzo coda,
or the passage leading to Letter M in the first
movement, where pre- echoes of Stravinsky
can clearly be heard. Not a work that record
collectors should miss, and Mutis, the seventh
stereo version we have had so far, is a good
one. The performance is finely balanced ( by
both conductor and engineer), and the NPO
playing is accurate and musical. At times,
though, I feel the direction is rather selfconscious, either because details are knitted
in conscientiously rather than naturally, e.g.
lower string triplets at Letter M after general
pause, or because one senses Muti working
his players. Tilson Thomas, in his beautiful
DG recording with the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, in a highly contrasting approach,
is more freely imaginative, more the ' interpreter'. Undoubtedly the Boston horns are the
least baleful sounding in their awkward ft
marcato la me/odia passage in the slow move-
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'Die Meistersinger von Nurnberg'
'Tristan und Isolde'
Lohengrin'
Soloists /Bayreuth Festival Chorus and
Orchestra IVarviso I &Rim ISawallisch
Philips 6747 243 ( 16 records) (£36.00)
'Der Ring des Nibelungen'
Soloists, Bayreuth Festival Chorus and
Orchestra IBeihm
Philips 6747 037 ( 16 records) (£36.00)
'Lohengrin'
Thomas j Silla I Krause I Crass l
Varnay I Vinay I Bayreuth Festival
Chorus and Orchestra ISawallisch
Philips 6747 241 (4 records) (£10.50)
'Parsifal'
Thomas I Dalis I London I Hotter I
Neidlinger ITalvela IBayreuth Festival
Chorus and Orchestra IKnappertsbusch
Philips 6747 250 ( 5 records) (£12.50)
R 1962
'Die Meistersinger von Nurnberg'
Cox IBode IReynolds Ridderbusch
Sotin I Stricker I Bayreuth Festival
Chorus and Orchestra IVarviso
Philips 6747 167 (5 records) (£10.50)
(g 1975

To commemorate the Bayreuth
centenary this year, Philips are
making available, at special
prices, Bayreuth Festival recordings of many Wagner operas
from the standard canon (those
that Bayreuth deigns to perform,
that is—not the three early ones
which have never been staged in
Wagner's own theatre). These
are all performances recorded
live at Bayreuth.
Three of the operas come in
one box of fourteen records.
They are Die Meistersinger,
Tristan und Isolde and Lohengrin.
Die Meistersinger (
which is also
available singly) has been in the
catalogue for some time. This
was recorded from performances
at Bayreuth in 1974, conducted
with
an
admirable
lack of
teutonic
ponderousness
by
Silvio Varviso, and is well
worth acquiring for his sake
alone. The cast, with the exception of Karl Ridderbusch as
Hans Sachs, a considered yet
genial
portrayal, is not an
especially distinguished one.
Jean Cox and Hannelore Bode
are competent as the young
lovers, but hardly raise the pulse.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

In general, however, the performance goes well, thanks to
Varviso's lively way with the
score, and to the splendour of
the Bayreuth chorus and orchestra.
Tristan und Isolde is the superb
Karl Biihm version which first
appeared on Deutsche Grammophon. Taken from 1966 performances in which Wolfgang
Windgassen, at avery late stage
in his career, sang one of his
finest Tristans, it also boasts
the monumental Isolde of Birgit
Nilsson, and a performance of
Brangaene by Christa Ludwig
which unfairly almost steals the
honours from the Tristan and
Isolde.
The one completely new recording in this box is that of
Lohengrin, and it is also being
issued separately ( Philips 6747
241, 4records, £10.50). It is new
only in that it has not previously
been issued, for it was recorded
at Bayreuth as long ago as 1962.
Lohengrin (
like Tannhäuser) must
be one of the most difficult
Wagner operas to perform.
Unless the conductor is particularly adept at shaping and
JULY 1976

pacing his performance, it can
so easily fall apart, for d is
musically uneven and rhythmically
somewhat
monotonous.
Wolfgang Sawallisch, whose
performances in the opera house
I have generally found competent rather than inspired,
rises to the challenge of the
opera with confidence and skill,
and as a result this Lohengrin is
positively exciting. In the title
role, Jess Thomas is caught in
good form, authoritative in his
narrations, tender in ' Das süsse
Lied verhallt'. Anja Silja, too,
is in astonishingly firm voice
and presents an Elsa of strong,
though divided character. An
interesting and unusual characterization. No allowances have
to be made for the veterans
Astrid Vàrnay and Rárnón Vinay
as Ortrud and Telramund, and
again Wilhelm Pitz's chorus
covers itself with glory.
Karl Bühm's complete Ring
constitutes another box set
(6747 037; price £36). This magnificent
achievement
hardly
needs any renewed praise at
this stage ( Ishall be discussing
it next month in '
The Ring on

Record'): it is an album of discs
Iwould not like to be without.
On the continent, the three
remaining
operas from
the
Bayreuth repertoire, Parsifal, Der
fliegende Hollander and Tannhäuser have also been reissued
in a box of eleven LPs, but,
unfortunately, this third box of
what ought to be a three- box
series is not at present being
made available in the UK. There
are no signs of Tannhäuser or
The Dutchman; instead, Parsifal
alone is offered, remastered and
repackaged with a new libretto
booklet (6747 250, 5 records,
£12.50). This is the famous
performance conducted by Hans
Knappertsbusch, who alone of
post-war Bayreuth conductors,
seemed to have the secret of
Parsifal. '
Der reine Tor' is sung
impressively by Jess Thomas,
and the remainder of the cast is
equally fine. Hotter's Gurnemanz was one of his greatest
achievements, and is well caught
here; Irene Delis is an impassioned Kundry, and George
London, that fine artist whose
career ended earlier than most,
through ill- health, is e most
moving Amfortas. This Parsifal
is one of the finest opera
recordings of the LP era.
I shan't attempt to award
marks for performance and
recording spread out over so
many operas. My comments on
the performances will indicate
what individual ratings might
have been.
In general, the
recordings capture the Bayreuth
atmosphere well: there are
coughs, but not too intrusive
ones. Perhaps Ishould say of
the
performances that they
range from acceptable (
Meistersinger) to magnificent (The Ring ,
Parsifal and Tristan und Isolde)
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nient, of all on records, and Ido find the NPO
tone colouring disappointing here.
Nor is the overall quality of EMI's sound
as satisfying as in last month's Mendelssohn
coupling ( ASO 3184). Using two different
cartridge/arm/turntable systems I obtained
consistent results that were slightly muted,
and constrained at climaxes. The end of the
scherzo discloses some rumble. [
B: 1/2]
Christopher Breunig
TCHAIKOVSKY : Trio in a ( complete version)
Temianka Trio: Henri Temianka ( On), Jeffrey So/ow
(vclo), Doris Stevenson (pno)
Saga 5415 ( V.25)
For a long time Tchaikovsky resisted the
piano trio, declaring that the sound of that
combination was torture to him. Eventually,
however, he gave way to the importuning of
Nadejda von Meck and wrote such a work ' to
the memory of agreat artist'— Nicholas Rubinstein. It is a curious work, consisting of a
long movement called ' pezzo elegiaco', which
is in two parts, and asecond movement which
consists of a theme, andante con moto, with
eleven variations, to which are added a final
variation and coda.
It is a mistake too easily made to dismiss
Tchaikovsky's chamber music as indifferent.
Formally it is not in the great tradition of the
genre, but it is always interesting, well- made
and, being by him, superbly melodic. The
variations here are vastly entertaining, and
include a superb fugue.
Henri Temianka is a veteran artist who has
had a distinguished career as a soloist under
many of the world's greatest conductors.
Born in Greenock in 1906, he founded the
Paganini Quartet and has taught in American
universities. Age does not prevent him from
a fluent and expressive performance, and he
is not let down by his colleagues—though
indeed the ' cello is hard to hear except when
playing solo. Regrettably, the recording is
dull, lacking both bass and treble extension,
so that while one can admire the work and
the playing, one cannot revel in the realistic
sound; and that is a great pity. [
C: 1]
Peter Turner

Scotto's first-rate
Verdi

'Un bel di' at aconcert, and made enthusiastic
notes on my programme at the time) she has
blossomed into that rara avis, the real dramatic
coloratura. Her Norma at Bilbao last year, in
the tattiest of non- productions, was one of
the most exciting Ihave encountered in the
opera house, and her assumption of other
Bellini roles, notably La Straniera, is no less
brilliant.
On this disc, Miss Scotto offers arias from
six Verdi operas, ranging from Nabucco to
Otello. Desdemona's Willow Song and Ave
Maria are sung most affectingly, and so is
Violetta's ' Addio del passato', but the most
valuable items here surely are the less familiar ones, including those from ILombardi and
La Battaglia di Legnano. Miss Scotto is not
afraid occasionally to sacrifice beauty of tone
to dramatic intensity, and she can well afford
to do so, for she has beauty of tone and to
spare. This is first-rate Verdi singing, admirably recorded. Highly recommended. [
A : 11
Charles Osborne
VERDI: ' Il Trovatore'
Antonietta Stella ( sop) IFiorenza Cossotto ( m- sop)
Carlo Bergonzi ( ten) IEttore Bastianini ( bar) IChorus
and Orchestra of La Scala, Milan ITullio Sera fin
DG ' Privilege' 2728 008 (
3records) (£5.94)
A re- issue of DG's thirteen- year- old Trova tore: this was one of the best of that company's
Verdi's operas, conducted lovingly by the
veteran Tullio Serafin, and boasting a cast
which, with the possible exception of the
soprano, could hardly be bettered today.
Stella is agood Italian trouper, but she is hardly a Verdi stylist. But Cossotto's Azucena is
firmly sung, Bergonzi makes up for his lack of
dramatic timbre as Manrico by phrasing of
great elegance, and Bastianini's inimitable
timbre makes a really tragic character of Di
Luna. The recording is perfectly acceptable,
though the voices might be thought by some
to be over- prominent. [
B: 1]
Charles Osborne
'VIENNESE NIGHT WITH THE HALLE'
E. STRAUSS: Bahn frei polka, Op. 45
JOHANN STRAUSS II: Im Krapfenwald'I
polka, Op. 336
Tales from the Vienna Woods
—waltz, Op. 325
Egyptian march, Op. 335
'The Gipsy Baron'— march
Roses from the
South—waltz, Op. 388
Morning papers—waltz,
Op. 279
Banditen galop, Op. 378 / JOHANN &
JOSEF STRAUSS: Pizzicato polka / JOSEF
STRAUSS: Eingesendet polka, Op. 240
Hallé Orchestra ILoughran
Classics for Pleasure CFP40256 ( V.25)
The late Sir John Barbirolli was a great
Strauss enthusiast and started the tradition
of the Viennese nights which he conducted
with a vigour and sense of style second only
(and who wouldn't be) to the Vienna Philharmonic concerts. As in most things he
tackled, Barbirolli was always individual, even
eccentric, and there was no mistaking his
Strauss. Loughran is less wayward, more
concerned with a dancing rhythm and the
direct and lively presentation of the music.
Ultimately, while enjoying Sir John's warmth,
Ithink Loughran really gets a superior and
possibly more lasting result. Excellently recorded with a sharply focused sound. [
A: 1]
Peter Gammond

Scotto
VERDI: Arias
Renata Scotto ( sop) ILondon Philharmonic IGavazzeni
CBS 76426 (£2.99)

VIVALDI: ' The Four Seasons' (
Concertos in E,
o, F, f.)
/See Veneti Claudio Scimone fPiero Toso ( yin)
RCA STU70679 (£2.99)

Iam delighted to see that Renata Scotto has
been returning to the recording studios, for
the neglect of this great soprano in recent
years has been nothing short of scandalous.
From her beginnings as a lyric coloratura ( I
first heard her as a student in Milan, singing

An interesting point to notice is that the slow
movement of the ' Summer' concerto has
been ornamented after the style of Tartini.
Tartini's musical style, Iwould have thought,
was just a little later than that of Vivaldi.
Nevertheless, the piece sounds tasteful and
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interesting and this must without any doubt
be the prime consideration.
Having dispensed with the one piece of
information that Vivaldi lovers will regard
as important Ithink Imay go on to say that
from the viewpoint of the more casual music
lover there is much to commend these excellent if fairly conventional performances. All
four concertos are beautifully recorded and
skilfully presented. Piero Toso's solo contribution highlights the subtleties of Vivaldi's
score yet avoids any tendency towards excessive romanticism. His tone is rich and pure
and his technique is such that the various
display sequences are brought vividly to life,
note for example the picturesque lightning/
storm motif in the ' Spring' concerto or the
hunting scene in ' L'Autunno'.
I Solisti Veneti's orchestral support is
never less than inspired. Much attention is
given to the subtleties of idiomatic interpretation and the choice of tempi and dynamics is
praiseworthy. The continuo is entrusted to a
harpsichord and lute, this latter lending an
occasional but welcome touch of tonal contrast to the accompaniment.
The sleeve offers some informative notes
together with translations of the four sonnets
upon which the musical texts are based.
[A : 1]
Victor McAloon

Superb
Xenakis
XENAKIS: Synaphai—Connexities for Piano
and Orchestre
Aroura
Antikhthon
Geoffrey Douglas Madge ( pf)* , NPO ; Howarth
Decca ' Headline' HEAD 13 (£3-25)
lannis Xenakis is not only a composer but
also an architect and a civil engineer. As a
composer he is one of the most distinguished
of his generation ( b. 1922). By applying the
discoveries of linguistics, mathematics and
communications theory to music, he has
created new structural concepts and the
means to articulate them. This makes for
complex works and can make for tough listening, but it need not. Synaphai (
which Iwould
translate as Contact, rather than the ugly
neologism Connexities) is an exciting, exhilarating piece. Vastly rich in orchestration, it
is also easy to follow—even at afirst hearing.
The pace is virtually the same throughout:
brisk. Clouds of string sound are joined by
the percussive solo piano. Brass is added
and chunks of different instrumental textures
make way for one another. At the emotional
centre of the work the piano has its largest
and heaviest solo. This leads to a quicker
alternation of textures.
Finally ( and very
briefly) a drum joins in, ending the work on
adrum roll. Aroura (Earth in Homeric legend)
restricts itself to astring palette. Again blocks
of different textures produce the elements of
the piece. Here the contrasts are swifter and
more subtle; the pace more varied. The structural force is not, at first, so evident. This is a
work which will repay repeated listening. So will
the longest of these pieces, the ballet Antikhthon (
Anti- Earth) commissioned by George
Balanchine. Although longer and more complex than Synaphai it is as exhilarating. All
the performances are powerful, taut and
exciting—especial praise to Elgar Howarth
not only for championing new music so
zealously, but for doing it so extraordinarily
well. The recording is superb and both James
Mallinson ( producer) and Stan Goodall ( engineer) deserve performers' credits. [
A: 11
Benedict Sarnaker
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Akai AA.5810 £ 137.45
Amstrad 2000 .. £39-15
Amstrad 4000 .. £35.95
Amstrad 8000 .. £26-45
Armstrong 621 ..
P.O.A.
Cambridge FRA
P.O.A.
Goodmans 40-40 £70-20
F.R.A.
Leak 2200 .. .189.95
Pioneer SA.5300 £53.80
Pioneer SA.6300 £71-70
Pioneer SA.7300 £ 103.00
Pioneer SA.8500 £ 150.85
Pioneer SA.9500 £256-60
Pioneer SA.9900 £380•75

ILFORD

Quad
F.R.A.
Rote RA.2I2 *£39.95
Rote RA.3I2 £54-20
Rote RA.4I2 £67.35
Rote RA.6 I
2 .. £91-10
Rote RA.8I2 £ 118-10
Rote RA.I212 £ 148.75
Rote TA.
I4I2 £24745
Sansui 2200 ..
men
Sansui AU.3900 £84.10
Sansui AU.4900 £ 101-90
Sansui AU.7700 *£ 154-95
Sinclair 4000 .. •£44.95
Sony ..
F.R.A.
Tandberg-F.R.A.
P.O.A.
Technics
F.R.A.
Trio ..
F.R.A.
SPECIAL OFFERS
Pioneer SA.6200 £71-50
Pioneer SA.7100 £95.20
Rotel RA.2Il £39.95
Rotel RA.6Il £73-95
Rotel RA.I210 £ 119-95
Rogers R'bourne £73-95
Sansui AU.4400 £74-50
Sansui AU.5500 £ 120.00
Sinclair 2000 •. £31.45
Sony TA.70 • • £42.95
Sony TA.I055 . • £69.95
Sony TA.I066 • • £60.70
Sony TA.II30 •. Else»
Sony TA.1 150 .. £99.95
Sony SQD.2020 £89-95
Trio KA.4004 .. £93.50

TUNERS
& £ 200,
Akai AT.550
Akai AT.580
Amstrad 3000 ..
Armstrong ..
Cambridge T55 ..
J.V.C.-F.R.A.
J.V.C. STV.310
Pioneer TX.5300
Pioneer TX.7500
Pioneer TX.9500
Quad FM3 ..
Rotel RT.224
Rotel RT.324
Rotel RT.624
Rotel RT.824
Sansui TU.3900 ..
Sansui TU.5500 ..
Sansui TU.7700 ..
Sinclair 4000T ..
Sony
Technics ..
Trio ..

¿83-65
.£85.05
£39.15
F.R.A.
.£94.15
P.O.A.
.£69.95
£63.15
£120-20
£166-25
P.O.A.

SPECIAL OFFERS
Leak 2300 .. £72•50
Pioneer TX.500A £59.95
Pioneer TX.6200 £64-95
Sansui TU.4400 ..
new
Sony ST.70 .. £44.95

SPEAKERS
(C & 1 £ .50- Console)
(C & 1£2.50- Bookshelf)
A.R. AR-MST ...£ 108.95
A.R. AR-2AX ... E109.95

INSTANT CREDIT

Sansui
Sony
Tannoy
Technics ..
Trio .. • •
Videotone
Wharfedale
Denton 2XP
Linton 3XP
Glendale 3XP
Chevin XP
Dovedale SP ..
Airedale .

FR.A
F.R.A
F.R.A.
F.R.A.
F.R.A
F.R.A.
£37.60

£54.65

£71.40
£27.90
£124.75
£194-85

25% OFF
r

\

BANG & OLUFSEN
25% OFF

We have a very limited number of superb B &
Stereo and Quadraphonic, Hi Fi Systems incorporating the latest tuner amplifiers, turntables
and music centres and all available at 25% off
Our Normal List Price.
Limited Stocks available. For full details phone,
call or write to our B & 0 Centre at
228 Bishopsgate, London EC2. Tel: 01-247 2609
(200 yards from Liverpool Street Station).
Good mans
Achromat 100T
Achromat 2501
Achromat 4001
Dimension 81
Goodwood ( T)
Havant SL (T)
Magnum SL (T)
Mezzo SL (T)
Minsters SL (T)

K.E.F.

£68-10
£99-90
£137-00
£129.60
£91.55
£54.25
£101.25
£80.40
£43.95
F.R.A.
F.R.A.
F.R.A.

Glendale 3XP Kit £46 75
Dovedale 3 Kit £ S9 10
SPECIAL OFFERS
B & W DM2A £ 149
B & W DM4
£106
B & W DM5
£64
B & W DM70
£367
I.M.F. Studio
ALS.40
£182
Lowther Mini
Acousta
£109
Mordaunt-Short
235
£116

40
20
80
15
20
95
95

'SONY' CENTRE
Our Pentonville Road branch specializes in Sony
and are able to quote very competitive prices and
immediate delivery on a very wide range of Sony
products.
Situated only ashort distance from Kings Cross,
St. Pancras and Euston main line stations our
Pentonville Road branch is extremely easy to get
to by rail, bus, car or Underground. Adequate
car parking facilities near at hand.

mess

£62.60
£89.85
£112.70
£89.30
.£99.95
£124.30
.£29.95
FRA.
F.R.A.
F.R.A.

LEWISHAM

A.R. AR- 3A Irep ' l83 10
A.R. AR-4XA •£75.00
A.R. AR-5 .. •£ 120-65
A.R. AR-6 .. •£79-75
Amstrad 1500 .. £31.85
Amstrad 2500 .. £35-95
B & W
F.R.A.
Cambridge ..
F.R.A.
Celestion County •£49-15
Celestion
Ditton 10
.£41•35
Ditton 33
. * E109.95
Once,' 120
'E49 25

(

Leak 2030 ..
£80.75
Leak 2060 .. £ 127.20
Leak 2075 * E269.95
Marsden Hall
XL.I0
E43-15
Marsden Hall
XL.I5 *£40.00
Marsden Hall
XL.20 •£53.95
Marsden Hall
XL.30 * E103-45
Marsden Hall 3522 £ 138.10
Marsden Hal14522 £
16870
Pioneer CSF.51 .£78-68
Quad Electrostatic ..
P.O.A.

Sansui ES200
£119•90
Scan-Dyna A25 .. £59-95
Scan-Dyna A45 .. £
124-95
Sony SS.7200 £ 109.30
Sony SS.7100 £74.95
Wharfedale
Linton 2 Kit £ 21 30

TURNTABLES

BD2 Assembly

P.O.A.
£86-15
£38.45
£ 1310

MAIL ORDER

MAIL ORDER DEPT.
82, HIGH HOLBORN, WC1
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*
c38.55
£6625

Mod. Cart £35.35
86SB
Mk II M+C
£61.60
G
d 125SB
M +C
£46-60
G
d 401
Chassis £57.45
Goldring G.IO2PC £34.50
H.L. SP25/G800
£26.05
J.V.C. JLA I
•£49.45
Leak 2001
n£79.95
Pioneer PL.12D/Il £42-60
Pioneer PL. I
5R .. £49.80
Pioneer PL.7I £ 144.30
Rotel RP.I000 £59.55
Rotel RP.I500+
Arm .. £54.80
Rotel RP.I500Arm ..
mess
Rotel RP.2500
£
66-10
Rotel RP.3000-1Arm .. £93.90
Rotel RP.3000Arm .. £77.15
Sansui SR.3I3 *£98.00
Sansui SR.212P £50.90
Sony ..
F.R.A.
Strathearn
F.R.A.
Technics ..
F.R.A.
Thorens
TD.125AB/Mk11 £ 133-85
TD.125AB/MI5E0
£165.05
TD.I45C £93.70
TD.160C £73.60
TD.160C/0 [ loess
G

TD.I25/11
TD.
I
60BC
Ch.

£60.45
£
8655

TD. 166 .. £64.25
Transcriptor Ref.
F.R.A.
SPECIAL OFFERS
G
d
86SB Mk IM+C
£42 SO
G
d Zero
100S8 M+C
£57 SO
Goldring GL65PC £66 00
Goldring G.1 OIP
£27 50
Goldring GL78PC
+G800E .. £47 25
Pioneer PL.I2S .. £70 30
Pioneer PL.5IA £ 124 50
Sony PS.230 .. £45 00
Sony PS.4750 .. £93 70
Sony PS.50I I .. £50.75
Sony PS.5550 .. £89.95
Trio KP.I022 £39.95

PICK-UP ARMS
(C & 1 £ 1-00)
Connoisseur SAU2 £ 14.20
Transcriptor
Fluid Arm/9" ..
P.O.A.
S.M.E. 3009 ( FH) *£ 38.25
S.M.E. 3009 ( DH) ' I42 75

(C & IE2.00)
Akai AP.003
Amstrad TP I2D
Connoisseur
BDI Kit ..

KINGS CROSS

Garrard
Connoisseur
SP25BD3

CARTRIDGES
(C & I50pi
Shure V15/Mk Ill
Imp. .
Shure M55E

£39.95
£7.45

Available on all sales in excess of E100. If you are a holder of a Barclaycard or any of the
recognized Bank Cheque Cards you can upon calling into any of our showrooms, take
immediate delivery after payment of the initial 20'„ deposit.

ALL ADVERTISED PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. AT 121%

Order with confidence. Every
order acknowledged by return
and goods despatched quickly
and efficiently in sealed
manufacturers cartons.

GleeAllg-Per
AFTIRefar
Seel

N

us. U N

HI -FI CENTRES

HOLBORN 82, HIGH HOLBORN, WC1. Tel: 01-242 7401
LEWISHAM 36, LEWISHAM HIGH ST. SE13. Tel: 01-852 2399
KINGS CROSS 242/244, PENTONVILLE ROAD, N1. Tel: 01-837 8200
ILFORD 87/100, PIONEER MARKET, ILFORD LANE, ILFORD Tel: 01-478 2291
OPENING HOURS:- HOLBORN Mon- Fri 9-6, Sat 9-1
Ilford, Lewisham, Kings Cross Mcn-Sat 9-6, Thurs 9-1

Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure

M7SED2
M75E.12
M95ED
M95E1 ..

f13 05
Ell 00
£l6 15
£11.65

CASSETTE DECKS/
RECORDERS
(C & I £24)0)
Aiwa ..
F.R.A.
Akai CS.34D .£87.35
Akai GXC.39 £ 139.35
Akai GXC.39D . . *£ 111.95
Akai GXC.75D *£ 171.95
Akai GXR.82D •£77.95
Akai GX.265D £249.05
Akai GXC.3 IOD £ 147.55
Akai GXC.325D * E173-65
Akai GXC.510D *£ 143.95
Akai GX.630DB £344.25
Akai GX.630DSS £422.85
Akai GXC.710D £ 165-70
Akai GXC.740D £225-25
Akai GXC.760D £281.60
Akai I722L .. £ 118-95
Akai 4000DB ...£ 143-95
Akai 4000DS Mk II £ 108-05
Amstrad 6000 .. £50.15
Amstrad 7000 .. •£59-95
Ferrograph
F.R.A.
Goodman,
SCD.I00 .. £ 125-95
Neal 103 .. *£230-45
Pioneer CTF.2121 £ 113.85
Pioneer CT.4I4 I
A £95.80
Pioneer CT.515I •£ 121.45
Pioneer CTF.6161 £ 115.10
Pioneer CTF.7171 *£ 129-15
Pioneer CTF.919I £232-80
Revox
F.R.A.
Rotel RD.20 .. £ 123-70
Sansui SC.3000/3 £ 153•50
Sony ..
F.R.A.
Tandberg
F.R.A.
Teac
F.R.A.
Technics ..
F.R.A.
Trio ..
F.R.A.
SPECIAL OFFERS
£69.95
Akai GXC.36
Ferrograph
7522DW £457-75
J.V.C. 1656 £69.95
J.V.C. 1950 £ 109-95
Revox 1102 £347-00
Revox 1132 £453.35
Sansui SC636 £ 103.70
Sansui SC737 £ 119.95
Sony TC.I29 £62.50
Sony TC.I46A £55-95
Sony TC.I61 £ 119.95
Sony TC.280 £89-95
Tandberg
TCD.310D £ 168.00
Tandberg 3641D £209.70
Tandberg 9141 .. £298.80
Teat AA.5500 £350.00
Teat A.1 60 .. £99.95
Teat A.260 .. £ 134-50
Teat A.360 .. £ 159.95
Trio KX.710 .. £ 119-95
(• Limited number only
available at these special
prices)

OVERSEAS VISITORS AND
DIRECT EXPORT SCHEME
Overseas visitors can take
immediate " Over the Counter"
delivery, or we will DIRECT
EXPORT to you enabling the
goods to be purchased at " less
VAT prices"! (Holborn & Kings Cross)

SAVE12 1/
2%

! VAT.

A reissue roundup conducted by
Richard Anthony, Gary Bellamy, Christopher Breunig,
John Crabbe, Peter Gammond, Geoff Jeanes,
Paul Messenger, and Leon Thompson
ORCHESTRAL/
SYMPHONIES
ROM 1968 the Monte Carlo/
Benzi Borodin Sym 2/Rimsky Tsar Saltan (
includes the
famous ' Flight of the Bumble
Bee') reappears on Philips Universo 6580 130 (£1.85). Good
clear sound, lacking that ultimate
top- end
crystal
clarity,
but
smooth, spread, well-defined
stereo, rich and detailed. [ A/B:
1]
Dvorak's Symphony No. 7 is
conducted by Monteux with the
LSO on Decca Eclipse ECS 779
(£1.50). The sound quality is
rich with good stereo presentation for a 1969 publication.
This exciting performance of a
passionate
and
emotionally
tense work is a fine tribute to
the composer and well worth a
listen. [ A: 1]
Welcome reissues from the
excellent boxed sets are the
following: Haydn Paris' Syms.
82/83 ( Decca SDD 482), 84/85
(SDD 483), 86/87 ( SDD 484) all
at £1.99. The sound is clear, well
detailed and balanced, and the
records are attractively sleeved
with intelligent sleeve notes
based on H. Robbins- Landon.
[A: 1]
Mendelssohn's Symphonies
1 & 2 ( Lobgesang) are sensitively
performed by Karajan and the
BP on DG2707 084 (2- LP set).
The sound quality throughout
is rich and exciting with excellent
stereo presentations. The recording was originally published
in 1973 and is good value for
£6.50. [ A: 1]
Archly 2533 311 (£.3.25) provides first reissue disc from
Leipzig Gewandhaus/Masur set
of Mendelssohn's early symphonies ( 1972), coupling 8 in D,
in the alternative scoring with
winds, and the C- minor movement: a triple-fugue study from
the same period, 1821-3. Sturdy
music with strong Mozartian influences in main work; excellent
performances. Recut spreads
music, for original disc included
symphony 6, and sound now
brightened. [ A/B:1). Complete
set deleted.
A welcome reissue by Unicorn
(RHS 325) from the boxed set of
late 1974, Carl Nielsen's Symphony 2 ( LSO/Schmidt) is a
moving performance and an
excellent recording, with welldefined imagery and balance, but
perhaps lacking the sparkle and
transparency to merit a star
rating. [ A: 1]. £2.75.
To add to the confusion of
choice in the field of Rossini
overtures EMI restore Karajan's
old recordings with the Philharmonia to the catalogue ( HMV
'Concert Classics' SXLP30203,
£1.99). These first appeared
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about 1960 on 33CX1729
and
SAX2378 and were admired then
for their distinguished and welldefined readings.
They still
sound
immensely
satisfying,
showing great attention to detail
and calm control without any
loss of excitement; in other
words, classic performances and
vintage Karajan. The sound has
adated flavour to it, slightly artificial and inclined to rumble at
louder moments but the general
sound is rich and warm and well
suited to the works. [ B/C: 1]
Tchaikovsky's Andante and
Finale Op. 79 ( orch. Taneiev) and
Op. 56 Fantasy, from the deleted
Werner Haas/Monte Carlo piano
concerto cycle has no present
rival ( Philips 6500 316; £3.10);
useful supplement to Gilel's EMI
box.
Fine solo playing but
accompaniments markedly unrefined, if enthusiastic under
lnbal's direction.
Impeccable
Dutch pressings; good sound,
some tape- hiss present. [ A: 2]
CONCERTOS/
INSTRUMENTAL
THREE concertos for harpsiI chord and strings, Nos. 1, 4
and 5 by J. S. Bach ( Vienna
State Opera Orchestra/Anton
Heiller, hps) are on Pye/Vanguard HM 44 (£1.75). Several of
Bach's keyboard concertos have
been fortunate on mid- priced reissues, and these three are no
exception. They are most attractive performances, taken at a
lively tempo, and very well recorded. Immaculate surfaces,
excellent sleeve notes. [ A: 1]
Britten conducts Bach: Brandenburg Concertos 1-6 on Decca
SXL 6774-5 (2record set). These
1968 recordings in the Maltings
with the ECO have a clear
and distinctive sound, and the
performance
throughout
is
thoroughly enjoyable.
Record
surfaces are good and recommended for £5.98. [ A: 1]
Isaac Stern's Philadelphia recording of the Brahms Violin
Concerto, with Ormandy ( 1960),
comes too late to the reissue
category ( CBS 61325; £1.99) to
be attractive. Former fierce tapenoise now somewhat subdued,
raucousness of 72094 trimmed,
but orchestra cramped, oboe
solo hard, and Stern's phrasing
too mannered to give other than
slick impression. For devotees
only. [ B/C: 2]
The 1953 recording of the
Schubert Quintet in C ( CBS
61043, £1.99) with Stern, Schneider, Katims, Casals and Tortelier
is one by which all recordings of
the Quintet since that time have
had to be measured. Maybe it is
not as polished as some and
certainly the recording is not
ideal, in spite of which it remains

T

JULY 1976

one of the great classics of
recorded music, a performance
of absolute spontaneity and
inspirational togetherness.
It
brings the work to life in the
hard to define way that such
performances do—it breathes
and speaks. Thank goodness it
is back in the catalogue for the
delight of future generations
after along absence. Ignore the
sound rating for the sake of the
music and the playing. [ C: 1*]
Pye HM45 (£1.75) recouples
four Vivaldi flute/piccolo concertos: Julius Baker with Solisti
di Zagreb ( P. 79, 155) or Vienna
State Opera
Orch./Prohaska
(P. 78, 83). Fine playing and
prominent continuo; Zagreb side
quite convincing [ B: 1], better
than Vienna [ B/C: 1] where
solos
occasionally
piercing.
Pressings acceptable.
VOCAL/OPERATIC

RMANDY'S Philadelphia re-

cording of Orff's Catulli
O
Carmina (
CBS 61346; £1.99) is
certainly not lacking in impact,
either as a performance or recording. With Judith Blegen,
Richard Kness ( a monotonousvoiced tenor), Temple University
Choirs; p. 1967.
But Kegel
(Philips) shows the blunting
limitations of the American
approach, which emphasises the
brutish aspects of the work.
Kegel's superlatively engineered
disc is the one to have. CBS—
[B: 2/3].
From the way it is presented,
with 311976 on the label and careful recording details on the
sleeve (all except the vital date)
you would easily be led into
thinking that the Bach Guild
sponsored recording of Purcell's Didoand Aeneas conducted
by Alfred Deller ( Vanguard HM
46, £1.75) was anew issue. This
is bad practice and most deplorable. In fact, it was first issued
in 1965 on the Philips label ( SAL
3511) and was re- issued in 1973
on Vanguard ( SRV279SD) at 99p,
still listed as such in the Gramophone catalogue.
It has no
need to hide its ancestry. It is a
pleasant, if not deeply dramatic,
performance, with Helen Watts
as the Sorcerer and Robert Tear
modestly cast as Spirit and
Sailor. Mary Thomas is Dido
and Maurice Bevan is Aeneas.
The sound is modest in quality,
but fresh,
clear and
wellbalanced. A good introduction
to the work. [ B: 2]
A disc of familiar offbeat
musical entertainment ( CBS st
61693, £1.99) brings two odd but
interesting sessions back to LP.
Dating from 1950 and understandably and pleasantly mono
we have Saint-Saëns' Carnival
of the Animals conducted by

André Kostelanetz with those
coy verses of Ogden Nash read
by no less than the late Sir Noel
Coward, sounding very young
and spry and making a much
better job of them than most,
damping down the coyness with
his own brand of surprised insouciance. On the other side
Walton's Façade conducted by
Frederick Prausnitz, 1958 vintage,
with Dame Edith Sitwell reading
(apart from one) the verses, and
sounding just abit disenchanted.
All 21 items seem to be there,
taking
one side and 32.57
minutes, though not in the usual
order. The whole is something
of a collectors' item which the
record
enthusiast
shouldn't
miss. Sounds pretty good [ A/B:
1].
The Pro Arte Orch/Mackerras
with Brannigan, Harwood, and
the Hendon Grammar School
Choir provide a most entertaining offering on HMV ESD 7002
Songs of Britain, a collection
consisting of the most wellknown British folk songs. The
choir in particular are impressive
but the recording of the soloists
has a slightly nasal quality and
the cultured performance tends
to jar with the contexts and
meanings of the lyrics. [ B: 1/2].
Recommended at £1.50.
MISCELLANEOUS
(NONCERT a la Carte II
%,.• ( Philips ' Universo' 6580 114,
£1.85) presents Neville Marriner
and the Academy of St. Martinin-the- Fields, with such distinguished soloists as Alfred
Brendel, Don Smithers, lona
Brown and Thurston Dart. A
programme of basically familiar
music like the 1st Movt of
Mozart's Symphony 40 and the
slow movement of Piano Concerto K491, Bach's 3rd Brandenburg Concerto is interspersed
with slightly less familiar music
such as J. C. Bach's Symphony
Op. 3: 1, Torelli's Trumpet
Sonata 7 and some Purcell. It
is all beautifully played and
recorded and will make ideal
leisure listening in the stockbroker belt where tastes are
slightly more refined than catered
for in the usual ' best of' sort of
disc. [ A/A*: 1]
Don't expect modern EMI
Berlin production standards from
Wonder of Karajan overture
collection ( Freischutz; Dutchman; Lohengrin Act 1; Wives of
Windsor; Hebrides)(SXLP30210,
£1.99) from SAX2439 rec. 1962.
Acoustic is swimmy, but refurbishment of originals is considerable. Some will find Karajan's performances too studied,
but
execution/projection
are
stunning. Awful cover design.
[A/B: 1(*)]
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BACH to BIZET
This section started with a
fine flourish this month as the
sound of Don Smithers' trumpet
rang out loud and clear at the
beginning of Bach: Famous
Chorales & Chorale Fantasias
(Bach's Trumpet) ( Philips 7300
416, £3.25). It may not be for the
Bach purist but it should delight
those who tread this area
cautiously. William Neil at the
organ gives a fine performance
of the Prelude and Fugue in D
which sounds as though we are
right there.
The trumpet is
rousingly recorded elsewhere
and the playing is tremendously
lively. [ A/A*: 1] No less than
seven Beethoven items fill up the
B section this month. Firstly
Stokowski and the LSO with the
Eroica symphony and Coriolan
overture ( RCA RK11710, £2.99).
The
performance
of
the
symphony is a noble one, but
slightly inclined to an overromantic view which makes it
rather more feminine than usual
—slightly
popularised.
The
strings are well caught but there
is a cloudiness to the whole
recording which makes it just
less than satisfactory. [ B: 2] By
comparison Marriner's reading
of Symphony 4 and the Grosse
Fuge (Philips 7300 456, £3.25) is
very clear, lucid and calm, which
is not to say that it is unexciting;
the tension builds gradually and
logically— Ifind it amost beautiful performance. The recording
has a soft sound to it, which is
pleasant, but it is perfectly clear.
[A : 11 With Solti and the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra
we move to a fresh, vibrant
approach that has echoes of the
Albert Hall about it—in performing approach Ihasten to say, not
the sound which is good clear,
crisp Decca quality. The Pastoral
and the Coriolan overture ( Decca
KSXC16763, £3.50) are as fresh
as the dew and beautifully controlled. [ A: 11
The Choral
(Decca KBB27041, £7.50) is definitely in the grand style— perhaps
alittle over- forced now and then,
but adding up to an impressive
whole; not quite as fresh in
quality as the Pastoral. The
recording makes the strings a
bit edgy but this can be modified.
[A : 1] Violin sonatas 4 & 5
(Spring) are played with winning
vitality
and
enthusiasm
by
Perlman and Ashkenazy; the
Spring sonata is a performance
to live with for a long time to
come ( Decca KSXC6736, £3.50).
The recording lacks charm,
having a clear, isolated quality
that you might expect from two
soloists in the middle of the
Kingsway Hall. [ A : 1]
The
Beethoven Clarinet Trio is
coupled
with
the
Brahms
Clarinet Trio ( Turnabout KTVC
34108, £ 1.89) and performed by
David Glazer ( clt), Frank Glazer
(pno) and David Soyer ( vIc).
Recordings date from 1966/7
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but have a pleasantly soft sound
about them that is just not quite
top class. Gentle, calm performances that offer a satisfactory way of getting two
delightful works not otherwise
available on cassette. [ B : 1/2]
Four pieces for mandolin and
forte-piano by Beethoven are
coupled with a Divertimento for
two
mandolins
by
Johann
Conrad
Schlick ( Turnabout
KTVC34110, £1.89), first issued
1967,
crisply
recorded
with
slightly too much echo around
but not unpleasant to listen to.
Most delightful music played
with refreshing sense of enjoyment. [ A/13 : 1]
For sheer
entertainment
what
better
could you ask for than the coupling
of
Bizet's
ingratiating
Symphony in C and Prokofiev's
joyful Classical Symphony ( Argo
KZRC719, £3.50). Played with
tremendous verve and sense
of style by Marriner and the
Academy of St. Martin- in-theFields, this is a clear recommendation for both works. A
slightly over- reverberant recording filling the open spaces of
St. John's, Smith Square. [ A:
1/11

CHOPIN to MENDELSSOHN
The recurrence of a library of
established master recordings
on cassette brings us a step
nearer to the days when the
cassette will replace the unsatisfactory disc. Now we have
Rubinstein's classic performances of the Chopin Waltzes
(RCA RK11705, £2.99) to relish
once again.
The playing is
superb, Chopin come to life,
firm and unfussy. The recording
is clear and light in tone, ideally
suited to the music. [ A: 1*] A
revived 1967 issue couples two
very enjoyable works for two
pianos, Dusik's Concerto in
By and Schumann's Andante
and Variations with 2cellos and
horn ( Turnabout KTVC34204,
£1.89). The Dusik will come as a
pleasant discovery to anyone
not yet acquainted with it.
Written sometime after 1806 it
has the classical cleanliness and
melodic grace of Hummel. Sympathetically performed by Toni
& Rosi Grünschlag with Paul
Angerer conducting. Adequate
sound. [ B: 1] The Dvorak New
World Symphony and Carnival
Overture by Ozawa and the San
Francisco Orchestra ( Philips
7300 419, £3.25) are rather
subdued and seem to lose the
true
full-blooded
Bohemian
flavour.
Well controlled but
rather
cautious,
the
effect
emphasised by a rather reticent
recording that fails to do full
justice to this brilliant orchestra.
[B/C: 2/3] The crisp, alert sound
of the Marriner performance of
Dvorak's superb Serenade for
Strings and the even more
familiar
Tchaikovsky ( Argo

KZRC848, £3.50) comes as an
immediate contrast. Both were
differently coupled on disc;
they come together to make a
cassette of great popular appeal.
The strings have a rasping bite
which you may want to modify.
They are essentially modern
performances of terrific vitality;
quite a tonic. [ A: 11 Dvorak
again with a competent but not
inspired account of the great
Cello Concerto by Lynn Harrell
and James Levine ( RCA RK11713, £2.99) which
is
not
flattered by a fairly coarsesounding recording that becomes confused in the louder
passages.
Doesn't
really
measure up to the Fournier/
Szell account. [ C : 2]
The
Fauré Requiem has been interestingly and variously treated on
disc. The new performance by
George Guest and the combined
St. John's/St Martin forces
(Argo KZRC841, £3.50) is a very
satisfying one, well-balanced,
clearly articulated, beautifully
controlled but not lacking in
emotion.
I had a constant
feeling that it sounded peculiarly
English but that was my only
reservation. It should be pointed
out that Decca also offer the
sensitive but venerable Ansermet performance on cassette
at a cheaper price; but this is
certainly now top recommendation. [ A : 1]
Two Marriner
performances dating back to
1967 are of the Michael Haydn
Horn Concerto and 6 Minuets
and the Joseph Haydn Trumpet
Concerto and 6 Allemandes
(Argo KZ RC543, £3.50).
Immaculate and tasteful performances all round and clean,
satisfying sound. Matters are
complicated by the later Marriner
performance of the Trumpet
concerto being available on HMV
and the Allemandes on acheaper
Decca
cassette;
but firmly
recommended for the present
coupling. [ A : 1]
Kempe's
performance
of
Janacek's
Glagolitic Mass created much
interest and praise when the disc
appeared in 1974 and it is
equally commended on cassette
(Decca KSXC6600, £3.50) with
clear, analytical sound and an
immensely lively performance.
It is an original and uncompromising
work,
demanding
but
fascinating. [ A/A*:11 Admirers
of Jascha Heifetz will only need
to be notified that the master's
performances of the Mendelssohn and Tchaikovsk Violin
Concertos ( with
fillers
by
Brahms and Sarasate) are
available on cassette ( RCA
RK11707, £2.99). As the violin
enters, whatever reservations we
may have about style and interpretation, we are aware of something special—a great and committed performance. These date
back to the late 1950s but RCA
seem to have brought the sound
up remarkably well. [ B: 1*1

CUSEITES

Peter Gammond

MOZART to WEBER
Two cassettes of early Mozart
symphonies should be noted by
the Mozart collector. Marriner's
1968 recording of Nos. 13-16
comes up fresh as a daisy; the
sound a little on the sharp side
but only to the expected degree;
the performances perky and
unflagging ( Argo KRC594, £3.50)
[A: 1]. Nicely complemented by
Symphonies 18, 19 and 24 by
Günter Kehr and the Mainz
Chamber Orchestra ( Turnabout
KTVC34038). What aremarkable
work No. 18 is with its surprising
opening. Nicely played with a
slightly less fiery attack than the
previous item and the recording
adegree less vivid but a satisfying issue nonetheless. [ B : 1]
Prokofiev's Piano concertos 1
& 2( Decca KSXC6767, £3'50) are
given fine readings by Ashkenazy and Previn and there is
no reason to demur about the
performance. Though the discs
were given a high recording
rating, the tape seems slightly
less than satisfactory; the piano
has a tinny quality and the
orchestral backing is a little
clouded [ A/B: 11. The first
volume of the Rossini String
Sonatas by Marriner ( Argo KRC
506) has previously been commended; now the remainder,
Nos. 2 & 4with aDonizetti String
Quartet (arr. orchestra) ( Argo
KRC603, £3.50), complete the set
as it did on disc. As performances these are unbeaten and
the delights of the music need
not be laboured. A slightly softer
sound is apparent on this set ( as
on the discs) and it sounds ideal.
[A: 11. ' Champagne from
Vienna' is the title of a programme of reissue material half
devoted to Johann and half to
Josef Strauss, with the VPO
and Boskovsky ( Decca KSDC474, £2.25). The combination
never fails in such music and,
apart from a thin recording of
Champagne polka (
which has
always been so in whatever form
it appeared) the rest are up to
the expected standard. [ A: 1/11
Mehta's recording of Richard
Strauss'
Alpine
Symphony
(Decca KSXC6752, £3.50) is
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satisfyingly virtuosic, grandiloquent with the Los Angeles
orchestra making clear sense of
the dense score. Performance
and recording are tremendously
impressive
and
encompass
about all that acassette could be
asked to take. [ A*: 11 Solti's
performance of Tchaikovsky's
5th Symphony ( Decca KSXC6754, £3.50) is predictably fiery
as is the virtuosic Chicago
Orchestra; making arich display
of the score. The recording has
a not entirely natural quality
about it but is otherwise impressive and lives up to avery dramatic
performance. [ A/B: 1] Another
well- established
performance
returns with Van Cliburn and
Kondrashin knocking the daylights out of Tchaikovsky's
Piano concerto No. 1 ( RCA
RK11704, £2.99). It is just about
the most full-blooded performance around but the sound is so
hard and confused when at full
cry that it is not easy to listen to.
It could well have been tempered.
¡C/D: 2] Why, by the way, do all
the RCA tapes have a noise like
an
outboard
motor at the
beginning? It doesn't run into
the music but it is most unsettling. Previn's fine performance of Walton's 2nd Symphony

with Portsmouth Point, Scapino
and Lambert's Rio Grande makes
a welcome appearance. This
is a first-rate cassette in all
ways; the sound is rich, wellspread and clear; the performances are full of Previnesque
exuberance. [ A: 1] It is useful
to have the two Piano concertos
by Weber available and the
performances are very adequate
(Turnabout KTVC34155, £1.89)
but the sound is not at all good.
Wührer is the lively soloist and
Swarowsky the conductor [ D:
1/2].

COLLECTIONS
The enterprising recital by
Judith Blegen and Frederica
von Stade that Ihave previously
commended on disc happily gets
onto tape ( CBS 40-76476, £3.19).
Rarish items by Schumann,
Mozart, Schubert, Scarlatti and
others are refreshingly done
while the recording, though a
little reticent, is adequate. [ B: 1]
Julian Bream has two fine
offerings: first as lutenist in
'The Woods So Wild'- music by
Dowland and others of the
period ( RCA RK11708, £2.99); a
very forward recording [ A : 1];

and ' Julian Bream ' 70s' ( RCA
RK11709, £2.99) in which he
explores some modern music
for guitar by Bennett, Rawsthorne, Walton and Berkeley; all
vividly played and recorded.
[A : 1*]
James
Galway's
'Showpieces'
for flute
and
orchestra ( RCA RK11719, £2.99)
are as exciting on cassette as
they were on disc. An astonishing display of flute technique, an
enjoyable programme ( mainly of
transcriptions) and an assertive
pop- styled recording. [ A : 1*]
The New Heifetz Vol.2 offers an
ambitious programme of Franck
and Strauss Violin sonatas both
recorded live in 1972 ( CBS 4076419, £3.19). Splendid performances of undiminished power;
violin tone alittle hard and piano
slightly overdone [ B: 1]. The
King's Singers present their
'French
Collection'- half devoted to fine songs by Poulenc,
the rest to older French items
(EMI TC-CSD3740, £3.25). Done
with their usual skill and charm
and beautifully and boldly recorded [ A*:11. ' Favourite
Spanish Encores' by Alicia de
Larrocha ( Decca KSXC6734,
£3.50) includes pieces by Mateo
Albeniz ( Sonata in D), Isaac
Albeniz, Soler, Granados and

# BETTER EQUIPMENT - BETTER PRICES
RECEIVERS
Armstrong 625 and 626
Nikko STA5050, 24 wpc
Awai AX7500
Harman Kardon 33013..
Harman Kardon 630 ..
Harman Kardon 930 ..
Marantz 2230 Sp. off...
Marantz 4240 ..
Marantz 4230 4 ch. Sp. off.
Marantz 4300 4 ch. Sp. off.
Leak 2000 ..
Lux R800 ..
N.A.D. 140 and 160
Sansui 441 ..
Sansui 331 ..
Rotel RX202
Rotel RX402
Trio KR2400 Sp. off.
Toshiba SA300
Toshiba SA500
AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 621
Lecson ACl/AP Ior A.
P3
Leak 2200 ..
Amcron..
Akai AA5510
Cambridge P.60 ..
Kensonic Accuphase
Lux L308 .. .•
Marantz 1070
Marantz 4100 4 ch.
Marantz 120013
Quad 33/303 ..
Rogers A.75 ..
Rotel RA6I ISp. off. •
Rotel RA2I I ..
Rotel RAI412

P.O.A.
£103.50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£172.90
£299.00
£206-00
£S10.00
£130-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
E92•52

£88.56

£80.90
[III•SO
£97.00
£83.25

west)

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£123-90
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£82.10
£39.15
E243-00

FOR IMMEDIATE
DESPATCH QUOTE
CREDIT CARD NO.
PERSONAL EXPORT
PART EXCHANGE
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK

Sansul AU2200.
Sansui AU4400..
Sugden A2I and A48 ..
Teleton SA0206B
Trio KA1200
Trio KA3300 Sp. off. ..
Trio KA6004
TUNERS
Armstrong 623 and 624
Cambridge T.55
Akai AT580
Marantz 112 Sp. off. ..
Lux ..
Kensonic Accuphase
Quad FM3 ..
Sugden R2I

ESS 90
E84.70
E25
£ 52
E70
[ 125

TURNTABLES
Ariston RD11
ERA Mk 6X
Dual CS601 and CS701
Fons CQ30
Linn Sondek RP12
Leak 2001
Pioneer PL I2D
Rotel RP3000
Sansui SR212P
Trio KP5022A
Transcriptor Reference ..
REEL TO REEL DECKS
Tandberg-full range
Akai 4000DS/II
Toshiba PT862
Teac-full range ..
Revox
SPEAKERS
Bose 301. SW, 901

90
60
00
00

E101-00
E116•90
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£8150
£44.00
£73.80
£47.90
£I41•75
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£107•90
£115•70
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Bowers & Wilkins-full range
Celestion UL6 .. .•
Celestion UL8 .. • •
Celestion ULIO • • • •
Celestion Dicton 66 .. • •
Dynastatic .. .. • •
E.S.S. and Tempest range • .
.. • •
J.B.L. 116
J.B.L. L26
.. • •••
.:
J.B.L. 1100
••
KLH 331
.. • •
KLH 317
••
KLH CB8
Gale GS40IA or B
Marantz 4G Sp. off.
Marantz 5G
Monitor Audio MA7 ..
Monitor Audio MAS
Monitor Audio MAS ..
Monitor Audio MAI ..
Monitor Audio MA3 ..
Quad Electrostatic ..
Rogers BBC Mon. LS35a
Leak 2030 ..
Leak 2060 ..
Leak 2075 In stock ..
SMC AL12 and AL22
Videotone Minimax ..
Videotone Sapphire ..
Nightingale N.M.I.
CARTRIDGES
ADC XLMII
Micro Acoustic QDC le
Shure V15/III
Stanton 681/EEE
Supex range ..
Goldring G900SE

Turina.
De Larrocha has a
special flair for this colourful and
percussive music as shown in
her earlier Albeniz issues and
this set is up to her highest
standards.
Excellent
piano
sound. [ A: 1/11 A delightful
sort of high-class background
music collection is provided on
'Minuet Boccherini and Other
Famous Dances' ( Philips 7317
109, £3.25)- Bach,
Handel,
Mozart, Haydn- popular snatches in dance vein by Marriner and
St. Martin's or Leppard and
ECO [ A : 1]. Luciano Pavarotti
nobly blasts his way through
'The World's Favourite Tenor
Arias' ( Decca KSXC6649, £3•50)
in fine full-blooded manner. The
programme is fairly obvious;
the performances are drawn
from various well-known Decca
opera issues and are mainly
first-rate. [ A : 1] ' Venetian
Concertos' by the Collegium
Aureum ( BASF KBACC3090,
£3.50) is avery lively programme
of music by Albinoni, Locatelli
and Vivaldi. A vivid recording
(slightly too sharp for a star)
brings the qualities of the
'original' instruments to the fore,
though they don't sound all that
different from Marriner & Co.
[A:1].

BETTER SERVICE
P 0 A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£69•90
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£83.50
£135.00
£51.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£.S6-00
£27.90
P.O.A.
£2.40
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£29 90

CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa AD 1300
Aiwa AD 1600
Aiwa AD6500
Aiwa AD 1800
Akai GXC39D
Akai GXC310D
Akai GXCSIOD
Akai GXC710D
Dual C901 ..
Harman Kardon
Neal 102 & 103
Rotel RD20
Sansui SC2000
Sansui SC636
Tandberg TCD310
Teat A360
Teac A400 .. .•
Teat A260
Teat AN 180 Dolby N.R. Unit
Trio KX620
Trio KX7I0
Trio KX9I0
HEADPHONES
AKG K140 ..
Koss HVIA
Koss Pro 4AA
Micro Mk I
Sennheisser HD4I4
Wharfedale lsodynamic
Stax SR5/SRD6
Superex
Accessories etc.
SME 3009/S2 Imp...
Zerostat ( inc. P & P)
Microsorber MSB1
Metal Reels, all makes from ..
Formula 4 Silicone Arm ..

Meaa(v Zdee

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£115•90
£133•90
£145•50
£164.90
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£128•90
£108•90
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£107•60
£115.90
£135 90
P 0 A.
£23 90
£28.50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£39
£6
£6
£2
r0

00
80
75
00
A

ALL ABOVE CASH
PRICES INC. VAT
AND ARE CORRECT
AS AT 5.5.76.

5/6 HARRIS ARCADE, FRIAR STREET, READING, BERKS. Tel. (0734) 585463.
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IF YOU CAN'T BELIEVE WHAT
WE SAY ABOUT THIS,
HOWABOUT THE EDITORIALS?

Anyone trying to choose acassette
deck by reading advertisements has
our sympathy.

and if the facilities provided suit your needs
we recommend it highly as very good value
for money."

Even when at Trio we've done our
best to give you straight facts and
figures, we're sure you've been left
wondering.

So, what did they have to say about
"the facilities provided"?

What about unsolicited opinions
of the KX-710 Dolby cassette deck?
Well, how about this from "Cassettes
and Cartridges"?
"We are very impressed indeed with Inc
potential of the KX-710, which we believe
could establish itself as one of the outstanding
value-for-money machines in the cassette
market"
Pretty much echoed by "HiFi
Answers":
"We like the KX-710 very much indeed

Our Dolby Bnoise reduction system:
"achieved that distinctive standard of
reproduction so beloved of audio exhibition
demonstrators"
Our peak level indicator to warn
you if the recording level is too high:
owners of this were described as
"fortunate"
The DC servo motor with electronic
governor, for instance, which keeps wow
and flutter to 0.1% at the beginning
and end of atape and 0.12% in the
middle: "close to the best measurements we've
achieved"

In fact, HiFi Answers' whole article
was such that you're probably wondering
if there's any chance of an objective
point of view at all.
To which we can only reply:
If you can't believe what the editorials
say about the KX-710, how about hearing
it for yourself at your dealers'?
a%

11>

P Please send me details of the range
of Trio cassette decks.

—1

Name
Address

B. H Morris and Co. (Radio) Ltd., Tria House, The Hyde,
London NNV9 6JP. Tel. 01 205 6441.
Auents in Eire: Peat Wholesale Ltd. Dublin.
1

drawing by Colin Patrick

fragment of a murder ballad far
removed from the Newfoundland
song,
Wexford
City.
Topic
12TS285 can be unreservedly
recommended to lovers of the
English tradition [
A: 1].
Most of the singers on Green
Grow the Laurels are still
active; George Maynard of Copthorne,
Sussex
died
some
fourteen years ago. He was then
ninety,and onlya few years before
in 1956, he was recorded by Peter
Kennedy for the BBC. Topic
have now released a collection
of ' Traditional Songs of Sussex'
under the title Ye Subjects of
England (
Topic 12TS286) which
presents some of the best
of these. The bearded ' Pop'
Maynard was afamiliar figure at
marbles tournaments, and
I
recall seeing him on television
reports of the Tinsley Green
Good Friday contest. He was
happy before both mike and
camera, but his voice was
undoubtedly past its
prime.
Though he sounds rather wavering on many of these tracks there
is no denying the musicality of
his voice; he employed the
inflections
and
modulations
much loved by the best English
country
singers.
Recording
quality has some bearing: Jack
the Jolly Tar- 0, apparently recorded on location, comes over
clearly, though it is an inconsequential song. Maynard's
songs are largely from balladsheet and broadside sources,
though Ken Stubbs, who collected over sixty items from him
in his last years, notes that he
had an extensive music-hall
repertoire too. For the average
collector the subdued tone of the
songs may be disappointing, but
for the student the many rarelyrecorded items such as Locks
and Bolts or A Sailor in the North
Country will make the record an
important purchase. [
H: H/1].

IT'S always a pleasure to hear a
I record of traditional, unaccompanied English singers.
The sparse, economical performances of these singers,
whose jaunty ballads are uncluttered by instrumental embellishment,
have
a peculiarly
honest and engaging quality.
Green Grow the Laurels is a
welcome and varied collection,
mainly
drawn
from
singers
around Bampton, Sussex who
have been searched out by
Frank Purslow. Six of the songs
were recorded by Harry Upton,
now seventy-six and a cowman
son of aSouth Downs shepherd.
His
intrusive
aspirates
and
dropped ' h's, burred inflection
and careful enunciation of the
verses are the characteristics of
a local singer for whom the
words and themes are important.
Iam a Donkey driver is an odd
song which suggests a London
connection, while A Woman's

Work is Never Done smacks of
the music halls. The Rich Lady
Gay and A Single Life are
romantic pictures of successful
marriages, the latter with obvious
shipboard wish- fulfilment as its
source. Such songs were an
escape perhaps from the bloody
engagements of the ships of the
line, as described vividly in Jack
Goodban's '
The Shannon' Frigate,
a version of The Battle of the
Shannon
and
Chesapeake.
Coming from the village of
St
Margarets-at-Cliffe,
Kent,
Goodban is I believe, a previously unrecorded singer who
contributes a nice version of
the libidinous milkmaid, The
Aylesbury Girl. Among the other
singers special mention should
be made of Louise Fuller, whose
Hopping Down in Kent betrays
her East End origin, and the
remarkable gypsy septuagenarian Mary Ann Haynes whose
Wexford Town is an intriguing
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My favourite item sung by Pop
Maynard is Rolling in the Dew,
not only for its beautiful tune,
but for its gentle bawdry. Down
Among the Barley Straw is the
title of an anthology of songs
collected by the Reverend Sabine
Baring- Gould,
the
indefatigable student of Devon lore who
was squire of Lewtrenchard.
Cyril Tawney has combed the
Baring- Gould collection in the
Plymouth
Library where the
good person had ensured that
the texts that he could not
publish at the time ( but which
his informants cheerfully sang)
would survive. Trailer LER 2095
has the full,
unbowdlerised
lyrics, though they are not, as
Tawney observes, ' jock- strap
ditties for rugby hearties' but
expressed through conventional
country
symbolism.
Though
the title song has a simple
guitar accompaniment, for the
most part the songs are appropriately unaccompanied. They
have the slight intonation of the

II FM»
1ff IMF«
WOW
rNIffe
Paul Oliver
folk club rather than the moorland public house, but the timbre
of Tawney's voice and
his
evident sympathy with the songs
gives some of them an authentic
stamp. Particularly fine is his
version of The Squire and the
Fair Maid collected from J.
Hoskins of South Brent; it is
followed by afolksy The Hostess's
Daughter with sweet voice and
light guitar that destroys the
mood. The Bold Dragoon was
collected by Baring- Gould at the
Forest Inn, Huckaby Bridge, a
few miles from here as Iwrite;
this is the full version of the
excellent song which was
collected on a wild Dartmoor
night that gave the person a six
weeks attack of bronchitis. If
you can ignore the irritating
echoes of Elton Hayes every so
often, this is a useful set which
will be welcomed by those who
would have the full texts of these
lusty rural songs. [
A: 2]
Dave Burland is a ' brummienosed lad' with a passing facial
and vocal
resemblance to
Tawney;
his
Songs
and
Buttered
Haycocks
(
do
I
detect a sly Last Tango aside
here?) is mainly of traditional
songs.
Some of these have
limited circulation, like King
George Hunt which we are told is
local to Barnsley, and which
relates a hare coursing.
His
version of the familiar I am a
Rover comes from Yorkshire and
is dramatic performance with
accented guitar. Brave Wolfe has
a splendid tune, and the sad
battle theme is well handled in a
duet with an un -named singer.
Other songs on Rubber Records
RUB 012 are from Irish and
Scottish sources, or have been
written by current singers. Of
the former the traditional Banks
of the Bann with its haunting
tune, and Cruel Mother, obtained
from the Aberdeenshire singer
Lucy Stewart, are particularly
enjoyable. [
A: 2]
But now we're far away from
the old singers like George
Maynard and Harry Upton, and
their world of hedging and
ditching, poaching and pubbing,
and into the world of folk clubs
and professional tours.
The
material is often the same, but
the cultural gulf is wide. Good
music in both, so you pay's your
money and makes your choice.
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NAIM NAP 160

LINN LP 12

At last, it seems that the sound of music is beginning to override the sound of Hi-Fi. Food for thought perhaps,
but what we really mean is that so much equipment on the market delivers sounds that can only be described
as coloured or false.
Sounds that characterise a certain make i.e. " the so-and-so sound". Although these sounds are sometimes
acceptable and desirable for certain types of music or listener, when it comes to real music, a good speaker
should not add any character of its own. It must be completely neutral and transparent, giving an impression
of listening to music rather than hi-fi equipment.
The Dahlquist DO 10 Loudspeakers, used in connection with the Naim NAP 160 Amplifier, Linn Sondek LP12
Grace and Supex Turntable Arm/Cartridge combination, has at last been accepted as possibly the most musical
system currently available, and our own Nightingale NM1 again with Naim, Linn, Grace and Supex, offers superb
musical sounds at a reasonable price.
The Nightingale NM1's are on demonstration in our extensive showroom against many other leading makes,
so ' phone or call for an appointment to listen to real music.

Nightingale NMI
Acos. Accuphase. ADC . Aiwa. Akai. Ariston. B & W. Bic. Bose. Cambridge. Celef. Connoisseur. Dahlquist. Dayton- Wright. Dual
Denon . Empire. Era. E.S.S.. Fisher . Gale . Grace. J.B.L.. Linn-Sondek. Lux. Marantz. Mordaunt-Short. Micro. Monitor- Audio. N.A.D.
Naim . Neal . Nightingale . Nikko . Nakamichi . Omar . Ortofon . Photax . Pioneer. Phase- Linear . Quasar . Radford . Rogers . Revox
Sansui . Scott. S.M.C.. Sound- craftsman . Strathern . Studio- craft . J. E. Sugden . Supex . Teleton . Trio . Videotone. Yamaha. Etc.

Our new split level showroom is now open and demonstrations can be
arranged at most times 3 YEARS PARTS AND LABOUR GUARANTEE LATE
NIGHT DEMONSTRATIONS WEDNESDAYS 6-9 p.m.

JEFFRIES HI-FI
4 ALBERT PARADE, GREEN STREET, EASTBOURNE
Eastbourne 31336 ( STD code 0323)

NOISE KILLER!

Stop worrying
\about choosing
—11
1the right
7' cartridge.

Reduce those nasty pops, clicks and thuds caused by light switches, light
dimmers, drills, fridges, vacuum cl
and any mains appliances.
Free standing or wall mounting.
Full instructions and one year guarantee.
An investment for your to.on INC.
future listening pleasure
A'
" P& P
Buy direct from, or send 10p stamp for details
to:
*

There's an ADC high fidelity stereo
cartridge specifically designed for your type
of turntable. So post this coupon and we'll send you all
the finer details.

BRADLEY
ELECTRONIC ENTERPRISES
SUMMERHILL LODGE

To: BSR Ltd., Powke Lane, Cradley Heath, Warley,
West Midlands B64 5QH.
Please send me the ADC range leaflet and price list

SUMMERHILL, CHISELHURST
KENT BR7 5NY

Name:

Size: 86 x86 x56 mm approx.

NEW! REMOTE SPEAKER UNIT. VOL. CONTROLLED IN ANOTHER ROOM £5.50

Address:

HIGH QUALITY e
LOW DISTORTION
OSCILLATOR

AD

11,4
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The Professionals' choice.
Because any old diamond won't do.
um al
MMMMMMMM

An ideal instrument for testing hi-fi systems.
Designed by Mr. J. L. Linsley Hood
Kit price E14-1- Tax at 8%. Pe & Ins. £ 1410. Made and tested £ 18.
Specification— Frequency range: 10 Hz- I00 kH is 4steps.
Output: 10 mV— Ivolt in 3steps.
Sine- and Square-wave forms: Dist. below -02%.
Attenuator: Powered by 9V battery.
Other instruments: MILLIVOLTMETER, FREQUENCY METERS. 60 V IA REG
P.S.U., F.M. SIG GEN., DISTORTION ANALYSER. Also HI-FI AMP KITS
10-100 W. F.M. TUNERS.
SAE. for further information to:

TELERADIO

#

ELECTRONICS

325 FORE STREET, EDMONTON, LONDON N.9.
Telephone. 01-807 3719.

IT is a wonderful thing to be
I given a name like
Ward
Swingle. No doubt fate meant
him to be the purveyor of music
that swings without actually
being swing—in fact, the verb
ought to go into the English
language to replace our cumbersome
phrase ' jazzing
the
classics'; to swingle' meaning
just that. The original Swingle
Singers made an indelible mark
on the popular music scene.
Now Swingle II are equally
successful. Their latest album
simply called
Baroque ( CBS
69209, £1.99) hots up with the
now familiar wordless wizardry,
impeccable timing and joyful
musicality some of the more
popular pieces by Handel—
Arrival of the Queen of Sheba;
Hornpipe from The Water Music;
Largo; etc., and Bach—Air on the
G string, Jesu, joy of man's
desiring, etc., Whether it be
regarded as a painless entrée to
the classical world or just good
entertainment, the result actually manages to please all brows
to some extent. Ward Swingle's
arrangements are tasteful and
excellent and the recording is
faultless. [ A: 1] As we have not
handled any Swingle II material
before, Iwas prompted to look
back at their other albums.
Firstly, Madrigals ( CBS 80147,
£2.99) which takes a tastefully
swingling look at some ancient
material most ideally suited to
their art and not in need of too
much arrangement. Secondly,
Words and Music ( CBS 80554)
which included their best-selling
and irrepressible version of
Joplin's
The
Entertainer,
together with Maple Leaf rag and
such
unstoppably
popular
material
as
Amazing grace,
Where have all the flowers gone
and Bridge over troubled water. A
very fine album indeed. Thirdly,
Rags and All That Jazz ( CBS
80947) which not only swingles
but swings to an exuberant
degree. Five more Joplin items
together with three Mortons,
Beiderbecke and Waller—the
last represented by a really
joyous version of Alligator crawl.
It would be possible to view their
interpretations, either from the
jazz or the serious viewpoint as
bad taste—and no doubt some
so view them; but they are so full
of vitality and good musicianship
that it is more likely that they
usually outstep the musical
boundaries. A ragtime purist
myself, I thought the Joplin
pieces were beautifully handled
and in the right spirit.
It is not a great step to The
King's Singers—just that they,
being scholars of Cambridge
University, have proper regard
for the English language and like
to use it in full. They also
kingle rather than swingle, but
that is a fine point. Their latest
album The King's Singers
Collection ( One Up OU2118,
£1.99) is devoted to modern pop
classics of the deeper kind and,
in this form, they can be painHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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lessly absorbed and their tunes
admired by those, like myself,
who are just no longer teenagers.
Usual impeccable diction and
excellent recording. [ A : 1] My
personal choice of the month
must be Songs of Vienna
(World
Records"
SH284,
£1.80), re- issues of recordings
made by the great Erich Kunz
in the late 1940s and early 1950s.
One has only to listen to the
opening ' Wie
mein
Ahn'l
zwanzig Jahr' from Der Vogelhandler to know that here is
someone, like Tauber, who lived
and
breathed the Viennese
idiom. He offers operetta and
Viennese popular songs and a
voice of a beautifully rich yet
gentle quality. A lovely record.
[H : 1*] For very good, clear,
traditional versions of British
classics like Danny boy, Cherry
ripe, 0 no John and Early one
morning Istrongly recommend
Songs of the British Isles ( One
Up OU2110, £ 1.99) beautifully
sung by the Silver Ring Choir of
Bath. [ A: 1]

A number of high-class vocal
records have come along. It is
strange, as Chris Ellis points out,
that Elisabeth Welch should
never have made asolo LP in her
long singing career. The defect
has been well remedied in an LP
simply called ' Elisabeth Welch'
(World Records SH233, £1.80).
The songs chosen represent
highlights in her career or are
personal favourites, and she is
backed by a swinging group led
by Zack Lawrence. A fine album.
[A : 1] Ihadn't thought of Bette
Davis as a singer and having
heard ' Miss Bette Davis' ( EMI
EMA778, £3.25) Istill don't. Her
voice is unmusical and her pitch
insecure.
But she puts an
awful lot of great acting into her
interpretations and with many
songs connected with her films
and career, admirers of the great
Miss Davis will have agood time
with this record. [ A : 1] ' Noele
Gordon Sings' ( with studio
audience participation) ( Music
for Pleasure MFP50236, £1.25)
Ididn't enjoy very much. It is
more or less ablatant sort of pub
sing- song, and Miss Gordon has
not much artistry to offer; a sort
of Vera Lynn quality without the
something. 03 : 3]
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O over and over again during
the last few weeks, is yet another
NE album Ihave been playing

immaculate ECM production—
Dansere by the Jan Garbarek
Bobo Stenson Quartet on ECM
1075 [ A*: 1].
This
quartet
represents an emerging style of
European jazz. A number of
European musicians have developed a kind of chamber- jazz
which manages to come across
as carefully balanced, sensitively
presented,
bitter- cool
music.
The sounds are always clean . . .
never dirty, even when they're
down home. Yet there's akind of
passion there, once again not a
black, deprived, funky wail—
more a not-too- wild cultural
yelp. At this kind of well defined
playing, saxophonist Garbarek
is the master. His technique is
smooth; he makes harmonics
seem like a natural part of his
instrument's range, and he plays
with a tone that's neither warm
and inviting nor aloof and
standoffish. The rest of the
team, Stenson, piano, Palle
Danielsson,
bass
and
Jon
Christensen, drums all fit into
the impeccable style of the new
Nordic nuances. There's an old
showbiz saying about leaving the
audiences wanting more—well
this band seems to do it on
record, throughout the record.
There's a hypnotic, psychologically
unresolved
quality
about their music which compels
you to listen and listen again.
Flora Purim of course is
another kettle of fish; fresh out
of jail after a coke bust, she
comes out soaring with Open
Your Eyes You Can Fly on
Milestone M 9065. [ A: 2] Flora's
music is now impossible to
categorise, especially on this
album of intermeshed jazz, funk
and Brazilian influences. Among
the backup musicians are a few
faces like her husband, Airto
Moreira, and George Duke, Leon
Chancier,
and
Alphonso
Johnson. It's a rewarding mix,
and there's a lot going on—with
something else to listen out for
every time you listen to the
record.
This joyous album,
celebrating Flora's freedom from
imprisonment, deserves a lot
more attention than it's been
getting. If you need cheering
up—go out and buy this happy
album.
Joe
Henderson's
Black
Miracle is something less than
the title would suggest, but
on
nevertheless this album
Milestone M 9066 [ A: 2] is worth
checking out. Overall, the sound
is very similar to the more recent
Sonny Rollins albums, right
down to Henderson's own tenor
playing.
Unfortunately
it's
another jazz-funk studio job
with the usual team of sessioneers like George Duke, again,
Ron Carter and Harvey Mason.
But don't be put off by that, for
it's a lot more exciting and
interesting than most of this
genre. The only drag is that the
record leaves you feeling that

Ken Hyder
Joe Henderson could, and perhaps should be doing something more stimulating than
intelligent dance music.
You get exactly the same
impression listening to Eddie
Harris's That is Why You're
Overweight Atlantic K 50259
[A: 2/3], except that Harris has
gone much further into the
commercial aspects of plastic
funk. There's the electric sax
bit, the coocheecoo vocals, and
the
string
section
scene.
Today's studio sophistication
has detracted from dozens of
performers' musical direction
and integrity. Harris has suffered perhaps more than most.
Still, maybe he makes afew bob
out of it.
Comedy in music, as opposed
to musical comedy is difficult to
bring off. Usually it's either
musical, but not funny, or funny
but unmusical. Several musicians are able to play serious free
form music and be hilariously
funny at the same time, and Loi
Coxhill is one. Fleas in Custard
is on reflection, perhaps alogical
title for Lol's new disc on
Caroline C1515. Many people
copping an earful of Lois
soprano saxophone, or recorded
discourse, may form the impression that here is another in
along line of English eccentrics.
In fact, he's quite sane, and so is
his music.
just alittle unusual
perhaps. If you have an adventurous ear you'll love
it
[B: 1/2].
Here we are in the midseventies and Count Basie has
still got his own touch for swing
which is often imitated, but
never matched. You've heard
dozens of British big bands try
to make it— but it never comes
off like the real thing.
On
Basie Big Band Pablo 2310 756
[A/B: 1] there's a whole batch
of originals which are fresh, but
still straight out of the Basie
mould. The current band has fire,
swing, emotion and melody—
you want a higher recommendation ? A collection of Scandinavian talent trying, but not
always
succeeding,
can
be
found
on
Jazz
Fran
Det
Svenska
70-Talet
Caprice
RIKS DLP2. A varied double
set with a few moments [ A/B:
2/3].
Leading on the re-release
stakes this year, are Impulse
Records which as you know,
have a catalogue of monstrous
talent. The following record is
worth getting hold of, being very
definitely in the classic variety.
Africa/Brass by the John Coltrane Quartet, Stereo A-6, hints
at the power to come from that
heavy team later in the sixties
[B: 1].
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NICHOLAS HI-FI
AT 13 CAMDEN
HIGH St.
TEL: 388-7451-56
NW1.
>THE ANTI-INFLATION SHOP
y
The ultimate in Hi Fi shops has now been opened right opposite Mornington
Crescent Tube Station. This shop has been designed for those who do not like
the type of things' happening on Tottenham Court Road.
Our advice is free — as is our coffee, our tea and our beautiful armchairs. There
are no ' salesmen' on our premises, rather we have keen devotees who would talk
Hi -Fi until sleep drops into their eyes.

YAMAHA
CR1000
SUPER CLASS
RECEIVER

JVC
JAS 8
ONE OF THE
VERY BEST
60 • 60 WRMS
AMPLIFIERS

PHASE
LINEAR
400 B ,<
4000 PRE
AMP
FOR THE
LUCKY ONES

BEST BRITISH
AT ITS PRICE

RE VOX
A700
WHAT A
CLASSIC!

AIWA 5080
THE ROLLS-ROYCE OF
MUSIC CENTRES. A JOY
TO USE AND TO OWN,
A PLEASURE TO
LISTEN TO

MONITOR
AUDIO
MA3MK II

JBL
THE NEW
L166

SUGDEN
P51 C51

THE

CLASSICAL
JBL

F RADFORD
I
VALVE
I AMPLIFIER

THE MOST
OUTSTANDING
BRITISH
SPEAKER

_

BOSE

FONS • SME

•V15

301
or
501

TRADE UP

III OR SUPEX OR
STANTON

TO SOMETHING
BETTER

JOLLY GOOD!

CERWIN VEGA 15T
SPEAKERS
INCREDIBLE! FOR
SERIOUS ROCK THIS IS
WHERE TO LOOK
FIRST. WE HAVE THEM
ON DEM.

NOT FOR SALE)
OLD
SENTIMENTS
REVIVED COME
FOR A LISTEN

QUAD 405

PHASE LINEAR
2000 PREAMP

THIS IS THE ONLY ITEM
WE SELL AT RRP. BUT
WE DON'T KEEP OUR
CUSTOMERS WAITING
FOR EVER

WE ARE THE ONLY
SHOP IN BRITAIN
HOLDING THESE IN
STOCK

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL OFFERS
HARMAN KARDON
630 930 HK1000
VERY VERY CHEAP

AR RECEIVER
60 - 60 WRMS
SUPER SENSITIVE
TUNER

THORENS

REVOX A700
2 ONLY AT LESS
CHEAP
THAN £800 each

JVC 5505L
RECEIVER USUALLY
OVER £140 NOW ONLY

£70

PRO- GEAR FOR ONLY £205

UHER C6360
AT CLOSE TO TRADE PRICE

DORKODER 8140 £ 400
7100 £ 230 ( one of each)

LUX 800 & 600
RECEIVERS AT CLOSE
TO TRADE PRICE

I

160C
VERY

3kinSV31d HIIM 1:13C11:10 lIVIN

EXPORT TO EUROPE OUR SPECIALITY

THIS MONTH'S STAR ITEMS

OUR PRICES
ON NORMAL
STOCK HAVE
GONE RIDICULOUS
NIKKO
5050, 7070
8080 ETC.
AT 25°

OFF LIST

YAMAHA NS
( 8 speakers only) £ 150 PAIR

OTHER THINGS WE DO: WE take photograph,c equipment npart- exchange WE accept exIstIng decent HI-Flfrom customers mshIng to go up
h,gher sun WE buy top grade 1-1,-F, for cash WE parficularly Ilke to know our customers and to give the best servIce we possIbly can WE wIl
obtam any equIpment for you and to thIs end we are always adchng to our range of products WE are very nIce people to deal wIthl Our sales
personnel are keen and enthuslastIc WE otter H P — Instant Credrt for terns of f210 and under Contract Hlre and LeasIng to studos WE also
take ACCESS and Barclaycard although
WE HAVE BEEN KNOWN TO SETTLE FOR CASH"

THIS IS REALLY WHERE TO BUY YOUR
AMCRON, AIWA, ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, ARMSTRONG, ACCUPHASE, AKAI, BIC, B&W,
BOSE, CERWIN-VEGA, CELESTION, CAMBRIDGE, DENON, DOKORDER, DUAL, ESS, FONS,
GRUNDIG, GALE, LUX, HARMAN KARDON, HITACHI, IMF, JBL, MARANTZ, NAKAMICHI,
NAD, NIKKO, MICRO, SANSUI, S.M.E., QUAD, SUGDEN, REVOX, ROTEL, TEAC, MONITOR
AUDIO, MIRSCH, LEAK, PHASE LINEAR, J.V.C., THORENS, TRIO, TRANSCRIPTOR,
YAMAHA;
plus all the accessories you may need.
Have aLaugh:- What's the difference between Nicholas Hi Fi and Nell Gwynne?
Nothing at all really - they both have very large "outputs",
and Nick always keeps abreast — of the times.

o

EQUIPMENT
IREVIEW'
No part of any
HFN/RR review may be
reproduced without
the Editor's written
permission

Audio Reflex
Gordon J. King
AGS 150 Receiver
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
Power: 50 t50 W 8ohms. Harmonic distortion: 0.25% at 35 W; 0.4% at 50 W both at 1kHz.
Power bandwidth: 30 Hz-50 kHz. Frequency response: 20 Hz-20 kHz + 1dB. Loudness:
8 dB 50 Hz. Inputs: aux. 150 mV; tape 150 mV; disc 2.6 mV; mie 4 mV; tape mon. 280 mV.
Reverb. time: 2.6 sec. at 1kHz.
Radio section— Range: 87.3-108.8 MHz FM; 530-1650 kHz AM. Sensitivity: 1.9 uV FM ( IHF
usable); 2511V for 20 dB S/N AM. Harmonic distortion FM:
0.4% ( ni):
( s) at 400 Hz
(modulation level not given). Image rejection:
50 dB FM:
54 dB AM. FM capture ratio: 22 dB.
IF rejection AM at 1 MHz:
45 dB. Price: £249.95. Distributor UK: Bryterlite Limited,
39 43 Robertson Street, Glasgow G2 8H N.

head office of AGS Electronics Limited,
THE
the designers of the Audio Reflex range of
equipment, is in Montreal, Canada; but the
Company also has offices in Japan and America,
with recent connections in Europe and the UK,
Bryterlite of Glasgow having been appointed
sole importers and distributors for the UK.
The AGS150 receiver is the first of the range
to be launched in the UK; but subsequent
importations are, we are told, to include
another receiver ( AGS80), cassette decks, turntables and a composite system comprising a
50 W receiver with cassette input and directional treble loudspeakers.
The AGS150
receiver submitted for this review was made in
Japan.
It is a notably well-equipped receiver of
useful power yield, and our measurements and
assessment have shown that it easily meets
its specification. It is somewhat larger ( longer)
than hi-fi receivers of similar power, so the
available space for accommodation should be
taken into account when contemplating its
purchase.
With its horizontally disposed flywheel
tuning control and script-like printing on the
fascia it has a mild resemblance to Marantz
equipment. It is very good looking; but 1
would have preferred ordinary print, rather
than script, on the tuning scales.
Two meters are located at the left-hand side
of the tuning scales, one giving an indication of
signal strength ( but of too limited dynamic
range—see the meter curve on the FM plots)
and the other being centre-zero to signify the
correct FM tuning point. This correlates
reasonably well with the tuning point for the
best S/N ratio, the least second-harmonic distortion and maximum stereo separation; but
since there are mild deviations the tuning was
optimised on the parameter being measured
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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rather than in terms of centre-reading on the
tuning meter. There is switchable automatic
frequency correction (AFC); but some frequency drift was noted during the measurements, even with the AFC switched on. This,
however, could have been a sample shortcoming, since at one stage of the measurements
the tuning shifted quite significantly when the
receiver was subjected to vibration.
Well engineered switches select the various
facilities, such as filters, loudness, AFC, etc.
These are easy-operating and 'clickless'. The
rotary switches for source, speakers, etc. and
the controls for volume, balance and so forth
are equally as desirably engineered and feel
good when turned. The tuning control also
AGS150 AUDIO REFLEX RECEIVER

operated smoothly; but it was possible to
encourage a trace of overshoot, though this
would possibly not be noticed under practical
operating conditions.
Front jack sockets are available for astereo
headphone set and a microphone, and for the
latter there is afront panel gain control, which
permits mic mixing' on to another signal
source. The source selected— FM, pickup or
tape— is shown by an indicator light at the
right-hand side of the scales; but one of these
was defunct on the test sample.
Facilities are available for main and remote
pairs of loudspeakers with appropriate switching and easy-to- use spring-loaded rear connectors. All loudspeakers can be switched off for
headphone listening and a further position on
the loudspeaker switch, labelled ' 4D' ( which
in the handbook is said to be aregistered trade
mark of AGS!), provides, from an additional
two pairs of rear spring connectors, drive for
left and right back loudspeakers—a la Hafler
style.
A very unusual feature of the receiver is
inbuilt reverberation. Each channel is equipped
with a transducer type, spring-operated reverb
unit with the adjustment of each one set for a
reverb time around 2.6 sec. at IkHz. The
intensity of the reverb is adjustable by a front
panel control from zero ( no reverb) to a
maximum reverb gain, the control (as with the
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Your

Dealer
LONDON

Your

AREA

Dealer

CAMBRIDGESHIRE

CROYDON'S
TAPE RECORDER & HI-FI CENTRE
All leading makes in stock, 1-11Fi equipment,
cabinets, etc.

SPALDING ELECTRICAL LTD.,
352/354, Lower Addiscornbe Road,
CROYDON. CRO 7AF
Phone: 01-654. 1231 & 2040

Your

CHESHIRE ( continued)

FOR ALL YOUR HI-FI
REQUIREMENTS
i

ffollgzezl 1118111

Charlesvvorths
HI—FI CENTRES
112 FOREGATE STREET • CHESTER • TEL. 25075
AND 14 HIGHTOWN • CREWE • TEL. 56344

I & 2 PEAS HILL
CAMBRIDGE

Dealer

Tel: 54237

Also at SOUTHAMPTON

For all your Hi -Fi requirements
*Demonstration facilities * After sales service
* Easy parking

CHESHIRE

_LONDON S.E.9& KENT_
APPOINTED MAIN AGENTS
BANG & OLUFSEN — SONY —
DYNATRON—KEF—TRIO—ETC.
LARGE RECORD & CASSETTE DEPT.

HERMLYN 111-F1850-9548
230-232 ELTHAM HIGH ST., S.E.9.
AND AT

64 HIGH ST., ORPINGTON 66-33101

SONY

TECHNICS . IOWA

PIONEER . NATIONAL. A.R.
HITACHI . TOSHIBA . ETC.
*

Full range audio, hi-fi, TV equipment at competitive prices

*

Most models on demonstration

*

Personal service

*

Personal export and h.p. arranged

*

Full guarantee
service.

and

after

sales

EALING TV
and HI-FI LTD.

,lik‘ BANG Et
)OLUFSEN
SONY
QUAD
B+W
KOSS
S.M.E.
SHURE
Comparator
Demonstrations

RelaWision

WARRINGTON
ST. HELENS
57 Bridge Street ( Merseyside)
Warrington
18 Westfield Street,
Tel:109251 30444
St. Helens Tel: 34141

Paddocks, Popes Lane,

Ealing,

London

HALE, CHESHIRE

01-579 3718

PERSONAL SERVICE ALWAYS

01-567 8703

Established 1910

H. L. SMITH
8L CO. LTD.

SANG & OLUFSEN

TEL

0AI-92S-7665

Comprehensive stock of equipment
at competitive prices

BEDFORDSHIRE
.ta

(
ledlord"413,
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• TAN MORO. ( IINIE
• NEVICING 41. [ AMU,
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hi'd

Tel.: Wilmslow 24766.

CHESHIRE SK9 ILW Closed Wednesday.
For personal attention phone Wilmslow 22112
and ask for Mr. Bird.
Car Parking.
._
.

.

• COMPAIIAI001 DIMONSTRAIIONS
t'

4

LIMITED

Tel: 34923

Derbyshire's Leading Hi Fi Centre

135 Sheffield Road. ( A6I) Chesterfield
Besides providing the world's finest equipment,
we also demonstrate, install and service the equipment and give a two year guarantee or a cash
discount.

CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY

84 CORNWALL ST.

Tel: 63319

Offer more than o selection—A SERVICE

DION
r
fiL 75048

WegI Nob & Roe

[

• lIAPNO MANES
• COMP/TITAN PRICES

MICRON AUDIO

164 SIdwell Street, E
Part
exchange.
Comparator
demonstrations. Home dems. and
.!
installation service. Private afterhours dems. and consultancy. Up
.`•... ''
to 5 years guarantee. 4 Channel.
'Studio One' where only the best is available. Choose from Bang a Olufsen, Sony,
Technics, J.V.C., Quad, Maranta, K.E.F.,
A.R., Sonab, Armstrong, Harman Kardon
and most better makes.

GREEN LANE
' WILMSLOW

.

DERBYSHIRE

k

the hi-fi centre

• PERSONAE ATTENTION

Wilmslow 16213

0

National Panasonic and Technics

e

5 Swan Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire

ALBERT E. FORD LTD.

S
IC hi SE6aNd
I62- 64 AS
▪ HLEY ROAD
HALE VILLAGE, CHESHIRE

287-9 Edgware Road
London W2 1BE
Tel: 01-723 5891

HI-FI AND UNIT AUDIO
Tandberg, Dual, Goodmans, Wharfedale, Trio, Pioneer,
Kef, B & W, Richard Allan, Akai, Armstrong and Rotel.

HI- Fl IN PLYMOUTH

SONY
EXTENSIVE CLASSICAL RECORD SECTION

WS 4PA

SWIFT
OF
WILMSLOW

DEVONSHIRE

STOCKISTS FOR ALL LEADING MANES OF
QUALITY 111-F1 EQUIPMENT
4 The

>).

CONCERNED EXCLUSIVELY WITH STEREO HIGH FIDELITY
EQUIPMENT FOR DISCRIMINATING MUSIC LOVERS

THE SOUTH WEST

Tom Molland Ltd.

Invite you to visit their well-equipped
Demonstration Theatre and compare all
the leading makes of HiFi and Tape
Equipment at
110 CORNWALL STREET, PLYMOUTH
Telephone 69285
Immediate delivery to ALL Areas
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Fig 1 Transient oscillogram on 5iisec/div sweep,
Top rise-time into 8ohms resistive. Bottom
settling- time into 8ohms/1 JF ( see test results).
Fig 2 Distortion factor oscilogram at 10+10 W
8ohms with distortion measuring channel
normalised to 60 dB ( 1,000 times voltage gain) with
ref. direct signal. Top 1kHz. Bottom 20 kHz.
Fig 3 Composite frequency/amplitude sweep
oscillogram, showing all tone controls at full
boost and full cut, loudness at — 39 dB and ow
and high filters. Scale Hz x10 and 5dB/div.
Fig 4 Departure from RIAA (curve is just visible
on top line) and stereo separation at same input
(bottom curve). Scale Hz x10 and 10 dB/div.

are of relatively slow roll-off rate, but the loudness filter does give boost at treble as well as
bass. It might be of interest to know that this
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,
others) being number `calibrated'. Although
probably of interest to some enthusiasts, possibly those keen on tape recording ' sound
effects', we were unable to correlate this feature
with the requirements for hi-fi, and we can only
regard it as agimmick. That in the test sample
was not particularly effective, and when it was
evoked to operate with maximum impact the
effect was rather like that obtained by jarring a
piano ( to get the strings to ' ring'). Happily it
can be completely muted merely by turning
down the control, and this is how we eventually
operated the receiver in the listening room.
Of infinitely more value, however, are five
slider-type tone controls, with the centre
`neutral' setting of each one clearly indicated
by red light. These controls appear to be less
well engineered than the rotary controls and
switches, and exhibit a degree of side slack.
Each control yields approximately 10 dB of
lift and cut at the frequency indicated at control centre, the centre frequencies being 80,
300, 1k, 3k and 10 k ( Hz), while the range of
operation of each one is shown by frequency
markings at each side of each control, which is
a trifle confusing. The accompanying composite frequency/amplitude sweep oscillogram shows the centre-frequency of each control and, of course, the range, at full boost and
full cut in each case. The oscillogram also
reveals the response characteristics of the low
and high filters and the loudness control with
the volume control set at — 30 dB. The filters
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oscillogram integrates no fewer than thirteen
separate response exposures!
Programme signal sources and tape recording are accommodated by rear ' phono' type
sockets, with no DIN duplication for a tape
machine. Screw terminals are available for
FM aerial ( 300 ohms balanced and 75 ohms
unbalanced) and external AM aerial and earth.
There is a hinge-down ferrite rod aerial for the
MW AM band and a flying lead from an internal FM ' aerials which would be suitable
only in high signal field areas and where multipath reception is not troublesome.
The mains is connected via three-core cable
with the receiver being earthable through the
third lead from the mains plug. The cables are
correctly colour-coded and, prudently, the
instructions stipulate that the receiver must be
correctly earthed. An earthing terminal is also
provided at the rear for the record deck.
The MW AM band was not measured extensively, though tests were made of its perforn -.ance off-air, the results being satisfactory. To
help with the ferrite rod reception of this
medium, however, the ferrite rod should really
be movable. The receiver is rather large to turn
about!
The FM front-end incorporates only two
variable-tuned circuits between aerial and mixer
(a third being used for the local oscillator),
which puts a limiting value on the selectivity
figure of merit. The RF stages utilise a dualgate field effect transistor ( proclaimed as a
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Your Ili-Fi Dealer
DEVONSHIRE ( continued)

IN PLYMOUTH
and serving the south-west
Quality equipment, comparator demonstrations, deliveries, guarantees, service
AND discounts. Credit too if required, of
course, at the largest hi-fi showrooms in
the South-West.
PETER RUSSELL'S HI- Fl ATTIC
58 New George Street, Plymouth
Tel: 69511 (
over Brook St. Bureau)

Your

Dealer

HAMPSHIRE

Your IiiFi Dealer

(
continued)

FORRESTER'S

NATIONAL RADIO

LANCASHIRE

BOLTON

(
continued)

Specialists in
High Fidelity Sound

SUPPLIES LTD.

70-72 HOLDENHURST ROAD
BOURNEMOUTH
HANTS

us=mog

203 St. George's Road

Largest hi-fi and radio component
store in the south
Tel: 25232

Phone 23093

BOLTON

DORSET

QUALITY HI-FI
OF POOLE

The Specialist Hi -Fi Equipment Shop
Personal Attention - Demonstrations
Hi -Fi Servicing - Part Exchanges
Leading Makes Stocked
55 NORTH ROAD, POOLE
Tel.: Parkstone 742706

• Comparator demonstrations
• Open Thursday until 8 pm
II Approved agents: Aiwa, AR, Armstrong, B & W,
Celestion UL, Harman Kardon, IMF, JMR, KEF,
Linn-Sondek, Marantz, NAD, Pioneer, QED,
Quad, S.M.C., Spendor, Sonab, Sony, Stanton,
J. E. Sugden, Teac, Technics, Trio, Yamaha and
others.

Hampshire Audio Ltd

SUPPLIES

Telephone: 01-508 2715

BROOKLYN PARADE,
309 HIGH ROAD,
LOUGHTON, ESSEX

AFTER SALES SERVICE

SERVICE in ESSEX
I

Agents for:
BANG & OLUFSEN

eSONY • TECHNICS
e MONITOR AUDIO

e KOSS
• NATIONAL PANASONIC
TANDBERG 0 PHILIPS VIDEO eSHAFTESBURY •AIWA
SANSUI
PIONEER

Home Demonstrations with pleasure.
Full range of Records and Tapes.

Uelleys Ladío

I
CHELMSFORD
BRENTWOOD
ROMFORD

SOUTHEND
LEIGH

HADLEIGH

BASILDON

G HIGH STREET.
Telephone: 215519
16-10 NEW LONDON RD.
Telephone 66764

8-9 SWAN WALK.
Telephone 41808
92 HIGH STREET.
Telephone 63991
1725 LONDON ROAD.
Telephone 78258
265 LONDON ROAD.
Telephone 556815
82 TOWN SQUARE.
Telephone 21638

FOR ALL YOUR
REQUIREMENTS

For qualified advice and guidance, and
professional after- sales service consult
the specialists:

D. E. HADAWAY & SON LIMITED

95 & 97-WATLING ST GILLINGHAM
MEDWAY 50058
JOHN HADAWAY. T. ENGICEIL FSERT, MAES_

KENT
TERRY BURKE (AUDIO) LTD.
64 Wincheap

Canterbury

Tel: 69848

THE VERY BEST IN SOUND AND PERSONAL
SERVICE GO TOGETHER
SPENDOR. CELEF. KEF. MONITOR AUDIO.
AR. AIWA. TEAC. S.M.E. LUX. SUGDEN. QUAD.
CAMBRIDGE. N.A.D. LINN. MICRO. CONNOISSEUR. ARISTON. N.E.A.L. REVOX.
Comparator demonstrations by appointment

CANTERBURY
LANCASHIRE

AUDIO CORNER
117 Portland Street, Southport
Merseyside PR8 661Z.
Telephone: 0704-37332.
Stockist for: Armstrong, B & W, Spendor, Quad,
N.E.A.L., Sugden, Radford, Gale, Omal, Soundcraftsman, Tandberg, Trio, Harrison S200, Marantz,
Monitor Audio, Richard Allan, B & N Radford
Monitors, S.M.C., Toshiba, Ferrograph, Revox,
Bose, Fons CQ30, Fisher, Leak, Teleton, Transcriptors. Barclaycards, Access, H.P., etc. Late
night: Friday to 7.30. Parking available at all times.

ELECTRA CENTRE
STREET

SOUTHAMPTON Tel: 28547
Also at CAMBRIDGE
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Stockists of:
Harman
Kardon, IMF, JBL,
Quad, Sugden, Dual, JVC, Hirsch, Rotel,
Monitor Audio, Aiwa, Bose, Studiocraft,
Marantz, Linn Sondek, KLH, and many more.
118 Buttermarket Street, Warrington
Telephone: Warrington 32981
Late night Fridays 9 p.m.
Open Sunday 2-5 p.m.
Closed all day Mondays and Thursdays
After hours Telephone: Warrington 67955
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M62— COME OF IT—
Junction I7— drive Il miles towards
Prestwich, Salford & Manchester
YOU'RE THERE AT

SOUND SERVICE
26 BURY NEW RD., SEDGLEY PARK

PRESTWICH M25 8LD
Tel: 061-773 9916
PARK ( easily)
round the corner in Richmond Avenue
FOR BEST VALUE IN NEW AND
PART EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT
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NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

PETERBOROUGH

Tel: 5644

CAMPKINS
All modern hi-fi equipment in stock

18 HEREWARD CENTRE
LARGEST LOCAL STOCKISTS
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

For Quality Hi -Fi in PRESTON.

gollggFollei AUDIO
BARGATE

BOLTON

HI FI SYSTEMS

CONFUSED?

HAMPSHIRE

12

156, BRADSHAWGATE.
Telephone: 26639.

KENT

(Long liton) CO. LTD.

HI-FI
SHOWROOM

Açents for:— Aiwa* Alpha * Celestion * Richard
Allan * Cambridge * Fons * Linn Sondek *
Harman Kardon * Quad * Revox * Pioneer *
Rotel * Sansui * JBL * Altec * LNB.

8 & 12 Hursley Road Chandlers Ford Tel: 2827 or 5232

ESSEX

SOUND

REALSOUND

(Members High Fidelity Dealers Association)

Comparator Demonstrations of most
leading makes B. & O., Sony, Trio,
Quad, etc.
8 Victoria Buildings, Fishergate
Preston. Tel: 55603 and 58 Lancaster
Rd. Preston. Tel: 58488

Mansfield

SYD. BOOTH,

Tel: 26315

QUEEN ST

•
Comparator Demonstrations of all
Leading Makes
Home Demonstrations — Day or
Evenings by Appointment
H.F.D.A. members

Service Always

AUDIO REFLEX AGS150 RECEIVER
Conditions of measurements (
unless otherwise stated): mains input 240 V 50 Hz; output loads 8ohms resistive; noise weighting CCIR; primary test frequency
(FM) 95 MHz; FM signal from 72-ohm source and measured PD across aerial terminals; FM deviation 75 kHz; FM section measured at 2W and with volume
control at - 20 dB.
COMMENT
PERFORMANCE
FM Section
Worst over Band II.
3t.s.V
IHF sensitivity
..

121.1.V ( m); 45zV ( s)

Very acceptable. Also see FM curves.

Ultimate S/N ..

66 dB ( m); 66 dB ( s)

Very acceptable ( measured MPX filter on).

50 dB S/N

52 dB

Front-end third-order IM

<2 dB

Capture ratio ..

Quite fair.
Better than spec.

Repeat spot suppression ..

74 dB

Not brilliant.

Front-end selectivity (fom)

44 dB

Fair.

IHF selectivity
alternate channel ..
adjacent channel ..

55 dB
8dB

Good }( average values).
Fairly normal

AM rejection ratio ..

51 dB

100% FM and 30% AM 1mV aerial input. Good.

Stereo separation at 1kHz

37 dB

Also see FM stereo separation curve. Acceptable.

(m) 0.12% (0.06%); ( s) 1% (0.36%)
(m) 0.2% (0.04%); ( 0) 0.22% (043%)
(m) 0.06% (
0.02%); ( s) 0.08% (0oe%)

Measurements made with tuning for least secondharmonic distortion in mono and stereo modes.
Very good results.

Harm. dist. at 100% mod and ( 30°/.. mod)
100 Hz ..
1kHz ..
4kHz ..

..

Frequency response

-2dB (20 Hz); - 0.5 dB ( 15 kHz)
.. - 30 dB (- 34 dB)

Response at 19 kHz and (38 kHz)

101.1.V

Muting threshold ..

Also see FM frequency response curve.
Response approx. - 46 dB at 20 kHz.
Stereo decoder switches at approx. 12 p.V ( pd).

Audio Section
55+55 W

Power at 1kHz to clipping

40 Hz-35 kHz

Freq. range for 50+50 W ref. clipping

100

Damping factor

10 Hz-100 kHz

Frequency response at 1W (- 3dB)

3.5

Rise-time (small-signal) ..

sec.

Settling-time

25 p.sec.

Slevving-rate

7V/Fxsec.

Input sensitivities
all within 1dB of spec.

Measured into 8-ohm loads, both ch. driven.
Ref. 2W, 40 Hz and 8ohms.
Unnecessarily high.
Too small.
Not bad ( into 8ohms//1 le) see oscillogram.
Fairly swift.
Spec. met.

S/N ratios
pickup

70 dB
66 dB
83 dB

others ( high-level) ..

64 mV

Mag. PU overload thresh 1kHz

1.2 mV

Hum and noise (volume zero)

58 dB

Stereo separation at 1kHz
Distortion factor at 10+10 W 8oh ms
20 Hz ( includes ripple) ..
1kHz ..
20 kHz.. ..
Intermodulation distortion analysis
rated power..
100 mW

All ref. 50 W and CCIR noise weighting.
Not too good.
Across 8ohms. Quite good.
At PU. Very good. See sweep oscillogram.

0.14%
0.02%
0455%

See oscillogram for peak values ( ref. 60 dB gain in
measuring channel) and nature of distortion.
Good values.

0.1%

Second-order and third-order products taken into
account. Second order higher than third-order
at rated power. Opposite at 100 mW.

011%

See composite sweep oscillogram.

Tone controls, loudness and filters

feature on the front panel!), which results in a
fairly reasonable intermodulation performance.
The IF channel makes use of LC coupling
(bandpass pairs) and ceramic filters, the net
result being agood alternate channel selectivity
with minimal asymmetry. Bearing in mind the
relatively simple front-end design, the overall
performance of the receiver is quite respectable,
being suitable for long-distance trials as well
as for local reception conditions.
The power amplifiers are fully complementary with capacitor-couplings to the loudspeakers, the feedback being taken after the
capacitors, which is a good design point and
one which is partly responsible for the high
damping factor.
The only criticism is concerned with the
unnecessarily wide HF bandwidth and the
resulting diminutive rise-time. I would be
much happier with a — 3dB response to 35 kHz
or thereabouts- 100 kHz is crazy! The transient performance is shown by an accompanyHIFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ing oscillogram under two conditions of loading
—resistive and reactive, the latter exhibiting a
fair ' ring'.
The amplifier section has a remarkably low
mid-frequency distortion factor with hardly
any crossover effects. That at 20 kHz is somewhat higher, but still acceptable, the nature of
the distortion at 1kHz and 20 kHz being
shown by the distortion factor oscillogram. It
is worth noting that the gain in the distortion
measuring channel was normalised to 60 dB
(1,000 times voltage gain) ref. the direct signal.
FM distortion, too, was low, it being better
than implied by the manufacturer's specification. The same applies to audio intermodulation distortion (see test results); and
overall the receiver can be regarded as having
avery satisfactory distortion performance over
the entire dynamic range.
Departure from RIAA and the stereo separation ref. RIAA recording filtering are shown
on a sweep oscillogram scaled to Hz x10 and

10 dB/div ( the latter scaling to accommodate
the 58 dB of separation at 1kHz).
The receiver performed extremely well in the
listening room and was tried with several pairs
of loudspeakers. The power is adequate for
the average to larger-than-average room when
driving into loudspeakers of around 0.27%
efficiency. Distant FM stations were reasonably well received, but some failed to produce
sufficient signal strength to operate the stereo
decoder. A slightly lower switching threshold
could possibly be employed with the multiplex
filter switched on without background noise
detracting too much from the quality.
A good and interesting receiver of many
features, though the reverb may not be regarded as hi-fi by all enthusiasts. It is neatly
laid out internally and well engineered, and the
five tone controls (akin to the SCA of Eagle
and the SEA of JVC) can be of useful subjective value. Undoubtedly good value for
money. •
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OXFORDSHIRE

Dealer
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CO. DURHAM

Dealer

SUSSEX ( Continued)

HENLEY-ON-THAMES

G. O. MOORHEN
HIGH

THE NORTHS ORIGINAL HI-FI
SPECIALISTS

FIDELITY SPECIALIST

190 READING ROAD, HENLEY.

Tel. 4163

Appointed Agent for

Bang&Olufsen,Revox,Tandberg,Sony,Teac.
Garrard, K.E.F., Leak, Lowther, Quad, Shure, Spendor,
Thorens, Wharfedale etc.

STEREO SOUND STUD1
AND
RED RADIO SHOP
11 OLIVE ST. off PARK LANE,
SUNDERLAND 72687.

Closed Ip.m. Saturdays.

Complete Audio Systems Ltd

Appointed main agents for—

WITNEY AUDIO
29 Corn Street, Witney, Oxon OX8 7DB
Tel. ( 0993) 2414
• lowest (
Imo prices

SONY
SONY • demonstrations
expert servicing
SONY : credit cards or hp
part exchange
SONY e

Spendor,
Revox,

Bose,
Sonab,

J.B.L.

Denon,

Harman

Kardon,

Trio, Teac, A.R. Hitachi Gold Seal,
Omal,

Nikko,

Sugden,

etc.,

etc.

Demonstrations with pleasure
Superb after sales service

We are the leading specialists for Hi- Fi in
the South East offering expert service and
personal attention, something which is
generally lacking these days. All leading
makes are on compantor demonstration in
our large, friendly showroom, while hire
purchase and exchange facilities are
always available.

32 Grove Rd EASTBOURNE Tel ( 0323)27362
36 High St ROTTINGDEAN. Tel ( 0273)31082

SHROPSHIRE
WARWICKSHIRE

Seve r,"

Sophisticated comparator
demonstrations of all
leading brands of Hl- Fi
‘Yek,
equipment at competitive
prices. Lux-SugdenO
Marantz-Teal-PioneerSpendor-Rogers.
ALIST
uND
sPEOI
SO
SYSTEM S

• Sot,

CLAREMONT HILL SHREWSBURY.
TEL 57684

SOMERSET

Yeovil Audio
Hi-fi specialists

AKAI
KEF

AR
ARMSTRONG
B & W
DUAL
IMF
KOSS
MARANTZ
MORDAUNT-SHORT
PIONEER
QUAD
ROTEL SONY
TANDBERG TEAC TECHNICS TRIO

8Wyndham Street Yeovil Somerset BA20 11J
Yeovil 25430

Hi Fi in the North East

LINTONE AUDIO LTD.
FOR
A.R., Teac, Cambridge, Audio, Revox,
Bose, Harman Kardon, Akai, Toshiba,
Castle Acoustics, etc.
9-11, Park Lane, Gateshead, Tyne and
Wear. 774167-772766.

HI-FI

STUDIO

W. J. TAYLOR ( DOMESTIC SUPPLIES) LTD.
128 Hawthorn Road, Kingstanding,
Birmingham B44 8QA. 021-373 2645

BIRMINGHAM'S BANG & OLUFSEN
MAIN DEALER
Also demonstrating Quad, A.R., Toshiba, Hitachi,
Sanyo, Jordan Watts, J.B.L. Quadraphonic by Toshiba
and National Technics,

HIGH

MEMBERS OF
FIDELITY DEALERS ASSOC.

SUSSEX

The most respected names

GRIFFIN RADIO LTD

in hi-fi are here

(the

BOWERS E WILKINt)

Fully comprehensive stocks and
advisory service for

WORTHING
Littlehampton Road

Tel .Worthing 64141

high

fidelity

people)

Stereo and Quadraphonic High Fidelity,
Radio, Tape and Disc equipment.
94 BRISTOL STREET
BIRMINGHAM 5

021-643
021-692

4339
1359

STAFFORDSHIRE

MILLWARDS
Telephone: 23980
SALOP STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON
FOR SOUND ADVICE
SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY AUDIO
AND HI- Fl
WE STOCK: ARMSTRONG, SONAB, B& 0,
SONY QUAD, MARA N TZ, TA N DBERG, LEAK,
etc.

Malcolm Audio
12 South Street, Chichester
Telephone: 87562

HI-FI and Audio Specialists
• Competitive prices

eDemonstration facilities
eAfter sales service
CLASSICAL RECORD DEPARTMENT
Agents for: AIWA, A.R., Bowers & Wilkins, Sony,
Technics, Toshiba, Trio, Videotone and many more.

BIRMINGHAM

FIVE WAYS

HIGH

FIDELITY
A.R., Armstrong Cambridge, Dual, KEF, LNB,
Marantz, Mordaunt-Short, Revox, Spendor, Sansui,
Tandberg, Thorens, Trio etc. always on comparator
demonstration. Keen prices and good after sales
service.
Finance available.
Open: Monday to Saturday 9.15-6.00.
12 ISLINGTON ROW, BIRMINGHAM
BIRMINGHAM 021-455 0667

IS.

WILTSHIRE

RAY CHARLES AUDIO LTD.
FOR

PETER SIMMONS

AIWA, BOSE, J.B.L., J.Y.C., LUX, MONITOR AUDIO,
REVOX, ROTEL, STRATHEARN, TANNOY, TECHNICS,
TOSHIBA, VIDEOTONE, YAMAHA, MAXELL,

Installations and service over a wide area

For TANDBERG HI-FI
TANDBERG SERIES II and Sound- Sync

Comparator Demonstration
Excellent Repair Service

System Stockist for the South West.

RAY CHARLES AUDIO LTD.,
196B WALSALL WOOD ROAD,
ALDRIDGE, STAFFS.
Telephone: Aldridge 52589.

PETER SIMMONS
ZSM4 MEET EAST GILUSSTEAD SUSSEX EAST ISMAISTF.A0 mn

Il

CAMERAS

LTD.

45 HIGH STREET, MELKSHAM, TEL. 702700

_
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ati PIONEER

•

EQUIPAIIENT
REVIEW'
No part of any
HFN RR review may be
reproduced without
the Editor's written
permission

Pioneer SA-9900
Amplifier Gordon J. King
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
POWER AMPLIFIER. Power output: 110+110 W 8ohms or 4ohms 20 Hz-20 kHz no more than
01% distortion. THD: 55 W and 1W: no more than 0.04%. IMO: no more than 01% at rated
power or 0-04% at 55 W and 1W per channel. Frequency response: 10 Hz-80 kHz - 1dB. Input:
1V150 k. Damping factor: 30 ( 20 Hz-20 kHz) ref. 8ohms. Hum and noise: 110 dB ( A weighting
shorted input) Outputs: loudspeaker pairs A, B and C; low impedance headphones.
PREAMPLIFIER. Inputs: PU1: 2.5 mV/50 k; PU2: 2.5-10 mV/30, 50, 70 and 100 k; mic: 6mV24 mV/85 k; tuner: 150 mV/50 k; aux 1; aux 2; tape play 1and tape play 2ditto. PU overload
for 0.01% harmonic distortion: PU1 : 500 mV; PU2: 500 mV-1V ( 1kHz). Outputs: tape 1 and
tape 2: 150 mV; pre-out: 2V/1 k. THD 20 Hz-20 kHz: no more than 0.05%. Frequency response:
PU ( RIAA) 30 Hz-15 kHz ± 0.2 dB; tuner, aux. and tape: 7Hz-40 kHz - 1dB. Tone controls
(1 5dB steps): sub- bass: ± 4.5 dB 50 Hz; main bass: ±7-5 dB 100 Hz: sub-treble: ±4.5 dB 20 kHz:
main treble: ± 7.5 dB 10 kHz. Filters: low 15/30 Hz 12 dB/octave; high 8/12 kHz 12 dB/octave.
Hum and noise: PUs: -70 dB; mic: - 65 dB; tuner, auxs and tape: - 95 dB ( A weighting, shorted
inputs) Attenuator: 0, - 15 and -30dB. Dimensions: 420(W)
165(H)
403(0) mm. Weight
without packing: 20 kg. Price: £523.45 including VAT. Distributor: Shriro UK Ltd., Shriro
House, The Ridgeway, Iv«, Bucks.

T I 1E SA-9900 is a powerful amplifier; more
I powerful than the SA-9500 which has virtually the same appearance. It also has the edge
on the SA-9500 under some listening conditions, particularly at the low bass end of the
spectrum and thus, as would be expected, is
more costly than the SA-9500.
Powerful amplifiers can take one of two
forms. One consists of atwo unit arrangement
—like the Quad, for example—where the control amplifier and power amplifier are separate
units. The other is the so-called ` integrated'
arrangement where a common housing and
power supply cater for both sections. The
Pioneer is of the latter type.
There are certain applications where the two
unit arrangement can be advantageous—such
as for recording studios and domestic situations where there is insufficient space to accommodate an integrated amplifier. In the latter
case the power amplifier can be stood on the
floor or even at the bottom of a loudspeaker
or hi-fi cabinet, and the less massive control
amplifier more conveniently located on a
shelf. However, for many domestic applications the integrated amplifier is perfectly acceptable and, indeed, often regarded as being more
convenient since there are no external interconnections to be made by the user between
the two sections. Although the two sections
are thus represented by a single unit, a recent
trend is for the sections to be electrically disconnectable by operating aswitch or removing
a pair of links, so that they can then be used
independently; moreover, the break point
facilitates the introduction of an item of ancilHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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lary equipment, such as a matrix 'quadraphonic' decoder or graphic equaliser. The SA9900 is designed in this way, the manipulation
of asmall slider switch providing the isolation.
The output of the control amplifier and the
input of the power amplifier are accessible by
two pairs ( left and right channels) of ' phono'
type sockets. At this juncture it is worth noting
that the amplifier was measured as an integrated whole— not as separate sections, as the
parameters are given in the manufacturer's
specification.
Although certainly massive and rugged—
turning the scales to about 20 kg unladen—the
amplifier is not particularly large; although, of
course, larger physically than amplifiers of
smaller yield ( see manufacturer's specification
for size details). It needs, of course, a fairly
substantial shelf to accommodate it safely.
An unusual design feature is that the rear is
clear of all connections and sockets, most of
the source inputs destined for ' phono' type
sockets at the right-hand side ( looking at the
front), with the loudspeakers having connections to spring push terminals at the left-hand
side. The sides are stepped and are overlapped
by the front panel. The control amplifier/power
amplifier switch and the associated two pairs of
sockets just mentioned are located aside the
loudspeaker terminals. The whole of the rear
is used up by a massive heat-sink assembly
which, although warming up on sustained sinewave signal drive, does not get overhot, and
barely increases in temperature under normal
music drive conditions.
The loudspeaker and source cables, there-

fore, would normally be dressed along the
sides and then out to the rear. The cables are
retained to the sides by rear-side guiding brackets, which act as handles and add to the
general mechanical stability of the design. The
side terminations were found convenient since
they avoid having to turn the heavy amplifier
round each time achange is made to the terminations. The test sample was without awooden
cabinet, the enclosure being dark- painted metal
sheet.
The front panel is of the inevitable Japanese
'brushed aluminium' style, and upon this the
various controls and switches are conveniently
placed. The function or source switch is operated by a large knob at the top right-hand
corner and carries positions for auxiliary sources
1and 2, radio tuner, PUI and PU2/mic. The
volume control knob is of similar dimensions;
but the tone control, balance, mode and loudspeaker control knobs are smaller, having
'flats' for easy turning. A press-switch is used
for mains on/off and lever switches for tone
defeat, low and high filters, attenuator, for
monitoring tape circuits 1and 2 and for tape
duplication. A jack socket at the bottom lefthand corner accommodates astereo headphone
set and a similar socket at the opposite corner
a microphone, though facilities are not provided for microphone mixing—the PU2 source
position having to be selected when a mike is
employed.
There are two bass controls and two treble
controls, each pair giving achoice of two turnover frequencies, as shown by the accompanying composite frequency/amplitude sweep oscillogram, the controls operating in 1•5 dB steps.
The volume control is really ahigh class attenuator which operates in 2dB steps, and all the
controls and switches operate very smoothly
yet positively, indicative of excellent mechanical engineering. The tone and volume controls are 'calibrated', and the calibration scale
of the volume control is sunken into the fascia
and is slightly illuminated when the amplifier
is switched on. A small panel indicator light
also indicates this condition. A 'defeat' switch
makes it possible to switch out any response
tailoring provided by the tone controls. Thus,
117
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P. DAY of SWINDON

94 Victoria Rd. Swindon 20994
Hi Fi & T.V.: Aiwa, Grundig,
Hitachi, J.V.C. Marantz, Toshiba,
Mail Order or Callers Welcome
After Sales Service.

roar

Dealer

YORKSHIRE

(
continued)

THE HUDDERSFIELD HI-FI CENTRE
17 CHAPEL HILL, HUDDERSFIELD.
Tel.: 20774.
personal attention, home demonstrations, competitive
prices, 2 demonstration studios, headphone bar.
We stock: Armstrong, AR, B& W, Bose,
Cambridge, Connoisseur, E.R.A., Goodmans,
KEF, Koss, LNB, Monitor Audio, N.E.A.L.,
Pioneer,
Quad,
Revox,
Richard
Allan,
Sennheiser,
Sansui,
Sony,
Scan-Dyna,
Stanton, Strathearn, Shure, A. R. Sugden,
J. E. Sugden,
Tandbcrg,
Toshiba,
Trio,
KMAL Record Cleaning Service.

STATE-OF-THE-ART
DUNLAP CLARKE

Dreadnaught
1000 and 500
audio power amplifiers

WORCESTERSHIRE

MALVERN LINK
RALPH HALES HI-FI CENTRE
O. QUAD, TECHNICS NATIONAL,
HACKER, IMF, SONY, TANDBERG, KEF,
GRIFFIN, MORDAUNT-SHORT, SUGDEN.
&

Specialist advice and demonstration facilities

154 Worcester Road,

MALVERN 4433

THE BRIGHOUSE HI-FI CENTRE
24 Commercial Street, BRIGHOUSE
Telephone: Brighouse 79606
Personal attention, home demonstrations, competitive
prices.
We stock: Armstrong, AR, B & W, Bose,
Cambridge Connoisseur, ERA., Goodmans,
KEF, Koss, LNB, Marantz, Monitor Audio,
N.E.A.L., Pioneer, Quad, Revox, Richard
Allan, Sennheiser, Sansui, Sony, Scan-Dyna,
Sonab, Stanton, Shure, Strathearn A. R.
Sugden, J. E. Sugden, Tandberg, Toshiba, Trio,
KMAL Record Cleaning Service.

YORKSHIRE

SHEFFIELD
SOUND CENTRE
Guaranteed never undersold
Mail order customers welcomed
Main agents for: Accuphase, Fisher, Spendor, Teac, A.R., J.B.L., Marantz, Sony, Armstrong, K.L.H., Quad, Cambridge, Uher, Tannoy, Pioneer, N.A.D., Wytech, Rogers, Revox,
Tandberg, Trio, Videotone, J.V.C., B & 0,
Neal, Nikko, Lux, Mordaunt Short, H.K.,
Scandyna, Ariston, I.MF., B.I.C., Leak, Ferrograph, Aiwa, Sonab, Radford, Amcron,
Hitachi, Sugden, Strathearn. Omal, Direct
Design, Fons, Grundig and Dalesford, etc.

QMICHON AUDIO
LIMITED

Tel: 360295

South Yorkshire's Leading Ho- Ft Centre

172 Baslow Rd., ( A62I) Totley, Sheffield
Besides providing the world's finest equipment,
we also demonstrate, install and service the equipment and give a two-year guarantee or a cash
discount.

CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY
SCOTLAND

Appointed Technics Centre
Philips Audio and Video Equipment
Demonstrations, Terms and Part Exchanges
101a & 107 ECCLESALL ROAD,
SHEFFIELD S11 8HY.
Telephone: 0742-23365.

COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATIONS
2years Parts Labour Guarantee
Aiwa .

of Bradford
Open 6days (Thurs. 7.30)
Telephone: Bradford 31648
QUALITY 1-11-F1
ePhoto 1111F1 u..
RECORDERS - VIDEOS
eDemonstration Room
eFree Installations
eFree Credit eCash Discounts I.HP
Always 60 Speakers on demonstration.
Sony, B & 0, B & W, Revox, Uher,Quad,113L, KEF, Bose,
R. Allen, Linn, Fons, Dual, Teat, Tandberg, Radford,
Cambridge, Videotone, J. Sugden, Marantz, Zerostat
and
accessories.
Philips, JVC colour videos—
Exchanges.
Northgate, Bradford. ( Good parking.)
Barclaycard and Access

Erricks'
••

HI-FI IN SHEFFIELD
for personal service and HiFi including
such names as LUX, J.V.C., DUAL,
MONITOR AUDIO, SONAB, etc

SOUND 70's LTD.
Berkeley Precinct, Ecclesall Road,
SHEFFIELD. Telephone 667628
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AR •

Armstrong •

Arlston
B&O •

Audio
B&W

Celef • Gale • Harman Kardon
KEF • Kensonic • Leak • Marantz
National Panasonic•Neal ' Quad
Monitor Audio • Pioneer • Sony
Scandyna •

Stanton •

Trio

Technics • Transcriptors

GLASGOW: 111 Stockwell Street 041.5521043
FALKIRK: 44 Co,
DUNDEE

Audio Engineers,
Hi Fi Specialists,
Gramophone
Records,
Tapes, Cassettes

Vdynd

32 %/ Mori:. Road DOS 2NT

29011
26276

JAMES MIMCOI
&
ILEUM
.LTD.

98-110 WOODLANDS RD., GLASGOW, G3 6HB
041-332 0988
Glasgow's leading specialists in High Fidelity Audio
Equipment and Classical Records.
Our policy is to be selective rather than comprehensive, yet we have permanently on demonstration the
finest range of audio equipment in Scotland.

Model 1000 specifications
continuous power output per channel with
250 watts
both channels driven
into 8ohms across 20
to 20,000 Hz at less
than 0-25% T.H.D.
continuous power out500 watts
put per channel with
both channels driven
into 4ohms across 20
to 20,000 Hz at
less than 0-25% T.H.D.
continuous power
800- 1000 watts
across 2 ohms
T.H.D. from 0- Iwatt
0-25% maximum
to 250 watts per
0.025% typical
channel with both
channels driven into
8 ohms across 20 to
20,000 Hz
intermodulation dis01% maximum
tortion at 60 and
0-025% typical
7,000 Hz mixed 4:1
at any power from
0-01 watt to 250
watts into 8ohms
frequency response at
20 to 20,000 Hz,
250 watts per channel
±0-5 dB, - 0dB
frequency response at
20 to 20,000 Hz,
1watt per channel
±0•05 dB
slew rate
greater than 25 V/p.s
signal to noise ratio
100 dB minimum
load impedance
2ohms or greater
input impedance
100 k ohms
input sensitivity
1-75 volts RMS for
full output
power line requirements 120 V AC, 60 Hz
+240 V AC 50 Hz
temperature rise at full less than 40°C
power fan on low
(silent) speed
dimensions, amplifier
19"W x71-1 x iro
only
net weight, amplifier
85 pounds
only
Model SOO specifications
(identical to Model 1000 except for the
following):
continuous power out150 watts
put per channel into
8ohms
continuous power out300 watts
put per channel into
4ohms
input sensitivity
1-2 volts RMS for
full output
temperature rise at full 60°C maximum
power
net weight, amplifier
60 pounds
only
front panel features
• power on/off switch, lighted push-button
• professional quality meters with true VU
characteristics
• five position meter switch i
ndicatesfollowing power levels at 100% or 0 VU
0 full power
-3 half power
-10 one-tenth power
-20 one-hundredth power
Off meter out of circuit
e , ndividual channel level controls to balance
unequal drive from preamp and prevent
amplifier overload

Aerpaser&electronice.
STATE-OF-THE-ART AUDIO ENGINEERS
DEDICATED TO PERFECTION
Richardson Road, Hove, Sussex
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without altering the setting of the controls, it
is easily possible to compare the equalised'
condition with the ' flat' condition.
There is also a three-position attenuator
switch, giving 0dB, — 15 dB and — 30 dB, and
tests proved high accuracy of the dB ratios.
The low and high filters each have their own
switches and each switch is three-position,
giving on/low/off and turnovers of 15 Hz and
30 Hz, and on/high/off and turnovers of 8kHz
and 12 kHz. The high filter at the two turnovers is shown on the tone control frequency/
amplitude sweep oscillogram, while the low
filter at its two turnovers is shown by a lowfrequency ( 2Hz-2kHz) sweep oscillogram.
The filters have useful frequencies and are all
12 dB/octave roll-off rates.
The mode switch has positions for normal
stereo, stereo reversed channels, mono as L+ R,
L input and R input. The balance control has

Fig 1 Tone controls and high filter, Hz x10,
5d13/div. Input auxiliary.

normal potentiometer action, the L and R
channels being marked in terms of balance.
To conclude the frequency/amplitude assessment, a further sweep oscillogram over 20 Hz20 kHz ( but note at ID
div. in this one case)
shows at the top the departure front RIAA at
PU1, and the associated stereo separation below;
the results being very acceptable.
The test results evaluate all the important
aspects of the amplifier, and reveal that the
power parameter specified by the manufacturer
is well met over the hi-fi frequency range of
20 Hz-20 kHz—a full 110+110 W being available at any frequency prior to clipping threshold. Of course, the IkHz power is greater,
being ahealthy 128+ 128 W ref. clipping threshold. I was glad to note that the upper- frequency — 3dB small-signal response of this
amplifier has been brought down a little, reading to a marginally longer rise-time than we

Fig 2 Low filter to- 15 Hz and 30 Hz, Hz x1,
5dB/div., input auxiliary.
Fig 3 Departure from RIAA and stereo
separation, ref. RIAA recording filter, Hz x10,
10 d13/div. Input PUl.
Fig 4 Harmonic distortion spectrogram ref. 1kHz
110+110 W into 8ohms, 2kHz and 10 dB per div.
Input auxiliary.
Fig 5 CCIF intermodulation distortion spectrogram
(fl - 15 kHz / f2 - 16 kHz, 1 : 1) with 15 Vrms each
signal across & ohms ( both channels dr -ven),
5kHz and 10 dB per div.
Fig 6 CCIF intermodulation distortion spectrogram
(fl - 15 kHz : f2 = 16 kHz, 1 : 1) with 15 Vrms each
signal across Z-6 ohms and 62 r,5 at 16 kHz, 5kHz
and 10 dB per div.

PIONEER SA-9900 AMPLIFIER
Conditions of measurement ( unless otherwise stated): mains input 240 V 50 Hz; output loads 8-ohm resistive; noise weighting CO : signal input auxiliary.
PERFORMANCE
Power at 1kHz to clipping ..
Frequency range ref. rated 110

110 W

<5 Hz- > 30 kHz

Damping factor 40 Hz 2W

66

Frequency response 1W (- 3dB)

5Hz-81 kHz

Rise- time ( small- signal)
Settling- time ( 8ohms

1

COMMENT
128+128 W

F) .

Slewing-rate

Earlier h.f. roll-aff desirable.
Correlates with hi. roll-off.
Ringing on squarewave.
Fairly fast.
PU2 adjustable sensitivity and impedance.

135 mV/50 k

S N ratio at inputs
PU

65 dB

Low level inputs

90 dB
450 mV

PU overload threshold

1mV

Hum and noise residual
Tape output

150 mV

Other parameters

HP- Ft NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Ref. 8ohms. Adequate.

30 usec.

2.3 mV/50 k

Low level inputs

To clipping. Spec. well met.

4.3 , sec.
8-5 Vfirsec.

Input sensitivity
PU

Useful power for larger system.

Good.
Excellent.
Max. sensitivity. More than adequate.
Volume control max. attenuation
Nominal ( no DIN sockets).
See frequency/amplitude oscillograms and distortion spectrograms.
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The 1976 Eagle catalogue lists everything we sell,from a
complete hi-fi system to ajack plug. Study the merchandise; scrutinise
the prices.You may discover you can get the hi-fi things you need for a
lot less than you thought. Post the coupon today for your catalogue.
It's free. Mistakes,unfortunately, aren't.
It costs you nothing. It could save you plenty.
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have come to expect recently from our Oriental
designers. Still, 81 kHz is still too wide; it
would be good to see either a 30 kHz - 3dB
switchable filter or a fixed control amplifier
roll-off at 6dB/octave cornered around 3035 kHz (any takers?). The power transistors
are reasonably fast at 8.5 V/p.sec. stewing-rate,
so I don't think anyone need worry unduly
about the bogey called transient intermodulalion distortion (TID)!
We are now assessing distortion by spectrum
analysis, which is far more meaningful and
accurate ( particularly when noise in the amplifier and equipment is of a similar or higher
order than the distortion which one is attempting to measure!). Fig. 4 spectrogram shows
that at the rated 110+110 W power into 8ohm loads ref. 1kHz the only harmonics are
second and third and that both of these are
well below - 80 dB, each corresponding to about
0-006%. No distortion factor machine can
measure so low without noise signal error.
To judge the likelihood of TID two signals
were applied at 15 kHz and 16 kHz each of
15 Vrms across 8ohms and the intermodulation
products ( imps) analysed. The only secondorder imp ( in-band) was at 1kHz and at around
0-006' 0. One or two third-order imps can be
seen but of negligible amplitude. The secondharmonic components are in part arising from
the distortion on the test signal—not in the
amplifier. A truly remarkable result, as shown
by fig. 5 spectrogram.
The same sort of test was done again but
this time with the two signals (each of the same
15 Vrms level) across a load impedance of
6ohms and 62° phase-angle at 15 kHz ( representative of a wicked loudspeaker load!) and
the results as shown by fig. 6 spectrogram are
still perfectly acceptable. A couple of thirdorder imps have popped up either side of the
two drive signals, but these are still down to
- 75 dB, corresponding to a mere 0-018 °'„
distortion. There are amplifiers that Iknow of
which would go crazy from such a stringent
test.
One reason why the Pioneer gives such good
results into a difficult load impedance is
that it does not employ the usual form of voltage-sensitive, current-operated drive limiting
transistors. A much more sophisticated form
of protection is provided by a relay and transistor control network, which not only operates
on overdrive into ashort-circuit or abnormally
low value load, but also in the event of off-set
voltage ri se ( thereby protecting the loudspeakers,
too); moreover, the relay does not switch the
loudspeakers to the amplifier until the power
has stabilised, thereby eliminating switch-on
thumps from the loudspeakers. All very commendable.
The spectrograms give far more information
than can possibly be provided by asimple distortion factor test and residual oscillogram,
and we have abandoned our earlier scheme for
the spectrum analysis.
There we have it, then. A remarkably low
distortion amplifier of adequate power for the
really large hi-fi system driving modern powerhungry loudspeakers. Note, though, that the
loudspeakers selected to partner it with must
be capable of handling at least 100 W of amplifier power when the amplifier is reproducing
normal music signal—not sinewave signal!
Ilike this amplifier very much. It is better
than the 9500—and sounds better, too. •
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Phase Follow-up
full of myths, folklore and misconceptions. Idoubt if your remarkable report
'Early performances retrieved' ( page 55) will
add to these myths, at least amongst those who
note the date of publication (April), but there
are a number of technical statements in the
article by Bowers and Roe ( pages 56-61) and
in the background comment by Donald Aldous
which may cause confusion if copied from one
author to the next. This is not necessarily
because the statements are wrong in themselves,
but because they may be misleading or misunderstood if taken out of context.
I. A necessary characteristic of any physically
realisable device is that it cannot anticipate the
future, and therefore can respond only from the
moment that a signal is applied. This is
mathematically equivalent to the condition that
the in- phase and quadrature ( real and imaginary) parts of the frequency response should be
mutually Hilbert transforms. This Hilbert
relationship is therefore not uniquely characteristic of minimum phase structures, but applies
to any realisable device.
2. A minimum phase network is one which
has atrue inverse. This means that the effect of
a minimum phase filter can be undone, thus
giving flat overall equalisation, without any
associated time delay. Since a loudspeaker
inherently involves propagation delay of the
sound emerging, it is hard to see how the
concept of minimum phase can be meaningfully
applied to loudspeaker systems; at best it
merely enables an ' effective centre' to he
defined.
It is therefore not easy to interpret the
statement in item ( 3) of the ' Conclusions•
(page 61) that evaluation of the behaviour of
loudspeaker systems is simpler if the system is
of minimum phase character'. Nor does this
statement seem to be related to anything
previous in the article.
3. There is just one form of phase characteristic that does not alter the shape of the waveform, namely pure time delay. This is a non
minimum- phase characteristic, in which phase
shift is proportional to frequency.
Accordingly the term ' time delay distortion'
may be misleading. The term ' linear phase'
describes pure time delay, and must not be
confused with ' minimum phase'. The minimum
phase and linear phase characteristics are
mutually incompatible.
4. It is not correct that ' all- pass' networks
can produce only a ' constant slope phase shift'.
All- pass characteristics are necessarily non
minimum-phase and must of course fulfil the
condition of not anticipating the future. Subject
to this, any phase characteristic can be synthesised using all-pass networks of appropriate
complexity.
5. The caption of Figure 12 is obviously
erroneous, but if the captions of Figures 13-15
can be relied on they show that Figures 13 and
14 were recorded with the microphone only
AUDIO

is

18° off axis horizontally, and Figure 15 with it
only 5° off axis vertically. The corresponding
direction cosines are 0-95 and 0-996, which
differ insufficiently from unity to establish
anything very much about the region over
which the linear phase characteristic is
preserved; compare the remarks page 58
column 4.
6. It would be surprising indeed if the
changes in going from the linear-phase to the
non- linear-phase loudspeaker had not altered
the amplitude characteristics in addition to the
phase, and there is nothing to justify amplitude
changes being ' not counted as a relevant
variable' ( page 58 column 3). It may be noted
that the characteristics of the linear phase
loudspeaker are given in Figure 8, but those of
the non-minimum- phase unit are not presented
(however the caption numbering jumps from
8to 11, so possibly material has been omitted).
Accordingly the experiments do not enable
any firm conclusions to be drawn about the
audibility of phase distortion. They merely
show that different loudspeakers sound like
different loudspeakers, which we knew anyway.
In case any reader of this letter should
confuse critical comment on argument and on
conclusion, Istate my view that phase characteristics are without question important in audio
equipment, including loudspeakers.
Peter Fellgett,
Professor of Cybernetics,
University of Reading,
3 Earley Gate, Whiteknights,
Reading RG6 2AL.

Readers
Problems
examined by Crossover

DIN Records & Grill Materials
Dear Sir, 1have asked my local hi-fi dealers for
a supply source, as they cannot get them, it
seems, for the German DIN test records. They
have told me Imust write to Germany for these
discs—is this so?
Whilst Iam writing to you, can you help me
with the name of a reliable firm handling
loudspeaker grille fabrics, and kits for home
assembly of loudspeakers?, as I am very
interested in D-I
Y sound systems.
M.H.T., Thorpe Bay, Essex
Lennard Developments Ltd, 206 Chase Side,
Enfield, Middlesex EN2 OQ X ( Tel: 01-363
8238/9) carry a small supply of the following
DIN test discs: 45541 ( Frequency); 45542
(Distortion);
45543 ( Cross- Talk);
45544
(Rumble) and 45544 ( Wow and Flutter).
Two sources we can recommend for acoustically transparent grille fabrics (including the new
super ' metallic' type) are Falcon Electronics,
26 Station Road, Bexhill-on-Sea, Sussex
TN40 1 RG and Badger Sound Services, 10
Central Drive, Ansdell, Lytham, Lancs. FY8
4DG. These firms also supply a variety of
loudspeaker networks, kits and complete crossovers.
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Actually they don't fall off lorries'.-The Plustron RC200 radio cassette
recorder really is amazing value for money ... After all,
you could expect to pay over £ 70 elsewhere
for asimilar machine with all the same features
and quality. And yet our price is only around £ 56.*
That buys, amongst other things, automatic
switching for Chromium Dioxide tapes, integral
condenser microphone plus remote control socket,
auto-stop linked to both cassette and radio, atape
counter and alight- emitting diode for recordinglevel and battery checks.
There's apowerful VHF/MW radio too — plus the
option between battery and mains operation. And
the 3!/2" dynamic speaker packs out areally
solid sound! Add an obviously attractive appearance,
with our no-fuss12 month parts and labour
guarantee — and remember that price.
... you could be excused for thinking it must have
fallen off the back of alorry!

Please send me full details of the Plustron RC200

Department No20 28 Plustronics Limited
Newcastle, Staffs ST5 OSW
•

" " :" PLUSTRON
M.

M.O

Name
Address

,
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Southern
Audio
Services

(fleFTI PRD
22-24 Buckingham Palace Road,

43, High Street, Kingston- on-Thames,

London SW1W OQP.

Surrey.Tel:01-549 3194(3Iines)

Tel:01-834 9382/3

AGENTS
MAIN
FOR LONDON &. SURREY
CONTINUOUS
..40104e'
'
4 CHANNEL
•Demonstrations
AT BOTH
SHOPS
PLUS
COMPLETE JVC
JVC4VR
STUDIO AT
5456 Cleanest 4- channel
HI-FI PRO
receiver on the market!
JVC JM- S1000
Stereo Power
Amplifier

Res%

Am. meek

WE ARE THE ONLY
HOPS WHERE YOU
CA N OBTAIN THESE
MODE SFROM STOCK

JVC J -V1000
4- Chan el
Preamplifie

••••;«. »Zoo.
• •

.ort- iiu oYSTEM

44

Comprising the
JL-A1 Turntable,
the JA- S310
Integrated Stereo
Amplifier and the
JT-V310 FM/AM
Stereo Tuner.

.

"WM
‘
,
4«,

New
JVC-Model CD- 1635.
A Professional Cassette Portable with
ANRS.
-1141, ALL JVC PRICES ON APPLICATION,

64.4

Of '?

AMPLIFIERS P/P £2.00
Accuphase P 250 P.A. .. £320.00
Accuphase P 300 P.A. .. £450.00
B & 0 Range
From stock
ESS 500 P.A. .. £348.00
ESS pre-amp. .. £ 237.00
JVC Range
From stock
Lux 308
..
£208.00
Maranta 1060
£ 136.00
Revea A-78
£203-00
Rotel RA 212
£47-50
Rotel 312
..
£59.50
Rotel RA 412
£72-50
Rotel RA 1412
£282.00
Sony TA 70
..
£45-00
Sony TA 88
£52.00
Sony TA 1630 • • £64 00
Sony TA 2650 • • £83-00
Sony TA 8650 . £415.00
Technics Range • •
P.O.A.

Sony STR 7015
£95.00
Sony STR 7025
£ 113-00
Sony STR 7055 A .. £ 169.00
Technics Range ..

TUNERS P/P £2.00
Accuphase T 101 ..
Accuphase T 100 ..
B & 0 Range ..
Dynaco FM 5 ..
JVC Range
Marantz 105 B
Rotel RT 224
Rotel RT 324
Rotel RT 624
Rotel RT 824
Sherwood S-2400
Sony ST 70
Sony ST 88
Sony ST 5130 ..
Technics Range ..

CARTRIDGES Post free
Audio Technica AT 21 S..
f9-00
ADC VLM
£ 19-50
ADC XLM
£23.75
Goldring G 800 .. £ 6-35
Goldring G 850 .. £4-45
Goldring G 820 .. .. £8-40
JVC XI
..
From stock
Shure V 15/3
£33-50
Shure M 95 ED/2 .. £ 17-00
Shure M 75 ED/2
£ 12.00
Shure M 75 EJ/2
£ 11-00

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
PA" £ 250
Akai AA 1020
.. £140.47
Akai AA 1030 .. £ 156.80
B & 0 Range ..
From stock
Harman Kardon 930 .. £220.00
JVC Range
From stock
Lux 1500
..
£276-25
Marantz 2245
£305.00
Marantz 4300 4 ch. Dolby £ 505-00
Marantz 4400 4 ch. Doti:by £620-00
Rotel RX 102 .. £70-50
Rotel RX 152 .. £ 83-00
Rotel RX 202 .. £ 91-00

MAIN AGENTS FOR
ADC - Armstrong.
Aka • Aiwa.
AccOpha se • AEL•
Aco • B8,0 4• Braun.
B&W• Cambridge
Audio•Celest ion UL
Celest ion Ditton •
ESS * IF 'McIntosh
KEF•Marantz•Stax •
ER A•Stanton•
Ta nnor Sher wood •
Do korder• Fuji Tapes
*From

£245.00
.. £350-00
From stock
.. £ 126.00
From stock
£105.00
£53.00
£68.00
£99.00
£126.00
£103.50
£45-00
¿52-00
£158.00
P.O.A.

Scan-Dyna• Dual.
Trio•Sansui•
Mordaunt -Short.
Omal•WAR•SME•
Technics•Nat lanaiSony. Denon • LuxFerrograph • Revox •
Harman Ka rdon•
IBL• WC • Major •
Leak • Goodmans•
Toshiba • Onkyo.
Koss •

TURNTABLES P/P £2.50
AEL DD-22 Direct Drive £ 110.00
B & 0 Range ..
From stock
ERA Mk 6/SME
£93.75
JVC Range .
From stock
Rotel RP 3000 direct dr. £83.00
Sony PS 5550
£98.00
Sony PS 4750 direct dr. .. £ 105-00
Technics .. . •
P.O.A.
Thorens TD 165 C
.
£ 59-40
Thorens TD 160 BC .. £57-75
Thorens TD 160 C .. £ 69 24
Thorens TD 125 deck .. £ 80.85
Thorens TD 125 AB .. £ 125 34
Thorens TX 25 cover .. £ 9-50

LOUDSPEAKERS P/P £4.00
per pair
B & 0 Range ..
From stock
B & W Range ..
.. £322.00
ESS AMT I
.. £ 377-00
ESS AMT 1Tower
£432-00
ESS AMT 3
.. £ 188.00
ESS AMT 5
IMF Range
P.O.A.
JBL Range
JVC Range
From stock
.. £90.00
KEF Kit 3 ..
KEF Kit I ..
.. £50 00
KEF Range ..
From stock
Mordaunt-Short Carnival £44-00
Mordaunt-Short Pageant £93-50
Rogers LS3/5
£ 100-00
Sony SS 7200
£ 110-00
Tannoy Range
P.O.A.
Tempest 3 E
£ 126.00
CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa AD 1300 • •
Aiwa AD 1600 • •
Aiwa AD 6500 ..
Akai CS 34D • •
Akai GXC 39 • .
B & 0 Range • •
JVC Range
JVC CD 1656 • •
JVC CD 1950
Sony TC 136
Sony TC 209
Technics Range

P/P £2-50
fil5 00
. £ 162 00
. £ 170 00
. £88 79
. £ 124 79
From stock
From stock
.. £78 00
.. £ 115 00
.. £ 109.00
.. £ 188.00

REEL TO REEL P/P £350
Akai 4000 DS Mk II .. £ 111.36
okorder 7100 ..
£160.00
Ferr graph 7205/A .. £306.00
Many,
any more bargains in store,
send #p stamp for full list.
PRICES E

CLUDE VAT

For personal Exp rt, contact
Mrs. Ling: 01-54 3960.

Pro only
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88 HIGH STREET • EDGWARE
MIDDLESEX HA8 7HE
TELEPHONE: 01-952 3238
CLOSE TO MI MOTORWAY

We guarantee to provide parts and

labour absolutely free of charge for12 months on any
item purchased from Planet and returned to us as
faulty. We only sell goods that we consider to be

OPEN: 9.30 TO 6MON. TO SAT.
9.30TO 12.30 THURS. /r
\

reliable and backed by reputable manufacturers. All
prices quoted are for cash or cheques backed by
cheque card. We will be pleased to accept ACCESS or
BARCLAYCARD.

AMPLIFIERS

Armstrong 621
Cambridge P60 ..
Lux L30, L80, L309, L507
Nikko TRM230
Nikko TRM500
Nikko TRM600
Pioneer SA5300
Pioneer SA6300
Pioneer SA7300
Pioneer SA7500
Pioneer SA8500
Pioneer SA9500
Pioneer SA9900
Quad 33/303/405
Rotel RA3I2
Rotel RA4I2
Rotel RA6I2
Rotel RA8I2
Rotel RAI412
Sansui AU2200
Sansui AU3900
Sansui AU4900
Tandberg TA300M
Yamaha CA400
Yamaha CA600
Yamaha CA800
Yamaha CA 1000

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£53.50
£71.25

£10300

£153.00
£193.50
£259.50
£385.50
P.O.A.
£53.00
£66.25
£89.50
£131.75
£290.50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS

Aiwa 3060 Cass/Recelver
Aiwa 5080 Music Centre
Dolby ..
Akai AA 1020
Armstrong 625
Armstrong 626 ..
Goodmans Module 90 ..
Goodmans Mod. 90 Compact
Goodmans One-Ten Z
Compact ..
Goodmans One-Twenty
Goodmans One-Fifty
Lux
Pioneer SX434
Pioneer SX535
Pioneer SX636
Pioneer SX737
Pioneer SX838
Pioneer 5)(1010
Rotel RXI52
Rotel RX202
Rotel RX402
Rotel RX602
Rotel RX802
Sansui 22
Sansui 33
Sansui 55
Sansui 66
Sansui 77
Sansui 88 ..
Sansui 8080
Sansui 9090 ..
Tandberg TR220
Tandberg TRIO4OP
Tandberg TR2055
Tandberg TR2075
Yamaha CR200
Yamaha CR400
Yamaha CR450
Yamaha CR600

P.O.A.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£ 116.50
£206.00
£223-75
£133.50
£189.00
P.O.A.
£92 75
£121.50
£138.00
£164-75
£213.00
£268-00
£71.00
£92.00
£128-75
£142 25
£179.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Yamaha CR800
Yamaha CR1000

TUNERS
Armstrong 623 ..
Armstrong 624 ..
Camb.ridge T55 VHF ..
Lux T33, T88, T110, T300 ..
Pioneer TX5300
Pioneer TX7500
Pioneer TX9500
Quad FM3 ..
Rotel RT324
Rotel RT624
Sansui TU3900
Yamaha CT400
Yamaha CT600
Yamaha CT800
Yamaha CT7000

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£63.00
£119.75
£165•50
P.O.A.
£61 75
£88.25
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES
ERA Mk 6 with SME
G
d SP25 Mk 4 Module
with Shure M75-6 wired
Garrard 125SB Module with
Shure M75-6 wired ..
G
d 86SB Mk Il Module
with Shure M75-6 wired
Garrard Zero 1005B Module
Shure M93E wired
Pioneer PL I2D
Pioneer PLISR
Rotel RPI500 .
Thorens TD160BC ( less Arm)
Thorens TDI60C
Thorens TO 145 ( Auto Lift)
Thorens TD125 Mk Il ..

£96.75
£32.00
£42-00
£56.25
£65•25
£44.00
£51.50
£61.50
£61.00
£74-50
£97.03
£88.03

CARTRIDGES
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure

M44-7
M55E
M75/8
M75/E.12
M75/ED2
M9SED
VIS/3

£6 SO
£8.00
£10.80
£12.60
£13.20
£17.00
£33.00

STYLI
Goldrmg DI20 ( G850)
Goldring 0110 ( G800)
Goldring 0110E ( G8000)
Shure N44/7
Shure N5SE
Shure N75/6
Shure N75/8
Shure N7SEJ2
Shure N75ED2
Shure N93E
Shure N95ED
Shure VN35E

£100
£3.50
£7.75
£5.20
£6.75
£5.85
£7.00
£8.00
£10.00
£9.00
£14.60
£15.75

SPEAKERS Complete
Cambridge R40 R50
Celestion 1.1L6
P.O.A.
Celestion UL8
P.O.A.
Celestion UL IO
P.O.A.
Celestion Dicton II ( pair) .. £4915
Celestion Ditton 15 ( pair) ..
Celestion Dicton 25 ( pair) .. £ 170-00

EASY PARKING

Celestion Muon 33 ( pair) .. £119-00
Celestion Dicton 44 ( pair). £ 144-75
Celestion Dicton 66 ( pair) .. £232.00
Goodmans Minister SL ( pair) £43-25
Goodmans Havant SL ( pair) £52.75
Goodmans Mezzo SL ( pair) £78.75
Goodmans Magnum SL ( pair) £ 102-75
Goodmans Achromat 100(pr) £66.60
Goodmans Achromat 250 ( pr) £98.00
Goodmans Achromat 400 ( pr) £ 130.50
IMF all models .. •
P.O.A.
Jordan-Watts Jumbo ( pair) £45.00
Jordan-Watts Janet ( pair) . £45.00
Jordan-Watts Juliet ( pair) .. £61.50
Jordan-Watts Juno ( pair) .. £59-50
Jordan-Watts GT ( pair) .. £75.50
Jordan-Watts Jodrell ( pair)
£104 .25
Jordan-Watts Jupiter 2 (
pair) £137-50
Jordan-Watts TLS ( pair) .. £ 165.60
KEF Coda
KEF Cantor
r
i
KEF Chorale
KEF Cadenza
All normally in
KEF Correlli
stock.
KEF Calinda
Prices on
KEF Cantata
application.
KEF Model 103
KEF Model 104 1
KEF 104F stands J
Jim Rogers JR149
Tannoy Eaton ( pr)
Tannoy Devon ( pr)
Tannoy Cheviot ( pr)
Tannoy Berkeley ( pr)
P.O.A.
Tannoy Arden ( pr)
P.O.A.
Wharfedale Chevin XP ( pair) £26.75
Wharfedale Denton 2XP ( pr) £38.75
Wharfedale Linton 3XP ( pr) £55-75
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP ( pr) £76.00
Wharfedale Dovedale 35P ( pr) P.O.A.

SPEAKERS Kits & Units
Jordan- Watts Module
Jordan- Watts HF Unit
KEF KK IKit ( pair) ..
KEF KK3 Kit ( pair) ..
KEF T27 ..
KEF BI10
KEF 13200
KEF 13139
KEF DNI2 ( T27/13110/13139)
KEF DNI3/5 (127/01200)
KEF ON 13/7 (T27/13110) ..
Tannoy 10" HPD ( Pair) ..
Tannoy 12" HPD ( Pair) ..
Tannoy 15" HPD ( pair) ..

£14 40
£6 30
£50 00
£90 00
£6 25
£7 40
£8 75
£17 00
£6 30
£4 50
£400
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TAPE DECKS &
RECORDERS
Aiwa AD 1300 ( Cass. Dolby)
P.O.A.
Aima AD 1600 ( Cass. Dolby)
P.O.A.
Aiwa AD 1800 ( Cass. Dolby)
P.O.A.
Aiwa 6300 ( Cass. Dolby) ..
P.O.A.
Aiwa AD 6500 ( Cass. Dolby)
P.O.A.
Akai 4000DS Mk Il Deck ( Reel)£106.25
Akai 4000DB Deck ( Reel
Dolby • . .. £ 150.25
Akai CS34D Deck Cass./Dolby £85.50

Akai GXC39D Deck Cass./
Dolby
..
£ 114 75
Akai GXC310D Deck Cass./
Dolby
..
£ 129 75
Akai GXC510D Deck Cass./
Dolby
..
£ 139.00
Akai GXC710D Deck Cass./
Dolby
..
£ 163.00
Akai GXC75D Deck Cass./
Rev. Dolby
£ 157.50
Akai GXC325D Deck Cass./
Dolby
..
£ 184.00
Akai GXC740D Deck Cass./
Dolby
..
£256.00
Akai GXC760D Deck Cass./
Dolby
..
£314.00
Goodmans SCD 100 ( Cass.
Dolby) .. .. £ 126-00
Pioneer 212 ( Cass. Dolby) £ 116 00
Pioneer 414 ( Cass. Dolby) £97.65
Pioneer 515 ( Cass. Dolby) £ 108 50
Pioneer 616 ( Cass. Dolby) £ 117.00
Pioneer 717 ( Cass. Dolby) £ 129.25
Pioneer 919 ( Cass. Dolby) £232.75
Revox 1102 Mk 4 ..
P.O.A.
Revox 1104 Mk 4
P.O.A.
Rotel RD20 ( Cass. Dolby) .. £ 121.50
Sansui SC636 Deck ( Cass.
Dolby) ..
Sansui SC737 Deck ( Cass.
Dolby) ..
P.O.A.
Sansui SC3000
P.O.A.
Tandberg 3441X Recorder
P.O.A.
Tandberg 354IX Deck ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg 364IX Deck Dolby P.O.A.
Tandberg 914IX Deck ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg 10X0 Deck Dolby P.O.A.
Tandberg
TCD3I0
Deck
(Cass. Dolby) ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg TCD330 Deck
(Cass. Dolby)
P.O.A.
Yamaha TC800GL
P.O.A.

HEADPHONES
Koss ESP9
Koss ESP6 .
Koss PRO5LC
Koss PRO4AA
Koss HV1A
Koss HV ILC
Koss K0747
Koss K6 ..
Koss K6LC
Koss K0727
Pioneer 5E205
Pioneer 5E305
Pioneer 5E300
Pioneer SE500
Pioneer 5E700
Sennheiser H0414
Sennheiser HD424
Yamaha HPI
Yamaha HP2
Yamaha HP3

£87 00
£57 00
£30.60
£27 75
£24.00
£26.60
£21.00
£12-50
£15.90
£14.00
£9.60
£11 10
£16.10
£22.50
£37.75
£14.50
£20.75
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

PICK-UP ARMS
SME 3009 Improved
SME 3009 Improved
Formula 4 ..

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 12+% VAT
Please add £2.50 per item towards carriage and insurance. ( Cartridges and styli post 75p.).

.. £ 35-50
.. £41 00

E. & O. E.

DEMONSTRATIONS, EXPERT GUIDANCE AND AFTER SALES SERVICE
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QUAD-Quarter of acentury
of amplifier development

The Acoustical
Manufacturing
have
been designing
Co. Ltd.
and
producing amplifiers
since 1936 but it was not
until 1951 that the
Q.U.A.D. 1was introduced,
the forerunner of the Quad series
of Amplifiers which have earned an
unrivalled reputation for originality of design,
excellence of performance and reliability in the
ensuing twenty-five years.
The introduction of the Quad 405 current dumping
amplifier represents yet another contribution to the
science of sound reproduction.
Current dumping successfully overcomes many of the
problems associated with high power amplifiers,
crossover, thermal tracking and matching of
components, added to which the complete absence of
adjustments or alignment requirements, ensures that
performance will be consistently maintained.
For further details on current dumping and other Quad
products write to
Dept. HFN
The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
Huntingdon, Cambs., PE18 7DB
Telephone: ( 0480) 52561

QUAD

Design Council
Award 1976

for the closest approach to the original sound
for twenty-five years.
QUAD is aRegistered Trade Mark

5everiodK5
3 1BA

118 London Road, Sevenoaks, Kent, TN1
Telephone Sevenoaks ( 0732) 59556

*
*
*
*

Comparator- equipped showroom
Competitive cash prices
12 Months parts/labour guarantee
Access, Barclaycard, creditfacilities

* Home Demonstration and installations by arrangement

C90 CASSETTES
genuine factory fresh

£1.10
Maxell UDXL £1.35
AGFA LN ..
54p
AGFA SFD
71p
TDK D
73p
TDK SD ..
89p
Scotch Class. £1.49
Memorex MRX2 94p
Maxell UD ..

TDK ED .. £1.35
TDK SA .. £1.36
BASF LH ..
63p
BASF Sup. LH
96p
Sony K

57p

Sony HF

..

Sony CR

..

Sony FeCr

76p
£1.20
£1.49

1
11-fl Centre

Bang and Olufsen, Sony, Trio,
Kef, Technics, A.R., Armstrong,
Aiwa, Tandberg, Yamaha etc.
ROTE!.
RA212
£49-95
RA312
£61 - 95
RA412
£74.95
RX202
£93.95
RX402 £130-95
RX602 £165.95
RP1500 £62.95
RP3000 £99.95
WHARFEDALE
Chevin XP
£26.95
Denton 2XP
£36-95
Linton 3XP
£53-95

GOODMANS

PIONEER
SA5300

SCD 100
Module 90

£52.95

SA6300
SA7300
SX434
SX535
SX636
SX737
PL12D
PL15R
CTF2121
CTF9191

RECORD
CABINET

£ 23-95
£ 15.95

VIDEO TONE
Mini Max £36-95

SONY
KV2000
KV1810
KV1340
HMK40A
TV110UK
TC138SD
TC136SD
TC377
STR7015
STR7025

£266-95
£229.95
£179.95
£209-95
£69.95
£ 155.95
£ 113.95
£ 139.95
£105-95
£ 117-95

E. & 0.E. Prices include VAT at 121% correct on 13/5/76.

CASSETTES: Price each includes VAT. ( Minimum order 10). P. & P. 1 - 59 cassettes 60p, 60

•

£68.95
£98-95
£91-95
£118.95
£135-95
£165.25
£41.95
£50-95
£109-95
£223.95

e

cassettes I
p Cassette.

SPECIAL
PURCHASE

•
MAGAZINE
RACK
•
BOOK CASE

•
AUDIO UNIT
SHELVES

GIVE YOUR FIDELITY EQUIPMENT
THE PROMINENCE IT DESERVES
INTRODUCING THE NEW
Leisure Time range-direct from
the factory-to you
Complete unit comprises
*MAIN BASE UNIT-with record
storage-book
casemagazine
rack-audio
unit
shelves.
*MATCHING SPEAKER
PLINTHS and extension surface incorporating adjustable
record tape deck recess.
WHITE as illustrated.
£34.50 plus £2-30 p á p.
Teak- style also available.
UNITS FROM £8.95.
leaflet on request.
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This elegant and versatile unit has
been specially designed for the discerning HiFi enthusiast.
*Modern white and teak- style
finish to blend with any decor.
*Heavily constructed with rubber
mounted speaker plinths.
*Durable, easy clean melamine
surfaces.
*Adjustable length to fit any
room layout- bay or recess.
*Height 21r; Depth 15"; Length
48, extending up ton -.
LEISURE TIME LTD.,

Colour

CROZIER ROAD, Dept. N3,
MUTLEY, PLYMOUTH.

GOLDRING
GL75
TURNTABLE
complete with ' Leak' De- Luxe plinth and hinged cover,
and Goldring G.800 stereo cartridge.

OUR PRICE ONLY £38.90 inc.

VAT.

plus post & packing £ 2.60
Postal enquires from:

iNlicKenna
&Brovvn
(PHOTO H F TO

135/7 High Street, Redcar, Cleveland. Tel. 3829
or Personal Shoppers from

any o four

other branches at

Middlesbrough, Stockton, Darlington and Bi sho pAuckland

Main dealers for:Technics - Bang & Olufsen - Sony - Tri
o - Quad etc.
Telephone your Barclaycard or Access number for immediate delivery

Great Shops Great Value

SONY

RING US
FOR PRICES

CO PIONEER

Technics

AI WA P'ar'

HITACHI*SANYO*TOSHIBA*MITSUBISHI
MAIL ORDER1

FULL SERVICE

AMPLIFIERS

TUNERS

RECEIVERS

CASSETTE DECKS

MUSIC CENTRES
Sony HMK 20 & 30
Sony HMK 40A & 70
Hitachi SDT 2680 & 2690
National SGI020L & 1070L
National SG2070L & 1060
Aiwa AF5080
Toshiba SM3500

Sony TA I
63D
Sony TA2650
Sony ST2950F
Sony ST3950
Sony TA & ST70
Sony TA & 3T88
Sony TA5650 & 8650
Technics SU & ST3050
Technics SU & 5T3150
Technics SU & ST3500
•Also new range of SONY

EXPORT

Sony TC206
Sony TCI86
Sony TCII7 & 129
Sony TCI35 & 136
Sony TCI53 & 138
Sony TC177SD
Sony TC377 ( Reel/Reel)
Technics RS263
Tecinics RS271 & 271

TURNTABLES

Sony STR7015 & 7025
Sony STR7035 & 7055
Technics SAS ISO
Technics SA5250
Technics SA5350
Aiwa AX7500
Aiwa AF3060
Pioneer SX434 & SX737
Pioneer SX535

Technics RS610US
Technics R5279
Technics R5671 & 676
Aiwa AD ( 300
Aiwa AD ( 800
Aiwa AD6500
Pioneer CT- F2121
Pioneer CT- F7171

COLOUR

SPEAKERS
Sony SS70 & 5088
Sony SSS 177 & 5300
Sony SS3050 & 5050
Technics SB30 & 40
Technics SB102 & 202
Technics SB302 & 402
Technics 513501
AR 7X & AR 16
AR 14 & AR 12
Pioneer CS- E420

Sony PSI350 & 2350
Sony PS4750 81 6750
Technics SL20
Technics SLI500
Technics SL 1300
Technics 51_120
Technics SLI W
Pioneer PL- 12D- II

13'
18"
20"
14"
18"
20"
14"
19'
5'

& PORTABLE TV's

Sony KVI 340
Sony KVI810 Mk 11
Sony KV2000
National TC48G
National TC86G
National TC26I
Mitsubishi
Hitachi CTP202
National TR505G

II" Sony TVI IOUK
;2" Hitachi P20
r National TR602
12" National TR562G
;4" Hitachi F54G
14" National TR7I4G

IN- CAR EQUIPMENT

WRITE OR PHONE FOR
THE BEST PRICES

01-579 3718
01-567 8703

Hitachi Radio WM7I3R
Hitachi Radio WM850E
Hitachi Cassette/Radio CSK2300
Aiwa Cassette/Radio GTR2020E
Aiwa Cassette CTI050E
Sony TC24FA

BIG
DISCOUNTS
ON

CASSETTES, RADIOS,
HEADPHONES, etc.

SONY CASSETTES
Price per ten or more
C-90K 53p each
C-90HF

73p each

Postage 40p per order
Price subject to change
without notice.

EALING TV & Hi -Fi Ltd
1, 3&4 THE PADDOCKS, POPES LANE, EALING, LONDON W5 4PA
OPEN: MON -SAT 9.30 A.M.-6 PM. WED TILL 1.00 PM.
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WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT US:
"EXCELLENT SERVICE"

1
-1.

RADFORD'

—Penguins 'London Shopping Guide'

HIGH SENSITIVITY AUDIO VOLTMETERS AND
NOISEMETERS
HSVI.

AUDIO VOLTMETER

AVERAGE READING

HSV2.

AUDIO VOLTMETER

TRUE R.M.S. READING. ( 175 00

ANMI. AUDIO NOISEMETER

— Daily Telegraph Magazine

"THE DOYEN OF HI-FI MUSIC"

( 125 00

AVERAGE READING. £ 150-00

ANM2. AUDIO NOISEMETER. TRUE R.M.S. READING. (200 00

Four instruments are now available for the measurement
of audio frequency signals including noise. They are derived
from a basic battery operated voltmeter design having 16
measurement ranges from I
0j.i.V for full scale meter deflection
to 300 V f.s.d. The Voltmeter has ahigh input impedance and
low inherent noise. It is fitted with ahigh grade meter having
a 5" mirror scale of excellent linearity, calibrated in volts
and dBv.
The Audio Voltmeter ( HSVI) becomes an Audio Noisemeter ( ANM I) by the inclusion of frequency contouring networks having characteristics recommended by international
organisations concerned with specifications and measurement standards, as being suitable for the quantitative measurement of the subjective effect of noise in audio systems. The
HSV1 and ANM I instruments respond to the average or
mean value of the waveform being measured and are calibrated in r.m.s. values on asine wave.
In the HSV2 and ANM2 instruments an r.m.s. to d.c. converter module is incorporated which provides a true r.m.s.
reading on waveforms with a crest factor in excess of 10.
These instruments are also provided with an additional
output socket giving POO V d.c. output corresponding to
1.00 V at nominal full scale meter deflection to operate a
chart recorder or d.c. digital voltmeter.

It is always gratifying to be singled out
for praise in important publications, but
even more important to us is what our
customers say about us to their relatives,
friends and acquaintances, because it is
the unbroken chain of personal recommendations which has been the backbone
of our operation these past twenty years.
Actually, our experience as hi-fi consultants and in the field of record reviewing goes back well over thirty years, and
this unequalled know-how is at your
disposal whenever you consult us about
stereo equipment or about recordings.
It is music we care about, not statistics,
and our interest in audio technology
extends just as far as the latter serves a
genuinely musical purpose.
For this
reason, we attach the greatest importance
to loudspeakers, since it is ultimately the
speakers which dominate any domestic
stereo system: other components are
much less critical provided their performance can be termed ' respectable',
and here reliability must be of primary
concern. In the field of speaker design,
really significant progress has been made
during the past few years. so that
speakers like the new KEF 103 and, perhaps most striking of all, the miniature
BBC LS3/5a Monitor now made by
Chartwell represent a major breakthrough in the age-old tug-of-war between size and performance. At our
studio you can listen at leisure to these
magnificent new speakers—and to many
others, from the modest little Sinclair
Q16 to the mighty Spendor BC3—per-

forming the music you like best (you
may even like to bring along your
favourite discs or cassettes). You will
also be able to compare a wide range of
hand-picked turntable assemblies, amplifiers, tuners, receivers and cassette decks
(among the latter, we might just mention
the fine Technics range, as well as the
elegant Yamaha with its several unique
features), while among our recent additions is the beautifully neat AIWA AF
5080 Music Centre combining asplendid
turntable and receiver with a first-rate
Dolby cassette deck.
The advice and comprehensive service
we offer ( including asubstantial discount
on discs and tapes to those who buy
equipment from us) will invariably save
you needless expenditure by ensuring
that your proposed outlay will be spread
over the required components in such a
manner as to produce the greatest musical
enjoyment allied to maximum reliability.
When you come to us for the first time—
and why not use our weekly record
recital, Live Record Review (2 to 4.30
each Saturday afternoon), as the perfect
way of 'getting to know us' ?—it is your
good will in the years to come which is
our prime concern, and it will not take
you long to discover that, however upto-the-minute the equipment we offer,
the values we uphold are of an oldfashioned kind not often found nowadays.
If you cannot visit us, send for our
Budget Stereo leaflet and price list—we
never regard distance as an insuperable
problem!

Thomas Heinitz Ltd.
MUSIC IN THE HOME

35 MOSCOW ROAD QUEENSWAY LONDON W2

TEL: 01-229 2077

Basic opening hours:
Mon. Tues. Wed. Sat. 9.30-5.30; Thurs. 9.30-1; Fri. 9.30-7

All the instruments are fitted with a socket to enable an
external network of any weighting characteristic to be introduced in the measuring circuit. This extends the use of the
instruments to vibration and acoustical measurement as well
as to the measurement of gramophone turntable rumble,
f.m. receiver noise, etc.
Brief Specification.
Frequency response as Voltmeter :4 Hz to SOO kHz
frequency limits

0.5 dB at

Input impedance

IM ohm shunted by 30 pF

Attenuator accuracy

0-25%

Meter scale linearity

1%. Typically better than 0.5%

Waveform error in true r.m.s.
instruments
Noisemeter included weighting
characteristic

Pe\

1% for crest factor 10
:Wide band ( flat response as
Voltmeter)

es) oP

DIN. ' Audio Band'
IEC/DIN. Curve ' A'
CCIR
Size

: III" x7r x84" deep overall

Please write or phone for descriptive leaflet giving details of the
design and full performance characteristics of the above instruments, together with a reprint copy of Dolby Laboratories Inc.
Engineering Field Bulletin No. I9/2—' Noise Measurement on
Consumer Equipment'.

Radford

Laboratory

Instruments

Ltd

Ashton Vale Road, Bristol BS32HZ, Avon.
Tel. 0272 662301
U.S.A. Roth/Sindell, 540 Kelton Ave., Suite 102, Los Angeles,
California 90024. Tel. ( 213) 473-3687
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Connoiœur
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Dee'n

New from Connoisseur - BD3 Transcription Unit.
With a studio style rising turntable giving accurate cueing Run up time is only a fraction
of a second.
Other important features include an external power source and consequently no hum field
A belt driven turntable with neon illuminated stroboscopic disc with 3 speeds. 33, 45
and 78 - all featuring variable control
The 803 ario is lightweight and incorporates a unique method of magnetic stabalisation
with an interchangeable head shell tracking
cartridges down to 0 6grams
The unit features brushed aluminium trim and is
mounted on a matched wooden plinth complete
with acrylic dust cover
BD2 Turntable Assembly
The famous 8,02 belt drive turntable features push
button speed change, an SAU2 pick up arm with
damped lowering device, brushed aluminium trim.
and specially designed turntable mat.
It is available in chassis form, or as illustrated
mounted on aslimline wooden plinth. with acrylic
cover which features an easy hinged on hinged off
movement.
BD1 Turntable Kit
The 801, well known for its excellent performance
and superb quality is available in kit tom. which
allows greater freedom of choice for the practical enthusiast with regard to mounting,
selection ol arm etc. Construction is simplicity itself with no soldering required Now it's
easy to own the best.
SAU2 Pick Up Arm
Recognised as one of todays most advanced pick up arms Among its star features is an
Auto Bias compensator, hydraulic lowering device, precision balance and an adiustable
head shell which can be matched to a wide variety al decks and pick up cartridges, ideal
for the demanding prictical audiophile.
For further details of all Connoisseur products, the 803 or 802, the 801 kit or SAU2 arm.
to the still popular SCU1 cartridge and our precision stylus balance, please contact your
dealer or send a stamp for brochure.

to" miniseur

Top left . The Rol Turntable Kit.
Top: The SAU2 pick up arm.
Top right: The 802 Turntable Assembly
Right: The 1303 Transcription Unit.

Manufactured by -

A. R. Sugden Et CO. ( Engineers) Ltd. Atlas Mill Road, Brighouse, Yorks, H061ES.
Tel

Brighouse 104847) 2142. Telegrams Et Cables

MATHERS of LANCASHIRE
the tape specialists ...
C90

C120

£4-30
£45.60
£10.00

£510
£710
£12.50

£8.30
£10.00

cello

£7.20
£10.60

£6.20
£8-70
£12.60

£9-00
£12•60
£17•30

£5.30
£6•80
£.30
£9•90
£10•20

£7.20
£9.00
£12.60
£13. 410
£13.90

£10-oo

SCOTCH HI-F1
BOXES AND REELS

PRICE
EACH

PRICE PRICE
PER 5 PER 10

Spare 5" Hi Fi box
Spare SI" Hi Fi box
Spare T' Hi -Fi box
Audio index
5" Hi Fi spool
51" Hi Fi spool
7' Hi Fi spoeu

54p
62p
78p
£1.60
33p
42p
50p

61-30

Eel»
ceoo
03-30

Postage on above

20p

£2.45
£2.80
£150
£1.50
£1.90
£2.25
SSp

£13.20

scorcH

45 min
90 min

Dynarange

£3.65
£41.20
£5.25
£2.30
£2.85
£3.40
45p

£S•85 £ 12•90
£6-85 £15.20

40 min
80 min

PRICE
PERS

PRICE
PER 10

£6.18
£8.07

01-40

CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

£14-90

BASF
SUPER

SONY
SLH

PER 5 PER 10

PER 5 PER 12

SCOTCH
DYNARANGE

SCOTCH
SUPERLIFE
PER 5 PER 10

PERS

PER 10

£12•40

£23-80

-

-

£10.40

£19.20

£615

£12.80

-

-

£16-15

£30 90

-

-

£1210

£23.30

£960

£17.80

TP 1800 ..

-

-

-

-

-

-

£16-60 £30.60

LP 1200' ..

-

-

£14-90

£2810

-

-

£1160

51." DP 1800' ..

-

-

£23.45

£4410

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

£1210

£21.00

£40-20

I £28.95

LP

5"

DP 1200' ..

5."

Sr

7"

TDK Super Dynamic

PRICE IPRICE Playing
PER 5 PER 12
time

POUNDS!

-

5"

900'

-

51." TP 2400'

8-1 RACK BLANKS SCOTCH AND TDK

Playing
time

TDK
AUDUA
PER 5 PER 10

HF
Cr02
BASF
LH.
LHS
Cr02
TDK
(D)
(SD)
(ED}
(SA)
Cr02

SAVE

REEL-TO-REEL TAPES

C60

SONY

LANCS.
TELEPHONE 024

compare these prices and

CASSETTES
All priced per 10
C45/30.

Connoiseur, Brighouse

-

LP 1200'

-

-

-

I

-

-

-

£23-30

£9.60

£17.80

£16.60

£30.60

£12.85

£23.80

£2015

£38-60

-

-

£28.60

-

-

-

-

£17-75

£4010

£16-60

£30.60

£12.10

£22.30

7"

LP 1800' ..

men

£712

7"

DP 2400'

-

-

£55.40

£27.10

£6115

£2)15

£38-60

£1610

£29.50

r

TP 3600' ..

-

-

-

-

-

-

£30.33

£5510

-

-

Mr SP 2400' ..

-

-

-

-

£28-00

£6310

-

-

-

-

104" LP 3600' ..

um

£71.89

-

-

£36.65

£77.75

-

-

-

-

POSTAL CHARGES EXTRA
CASSETTES
63p on 10's; 72p on 20's
85p on 30's; 95p on 40's

8-TRACK
60p on S's
70p on 10's or I2's

OPEN REEL TAPE
81 p on 5's
£1.16 on 10's or I2's

10f"
£1.12 on S's
£1.75 on 10's or I2's

We hope you can avail yourself of our rapid
MAIL/TELEPHONE ORDER SERVICE.
Every
item advertised here is regarded by us as astock
line, only our suppliers running out tin damage

this cri erion. All prices include V.A.T.
MAIL ORDER . . . send cheque, postal orders,
money order or quote your BARCLAYCARD/
ACCESS number and your address. B.F.P.O.
addresses supplied with pleasure. Please state
on your order " Return remittance if out of
stock" or " you may hold this order for
weeks, if out of stock".
TELEPHONE ORDERS . . . just quote your
BARCLAYCARD/ACCESS number and address.
We will tell your our stock position and despatch
within hours, where possible.
We reserve the right to change prices without
notice. E. & 0.E. PRICES CORRECT AT 17/6/76.
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An inside...

:..outside

...look at Celestion HiFi speakers
the

sound to be experienced!

Celestion

cl

,
Pla
e
m
aseesend

me full details of the range and inform me of nearest stockists.

Address

Rola Celestion Limited. ()Mori Works, Foxhall Road, ' paw ch. Suffolk IP3 8JP.
relephoie Ipswrch ( 0473) 73131. CabIes: Voicecoil Ipsvoch.Telex. 98365.
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86 SB MK II BELT DRIVE
Restyled and improved, the 86 SB Mark II meets the
need for turntable precision in the middle price
range. It incorporates an S-shaped low mass
tonearm with jewelled pivots, calibrated bias compensator, and easily controlled viscous damped
cueing from a 3- in- a- row switch panel which
includes manual and fully automatic controls. A
castellated mat cushions and holds the record firmly
above the heavy, dynamically- balanced turntable —
driven by asynchro-lab motor with flexible belt drive.
Once again, Garrard have combined superb styling
with outstanding performance.

SPECIFICATIONS:
PLATTER
DIA.mm 293
TYPE Die cast Zinc Alloy
Dynamically Balanced
DRIVE
MOTOR Synchro Lab
SPEEDS 34,45
DRIVE LINKAGE
Flexible Belt
PERFORMANCE
dB RUMBLE DIN A-43
dB
DIN B-63
WOW/FLUTTER % RMS
DIN 0.12
TONEARM
TYPE Low Mass " S"
Shaped Tubular Fixed
Offset

BALANCE Adjustable
Counterweight
PIVOTS Combination
Jewel Et Ball- bearings
STYLUS FORCE
ADJUSTMENT
Vernier Adjustable
Counterweight
ANTI SKATING
ADJUSTMENT Sliding
weight with Spherical/
Elliptical Calibration
CUE CONTROL Viscous
damped for both lowering Et lifting
DIMENSIONS
SIZE.mm WITH BASE
Et COVER 425x382x185
WEIGHT Kg 11.16
BASE Et COVER BLC20

Rec. Ret. Price £87.35 inc. V.A.T.
COMET PRICE £62.90 inc. V.A.T.

125 SB BELT DRIVE
A new addition to the Garrard range, the 125 SB
shares many of the advanced features of the more
expensive Garrard turntables. These include synchrolab motor with flexible belt drive, viscous damped
cueing, low mass S-shaped tubular tonearm and
anti- skating adjustment. Fully- automatic operation
eliminates damage to stylus and records, and there's a
slide- in carrier for easy cartridge removal too. All these
features, plus asophisticated repeat play facility, make
the new 125 SB an outstanding value- for- money buy
—even by Garrard standards.

SPECIFICATIONS:
PLATTER
DIA.mm 280
TYPE Deep Formed
Aluminium
DRIVE
MOTOR Synchro Lab
SPEEDS 331, 45
DRIVE LINKAGE
Flexible Belt
PERFORMANCE
dB RUMBLE DIN A-39
dB
DIN B — 59
WOW/FLUTTER % RMS
DIN 0.16
TONEARM
TYPE Low Mass"S"
Shaped Tubular Fixed
Offset

BALANCE Adjustable
Counterweight
PIVOTS Combination
Jewel & Ball- bearings
STYLUS FORCE
ADJUSTMENT
Vernier Adjustable
Counterweight
ANTI SKATING
ADJUSTMENT
Calibrated Spring
Spherical/Elliptical
Calibration
CUE CONTROL Viscous
Damped
DIMENSIONS
SIZE.mm WITH BASE Et
COVER 421x360x168
WEIGHT Kg 6.25
BASE & COVER BLC15

Rec. Ret. Price £66.10 inc. V.A.T.
COMET PRICE £46.50 inc. V.A.T.

131 / F

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Stereo Amplifiers
AKAI
AA 5210
120.15
AA 5210DB
157.95
AA 5510
157.95
ALBA
UA 700
62.96
UA 900
107.96
AMSTRAD
8000 Mk 3
37.97
Integra 4000 Mk 2
45.55
IC 2000 Mk 3
56.25
FERGUSON
3490
2/4
channel
amplifier SQ. Pan
balance control 4
160.38
x14 watts output
FERROGRAPH
F208 Mk II ..
121.50
F608 Mk II
209.25
GOODMANS
Model 40-40
101.39
LEAK
2200
156.00
PIONEER
SA 5300
84.79
SA 6300
112.99
SA 7300
160.34
SA 7500
237.63
SA 8500
301.36
SA 9500
404.24
SA 9900
599.77
HOTEL
RA212
73.50
RA312
89.90
RA412
109.90
RA612
149.90
RA812
192.50
RA1412
425.00
SANSUI
AU 2200
86.10
AU 3900
119.27
AU 4900
144.57
AU 5500
184.73
AU 7700
238.41
AU 7500
225.10
SOLA VOX.
.
20. 10 watts. RMS
per channel
45.53
30. 15 watts. RMS
per channel
53.46

Tuner Amplifiers
74.90
97.50
97.50
40.50
78.90
28.50
33.00
41.90

59.50
92.50
157.50
61.00
103.50
59.50
77.50
110.50
162.50
209.50
279.50
419.00
49.50
62.50
73.50
99.90
129.50
274.50
54.90
89.50
108.50
119.50
149.50
143.90
28.50
32.50

Tuners
ALBA
UA 800 AM/FM/MPX 62.96
AMSTRAD
3000 Mk II AM/FM/
MPX
56.25
FER ROG RA PH
SFM 1Mk II FM/MPX 147.38
LEAK
2300 AM/FM/MPX
124.74
PIONEER
TX5300 AM/FM/MPX 99.50
TX7500 AM/FM/MPX 189.34
TX9500 AM/FM/MPX 261.88
ROTEL
RT224 AM/FM/MPX
79.90
RT324 AM / FM/M PX 102.50
111624 AM/FM/MPX 149.90
RT824 AM/FM/MPX 189.90
SANSUI
TU3900
AM/FM/
MPX
126.64
TU4400
AM/FM/
MPX
117.07
TU5500
AM/FM/
MPX
154.90
TU7500
AM/FM
MPX
184.32
TU7700
AM/FM/
MPX
191.21
TU9500
AM/FM/
MPX
236.57
132

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

44.90

41.90
107.90
80.90
67.50
130.50
179.50
52.00
67.50
97.50
123.25

94.90
69.00
99.50
109.50
124.50
149.50

AMSTRAD
5000 AM/FM/MPX
97.73
AKAI
AA 810 AM/FM/MPX 134.55
AA
1020
AM/FM/
MPX
219.50
AA
1030
AM/FM/
MPX
245.00
AA
1050
AM/FM/
MPX
319.50
GOODMANS
Module 90 AM/FM/
MPX Teak
162.41
Module 110 FM/MW
/LW/SW/MPX
184.24
Module 120 FM/MW
/LW/SW/MPX
184.24
Module 150 FM/MW
/LW/M PX
269.10
LEAK
1800 AM/FM/MPX
170.96
2000 AM/FM/MPX
201.56
PIONEER
SX 1010 AM/FM/
MPX
525.62
SX
838
AM/FM/
MPX
366.36
SX
737
AM/FM/
MPX
300.12
SX
636
AM/FM/
MPX
242.40
SX
535
AM/FM/
MPX
207.87
SX
434
AM/FM/
MPX
151.66
SX
300
AM/FM/
MPX
116.55
HOTEL
RX 102 AM / FM/MPX 107.50
RX 152 AM/FM/MPX 124.50
RX 202 AM/FM/MPX 137.50
RX 402 AM/FM/MPX 192.50
RX 602 AM/FM/MPX 244.50
RX 802 AM/FM/MPX 307.50
SANSUI
210 AM/FM/MPX
107.56
221 AM/FM/MPX
120.16
331 AM/FM/MPX
133.52
441 AM/FM/MPX
124.64
551 AM/FM/MPX
174.45
661 AM/FM/MPX
223.58
771 AM/FM/MPX
277.50
881 AM/FM/MPX
359.01
8080 AM/FM/MPX
453.45
9090 AM/FM/MPX
498.61

Turntables
71.90
101.50
147.00
164.00
184.50
122.90
124.90
139.50
204.50
109.50
134.90
296.90
229.50
179.90
152.00
129.50
103.50
83.50
68.90
79.50
94.50
129.50
159.50
203.50
59.90
89.90
99.90
84.90
130.90
187.50
207.90
269.50
339.90
373.90

Hi- Fi Compacts
GOLDRING
Module 8000 Compact Teak
253.13
Module 80 Compact
Teak
210.38
Module 90 Compact
Teak
286.38
Module 110,
Compact Teak
306.83

116.90
134.90
179.90
194.90

Quadraphonic Tuner/Amps
PIONEER
QX 646 AM/FM/MPX/
QS/SQ/CD4
377.69
QX 747 AM/FM/MPX/
QS/SQ/CD4
493.04
QX 949 AM/FM/MPX/
QS/SQ/CD4
656.62
DX 8000A AM/FM/
MPX/QS
Sp. price
ROTEL
RX 254 AM/FM/MPX /SQ/QS/CD4
269.91
SANSUI
GRX 7001 AM/FM/
MPX/QS/C04.
614.75

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

197.90
311.50
445.00
179.90
197.90
461.50

AKAI
AP001 inc. 8 Et C
87.00
67.50
AMSTRAD
TP12D inc. b and c
55.22
41.50
CONNOISSEUR
BD1 kit
16.76
13.50
BD2
P/C/SAU2
Mod. A
61.88
43.90
803 inc. B Er C
95.63
74.25
GARRARD
SP25 Mk IV Chass
27.56
20.50
Zero 100SB Chass
66.93
29.90
401 Chass
81.50
58.50
401
inc. base and
cover
and
SME
3009 arm
Sp. price 99.50
GOLDRING
G102/PC
45.00
26.90
L8OPC inc. BEr C
78.75
54.90
L82PC Auto stop inc.
B Er C
90.00
64.90
L84PC
Auto
return
inc. B Et C
106.88
79.50
L9OPC
Electronic,
Auto stop inc. B
Et C
166.50 119.90
GL65 auto stop belt
drive
94.50
54.90
GL75PC inc. Cover
66.82
35.90
GL78P/Cover
with
auto stop
89.43
45.90
GL85P/Cover
with
auto stop
118.13
59.90
LEAK
2001 with band c
151.05
80.90
McDONALD
MP60 Chass
23.74
14.90
PIONEER
PL12D with b and c
68.14
45.90
PL15R with b and c
auto return
80.42
53.50
PL55X with b and c
direct
drive
auto
stop
204.53 137.50
PL71 with b and c
direct drive
227.32 159.90
HOTEL
RP1500 with b and
cand arm
91.50
59.90
RP2500 inc. b and
cauto return
114.50
76.90
RP3000
less
arm
with
b and
c
direct drive
124.50
85.50
RP3000
with
arm
with
b and
c
direct drive
149.90 104.50
SANSUI
SR212P inc. b and
cauto return
72.24
54.50
SR222P inc. b and
Cbelt drive
82.19
61.50
SR525 inc. b and c
direct drive
182.10 136.50
THORENS
TD125 Mk II Chass
119.81
80.90
TD125AB Mk II
185.63 116.90
TD145C auto stop
129.94
93.50
TD166/C inc. b and
88.88
62.90
TD160/C inc. b and
102.38
71.90
TD160
BC inc.
b
and cless arm
83.81
60.25

THE FOLLOWING TURNTABLES ARE
COMPLETE WITH BASE, PLINTH,
COVER AND CARTRIDGE. FULLY
WIRED AND READY FOR USE.
AKAI
AP 003 with Audio
Technica
ATII,
magnetic cartridge,
auto return
141.50
94.50
GARRARD
63SP
with
Shure
M75
ECS
less
cover.
Sp. price 18.50

Turntables
continued

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

GARRARD
Cover for 63SP
Sp. price
3.50
SP25
Mk
IV with
Shure M75/6/SM
50.23
35.50
125SB
with
Shure
M75/6/SM
66.10
46.50
86SB
Mk
II
with
Shure M75/6/SM
87.35
62.90
McDONALD
MP60 TPD with ADC
K8
44.36
28.50
BDS 80 TPD
Belt
Drive
with
ADC
K7E
57.33
36.90
BDS 90 TPD Belt
Drive with ADC
K5E
63.16
40.90
BDS 95 TPD Belt
Drive with ADC
K5E
65.21
42.90
PHILIPS
GA212 with GP400
mag. cartridge
96.30
62.90

Speakers
ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS
PAIRS
AKAI
SA1000
207.00 124.90
SA1200
258.00 157.50
AMSTRAD
Acousta 2500
51.62
39.50
CELESTION
Ditton 11
70.88
51.50
Ditton 15
115.04
83.00
Ditton 25
243.05 175.50
Ditton 33
169.99 122.90
Ditton 44
206.42
148.90
Ditton 66
331.52 239.50
FERROGRAPH
S1
256.50 194.50
GOODMANS
Minister SL TK
65.38
45.90
Havant SL
80.69
57.50
Mezzo SL
119.54
84.90
Magnum SL
150.52 107.50
Achromat 100 Monitor
101.21
71.50
Achromat 250 Monitor
148.64 104.50
Achromat 400 Monitor
195.77 137.50
Stand for 400 ( pair)
19.46
13.50
LEAK
2030
113.40
88.90
2060
178.47
139.90
2075
473.40 269.00
PIONEER
CST 61
226.17 139.50
CST 8
540.41
359.00
SANSUI
ES200
184.00 138.50
LM110
172.19 129.50
LM220
215.21
161.50
LM330
286.99 215.00
SOLAVOX
TK5OD
173.02
95.50
TK20
43.27
33.50
TK30
59.04
44.90
TK45
108.74
84.50
TK60
144.25 107.50
Speaker stands ( pair)
16.99
12.50
WHARFEDALE
Chevin
38.48
28.50
Denton 2XP
54.71
42.50
Linton 3XP
79.51
57.90
Glendale 3XP
103.86
79.50
Dovedale SP
181.49 129.50
Airdale SP
283.51
216.50

Speaker Kits
GOODMANS
DIN 20 NT kit ( pair)
Mezzo twin kit ( pair)

37.76
66.21

26.90
46.90

Ipromise you 12 months service, including parts and labour on all goods without charge. After the initial free 12 month period you can still rely on us
to ensure that your purchases are kept in working order.
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Chairman

Speaker Kits
continued

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

WHARFEDALE
Linton kit ( pair) ..
Glendale
3XP
kit
(pair)
Dovedale kit ( pair) .

30.11

22.50

68.02
85.94

50.50
63.90

15.25
16.00
17.00
6.90

AKAI
DC 44 for 4000 DS
CONNOISSEUR
BDI plinth fi cover..
GARRARD
B15 Base and Cover
SP25
1320 Base and Cover
86SB. 100SB
THORENS
TX25 Cover for TO
125AB Mk. II
Base for TD125 Mk II

6.00
15.25

HiFi Tape Recorders

Chassis Speakers
PRICED AS SINGLE UNITS
GOODMANS
Audiom 12P
20.55
Audiom 12PG
22.27
Audiom 12PD
23.46
Axent 100
9.90
Crossover
network
8.74
XO/950
Hi Fax 750P
21.83

Cartridges
All Audio Technica cartridges listed are
fitted with a Shibata Stylus and are
suitable for CD4 and normal Stereo
Records.
AUDIO
Technica AT12S .
23.38
15.25
Technica AT14S
29.23
18.90
Technica AT15S .
41.85
26.90
Technica AT2OSL .
46.76
31.50
ADC
Super XLM for CD4
54.70
35.90
XLM
38.68
26.50
VLM
31.40
19.90
Q36
18.45
11.90
Q32
14.27
9.25
030
10.45
6.50
EMPIRE
999 XEX
17.89
7.90
1000ZE/X
60.20
19.90
GOLDRING
G800 Boxed
8.43
4.50
G800E Boxed
12.82
6.90
G800 Super E Boxed
19.57
10.25
G900 Super E
40.50
29.75
ORTOFON
5L150 ( Quadraphonic
74.25
47.25
* SL15E
51.75
33.25
M15E Super
51.75
33.25
VMS20E
29.81
18.90
SHURE
M55E
10.13
6.25
M75EJ
16.54
10.25
M75ED
19.24
12.25
M95EJ
17.37
10.75
M95ED
24.98
15.50
V15- Mk III
50.29
36.90
SONOTONE
9TAHC Diam/Saph
3.65
1.90
ORTOFON
*Ortofon
STM72
transformer for use
with Ortofon SL
150 and SL15E
19.69
12.80

Styli
ADC
RZL for Super XLM..
RXL for XLM
RVL for VLM
RK5E for K5E
RK7E for K7E
RK8 for K8
GOLDRING
D110 Stylus ( G800)
D110E
Stylus
(G800E)
0110SE Stylus ( G800
Super E)
SHURE
N75EJ Stylus
N75ED Stylus
VN35E Stylus (V15
Ill)

Bases and Covers

23.81
15.70
13.49
9.50
7.57
5.52

15.50
10.35
8.90
6.25
5.25
3.80

4.21

2.60

9.45

5.50

14.52

8.50

9.45
12.83

6.60
8.90

18.90

14.90

7.31

5.50

16.88

13.00

17.15

12.25

20.70

14.50

13.05
13 05

10.90
10.90

AKAI
119.90
I722L
170 91
4000
DS
Mk.
II
121.50
stereo deck
174.00
4000
DB
Dolby
169.90
stereo deck
249.50
GX265D stereo re242.90
verse deck
411.00
GX630DB
Dolby
379.00
stereo deck
560.00
GX630DSS 4 channel
deck
607.50 459.00
GX1820D stereo tape
169.00
deck
281.18
99.90
GXR82D 8- track deck 155.25
BSR
TD8S
Eight
track
19.75
deck
30.32
DECCA
CD1000
8- track
18.90
player
27.08
FERROGRAPH
7502 2- track stereo
364.50
deck
405.00
7504 4- track stereo
364.50
deck
405.00
75020 2- track Dolby
454.50
stereo deck
478.13
75040 4- track Dolby
454.50
stereo deck
478.13
7522/7524 stereo rec. 450.00 405.00
75220/75240 Dolby
470.75
stereo rec.
523.13
PIONEER
RH99 8- track rec/
64.50
play deck
91.71
WOLLENSAK
8075 8- track Dolby
149.50
deck
205.73
SOLAVOX
Sp.
price
1.99
7in Metal spool

Blank Tapes
SCOTCH DYNARANGE
CASSETTES
0.98
0.59
C60
1.36
0.69
C90
1.90
0.99
C120
SCOTCH HIGH ENERGY
1.38
0.75
C60
1.68
0.99
C90
SCOTCH Chrome Dioxide Cr02
C60
1.62
0.99
C90
2.03
1.20
C120
2.65
1.60
SCOTCH CLASSIC CASSETTES
C60
1.75
1.50
C90
2.33
1.95
SCOTCH Low Noise 8- Track
Blank Cartridges
90 mins
2.17
1.35
SCOTCH CLASSIC CARTRIDGES
45 mins
2.05
1.75
90 mins
2.48
2.10
SOLAVOX
7 in metal spool . Sp.price
1.99
SCOTCH HI-FI DYNARANGE
SPOOLED TAPES
5,1 in LP 1200
4.19
2.70
7 in LP 1800 .
5.51
3.60

Blank Tapes
continued

ReRt ail

HiFi Cassette Retail
Rec.
Tape
Price
Inc. VAT
Recorders
continued

Comet

Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT
SCOTCH HI- Fl DYNARANGE
DOUBLE PLAY
51 in DP 1800
5.51
3.60
7 in DP 2400
6.94
4.50
SCOTCH CLASSIC REEL
4.98
4.10
7 in 1200 ft
6.21
5.00
7 in 1800 ft
8.41
6.80
7 in 2400 ft
10¡ in 2400 ft
11.96
9.70
10I in 3600 ft
14.39
11.60
10i in 4800 ft
18.91
15.30
SCOTCH VIDEOCASSETTES
VC 30
13.07
11.25
VC 60
20.20
16.50
T.D.K. RECORDING TAPE
TDK DYNAMIC CASSETTES
060
1.12
0.69
D90
1.62
0.99
D120
2.14
1.35
TDK SUPER DYNAMIC
CASSETTES
SD C60
1.32
0.89
SD C90
1.79
1.25
SD C120
2.55
1.75
TDK SUPER AVILYN CASSETTES
SA C60
190
1.30
SA C90
2.70
1.99
TDK AU DUA CASSETTES
C60
1.79
1.25
C90
2.55
1.75
TDK AUDUA SPOOL TAPE
L1800
4.99
3.45
13600 on metal
NAB reel
13.69
9.50

PHILIPS
2520 Dolby Et DNL
stereo deck
PIONEER
CT
4141A
Dolby
stereo deck
CT
5151
Dolby
stereo deck
CTF
2121
Dolby
stereo front loading
CTF
6161
Dolby
stereo deck
CTF
7171
Dolby
stereo deck
CTF
9191
Dolby
stereo front loading
ROTEL
RD20 Dolby stereo
deck
SANSUI
SC2000 Dolby stereo
deck
SC2002 Dolby stereo
deck
SC3000 Dolby stereo
deck
SC3003 Dolby stereo
deck black
WOLLENSAK
4766 Dolby stereo
deck

Microphones
AKAI
ADM20
AKG
05
D190E/H
SHURE
515 SA High impedance
515 SB Low impedance

9.99

7.25

9.45
41.54

6.50
29.50

20.25

14.50

20.25

14.50

138.75

94.50

195.00

129.50

241.50

149.50

311.00

197.50

282.00

169.50

259.50

169.50

72.05

54.50

92.82

66.25

176.13

134.50

105.75

74.50

192.72

134.90

173.42

104.90

197.01

121.50

179.41

124.50

208.99

127.50

235.31

144.50

366.75

254.50

199.90

137.25

194.15

145.50

194.15

145.50

217.76

162.90

217.76

162.90

259.38

129-90

Headphones
AKAI
ASE 11
16 45
ASE 20
22.35
ASE 22
24.20
AKG
K140
20.25
K240
32.63
100
12.15
KOSS
Easy Listener
29.14
HV1A
29.82
HV 1 LC
33.70
ESP- 9Electrostatic
112.50
ESP- 6A Electrostatic
66.38
Technician/VFR
47.25
Phase 2 TM
47.25
PRO 5 L/C
38.82
PRO-4AA
35.44
KO- 72713
20.25
KO- 747
25.88
K 711
14.07
K6
15.70
K6/LC ( with volume
control)
17.95
K7
11.25
ROTEL
RH 930 Electret Condenser
37.50
SANSUI
SS10
23.51
SH5
23.13
SOLAVOX
340 Volume controls
with Mono switch
8.38
400
9.23
WHARFEDALE
DD1
18.86
Isodynamic
28.00

HiFi Cassette Tape
Recorders
AKAI
CS34D Dolby stereo
deck
GXC39D Dolby stereo
deck
GXC310D
Dolby
stereo deck two
capstans
GXC325D
Dolby
stereo deck two
capstans,
three
heads
GXC75D
Dolby
stereo auto- reverse
deck
GXC710D
Dolby
stereo deck front
loading
AMSTRAD
6000 stereo deck
7000 Dolby stereo
deck
GOODMANS
SCD100 Dolby stereo
deck
HANNIMEX
HC D1020
Dolby
stereo deck

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

12.50
16.50
17.50
12.90
22.50
5.50
17.00
24.95
26.95
89.95
55.75
39.50
39.50
32.50
29.25
17.00
21.50
11.69
13.00
15.00
9.45

24.25
17.50
17.25

5.50
5.75
13.95
17.00

NEW COMET BRANCHES
DUNFERMLINE
12,14 Chalmers Street

Tel: Dunfermline 28879

HALIFAX
70 Horton Street

Tel: 0422 59434

BIRKENHEAD
220 New Chester Road, Rock Ferry

Tel: 051 647 4427
133
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e/Budget HI-FI
M Systems

SYSTEMS COSTING
UP TO £ 150
Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT
AMSTRAD 8000 Mk 3 amplifier 10
watts RMS per channel plus McDonald
MP60 turntable de luxe base and cover,
fitted with ADC K8 magnetic cartridge
plus two Wharfedale Chevin loudspeakers.
120.81
85.50
SOLAVOX 20 amplifier 10 watts RMS
per channel plus McDonald MP60
turntable de luxe base and cover, fitted
with ADC K8 magnetic cartridge plus
two Wharfedale Chevin loudspeakers.
128.37
85.50
AMSTRAD Integra 4000 Mk 2 2 x 10
watts RMS plus McDonald MP60
TPD1 de luxe plinth and cover with
ADC K8 magnetic cartridge plus two
Wharfedale Chevin loudspeakers.
128.39
90.00
SOLAVOX 30 amplifier 15 watts per
channel plus McDonald MP60 turntable de luxe base and cover, fitted
with ADC K8 magnetic cartridge plus
two Solavox TK30 loudspeakers.
156.86
105.90
AMSTRAD IC2000 Mk 2 amplifier
2 x 20 watts RMS plus McDonald
MP60 turntable TPD1 de luxe plinth
cover and ADC K8 magnetic cartridge
plus two Solavox TK30 loudspeakers.
159.65
115.30
ALBA UA700 amplifier 15 watts per
channel with McDonald MP60 TPD1
turntable de luxe base and cover. ADC
K8 magnetic cartridge plus two Celes lion Ditton 11 loudspeakers.
178.20
120.50
ROTEL RX102 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier plus McDonald MP60 turntable, TPD1 de luxe plinth and ADC
K8 magnetic cartridge, with two
Wharfedale Chevin loudspeakers.
190.34
125.90
AMSTRAD IC2000 Mk 22 x20 watts
plus Amstrad TP12D belt drive turntable with a Goldring G800E and two
Amstrad 2500 loudspeakers.
175.91
129.80
FERGUSON 3490 stereo/4 channel
amplifier Joy stick type balance control
with a Goldring G102 belt drive
turntable fitted with G800 magnetic
cartridge plus two Solavox TK30 loud speakers.
272.85
135.80
PIONEER SA5300 amplifier 2 x 12
watts RMS plus Garrard SP25 Mk IV
turntable plinth, cover, fitted with
Shure M75/6 magnetic cartridge plus
two Wharfedale Denton 2XP loudspeakers.
189.73
137.50
AMSTRAD 5000 tuner amplifier AM/
FM/MPX 2 x 25 watts RMS with
Garrard SP25 Mk 4 turntable with
Garrard plinth, hinged lid and Shure
M75/6/SM magnetic cartridge plus
two Amstrad 2500 loudspeakers.
199.58
146.90
SANSUI 221 tuner amplifier AM/FM/
MPX 2x10 watts RMS with aGoldring
G102PC belt drive turntable and
Goldring G800 magnetic cartridge
plus two Wharfedale Chevin loudspeakers.
212.07
149.80

SYSTEMS COSTING
UP TO £200
ROTEL RX152 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2 x 12 watts RMS plus
McDonald
MP60
turntable
TPD1
plinth and ADC K8 magnetic cartridge,
with two Wharfedale Denton 2XP
loudspeakers.
223.57
150.50
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SYSTEMS COSTING
UP TO £200 Cont
Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT
ROTEL RA312 amplifier 2 x 18 watts
RMS plus McDonald BDS80 belt
drive turntable base, cover and ADC
K7E cartridge plus two Wharfedale
Linton 3XP loudspeakers.
226.74
157.30
AMSTRAD 5000 tuner amplifier 2x25
watts RMS. with Amstrad TP12D belt
drive turntable and Goldring G800E
magnetic cartridge plus two Amstrad
2500 loudspeakers.
217.39
159.80
SANSUI AU2200 amplifier 2 x 15
watts plus the new Sansui SR222P
Belt drive turntable with Shure M95ED
magnetic cartridge plus two Celestion
Ditton 11 loudspeakers.
245.76
171.16
GOODMANS Model 40-40 amplifier
2 x 30 watts RMS plus the new
Garrard 125SB turntable fitted plinth,
cover and Shure M75/6/SM magnetic
cartridge plus two Goodmans Mezzo
SL loudspeakers.
287.03
192.40
ROTEL RX202 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2 x 16 watts plus Garrard
125SB belt drive turntable plinth,
cover and Shure M75/6/SM cartridge
with two Celestion Ditton 11 loudspeakers.
274.48
192.50
PIONEER SA6300 amplifier, 2 x 22
watts RMS plus Pioneer PL12D turntable with base, cover and Shure
M75ED magnetic cartridge plus two
Wharfedale Linton 3XP loudspeakers.
279.88
193.55

SYSTEMS COSTING
UP TO £250
SANSUI 331 tuner amplifier AM/FM/
MPX 2 x 15 watts RMS with a Sansui
SR212P turntable and a Shure M75EJ
magnetic cartridge plus two Wharfedale
Linton 3XP loudspeakers.
278.14
203.75

SYSTEMS COSTING
UP TO £250 Cont
Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT
ROTEL RA312 2x18 watts RMS, plus
the New Goldring L8OPC Belt drive
turntable, fitted plinth and cover with
G800E magnetic cartridge and two
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP loudspeakers.
285.33
203.80
ALBA UA900 amplifier 2 x 33 watts
RMS with McDonald BDS90 belt drive
turntable fitted ADC K5E magnetic
cartridge plus two Goodmans Mezzo
SL loudspeakers.
290.66
204.70
PIONEER SX434 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier with PL12D belt drive turntable inc. plinth hinged cover and
Shure M75ED magnetic cartridge plus
two Wharfedale Linton 3XP loudspeakers.
318.55
219.55
ROTEL RA412 amplifier 2 x 25 watts
RMS plus Rotel RP1500 with arm,
belt drive turntable, base cover fitted
with an ADC 036 magnetic cartridge
plus two Wharfedale Glendale 3XP
loudspeakers.
323.71
224.80

SYSTEMS COSTING
OVER £250
LEAK 1800 tuner amplifier 2x25 watts
with a Garrard 86SB Mk 2 belt drive
turntable fitted with Shure M75/6
magnetic cartridge plus two Leak 2030
loudspeakers.
371.71
261.30
AKAI AA1020 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2 x 20 watts RMS plus a
Pioneer PL12D turntable with Shure
M75ED magnetic cartridge and two
Wharfedale Linton 3XP loudspeakers.
386.39
263.05
GOODMANS Module 90 AM/FM/
MPX tuner amplifier 2 x30 watts RMS
plus the new Garrard 86SB Mk 2
turntable, belt ' S' type arm, fitted plinth
cover, and Shure M75/6/SM magnetic
cartridge with two Goodmans Mezzo
SL loudspeakers.
369.30
270.70

QUADRAPHONIC SYSTEMS
Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

FERGUSON 3490 four channel amplifier featuring Pan Pot Balance control
4 x 14 watts output with a Goldring
G102PC belt drive turntable fitted
plinth, cover and Goldring
G800
magnetic cartridge, plus four Wharfedale Chevin loudspeakers.
290.77
147.90

PIONEER 0X646 AM/FM/MPX four
channel tuner amplifier featuring built
in QS. S0 and CD4 decoders plus
Pioneer PL12D turntable inc. plinth,
cover and Audio Technica AT12S CD4
magnetic cartridge plus four Celestion
Ditton 11 loudspeakers.
610.97
362.05

PIONEER QX8000 four channel tuner
amplifier with aPioneer PL12D turntable
and a Shure M75E magnetic cartridge
plus four Wharfedale Linton 3XP
loudspeakers.
Sp. price 352.95

PIONEER QX949 AM/FM/MPX four
channel tuner amplifier featuring QS.
SQ and CD4 decoders plus Pioneer
PL55X direct drive turntable featuring
auto arm return plinth, cover and the
ADC
Super XLM
CD4 magnetic
cartridge with four Goodman's Mezzo
SL loudspeakers.
1154.93
788.20

ROTEL RX254 AM/FM/MPX four
channel tuner amplifier featuring built
in QS, SQ & CD4 decoders plus Rotel
RP 1500 turntable inc. plinth, cover,
Audio Technica AT12S CD4 magnetic
cartridge plus four Wharfedale Denton
2XP loudspeakers.
494.21
358.05

SYSTEMS COSTING
OVER £250 Cont.
Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT
ROTEL RX402 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2 x 24 watts RMS plus the
new Goldring L80 PC belt drive turntable base, cover and Goldring G800E
magnetic cartridge with two Wharfedale
Glendale 3XP loudspeakers.
387.93
270.80
ALBA UA900 amplifier 2 x 33 watts
RMS with the new Garrard 86SB M2
turntable belt drive 'S' type arm, fitted
base, cover and Shure M75/6/SM
magnetic cartridge plus two Wharfedale
Dovedale SP loudspeakers.
376.80
271.30
LEAK 2000 tuner amplifier AM/FM/
MPX 2 x 30 watts RMS with the new
Goldring L82PC belt drive turntable,
auto lift off stop and a Goldring G800E
magnetic cartridge plus two Leak 2030
loudspeakers.
417.78
295.60
ROTEL RA612 amplifier 2 x 35 watts
RMS plus Rotel RP1500 with arm,
belt drive turntable, base, cover and
ADC 036 magnetic cartridge plus two
Goodmans Achromat 400 loudspeakers.
455.62
309.20
SANSUI 551
AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2 x 20 watts with Sansui
SR212P turntable and Shure M75EJ
magnetic cartridge plus two Sansui
ES200 loudspeakers.
447.23
334.15
ROTEL RX602 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2 x 40 watts RMS plus Rotel
RP1500 turntable and ADC 036
magnetic cartridge, with two Goodmans
Achromat 400 loudspeakers.
550.22
368.80
SANSUI 661
AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2 x 27 watts with Sansui
SR212 turntable and Shure M75EJ
cartridge, plus two Sansui ES200
loudspeakers.
496.36
370.75
ROTEL RA812 amplifier 2 x 45 watts
RMS plus Garrard 401 turntable fitted
with SME 3009 arm, Shure V15 Mk III
cartridge, base and hinged lid plus two
Solavox TK60 three way loudspeakers.
Sp. price 373.40
AKAI AA1030 AM/FM/MPX stereo
tuner amplifier 2 x 30 watts RMS plus
Akai AP003 belt drive turntable, base,
cover and fitted Audio Technica AT11
cartridge plus two Celestion Ditton 33
loudspeakers.
556.49
381.40
ROTEL RX802 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2 x 55 watts RMS plus Rotel
RP1500 turntable and ADC 036
magnetic cartridge with two Celestion
Ditton 44 loudspeakers.
623.87
424.20
LEAK 2000 tuner amplifier AM/FM/
MPX 2 x 30 watts RMS with a Sansui
SR525 direct drive turntable and the
New Goldring G900 super E " micromass" magnetic cartridge plus two
Leak 2060 loudspeakers.
602.63
441.05
GOODMANS
Module
150 tuner
amplifier MW/LW/FM/MPX with 8
pre set FM push button tuner with the
new Goldring L90 with electronic auto
stop and the G900 Super E "micromass" cartridge plus two Leak 2075
loudspeakers.
949.50
623.16
ROTEL RA1412 amplifier 2x110 watts
RMS plus Sansui SR525 direct drive
turntable fitted with Goldring G900
Super E magnetic cartridge and two
Leak 2075 monitor loudspeakers.
1121.00
709.75
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er The Complete HI-FI
Service
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All branches are open daily to the public
Monday— Friday 9a.m.-8 p.m. Saturday 9a.m.— 5.30 p.m.
SCOTLAND
DUNDEE
EDINBURGH
GLASGOW

West Hendersons Wynd, Dundee
Tel .038228101
1Newhaven Road, Edinburgh, EH6 50X
Tel :031-554-4454 9 ( lines)
Blythswood Trading Estate. Argyle Avenue,
Renfrew, Glasgow, RA4 9EL Tel: 041-886-5731
NORTHERN ENGLAND
BARNSLEY
Peel Street, Barnsley
Tel :0226 83358
BLACKBURN
49-51 Darwen Street, Blackburn
Tel: 0254 57813
BOLTON
63-79 Blackburn Road, Bolton
Tel: 0204 387153/5
DEWSBURY
71 Daisy Hill, Dewsbury
Tel 0924 461203
DONCASTER
17 Market Place, Doncaster
Tel :0302 69520
GRIMSBY
389 Victoria Street, Grimsby, f3N31 1ER
Tel :0472 59623
HULL
96-104 George Street Hull
Tel :0482 20681
HULL
Reservoir Road. Clough Road, Hull, HU6 700 Tel :0482 46441 ( 6lines)
JARROW
56-64 Ellison Street. Jarrow, NE32 3MT
Tel :0632 892211
LEEDS
78 Armley Road. Leeds, LS12 2EF
Tel .053240551
LIVERPOOL
52 Bold Street, Liverpool, Li 4EA
Tel :051-708 7170
LIVERPOOL
Sefton Works, Field Lane, Litherland,
Liverpool Tel :051-928 6688
NEWCASTLE
385-389 Elswick Road, Newcastle
Tel :0632 32431
PRESTON
61 Liverpool Road, Penwortham, Preston ... Tel: 0772 44844
ROCHDALE
Corner of Well i' th' Lane and Oueensway,
Rochdale Tel :0706 50606
SHEFFIELD
The Mill, 1Loxley Road, Malin Bridge,
Shelf ield, S6 4TN Tel :0742 341721/6
STOCKPORT
Lower Hillgate, Stockport
Tel :061-477 2000
STOCKTON
Teesway, Portrack Lane, Stockton, Cleveland Tel :0642 612311
SUNDERLAND
4-7 St. Thomas Street, Sunderland, SR1 1HR. Tel :0783 59993
WAKEFIELD
14-16 Marygate, Wakefield
Tel :0924 71499
WIGAN
Wharf Mill, Princess Street, Wigan WN3 4EZ. Tel :0942 34741
YORK
55 Piccadilly, York, YO1 1PL
Tel :0904 21654/5
MIDLANDS
BIRMINGHAM
Henley Road. Selly Oak. Birmingham, B29 6EYTe1:021-472 6181

Scottish Branches also open Sundays ... 10 a.m. — 5.30 p.m.

BIRMINGHAM
HANLEY
LEICESTER
MANSFIELD
NORWICH
NOTTINGHAM/DERBY

Ti voli Shopping Centre, 1570-1572 Coventry
Road, Yardley, Birmingham, B26 1BJ
52 Town Rd., Hanley. Stoke-on-Trent, ST1 2JP
yston Street, Leicester
57Westgate, Mansfield
oundtree Way, Norwich, NR7 8S0
121 Town Street, Sandiacre. Nottingham,
NG10 5DW
alsall Road, Willenhall, Staffordshire

Tel 021-706 3684
Tel 0782 264495
Tel 0533 52236
Tel: 0623 35112
Tel: 0603 411831

Tel: 0602 396116
vvit LENHALL
Tel: 0902 60411
LONDON, Hackbridge
(Nr. Croydon) 1 90 London Rd., Hackbridge, Wallington, Surrey Tel 01-669 4321
LONDON. Hayes ( Middlesex). Silverdale Road, Pump Lane, Hayes
Tel 01-573 1841
LONDON, Dagenham
ainharn Road South, Dagenham, RM10 8ST Tel 01-595 5111
LONDON, Potters Bar
Stalion Close, Darkes Lane, Potters Bar
Tel 0707 43491
SOUTH
BOURNEMOUTH
210 Old Christchurch Road, Bournemouth
Tel: 0202 293334/5
BRIGHTON
15 Station Street, Brighton
Tel: 0273 692421/6
IPSWICH
St Margaret's Green, Ipswich215596/7/8/9
Tel: 0473
OXFORD
Ferry Hinksey Road, Osney Mead, Oxford,
Oxfordshire Tel 0865 48232
PORTSMOUTH
84/90 Palmerston Road, Southsea, Portsmouth Tel 0705 24666/7/8
READING
Monarch House, 75-81 Caversham Road,
ROCHESTER
SOUTHAMPTON

Reading, RG1 8AP Tel: 0734 599911
Maidstone Road, Rochester
Tel 0634 49171
Chickenhall Lane, East/nigh, Southampton,

SO5 520
SOUTHEND
817-821 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea
WALES it SOUTH WEST
BRISTOL
Barton Hill Trading Estate, Bristol
CARDIFF
44 City Road, Cardiff
GLOUCESTER
Morroway House, Station Road. Gloucester...
NEWPORT
Maesglas Industrial Estate, Newport, NPT 2XE •

Tel 042-126 4722
Tel: 0702 715151
Tel: 0272 559841
Tel: 0222 372137
Tel: 045-25 2233/2234
Tel: 0633 50431

Ordering by Mail
Send your requirements to the nearest of the 3 Comet Warehouses listed below, including
the appropriate delivery charge in your cheque or postal order, made payable to " COMET".
If buying on ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD include your card number and mark your
order"ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD".
MAIL ORDERS TO BE SENT TO THE NEAREST OF THE THREE ADDRESSES —
LEEDS

78 Armley Road, LS12 2E F

EDINBURGH

1Newhaven Road, EH 65QX

HACKBRIDGE ( London) . .

190 London Road, Hackbridge, Wallington, Surrey

Postage and Packing ( per item): Cartridges 30p; Bases and Covers 75p;
Headphones 75p; Pick-up Arms 75p; Headshells 30p; Chassis Speakers 75p; Blank
tapes — per order, irrespective of quantity: Spool tapes 50p; Cassettes 30p ; 8- track
cartridges 30p.

Securicor Delivery: All in stock items will
be delivered by Securicor within 72 hours
from receipt of order ( Add £ 3.50 for Securicor
delivery). All goods are fully insured against
loss or damage whilst in transit.

Ordering by Phone

BARCLAYCARD

For telephone orders simply phone your nearest Comet branch and pay the driver on delivery.
Comet also offer an extra service for all Access or Barclaycard holders. Simply ' phone Edinburgh
031 554 4454, Leeds 0532 40551 or London 01 669 4321, ask for Credit Mail Order, stating
your card number with your order. You can leave the rest to us!

Credit

Facilities on Comet Discount Prices

(AVAILABLE ON MAINLAND ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND WALES)
Any item or number of items whose total value exceeds £ 55
can now be purchased on Credit on Comet's discounted prices
over 8, 12, 24 and 30 months. Send your requirements to the Mail
Order Department ( address at right) marked " Credit Mail
Order" and we will send you by return of post an application
form and details of our repayment terms — all entirely without
obligation.

Buy it with Access

Order by Mail, or Telephone
Edinburgh 031 554 4454,
Leeds 0532 40551, London 01 669 4321
using Access or Barclaycard.
All prices quoted in Comet's Advertisements
are correct at time of going to press.

COMET DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE
Mail Order Department,
78 Armley Road, Leeds LS12 2EF.
These facilities are also available to personal callers at all
branches: no deposit credit terms over 9 months, goods
delivered on first months payment in advance.

Ipromise you 12 months service, including parts and labour on all goods —

without charge. After the initial free 12 month period you can still rely
on us to ensure that your purchases are kept in working order.
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SCANDINAVIAN DESIGNED
SPEAKER
STANDS
23SOUTH MALL BIRMINGHAMSHOPPINGCENTRE

oE
tiee%
BIRMINGHAM
soNy
021)643-0388
484/
(
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These superb satin-finished aluminium
stands have been widely acclaimed as
being probably the finest way of improving the quality of any speaker and
are without doubt the most attractive
available. Below is a most impressive
list of features:
I. Experts advise stands as agenuine aid
for obtaining amuch cleaner bass and
midrange response and eliminate
floor resonances.

/

T

ree

C/
S Hii3A

2. Exceptionally strong and
is to
approved Hi Fi height specifications.

irirafflut•wisTaitx.

0

0
JVVOy

3. Takes almost all sizes of speakers and
is unnecessary to fit permanently to
the speaker.

OLEAK RÈVox 0

4. Very reasonably priced and carries a
'No quibble' money refund if not
delighted.
Dimensions: Base III dia.
Top plate 8" square.

-4

Height r.

PRICE £ 15.25 PER PAIR , 95o P. & P.
within Gt. Britain
Cheques payable to H & H Hi -Fi
Please allow approx. 14 days for delivery

•

Money refunded if not satisfied.

H & H HI-FI ( Ref. H.F.N.)
9 Netherfield Close, Burnley, Lancashire

8PHOENIX COURT ( NEAR WOOLWORTH)

GUILDFORD

•
7

TELEPHONE
104831 73230

CASSETTES

MEMOREX
s/

V
A

qeei

I
A

BLANK RECORDING TAPES AT DISCOUNT PRICES

I

nicsRQ43 0
Teleton
Gold?,
flg

Morclaunt-Short Ltd

r

•
8YIELD HALL PLACE ( UNDER CAR PARK)

READING

TELEPHONE
(0734) 580970

Use Your BARCLAYCARD For Quick
Easy Credit

All Shops Open 9am - 6pm Monday- Saturday
13
6

C.45

AGFA LN
AGFA Stereochrom
AGFA SFD•
AMPEX 20/20+. ..
B.A.S.F. LH
B.A.S.F. Chrom
MAXELL SLN
MAXELL UDC
MAXELL UDXLC
MEMOREX MRX2
MEMOREX CRO2
SCOTCH Dynarange
SCOTCH HIE
SCOTCH CRO2
T.D.K. Dynamic ..
T.D.K. Super Dynamic
T.D.K. S A ..
T D.K. Krom .
REEL-TO-REEL
AGFA PE 36 LP
AGFA PE 46 DP
AMPEX 20/20+
B.A.S.F. LH ..
B.A.S.F. SLH
MEMOREX ..
T.D.K. Audua

£0.4
- 9
0-5
- 6
£0•62
£0.49

7"
1800'
Plastic
0-35
E2-3
- 0
£3.75
£4•25
£2•20
£2•80

7"
2400'
Plastic
£2.9
- 0
£4•7
- 4
£5•85
£2.80

£0.5
- 5
£0-82
£1 -06
£0.59
£0.80
£0-51
£0.61
£0.78
£0.53
£0-68
£1-00
£1-02

C.96.
C.90
LO- 55
£0.92
£0-73
£0.92
LO-70
LI-40
£0-71
El -06
El.30
£0.81
£1.10
£0.64
£0.82
El.00
£0.74
£0-92
£1-45
£1•45

IN"
3600'
Plastic

3600'
NAB

C.66 C.60
t.0-40
£0.70
LO 56
£0.62
£0 SI

£6.4
- 0
£5•7
- 5
£7.45

C. 20
£0412
El.33
£0.96
£0•96
E1 - 12
£0•87
£0.98

biEF gain
new dimension
KEF engineers today are working with radically new

techniques Their computer- based analysis gives them a
deeper insight, a more precise three-dimensional vision of
speaker performance than was previously possible They

Ste,î

'efe

knew that KEF drive units, with their advanced laminated
diaphragms, offered a high level of performance. So research
looked even harder at the equally vital dividing networks, at
cabinet construction and power handling capability.
Yesterday's ' try it and see' methods were too imprecise —
but the new KEF techniques revealed more. Enclosure
materials were studied by impulse response, and network
designs refined to get precisely the right response shape from
each drive unit.
Applied to your speaker needs, the KEF programme has
created three important new systems. You will be getting to
know them well — Corelli, Calinda and Cantata. A 2way
shelf- mounting system, 3 way reflex free-standirg enclosure,
and larger 3 way system handling 150 watts. All three have
the new ccmputer-designed filter circuits. You can clearly
hear the difference — better transient response, lower
coloration. All three have redesigned cabinets, weighty with

Frequency kHz ( Linear

high- density internal damping laminations. All three handle
today's power amclifier outputs with confidence and lower
distortion. New speakers from KEF always make headlines.
Watch for the reviews.

Time ms

10

11

Cumulative decay spectra

Result: three
new speakers,
Corelli, Calinda
Cantata.

12

Send me advance
information on the
new KEF speakers —
bookshelf Corelli, freestanding reflex Calinda and
big 3way Cantata.
amps for return postage
appreciated.
Name
Address

!4

the speaker
engineers

KEF Electronics Limited
Tovii Maidstone ME15 6QP Kent
Telephone 0622 57258 Telex 96140
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E1LTA CHOUNSLOVV) LiQuiD
Huge stoclks•Huge discounts
50 BELL ROAD,

HOU NSLOW,

MIDDX.

MAIL ORDER INFORMATION
AND PRICES

STEREO SYSTEMS
P & P £ 300

P & P a 00

Sanyo 2411 with cassette'
speakers ..
1109-00
Sanyo G261 IKL
114900
Sanyo G26I5 ..
Sanyo GXT2511 ..

/ 81-00
114000

Sanyo 2611 Dolby .. 1190-00
Sony SQP20
/ 126-00

AMPLIFIERS
P & P £2.00
Akai AA5210
Akai 5210DB
Akai AA5510
Akai AA5810
Cambridge P60
Cambridge PI 10
Proneer SA5300
Pioneer SA6300
Pioneer SA7300
Pioneer SA8500
Froncer QA800A
Froncer QL600A
Froncer QM800A
Pioneer
Froncer
Froncer
Froncer

SA7500
SA9500
SA9900
SR202W

Pioneer EXGLC3
Pioneer EXCLH3
Revox A78 ..
Rotel RA2I2
Rotel RA3I2
Rote' RA4I2
Rotel RA6I2
Rotel RA8I2
Rotel RAI212
Rotel RAI412 .
Teat ATIO0 & 95

ALSO

TUNER AMPLIFIERS .

£7100
£111-00
£10400
£13100
£109.00
£10900
£59-00
£76.00
£109-00
£199-00
£225.00
£125.00
£17900
£159.00
asse•oo
£389.00
£6900
£69500
£745.00
£225.00
£45-00
£57.00
£68-00
al 00
1118'00
£150.00
£249.00
C000-00

£432 00
£121 00
£131.00

Akai AA1080DB
Akai AA 1020
Akai AAI030
Akai AA1050
JVC VR5505 ..
Pioneer 424 ..
Pioneer 300 ..

£180-00
£86.00

Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer

5)(434 ..
SX535
5X636
5X737

£95-00
£126-00
£14900

Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer

SX838
SX939
5X1010
QX646
QX747

Rotel
Rotel
Rotel
Rotel
Rotel
Rotel
Rotel

RX102
RXI50A
RXI52 •
RX202 •
RX402 •
RX254 •
RX454 •

•
•
•
.
•

Rote1RX602 • .
Rotel RX802
Rotel RX7707
Sanyo DCX2000
Sanyo DCX4000
Sanyo DCX6000
Sanyo DCX8000
Sanyo DCX1850
Sony STR6036A

£81.00

£191.00
£230-00
£270.00
1333'00
£248.00
£324.00

Tandberg TRI055

AIWA

Cambridge T55..
Froncer TX5300
Froncer TX7500
Pioneer TX9500
Revox A76FM
Rotel RT224
Rotel RT324
Rotel RT624
Rotel RT622
Rotel RT824
Rote' RT1220

£69-00
£139-00
£17900
1199'00
£49.00
£63-00
£98'00
E90-00

Connoisseur BDI kit ..

50

Pioneer CT616 I

144-00

Pioneer CT7171

£ 135 00

Pioneer PL 15R .. • .

£55- 00

Pioneer CT9I91

£ 216 00

Pioneer PL55X . •

EI40-00

Sanyo RD4300

/ 99 00

Pioneer PL7I .. • .

E169.00

Sanyo RD4600

£ 180 00

Pioneer PLA45

Sanyo RD4250

£ 99 00

£66-00

Sanyo RD4055

£ 68 00

Sony PS5011 .. • •

C54-00

Thorens TD125/11 . •

195-00

Thorens TD125A13/11 • •

£140.00

Thorens TDI60C • .

178'00

Thorens TD165

169-00

Thorens TD I
45C • .

£9900

Akai 4000DB

.. £ 154 00

Transcriptor Ref. ..

1115'00

Akai 4000DS

..

£108 00

Transcriptor Ref. with
Arm ..

/139-00

Akai GX630DB..

..

£347 00

Akai Gl65D

..

£245 00

TAPE DECKS
P & P 11-50

CELEF

Goodmans Havant SL

DENON
KARDON

IMF

JBL

JVC

MARANTZ
MONITOR AUDIO
NAKAMICHI
NATIONAL

NEAL

QUAD
RICHARD

Goodmans Mezzo SL

1100-00
£5700
£104-00

Akai GXC39

..

Sanyo 2525 ..

.. £29.00

Sanyo M4000G

.. £50.00

£8200

Goodmans Dimension..
Goodmans Minister SL

£14900
£47-00

Videotone Mini Max 2 ..

£39-00

Wharfedale Denton 2XP £ 930
Wharfedale Linton 3XP

£57-00

Wharfedale Glendale 3XP

£73.00

TAPE RECORDERS
P & P £ 1-50
Akal 1722

..

£ 126.00

ALLEN

SONY

TA NDBERG
TDK
TEAC
TOSHIBA

TRIO

TRANSCRIPTORS
VIDEOTONE
YAMAHA

RADIO CASSETTE

CASSETTE DECKS

SANSUI
SHARP
SHURE

etc.

Mono and Stereo P & P £ 1•00

P & P £1.50
Akai C534D

Sanyo M2424 ..
190.00

Akai GXC39D

£12300

Akai GXC325D

£19100

Akai GXC740D

121600

Akai GXC760D

£284-00

Akai GXC310D

£126-00

Akai GXC510D

£161-00

Akai GXC75D

£173.00

Pioneer CT2121

£115.00

Sanyo M4400FG

L41.00
£68.00

ALSO
Noise reduction units; Styir
Headphones; Pickup arms; Cartridges;
Radios; Tapes; TV's:
Telefi; In-car; Plugs and leads.
All prices correct at 25/5/76 Inc.
12}% VAT, all prices subject to
change without notice.
* Price on application, quotes by
telephone or letter welcome.

EXPORT WELCOME *

Barclay and Access welcome.
HP to callers only.
* No cheques without
card for callers.

D

(HOUNISLOVV)
HOUNSLOW,
TEL: 01-572 2285

HOUNSLOW CLOSED WED. HALF DAY.

OPEN
MON. -SAT.
9-6

bankers

All equipment carries one year
guarantee. Service available.

ALL PRICES INCLUDING VAT

RD ,

cule°

Goodmans Achromat 400 £ 135-00

REVO X

£13 95

Mono and Stereo P & P 75p

£70-00

Goodmans Magnum SL

ROGERS

S.M.E.

CASSETTE RECORDERS

P & P £3-00

* RING FOR BEST PRICES *

BELL

£ 126 00

1109-00

Goodmans Goodwood

HITACHI

£139-00
£194-00
£234-00
£265-00
£209.00

*

£108 00
£ 135 00

Sony PS5520

Garrard Mod. 25IV M75 £ 36 00

MIDDLESEX.
Itas ile ith

114-90

Pioneer PL I
2D

CELESTION

HARMAN

Connoisseur BD2/SAU2/
PC
£49 00

/113'00
1122-00

1E

Garrard 6300 .. • •

Goodmans 100

DUAL

P & P £1-50
£100.00

Pioneer CT515IA

CAMBRIDGE

ECORD DECKS & PACKAGE

P & P £2.00

Pioneer CT414IA

£66 00

SPEAKER SYSTEMS ( PAIR)

AR

TANNOY
TUNERS

£58'00

G

ARMSTRONG

£189-00
£189.00
£146.00
1189-00
1159.00
£81-00
£95-00

d Mod. 8558 M75

Garrard Mod. Z100 M98

B &

£68.00
£63.00
£73-00
£81.00
£108.00

£126-00
£135.00
£68-00
£90- CO
£259-00
£85-00

Sony STR6200F
Toshiba SA300L
Trio KR5400
Trio KR7200
Trio KR6400
Trio KR7400

MAIN
AGENTS
AND
TOCKIS
OF

£153.00

TELEPH ONE 01-572 2285
( 3 Lines)

350

EDGWARE

LONDON

RD.,

W2. TEL: 01 402 6790

BARCLAYCARD
.ekomeN.,

RADFORD HD250
High Definition Stereo Amplifier

j

ai

t

a

il,

a

l
e

A new standard
for sound reproduction in the
home! We believe that no other amplifier in
the world can match the overall specification of the
H D250.
Rated power output: 50 watts ay. continuous per channel into any
impedance from 4 to 8 ohms, both channels driven.
Maximum power output: 90 watts ay. per channel into S ohms.
Distortion, preamplifier: Virtually zero ( cannot be identified or
measured as it is below inherent circuit noise).
Distortion, power amplifier: Typically 0 006% at 25 watts, less than
0-02% at rated output. ( Typically 0-01% at 1kHz.)
Hum and noise: Disc, — 83 dBV measured flat with noise band width
23 kHz ( ref. 5 mV); — 88 dBV "A" weighted ( ref. 5 mV).
Line- 85 dBV measured flat ( ref. 100v).
—88 dBV " A" weighted ( ref 100v).

Hear the HD250 at

SWIFT OF WILMSLOW
Dept HFN, 5 Swan Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire
(Tel.: 26213)
Mail Order and Personal Export enquiries: —Wilmslow Audio Swan Works,
Bank Square, Wilmslow ( Tel.: 29599).

Complete with speakers

Also in stock: All Radford speaker drive units and crossovers, ZD22
preamp, Low Distortion oscillator LD03 and Distortion Measuring
set DMS3, ETC.

STATE OF ART SYSTEM
LINN SONDEK LP12.

TURNTABLE-2-

GRACE 707+FIDELITY RESEARCH
CARTRIDGE
mstrad, the really big name
in quality hi-fi equipment, and
makers of some of the finest
living-room stereo units
available, bring you the model
9000 ' In- Dash' Car Stereo Radio and Cassette
Player. Amstrad commissioned their design team to bring new
depths to ' in- car' entertainment, by employing the same
technological processes that are used in their sophisticated hi-fi
for the home. The end product is amasterpiece of electronic
engineering, the Amstrad 9000, compactly constructed to allow
fitment to any car. For around £51.00 this is real stereophonic
luxury at aprice you cannot afford to ignore, offering 16 watts
Total Music Power, and Stereo FM reception.

YAMAHA C1+61 FET PROFESSIONAL
PRE+POWER AMPS.
YAMAHA CT7000B TUNER
1 pr. DAYTON WRIGHT ELECTROSTATIC
LOUDSPEAKERS
Demonstration of this system by appo'nIment
only. Installations nationwide.

•Dual AM, FM wavebands •Multiplex Stereo on FM band
•Independent Stereo balance and tone controls •Precision manual
tuning control •Cassette fast forward wind •Auto-stop

Mail Order, Industrial, Export, Hire Department.
Telephone: 0742 730064

CA ...11,10(d
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AUDIO CENTRE SHEFFIELD

(Dept. 1-1FN

A.M.S. TRADING ( AMSTRAD) LTD.,

284 Glossop Road
Sheffield S10 2HS
Telephone: 0742 737893

r

"»

To A.M.S. TRADING ( AMSTRAD) LTD. ¡ 9 RIDLEY ROAD. DALSTON. LONDON ES
Please send detiuks of re AMSTRAD 90D0

Address

1-1FN7

STYLE, QUALITY, PERFORMANCE
The Nei 2band radio cassettes from Hanimex.
Shorten your journey with asuperb
value Hanimex.
You know how, when you're
driving, listening to your favourite
cassettes or radio station makes the
journey seem pleasantly shorter?
Now, with anew Hanimex HRC
6045 or HRC 6055 in-car stereo
radio/cassette unit at your fingertips,
you might possibly wish your
journey were longer.
That's the beauty of the rich stereo
sound you get from these superb
in-dash mounting units.
And styling? Superbly uncomplicated, with push-button controls for
greater driving safety, atape
running light, astereo radio indicator,
feather-touch eject, and an aerial
trimmer adjustment.
Another important feature is the
adjustable shafts, which allows indash fitting to virtually every make
of car.
But it's best that you see and hear
for yourself.
Go along and ask your Hanimex
dealer to impress you.

HRC 6045— AM/FM/MPX stereo radio/
cassette player designed for in-dash mounting
12v neg earth 4 watts per channel output.
Price around £65.89 Inc. V.A.T.

HRC 6055 — MW/LW Radio/stereo cassette
player designed for in-dash mounting 12v
neg earth 4 watts per channel output.
Price around £60.95 Inc. V.A.T.
Dual mounting speakers are available for
flush door or parcel shelf mounting.
Price around £ 5.95 Inc. V.A.T.

ISEHANIMEX
Audio Division,
Hanimex ( UK) Ltd.
Faraday Road, Dorcan,
Swindon ,Wiltshire SN3 5HW.
Tel. 26211.

TODAY, more than ever, it has to be

LOUDSPEAKERS

joRDAN

With VAT adding much to the real cost of all High Fidelity stereo
equipment, there remains but one item where you can make big
savings—the loudspeaker enclosure.
Make your own from our easy- to- follow instructions, put in one
JORDAN- WATTS full range unit and for about £ 20 you have a
World Class top quality Hi -Fi loudspeaker. There's no VAT on
effort.
Send K C
, stamps for constructor's guide and descriptire brochure of
our galaxy of beaphlully made complete kmdspeaker systenos.
Jordan- Watts Ltd.,
Benlow Works,
Silverdale Road,
Hayes. Middx.
01-573 6928

Boosey 8r Hawkes
(Musical Instruments) Ltd.,
Deansbrook Road,
Edgware, Middlesex
01

952 7711

JORDANfiATTS
LOUDSPEAKERS
the voice of high fidelity

r
NAME
ADDRESS
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READING
AMPLIFIERS

P.O.A.
Akai AA5210
Akai AA5210DB
P.O.A.
(Dolby) ..
P.O.A.
Akai AA5510
P.O.A.
Akai AA5810
P.O.A.
Armstrong 621
P.O.A.
Cambridge P60
P.O.A.
Hitachi HA300
P.O.A.
Hitachi HA610
Marantz ( all models) P.O.A.
£51-95
Pioneer SA5300
£67-95
Pioneer SA6300
£95-95
Pioneer SA7300
Pioneer SA7500
£141-95
Pioneer SA9500
£248-95
Quad 33.303 405
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Rotel RA212
Rotel RA312
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Rotel RA412
P.O.A.
Rotel RA612
P.O.A.
Rotel RA812
P.O.A.
Rotel RA1212
P.O.A.
Rotel RA1412
P.O.A.
Sony TA70
P.O.A.
Sony TA88
Sony TA1650
.. £67-95
.. £87.95
Sony TA2650
.. £123.95
Sony TA3650
P.O.A.
Sony TA5650
Technics SU3050) All
Technics SU3150 - models
Technics SU3500J in stock

••
••
••

MAIDENHEAD

Sony ST5950SD £183-95
Sony ST5130 .. P.O.A.
Technics ST3050 ) All
Technics ST3150 - models
Technics ST3500 .) in stock

•.
.•
.•
••
•.

READING
ALDERSHOT
MAIDENHEAD

R 10
"
Et
R 11
oo
R MST ( Improved) JLI: tit
& W DM5
P.O.A.
& W DM2A
P.O.A.
& W DM6
P.O.A.
ose ( Aldershot).. P.O.A.
& 0 ( Maidenhead) P.O.A.
elestion Ditton 11 £51.95
elestion Ditton 15 £82.95
elestion Ditton 44 £148-95
elestion Ditton 25 £174.95
elestion Ditton 66 £238-95
erwin-Vega
P.O.A.
.E.F. Coda
P.O.A.
.E.F. Cantor
P.O.A.
.E.F. Chorale
P.O.A.
.E.F. Cadenza
P.O.A.
.E.F. Concerto
P.O.A.
.E.F. 103 Ref.
P.O.A.
.E.F. 104 Ref.
P.O.A.
EF Correlli
P.O.A.

RECEIVERS
Aiwa AF3060 ( Dolby
Cassette)
P.O.A.
Aiwa AF7500
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Akai AA810
Akai AA1020
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Akai AA1030
Akai AA1050
P.O.A.
Armstrong 625 .. P.O.A.
Armstrong 626 .. P.O.A.
B & 0 ( Maidenhead) P.O.A.
Hitachi SR302
P.O.A.
Hitachi SR502
P.O.A.
Hitachi SR6100
P.O.A.
Marantz ( all models) P.O.A.
Pioneer SX434 £92.95
Pioneer SX535 £126-95

TURNTABLES
Akai A P003
Akai AP001
B & 0 2000 ..
B & 0 4002 ..
B & 0 6000 ..
Maidenhead Sound
Systems only.
Garrard SP25'IV
Garrard 86SB,Il
Garrard Z100SB
Garrard 401
Pioneer PL12D
Pioneer PL15R
Pioneer PL71
Rotel RP1500 ( with
arm) ..
Rotel RP3000 ( with
arm) ..
Sansui SR212

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Technics AIWA SONY
1-1 U 1=2 E
<CI> 431 LEAK
Ly yÀ

TUNERS
Akai AT550
P.O.A.
Akai AT580
P.O.A.
Armstrong 623
P.O.A.
Armstrong 624
P.O.A.
Cambridge 155
P.O.A.
Hitachi FT300
P.O.A.
Hitachi FT920
P.O.A.
Marantz ( all models) P.O.A.
Pioneer TX5300
£59-95
Pioneer TX7500
£116-95
Pioneer TX9500
£159-99
Quad FM3 ..
P.O.A.
Rotel RT224
P.O.A.
Rotel RT324
P.O.A.
Rotel RT624
P.O.A.
Rotel RT824
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Sony ST70
P.O.A.
Sony ST88
Sony ST5066
£59.95
£69.95
Sony ST5055L
Sony ST4950
P.O.A.
Sony ST5130
£150-00
Sony ST5150
£100-00
Sony ST2950
£79-95
Sony ST3950
£123-95

SPEAKERS

(V)

Celestionig

â
TDK

PIONEER &

Pioneer SX636 • • £148.95
Pioneer SX737 • • £183.95
Pioneer SX838 • • £224.95
Pioneer SX939 •. £259.95
Pioneer SX1010 . • £322.95
Rotel RX152
P.O.A.
Rotel RX202
P.O.A.
Rotel RX402 .• P.O.A.
Rotel RX602 . • P.O.A.
Rotel RX802 • • P.O.A.
Sansui 661 .. £125.00
Sonab R3000,4000
P.O.A.
Sony STR7015
P.O.A.
Sony STR7025
P.O.A.
Sony STR7035
P.O.A.
Sony STR7055A
P.O.A.
Sony STR7065A
P.O.A.
Technics 5A5150Technics SA5250 From
Technics 5A5350)Stock

AKAI Sonab

KEF Cantata .. P.O.A.
KEF Calinda
P.O.A.
Leak 2030 ..
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Leak 2060 ..
Marantz ( all models) P.O.A.
Quad Electrostatic
P.O.A.
Sonab 0011
P.O.A.
Sonab 0Al2 •. P.O.A.
Sonab 0A14 .• P.O.A.
Sony SS70• • P.O.A.
Sony SS5177 •. P.O.A.
Sony SS3050
P.O.A.
Technics ( all
models) ..
P.O.A.
Videotone Minimax
II
P.O.A.
Videotone Sapphire P.O.A.
Wharfedale Dovedale
3XP
P.O.A.
Wharfedale Chevin £26.95
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Wharfedale Denton £38.95
Wharfedale Linton £53-95
Wharfedale Glendale £74-95

Sansui SR313
Sony PS1350
Sony PS2350
Sony PS4750
Technics SL20
Technics SL1500
Technics SL120
Technics SL1300
Technics SL110

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
All
models
in stock

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa AD1300
P.O.A.
Aiwa AD1600
P.O.A.
Aiwa AD1800
P.O.A.
Aiwa AD6500F/L
P.O.A.
Akai CS34D
P.O.A.
Akai GXC39D
P.O.A.
Akai GXC310D
P.O.A.
Akai GXC510D
(special offer) .. P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Akai GXC710D
Akai GXC75D
(special offer) .. P.O.A.
Akai GX325D
P.O.A.
Akai 7100
P.O.A.
B & 0 ( Maidenhead
only) ..
P.O.A.
Panasonic RS269.. P.O.A.
Pioneer CT2121 £101/95
Pioneer CT5151 £119-95
Pioneer CT6161 £128-95
Pioneer CT9191 £224-95
Rotel RD20
P.O.A.
Sansui 636
£100-00
Sansui 737
£110-00
Sony TC117
P.O.A.
Sony TC135SD
P.O.A.
Sony TC136SD
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Sony TC138SD
Sony TC177SD
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Sony TC153SD
Sony TC204SD F'L P.O.A.
Sony TC209SD FIL P.O.A.
£107-95
Sony TC186SD
Sony TC206SD
£143.95
Teac ( all models) .. P.O.A.
Teac A260
£125.00
Teac A360
£150-00
Technics RS263
Technics RS273
All
Technics RS610
models
Technics RS671
in stock
Technics RS676

••
••
••
••
••
••
.•

REEL TO REEL

MUSIC CENTRES
Aiwa AF5080(Dolby)
Hitachi 2680
Hitachi 2690(Dolby)
National Panasonic
1070L
National Panasonic
2070L
National Panasonic
2500 ..

Sony HMK20
Sony HMK30
Sony HMK40
Sony HMK70 ( Dolby)
Toshiba SM3000

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

H.P. TO CALLERS

Akai 4000DS/II
Akai 1722L
Akai 4000DB
Akai GX265D
Akai GX630DB
Renos 1102/1104
Sony TC280
Sony TC377
Sony C458
Sony TC755

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£87.95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

ONLY

HONEY END LANE Tel. 582988
181 VICTORIA ROAD
Tel. 314856
125 BRIDGE ROAD Tel. 27760
B & 0 Centre 49 KING STREET Tel. 32796

Twelve months guarantee on all new equipment — Parts and labour

PLEASE SUPPLY

Ienclose cheque for E

( Inc. P & P)

Iwish to pay by Access Card No.
NAME
ADDRESS

POST & PACKING : ELECTRONICS £ 250

SPEAKERS £350

ame

THE AUDIO CONSULTANTS
• B.G.W. • CELEF e DUAL e KEF • LECSON • MONITOR
e NAKAMICHI e PHASE LINEAR e QUAD e REVOX e SME e SPENDOR •
SUGDEN • TECHNICS e YAMAHA and many others

Specialists for: AMCRON
AUDIO

Well, anybody who made the trip to High
Fidelity 76 at Heathrow Airport will have had
their appetite whetted by the vast array of
new equipment on display. Our impressions
were as follows:

What's New?
Nakamichi 600
'Hearing is believing' certainly applies to this immaculately
designed cassette deck. At last—a rival to open reel tape
machines! On permanent demonstration.

KEF
Rethink, redesign and improve; this seems to be the unchanging
policy of Britains leading loudspeaker manufacturer. The Corelli,
Calinda and Contrata were developed by the pulse testing
technique now used by KEF and complementing the existing ' C'
range of Loudspeakers.

reference units, especially the Celef Domestic, offering
ceptional value in sound at a low price.

ex-

Aiwa 6300
Another addition to this excellent family of cassettes. Alongside
the 1300, 1800 and 6500, this unit can only enhance the name of
Aiwa as one of the leading manufacturers in the cassette field.
See Angus McKenzies Hi -Fi Choice on Cassettes ( Hi Fi for
Pleasure, May issue) for his comments on the 1300 and 1800
units.

IMF

Micro Acoustics
Already rated as one of the top three cartridges under £50, the
QDC IE is now joined by the 2002E, a low mass cartridge ( only
4 grams total weight including its built-in micro circuit) that
coupled with the right ancillary equipment is capable of superior
performance.

Celef
The Studio Professional joins the ranks of truly top quality
monitor loudspeakers. The rest of the Celef range is still
available for those whose bank account won't stretch to these

Another big, beautiful beast from this British company—the
IMF Professional Monitor joining a full range of loudspeakers
which go from this giant down to the diminutive but never- theless powerful Compact.

Trio
3300 Amplifier and matching Tuner. These are excellent low
price units capable of superb performance— some think you need
a fortune for a decent Hi -Fi, well Trio are obviously trying to
prove them wrong. On permanent demonstration.

Not so New
but still highly recommended and on demonstration
Technics
For sheer quality of construction, superb
spec. and reliability, the Technics range
is supreme. Latest in their range is the
SL23 turntable, which with auto- return
arm sells for under 030— how about
that for value!

Rotel
Still one of the best value for money
ranges available on the market today.
Take the RX402 which must be the finest
receiver at its price. Plenty of power for
inefficient bookshelf speakers, an excellent tuner section, reliability that only
Rotel have—this must be on everyones
short list at only £ 112.

Yamaha
Numerous
superlatives
have
been
lavished on the CT7000—and rightly

EXPORTS

Monitor Audio

so. But how about the CR200 receiver,
excellent design, specification and avery
powerful 15 watts per channel—all for
about £100.

Speakers that live up to their name, from
the compact MA7 to the powerful
MA3/II. Considered in France to be the
best range of speakers on the market—
the MA3 is used by French magazines as
their reference speaker. Come and listen
for yourself, always on demonstration
and in stock.

Quad
The name says it all— listen to the
fabulous 405 through the equally fantastic
stacked Electrostatics—unequalled sound
at an unequalled price. Double stands
now available.

Sugden
You might hate the looks— but you must
like the sound. Produced by acompany
that cares about quality and reliability,
the Sugden range is real sound value for
money. Take the A48—over 40 x40 watts
for only [120— beat that. Pop in for a
listen, they are always on dem.

Spendor
The BCI, aclassic speaker of our time—
often copied but never bettered. The
monitor speaker for domestic use—
always on demonstration and in stock in
teak, walnut and rosewood from £194
a pair.
s
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Callers welcome.

e. & o.e

190, West End Lane, London, NW6 1SQ
Tel.: 01-794 7848
Open: Mon.—Wed. II a.m.-6 p.m.
Thurs. & Fri. II a.m.-7 p.m. Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

• DIRECT AND PERSONAL EXPORT • COMPREHENSIVE AFTER SALES SERVICE • DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT
• FULL TESTING AND SERVICE FACILITIES • ACCESS — BARCLAYCARD • CREDIT SALE FACILITIES N.B. CALLERS ONLY
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DESIGNED TINS
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the Big Names will be at
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Texan Amplifier as
featured by PRACTICAL WIRELESS
SPLE UK. DISTRIBUTORS — HENRY'S

eiffeepoteeeero*
A' FFAflY

SOLD

£32

built Stage

INC. VAT + £ 1.00 p&p
Built and tested £42.00inc VAT ( C1 00 p&p

by stage

Ask for
leaflet 5.

Build the Texan stereo amplifier, then you can be
doubly proud ! For astart, you'll own asuperb home
entertainment unit. And have had all the pleasure of
doing it yourself, with the Henry's kit.
Look at the Texan specification

necessary
Full after
sales
service and

guarantees.

PORT

Built and tested f28.50 inc. VAT
-i-50p p&p.
Build the matching Texan stereo tuner!
Features advanced varicap tuning. Phams
lock loop decoder. Professionally
designed circuit. Everything you need is
in the kit. From the glass fibre pcb to the
cabinet itself. Excellent spec: 2.5 uV
aerial sensLivity. 500 mV output
(adjustable). Tuning range 87-102
MHz. Mains powered.

An up-to-themi

nute game.

P lugs

into your own Waenal Soc k

S witch on And you're a
wa y!
et
oCrhh000leseiyo.ur game- toctball, te nnis

n-the -wall. Absolutely
safeitAFaoi-nrsYou. Your children. And You,

TV. Mains

THE NATURAL FOLLOW-ON

Powered. List Price £42.5o0

PRICE

£25.00

Henry's latest

ELECTRONICS
CATALOGUE

iTC.VAT-i

50p

p&p

* OVER 10 000
A LREADY

SOLD
*IDEAL GIFT

For this latest edition, we have
rnade hundreds of changes and
additions. Features now include:

xc over 200 pages

* easy to•use, complete

free 50p voucher inside
every copy
*
virtually everything *
needed by amateurs
and professionals

alphabetical index
section index
everything at
competitive prices

FREE to Educational Establishments when
ordered on official headed notepaper

oges
e

ONLY

50p
200

cap./ peck.

.231

to be found at any exhibition in the U.K. at one
time - that's what makes Audio 76 the show to be at.
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c't VALVE
Disc o ..sr
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RICE
200 LIST

ACCUPHASE
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
ADC
AIWA
AKAI
AKG ACOUSTICS
ALBA
ALPHA
ARMSTRONG
ARNOLD ELI CTRON1CS
AUDIO PACKS
AUDIO REFLEX
AUDIO TECHNICA
BASF
BGW
BOSE
BSR McDONALD
CASTLE ACOUSTICS
CELESTION
COLLARO
CONDOR
CONNOISSEUR

GARRARD
GOLDRING
HARMAN CARDON
HI-FI ANSWERS
HI-FI FOR PLEASURE
FII-F1 SOUND
HOWLAND WEST
INFINITY
ISOPHON
JVC
KEF
Kitt
LEAK
LOWE OPTA
MARANTZ
MAXELL
MICRO ACOUSTICS
MORDANT- SHORT

FISHER
FONS

Ine-aservote•
M AIL
oRDE _
R
.
cus
romtn

VAT.Do t ,,,

*READING. BERKS 130131 Friar Street. Tel ( 0734) 583230
HENRys ,„7"
*HARROW 190/4 Station Road. Tel: 01-863 7788
CFiEDIT
*CROYDON. 110 North End. Tel.
3310
0 VERP,rwiZr
e

ai 681

TANDBERG
TOK
TEAC
TECHNICS
FRIO
UHER
VACOREC
WHARFEDALE
YAMAHA

With more to come

0 t

303 Edgware Rd.lontion1N2

Tottenham Ct Rd. ,=‘,„ Tel 01-636 6681

SANSUI
SANYO
SCAN DYNA
SENNHEISER
SHURE
SONY
STANTON
STAX
STRATHEARN AUDIO
STUDIOCRAFT
J. E. SUGDEN
SUPEREX

OUAD

Opening Times

SFR°
,YOVeeS
REE-COPYUR
FOR

Allmailto: Henry's Radio

*NOTTINGHAM : 94/96 Upper Parliament St. Tel. ( 0602) 40403

RECORD HOUSING
RICHARD ALLAN
ROSS ELECTRONICS
ROSS UNISON
C ROGERS ( TRADE
NAME TO BE
ANNOUNCED)
ROTEL

NAKAMIC111
DORAM ELECTRONICS
NATIONAL PANASONIC
DSC ( CONSUMER
PRODUCTS)
PEERLESS
DUAL
PICKERING
PIONEER
EMPIRE
POLY PLANER
POPULAR HI-FI
FALCON, BADGER
PYRAL MAGNETICS
A. C. FARNELL

6pm - 9pm - Thurs 2nd Sept

LONDON W2: 404/6 Edgware Road. Tel. 01-402 8381
LONDON W1

in

Hi Fi

supplied.

VIDEO

TEXAN FM
TUNER KITinc. £23.50
\, AT-j- 50p pap

The most impressive range of top names

* Everything

Incorporating fully integrated stereo preamp and power amp.
with 6 IC's, 10 transistors, 6 rectifiers and zener diodes. Plus
stabilisied, protected circuitry, glass fib pcb; Gardeners
low- field low- line mains transformer; all facilities and
controls. Slim design, chassis 14i" x6" x2" overall. 20 watts
per channel RMS, less than 0.1% distortion at 1kHz

over 5000 items-

MAJESTIC AND CAIRN HOTELS HARROGATE

* Can be

KIT PRICE

many new

Sept 2nd 3rd 4th & 5th

11 am - 9pm - Sat 4th Sept

6pm - 9pm - Fri 3rd Sept
11 am -7pm - Sun 5th Sept

Admission Free No Tickets

Required

EXHIBITION and
CONFERENCE SERVICES LTD.
Claremont House,
Victoria Avenue, Harrogate
Tel: 62677
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PTAP

by selling the most complete range of brand name
cassettes at VERY competitive prices

We're going to town

Sound hog
C.60 ..
C.90 ..
C.I20

Low Noise
C.60
£0 42
C.90
.
.
£ 0 59
C.I20
.
£ 0 89
Super Ferro Dynamic ( SM)
C.66 ..
£0 61
C.96 ..
£0 79
£1.15
Chromium Dioxide
£0 76
C.60
£0.99
C.90
£1.41
C.I20

EMI

PHILIPS
£0.39
£0.49
£0.65

Ferro
C.60
C.90
C.120

Hi- Dynamic
C.60 ..
C.90 ..
C.I20

£0.49
£0.58
£0.75

Hi- Ferro Super
C.60 ..
C.90 ..
C.120 ..

X1000 UD
C.60 ..
C.90 ..

£0.60
£0.75

maxell.

£0.45
£0.62
£0.83
£0.58
£0.73
£0.98

SONY.
Low Noise
C.60 ..
C.90 ..
C.I20

£0.43
£0 60
£0.81

Super Low Noise
C.60
C.90
C.I20

£0.53
.. £0.67
.. £0.93

Ultra
C.60
C.90
C.I 20

HF - High Frequency
C.60HF
C.90HF
C.120HF

£0.65
£0.79
£0.98

.. £ 0.79
.. £ 0-99
. £ 133

Chromium Dioxide
C.60CR
C.90CR

£0-97
£1.25

Ferro Chrome
C.60FECR
C.90FECR

£1.05
£1.59

Dynamic
..
.
..

Ultra Dynamic XL
C.60 ..
C.90 .

<211:111::.
Magnetic
Tapes

Low Noise
..
..
..

£0.99
£1 25

Àx 1
4
/
TC11{
Dynamic
C.60 ..
C.90 ..
C.I20

£0 52
£0.75
£0.99

Super Dynamic
C.60 ..
C.90 ..
C.I20

£0 68
£0 93
£1 31

AUDUA
C.60 • .
C.90 • •

£0.93
£1.31

Super Avilyn
C.60
C.90

£1.02
£1.46

48, Wigmore Street
101, St. Albans Road
LONDON W.I. iv'erân't;,''et,
WATFORD
\S..ales Tel: 01-486 8262
ISs Tel: Watford 45250

Agfa
PE36
PE46
PE66 .

MRX2
C.60
C.90
C.I 20 ..
Cr02
C.60
C.90 ..

27, Springfield Road
HARROW
Sales Tel: 01-8638690

£2.63
£3-23
£4.07

10)
CINE
£6.50

113
NAB
£.48

BASF
LH LP35
LH Super

£3-25
£373

Memorex
£0.66
£0.85
£1.19

L'P
D P

£0 84
£1.18

SLH LP
SU4OP

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. Advertisement closes 31st July 1976, after this date please
enquire or see next month's issue MAIL- ORDERS TO ( Dept H N7), 48 V'V igmore Street WI.
(Postage 40p per order.) Payment by cheque, postal- order, cash ( registered).
CALLERS WELCOME AT KJ SHOWROOMS BELOW
Hours: Mon- Sat. 9 30-5 30 Late night: Thurs until 8pm

We are now Stockists of Fuji
FX C.60 & C.90 Cassettes

REEL TO REEL
TAPE

£2.1 I
£2.78

Sony
£2•95
£3-95

£5-75

TDK
Audua

£2.95

l

278, High Stre et
UXBRIDGE
Sales Tel: Uxbridge 33474 j

CAUTION-

LEADING AGENCIES STOCKED
COMPETITIVE PRICES:
PRICES INCLUDE VAT at 12e/0
OUR
PRICE

M.R.P.
Sony STR7015 Tuner/Amp.

£134.95

£95.95

Sony STR 7025 Tuner/Amp

£149.95

£114-95

Sony STR 7035 Tuner/Amp

£169.95

£125.95

Marantz 1060 Amplifier

£154.12

£98.95

Marantz 4230 Tuner/Amp

£378.00

£251.95

Marantz 2230 Tuner/Amp ..

£241.88

£201.95

£75.83

£55.95

AR 3A ( Imp) Pair Speakers ..

£244.12

£221.50

Philips N1501 VCR ( Stocked)

£495.00

£436.50

£346.09

£301.95

JVC JLA1 ( WCart) Turntable

Philips N1460 VCP ( Stocked)
FULL
HOME

DEMONSTRATION
DEMO'S

FACILITIES

AVAILABLE

WITHIN

AVAILABLE.
OUR

AREA.

MANY MORE ITEMS STOCKED. Correct at 20/5/76

15 WOODCOTE ROAD,
VVALLINGTON, SURREY 01-647 3208 & 5428
Branch at:
551 GARRATT LANE, EARLSFIELD, S.W.I8
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01-946 9486

In view of the light
weight and
extreme comfort
of Howland-West
Waferlité
headphones you
may forget that you
are wearing them please check from
time to time.
In aciddion to tiler wearablIty il
probably ogee rreysound better
than any imucPx.x.e you've ever
head Around £18plus VAT
Howland-West Ltd.,
35 Eden Grove.
London N7 8EQ
Tel:01 609 0293/4/5.

EXPERIENCE1HE
NEW WORLD OFAUDIO
The 1976 International Audio
Festival and Fair will be better
than ever this year. It is designed
along entirely new lines to let you
and all your family hear and enjoy
the whole spectrum of sound
reproduction equipment and the
latest in home entertainment
ideas. The important specialist
manufacturers will be
represented along with the
international giants, ensuring
the widest-ever range of exhibits

—unit audio, recorders, tuners,
speakers, amplifiers, radios,
tapes, discs, cassettes and much
more. Advanced home TV devices
such as CEEFAX. ORACLE and
VIEWDATA will be demonstrated.
Two theatres with free admission
will be constantly busy, featuring a
variety of presentations and
demonstrations. Whatever your
needs, whatever your taste
wavelength, the Audio Fair will
prove the eye ( and ear) opener of
the year!

FAIR 74
Make anote of the dates: 13-19 September

Grand Hall, Olympia, London.
Trade: 13 Sept 10 a.m.-7 p.m.; 14 Sept 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Public: 14 Sept 2p.m.- 9p.m.; 15-19 Sept 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Admission 75p adults
25p children
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Kumar's Hi- Fi

I YEAR

I YEAR

CLEARANCE SALE

GUARANTEE

GUARANTEE

Unrepeatable Offers
SALE

SALE

SALE
NEW

RECEIVERS
Akai AA8I0 . £81 00
Good mans
Mod. 90 .. £ 115 00
H-Kardon 430 £ 157 50
930 .. £ 202 50
50+ .. £80 00
Hitachi SR3400 £61.50
JVC 4MMI000 £89 00
4VR5426 £ 191 25
4VR-5446 £292 50
K.F. 25W/CH £ 72 00
Lux R1500 .. £ 306 00
Major RS4020 £ 112.50
RS8020 .. £ 153-00
Marantz 2015 £ 117 00
N.A.D. 160 .. £ 166.50
Nikko STA8080 £ 170 00
Pioneer SX300 £67 50
SX828 £230 00
QX747 £325-50
Sansui 441 £83.00
551 ..
E110-00
661 .. £ 137-50
771 .. ( 170-00
881 .. £240 00
QRI500 £ 126-00
QRX3500 £270.00
Sherwood S7050
sp. offer £63.30
S7100 sp. offer £ 1030.00
S7200 sp. offer £ 139.00
Sony STR6200F
sp. offer.. £243.00
Trio KR2400.. £94.50
KR3400 .. £ 123 30
KR9400 £ 337 50

JBL 88P
£229.50

GOLDRING
GL75P £ 36.00
GL78P £42.30

NIKKO
51-A8080 £ 170

JVC
4M M 1000 £89

SANSUI
QRI500 £ 126

ACOS
LUSTRE ARM
£24.30

AMPLIFIERS
Akai AA5210
sp. offer .. £72.00
AA5210DB
sp. offer.. £ 103.50
AA5510 sp.
offer .. £ 103.50
AA5810 sp.
offer .. £ 130.50
Bose 4401 .. £ 303 75
180IA £556.20
Cambridge P60 £ 110.00
Denon PMA350Z £ 121.50
EMI 1515 .. £37.50
Good mans 40-40 £62.00
JVC JAS3IO .. £72.00
4VN550 .. £93.00
Leak 2200 .. £90.00
Lux SQ707V .. £72.00
Major AS4000 £80.00
Nikko TRM210 £ 58.50
TRM600 £99-00
Rotel RA21 I .. £45-00
RA6I I .. £85.00
Sansui AU2200 £52.00
AU4400 .. £80.00
.. £360.00
Sanyo DCAI700X £37.80
Sherwood 59400 £ 117.00
SOUND SA620 £45.00

&

SALE

DEMONSTRATION

SA8200
4SA/70
Test AS100 ..
ToshiLa SB500
S8514
Trio KA4002A

£80-10
£
94.50
C104.00
£120-00
£220D0
£60.30

TUNERS
Akai AT550 £72.45
AT580 £99.00
Lux WL717 £ 65.00
WL500 .. £ 130.00
Maior TS1818 £73.80
Marantz 115B £ 126.00
Nikko FAM500 £82.00
Sansui TU4400 £80.00
TU5500 .. £ 108-00
TU7500 .. £ 117.00
TU7700 .. £ 132.00
Sherwood S2400 £99 00

CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa AD/600 £ 162.00
Akai GXR82D £99 00
BASF 8100 .. £ 104.40
Dokorder MK50 £90 00
H. Kardon 1000 £ 155 00
2000 .. £ 195-00
JVC C01667/Il £ 107.00
1950(FL) .. £ 130 00
Philips N2506
£51 30
N2510 .. £ 105•30
Pioneer CT3131 £73 80
Sansui SC636 £ 105 00
SC737 .. £ 120.00
land berg
TCD-310 £ 172-00
Teat A360 .. £ 198.00
Uher CR2I0 £297.00
CG360 ..
£494.00
CG320 ..
£305.00

EXTRA SPECIAL OFFERS

COLOUR TVs
Grundig 2110..
Grundig 2222R
Grundig 6022R
Korting
Philips

22 ..
Ir

Sound ST606..
Trio KT8005

40.50
£15750

SPEAKERS ( pairs)
Aiwa SCI5 ..
£34.20
Cambridge R40 £ 157.50
R50 .. £231.75
David Hall Super £49.50
Design Acoustics
£238.50
D6 ( marked) £297.00
D12
£447.00
EMI ..
£24.75
ESS AMTI
£332.00
AMT4
£250-00
Goodmans
Dimension 8 £108.00
JBL L-88 Plus
£229-50
KLH 6
£178.00
KLH 103 ..
£166.50
Leak 2020 ..
£48.00
Monitor Audio
MAS
£94.50
Philips 420 ..
£109-80

£202•50
£80.00
£85•00
El 17.00
£60.30
£166.50
£198.00

..
..
..
..
..

SALE

MODELS

Trio LS202 .. £61.20

HARMAN KARDON 930 ..
HARMAN KARDON 50+..
ROTEL RA6I 1
SHERWOOD S9400.. ..
TRIO KA4002A-I only ..
KLH 103-2 only ..
TEAC A360

SALE

£260 00
£275-00
£332.00
£210.00
£ 170-00

TAPE DECKS'
RECORDERS
Teac A4300 ..
£297.00
tiller 4200 ..
£305.10

TURNTABLES
Aiwa 2050 ..
£46.80
Goldring G IO2/PC E26.10
G75/P .. £ 36.00
G78PC £42.30
JVC JLAI .. £52.00
Micro MR3Il £69.00
M B600 .. £51.30
Philips GA2I2 £56.70
Sansui SR2I2P £51.30
Thorens T01 66C £60.30
TD I
60BC £58-50
TDI60C .. £69.75
T0125/II .. £78-30
TD125/IIAB £ 127.50
Toshiba SR300 £49-00
SR870 .. £90.00
Trio KD2033.. £62.10

PICK-UP ARMS
Acos Lustre
CST'
£24-30
A. Technica
1005/11 .. £ 18.00
Connoisseur
SAU/2 £ 14•00
Goldring L75 £ 14.40
Micro MA101/11 £30-60
MUSIC SYSTEMS
• without speakers
Good mans
Corn. 90. .. £ 180.00
JVC I845L• £201.60
National RE7720 £85-00
RE8420 .. £ 153.00
Sanyo G26I 5N £79.00
GX74730KL £ 107-10
Sharp GSI9f30E• £53.10
Toshiba SMI02 £62.10
SM3500. .. £220-07
HEADPHONES
AKG KI00
£790
KI40 . £ 13-50
H.VVest C1S500
El 350
CIS2000 .. £ 18 90
Koss HVIA £22-50
HVILC (25-65
E Listener £21 60
Tecn. VFR £ 38 25
Micro MXI £49.50
Sansui SH2
£900
SHI5 .. £ 16.63
Sennheiser
HD4I4
E14.00
HD424 £21.60
Teac HP103 .. £ 19 80
CAR RAD/CASS
Philips RN512 £98 10
RN702 (59-40
RN7I2 ( Rec.) £ 130 50
DOLBY UNITS
Advent 101 ..
£130.10
CARTRIDGES
A. Technica
AT12/S
Decca London
Empire 999Q/EX
1000/ZEX
Goldring G800
G800E .
G8005 E . .
G820

E13- S0
£23 40
£5•00
£36.90
£4.50
£3.10
E15.30
£6.30

PRICES INCLUDE
VAT at 121%
•Open Mon.-Sat. 9.306 p.m. ( early closing
Wed.).
•After sales service. All
parts and labour free
for 1year.
•Access and Barclaycard
welcome.
"All prices subject to
goods being in stock.

ALL GOODS ADVERTISED ON THIS PAGE MUST BE SOLD TO MAKE ROOM FOR NEW STOCK
ALL ITEMS AVAILABLE
ON
MAIL
ORDER- POST THIS COUPON TODAY
Please supply
1 enclose
carr/ins)

full

cash

price (( nc.

48 HOUR SERVICE
DELIVERY

BY

Iwish to pay by Access/Barclaycard No

1

NAME
ADDRESS
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SECURICOR

£3 per Parcel

BARCLAYCARD

Buy it with Access

A.R. K.E.F.
RICHARD
ALLAN
SPEAKERS
AVAILABLE

ESS
AMTI
AMT4

£ 332.00
£250.00

PHILIPS
RN7I2 £ 130.50

PHILIPS
RN5I2 £98.10

TEAC
A360 .. £ 198.00

UHER
CR2I0 £297.00

Bass unit BW250 as used in DM6

R & D Anechoic Chamber with DM6 under test

Phase Response on- axis at 3metres
•••• •

•••••••-•... 4.•••

••• •

711,

«On
••••,..j

Response to sin 2
pulse of 0.33ms
half-amplitude
duration
Matrix material of cone of MW150
(midrange unit in DM6) after treatment

Final test of DM6

System assembly shop

It took athree year development programme
and abreakthrough in phase/impulse measurement
to produce aspeaker with the transient accuracy
of B&W's DM6.
B & W Loudspeakers proudly announce the
DM6 - Britain's first linear phase dynamic
speaker system. This system which will
reproduce sound with transient accuracy
usually achieved by only the best electrostatic
designs, is the result of an intensive three year
development programme. And it brought about
a breakthrough in the measurement of two
vital aspects of loudspeaker performance that
have not been previously assessed • phase
response and impulse response.
It is well known that impulse waves are
made up of afundamental sine wave plus a
harmonic series and that the amplitude of
these harmonics must not only be correct but
must also arrive in the correct phase or time if
the desired wave shape is to be reproduced. It

*
9

is this correction for phase or time in the
design of the units, the crossover network and
the physical placement of the units which
enables the DM6 to dramatically improve the
square or impulse waveform performance.
DM6 incorporates three entirely new drive
units developed at the B & W factory.
The bass unit achieves a level of
performance that would normally be
associated with acabinet of much larger
capacity than DM6's 51 litres.
The midrange unit employs totally new
technology and materials and shows
significant improvements in transient and
conventional measurements.
A new high frequency transducer also

B&W Loudspeakers

shows improvements equivalent to those
achieved in the midrange unit and linearly
extends frequency response to 40 kHz.
All three units are integrated into a linear
phase system by mounting in astepped
arrangement, after skilful shaping of the front
baffle to allow for the different arrival times of
the various components. And when aseries
of linear impedence first order filter
configurations are introduced, new levels of
linear phase and amplitude characteristics
are achieved.
If you want to see and hear the new DM6,
contact your B & W authorised dealer. Or drop
a line to us and we'll send you detailed
literature.

B & W Loudspeakers Ltd (
Room 2 IMeadow Road Worthing
West Sussex

BN13 1QA

Tel. ( 0903) 205611

3

B & W DM is the registered trademark of B & W Loudspeakers Ltd

What some famous ears
have said about Teleton.
HUMPHREY LYTTELTON'S
EARS SPEAK.

"Admittedly we're
„
iiteditsv ipretty well trained.
After all, for more years than we care
to admit our guv'nor's been using us to
further his career in music.
It was us that told him he was hitting
bum notes when he was learning to play the
trumpet.
And it was us that allowed him to
appreciate the finer points of classical music.
Which means, over the years we've
become quite finely tuned to the subtleties of
tone and quality in music.

We listened very closely for any wavering
of sound. We didn't hear any.
Machinery sound? None.
Then the guv'nor decided to turn the
volume up. That shook us.
How much quality your money buys you.
EXCELLENT
EXTREMELY
GOOD
VERY VERY
GOOD
VERY GOOD
GOOD
PRETTY GOOD
QUITE GOOD
ALRIGHT

In other words, we're good judges.
Even if we say so ourselves.

RUBBISH

i
£75

125

175

225

275

325

375

425

475

525

575

625

675

725

20 watts per channel is very loud.
And yet, even in asmallish room, the sound
didn't shatter.
Come on, we thought, we've got to find
something wrong with it.
So we listened and listened and about
the worst thing we could say was, it's not
excellent.
We have heard betterin recording studios and very rich
friends houses.
But for the average ear
in the street the quality of Teleton
hi-fi should suit them right down
to the ground.

100w turntable. LS203 speakers 01203 tuner CA 203 amplifier.

So what did we think of Teleton?
Well, to be honest, we decided to be
sceptical and hard on Teleton.

After all to get
tha little extra quality you'd
have to spend alot of
extra money':

(i;l) Teleton
YOUR EARS WILLTELLYOU ALLYOU NEED TO KNOW.

But do you know what? Teleton wasn't
hard on us.
Write for leaflet and stockist list to. Teleton Electro ( U10 Company Ltd , Teleton House, Waterhouse Lane. Chelmsford, Essex CM1 3DVV. Chelmsford ( 0245) 62442 Telex- 99338.

et i
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MN AFTER SALES SERVICE

HIGH Folisurry cv.oviPlóvi

PAYBOND CREDIT SCHEME

DISCOUNTS

BARCLAY CARD

e HEADPHONES
Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss
Koss

K07278 ..
PRO4AA
Red Devils
ESP9
ESP6
K6LC
747

e PICK-UP

£6.00
£800
El I-00
£0.00
£3.00
£14.00
£21.50

e TAPE

P Sop)
..
..
..
9"

£21-00
£43.50
f.39.00
£500

Rotel 3500 ( N/A) £ 3900
Revox
P.O.R.
Tandberg IOXD
P.O.R.
Tandberg 9100.. £ 99.00
Tandberg
TCD3I0
P.O.R.
Tandberg 3441
P.O.R.
Tandberg 3541
P.O.R.
Tandberg 3641
P.O.R.
Teac Stockists
Technics
Trio KX7I0
00700
Wol I
ensak 4766
P.O.R.
Yamaha TC800GL P.O.R.

TURNTABLES (P & P £1.00)

BSR MP60 P/C
wired.. ..
03
Connoisseur
BDI Kit ..£
50
BD2 Chassis .. £ 33 00
BD2 P/C .. £ 38 00
Dual 1226 & 1229 P 0 R
ERA Mk 6Stockists
Fons CQ30
P.O.R.
Goldring
GL72 P/C, G102 P/C.
GL85 P/C, GL7S P/C,
P.O.R.
G
d
SP25 Mod M75/6 £33.00
86SB/2(Nocart.453.00

I •

(P &

Colton MC101
SME 3009/S2
SME 3009/ND
Transcriptors

RECORDERS (P & P £ 1 75

AIWA ..
P.O.R.
Akai
P.O.R.
BSR TD8S Track £ 13-50
Decca ..
P.O.R.
Dual C901/919 .. P.O.R.
Harman Kardon
HK 2000 .. P.O.R.
JVC Stockists .. P.O.R.
Nakamichi
P.O.R.
Pioneer CT2I21 £ 0600
Pioneer CT4141A006.00
Pioneer CT5151£121-00
Pioneer CT6161 £ 3100
Pioneer CTF7171 £14400

I
•

e TUNERS

P 50p)

Pioneer SE305
LI 3-50
Pioneer SEWS .. £ 8.00
Sansui SS2, 10, 20 P.O.R.
Stax SR5 .. £ 1.00
Sennheiser HD4I4 03-50
Wharfedale DDI £ 1300
Isodynamics £22-00

ARMS

Acos Lustre .. £ 500
A/Technica 1005
£18.50
Connoisseur
SAU2
LI 400

(P &

•ON DEMONSTRATION

125SB ( No cart.) £39.50
401 ..
L54.00
Zero 100SB Mod
£8.00
Philips GA2I2 £ 5.00
Pioneer PLI2D.. £ 4.00
Pioneer PL1511 £53.00
Rotel ..
P.O.R.
Technics.. .. P.O.R.
Thorens TD 160C £73.00
Thorens TDI25 £87-00
Thorens TDI65C £ 9.00
Thorens TO 145 £ 200
Thorens TD16013C L59.00
Transcriptors
Ref./Arm .. £ 111200

CLEARANCE BARGAINS Limited Quantities

L_

e CARTRIDGES
A/Technica AT66
A/Technica AT2 I
A/Technica AT2I X
A/Technica AT55
ADC XLM
ADC VLM
ADC Q32
ADC Q30
Decca ..
Empire
Goldring G800
Goldring G800H
Goldring G850
Goldring G800E
Goldring G800SE
Grado FTR
Ortofon M I5E Super ..
Pickering V15/AME3
Pickering P/ATE
Pickering P/AC
Shure M3D
Shure M44/G
Shure M44C/7
Shure M55E
Shure M44E
Shure M75/6/2 ..
Shure M75G
Shure M75/ED
Shure M9SED
Shure M7SEJ/2
Shure VIS Mk 3
Stanton 681/EEE

TANDBERG TCD310 CASSETTE-P.O.R.

M.1111RIEN
150

11

AMPLIFIERS
(P &

Armstrong .. P.O.R.
Celestion TV .. £ 700
Goodmans 90 .. £114•00
Goodmans 1/10 £11500
Goodmans 1/20 £ 120.00
Harman Kardon
P.O.R.
Nikko FAM220
P.O.R.
Pioneer SX300.. £ 6-00
Pioneer SX434 £ 6.00
Pioneer SX535 £ 12500
Pioneer SX636 £ 150.00
Pioneer SX737 £ 8400
Pioneer 9(838.. £ 32.00
Revco( A76 .. P.O.R.
Rogers Stockists

JVC JLAI ( New) £ 0-00
Teac Al 6U ( New) moo
JVC JTV 310
Teac A260 ( New) £ 130.00
(New) ,. £ 2.50
Nikko TRM 210
Saturn T/Table
( New) .. £46.00
(No arm) .. £ 900
H. Kardon HK330 £ 9.00
Denon PMA 350
Nikko TRM 230
(New) .. .. C132 00
(
New) .. £56•00
NAD 140 ( New) £ 149 00
Trio KR7070
Sanyo G26I IK
( S/H) .. E160.00
(New) .. El 43 00
Tandberg TCD3I0
Marantz WCIO
El 700 ( S/S) .. .. 055-00
Dual 1229 P/C
Technics RS27I
(New) .. £97 00 ( New) .. £ 112.00
JVC VR5505
Tandberg TRI055
(New) .
£80 00 ( S)S .. .. E206.00

HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALISTS

TUNER

P £ 1.75)

Rogers Ribrook P.O.R.
Rotel RXI52 £8400
Rotel RX202
neoo
Rotel RX402 £ 132.00
Rotel RX602 £ 6700
Sabra Stockists
Sansui
P.O.R.
Sugden R2I £ 7.00
Tandberg TR220 P.O.R..
Tandberg 1055
P.O.R.
Technics
P.O.R.
Trio KR2400 £ 9.00
Trio KT3300 £ 500
Yamaha CR200.. P.O.R.
Yamaha CR400.. P.O.R.

( P & P 50p) STYLI
..

£2.95
£.63
£11.78

£9•45
£14•00
£4.00

}P.O.R.
••
.. £ 00
.. £.00
£4-73
£2.96
£19.99
£. 59
£7.00
£1 600
£60
£6•15
£.40
£.75
£6.75
£8-10
£.29
£-29
LI 1.34
£12-00
£14•00
£100
£300
f3700

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£3 37
£3 37
£.46
£7417
EII-71
£21
£

15
CiS
ES
£3
El
£
£6
£5
£5
£ £7
10

60
00
75
86
78
86
86
21
40
40
25
26

£7 56
£15 00

PLEASE INCLUDE POST & PACKING ( TAPES
25p ea. and S.A.E. for brochures and enquiries).
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT at 124% and are subject to alteration due to Manufacturers' increases.

e UNIT

AUDIO

(P &

P £2.75)

Dynatron Systems ..
Aiwa 5060 ..
Aiwa 2080 ..
Toshiba Systems
Sanyo G26I IK
Sanyo G2615 ..
Sanyo G26Il Super .
Goodmans Compact 110
National SG207OLD
Yamaha MS 28/625

• SPEAKERS&

KITS (P & P LI - 25 ca.)0

Acoustic Research P.O.R.
Cambridge
Audio R40/R50 P.O.R.
Celestion
Ditton 33 .. El 19 00
Gluon 44 .. £ 142 00
County .. £ S6 00
Ditton 15 .. £78 00
Ditton 25 .. £ 169 00
Ditton 120 .. £ 6.00
Dynaco A25 .. P.O.R.
Goodmans
Mezzo SL
P.O.R.
Magnum SL
P.O.R.
IMF Models .. P.O.R.
Jordan Watts
Juno & Juliet
(pair) .. £S4•00
Jumbo ( pair).. £ 12.00
Module .. £ IS•00
KEF
Cadenza
P.O.R.
Chorale .. P.O.R.
Kit 1 .. £ 6-00
Kit 3 (Concerto) £4700
Monitor Audio Stockists
Peerless
20-2 ( pair) £ 4.50
20-3 ( pair) £5100

e AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 621
Cambridge ..
JVC Stockists
Lux ..
Nikko TRM2 10
Nikko TRM230
Pioneer SA5300
Pioneer SA6300
Pioneer SA7300
Quad 33/303 ..
Radford HD250
Revois A78 ..

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£45.00
£i6•00
£165.00
£189-00
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

Richard Allan
Chaconne 11 .. £ 4.00
Pavane II .. £ 6.00
Minette 11 .. me()
Flamenco II ( pr) £ 200
Richard Allen Kits
Triple 8
(Flamenco) £ 1.00
Twin
(Chaconne) £ 700
Triple ( Pavane) £ 000
S/Triple Assembly
20 W
£ 9.00
Rogers
BBC Monitor
P.O.R.
Tannoy
Cheviot
P.O.R.
Devon
P.O.R.
Arden
P.O.R.
10" HPD
£ 600
12" HPD
£ 3300
15" HPC) £9800
Wharfedale
Denton 2 ( pair) £ 740
Linton 3XP
(pair) .. £ 5-00
Wharfedale Kits
Linton 2 (pair) £21.55
Glendale 3XP
09-50
Dovedale 3 ( pr.) £ 1.00

(P &

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£ 6.00
£ 6.00
£47 00
£63 00
£ 100
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

P £ 1.75 each)

Rogers Ft/brook
P.O.R.
Rogers A75 .. P.O.R.
Rotel RA3I2 £ 100
Rotel RA4I2
moo
Sansui
P.O.R.
Sinclair
P.O.R.
Sugden A21 Ser Ill moo
Sugden A48 .. El II .00
Tandberg TA300M P.O.R.
Technics ..
P.O.R.
Trio KA1600G £ 500
Trio KA3300 £75.00

PLEASE NOTE: Closed all day Monday.
Stockists for: Marantz, A.R., Denon, Dual, Hitachi,
Harman Kardon, J.V.C., National, Nakamachi,
Radford, Scan-dyna, Sony, Technics, Trio, Toshiba,
Yamaha, Wollensak.

e TAPES

TRANSCRIPTORS REFERENCE TURNTABLE E110.00

IN

(P &

P 25p)

TDK 7 in 1800 ft. Audua
TDK ED90 £.32
Maxell

DUAL TURNTABLE STOCKISTS

95 High Street, Wimbledon Village,
London, S.W.I9
93 Bus route. Open 10.00 a.m.-6.00 p.m.
Prnces correct at time of going to press and subject to
vanatton

K.R9O

•

01 11À1.1i
•dringto
le..11,

£2.85
1.45
P.O.R

ISOPHON
LOUDSPEAKERS
NOT a NEW NAME on the Hi -Fi SCENE, but a leading manufacturer internationally known
and respected. Isophon's range of separate drive units, tweeters, mid- range and bass
loudspeakers is sufficiently comprehensive to fill a28 page catalogue. With this wide choice
at their disposal, Isophon are able to produce loudspeaker cabinets with a well balanced
sound, in compact boxes.
B2518
RMS-20 watts,
£56.25 per pair,
including V.A.T.

SKB 5030 /8
RMS-30 watts,
£69.75 per pair,

B608
RMS-40 watts,
£111.38 per pair
including V.A.T.

including V.A.T.

"The SKB 503018 provides the most pleasing results, especially
in power handling, extended smooth HF response, stereo image

IM

and efficiency".
Hi Fi for Pleasure — July 1975 — REVIEW

NMI

IMM

Nam e
Address

Hayden Laboratories Ltd.,
Hayden House,

HAYDEN

For further
details send
the coupon to:—

Churchfield Road,
Chalfont St Peter SL9 9EW.
Bucks.

Tel.: 02813-88447.

m.

Code: HFN/IS0-5
mu aim mu ma
151

esOpen: 9.15-1, 2-5.30 Mon. to Sat. Shut,
1Wed. PAYBO N DS ACCEPTED SUBJECT TO QUOTATION.
Cheques
with £30 cheque cards only accepted for
counter sales, with only one cheque per
transaction. Special Offers subject to
quotation
for
BARCLAYCARD,
ACCESS CARD.
P.O.A.-price on application
Sp. off.-special offer
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 14%
All prices are subject to variation
without notice
MAIL ORDER SERVICE

e

TAPE RECORDERS ( P/P £350)
(B = Dolby 13)
Akai 1722 ..
f1112.50
Akai 4000DB ( Sp. off.) .. [ 1150-30
Akai 400005 Mk 1 ( Sp. off.) .. £9I-35
Akai 40(X)DS Mk 2 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 101-50
Akai GX400D ( Sp. off.) ..
£441.00
Tandberg 3441X, 3541 X, 3641 X,
9141 X Dolby ..
P.O.A.
Toshiba PT862D
P.O.A.
Uher 4000IC Report, 42001C Report, 44001C Report ..
P.O.A.
Revox 1102/4, 1122/4, 1222/4, Mk 4 and
Dolby B models from stock with substantial
discounts. Revox A700/1372/4 on application

e

CASSETTE RECORDERS ( P/P £2.00)
Akai CS34D ( Sp. off.) ..
B £9250
Akai GXC310D ( Sp. off.) ..
B £ 125.77
Akai GXC325D ( Sp. off.) ..
B £ 186.75
Akai GXC36D ( Sp. off.) .. £83.25
Akai GXC39D ( Sp. off.) .. £ 112.05
Akai GXCSIOD ( Sp. off.) .. £ 156.15
Akai GXC710D ( Sp. off.) .. £ 161.77
Akai GXC740D ( Sp. off.) ., £250.00
Akai GXC75D ( Sp. off.) .. £ 148.50
Akai GXC760D (
Sp. off.) ..
£306.00
Bush Arena C435 ( Sp. off.). £ 57.28
Bush Arena C445 ( Sp. off.)• £ 62.95
Goodmans SCD100 ( Sp. off.)
B £ 125•77
Hacker HCD 1000 ( Sp. off.)
B £ 117.00
Hitachi D2310
.
.
£48.00
Hitachi D2330
£72.00
Hitachi 02360
£87.00
Hitachi 02750
..
£ 136.00
Hitachi 03500 _ .. £ 171.00
Neal 102 Mk 2, 102V, 103
P.O.A.
Pioneer CT414IA ( Sp. off.) £95.40
Pioneer CT5I51 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 108.45
Pioneer CTF2I21 ( Sp. off.) £ 113.50
Pioneer CTF6I61 ( Sp. off.) £ 114.50
Pioneer CTF9191 ( Sp. off.) £23200
Pye 9145 DNL (Sp. off.) .. • £58-27
Pye 9148A DNL ( Sp. off.) .. . £94.50
Rotel RD20 .. .. £ 136.00
Rotel RD I2F
..
£ 136.00
Sansui SC2000
..
£ 137.00
..
£ 153.00
Sansui SC3000
Sansui SC3003 .. .. £ 153-00
Sansui SC636 ( Sp. off.) .. £99.90
Sansui SC737 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 115•00
Sharp RT2000 .. .. . £70.65
Sharp R12500 .. .. . £85•50
Tandberg TCD3I0 ....
B
P.O.A.
Toshiba PC3100 and Dolby Models
PC4020. PC4030 and PC5060 available at competitive prices ..
P.O.A.
Uher CR2I0
Wollensak 4766E .. ..
B £202.50

e

8-TRACK UNITS ( P/P £ 1.50)
BSR TD8S ( Sp. off.)
£ 17-55
Metrosound SS30 ( Sp. off.) .. £56.25
Wollensak 8075
£ 170.10

erims..

ACCESSORIES (
P/P 65p)
Akai ADM20
Beyer MBIBLM
£41•40
Beyer M8I LM
Neal 101 Resolver .. . . £ 17.95
Sennheiser MD722LM and MZAI2
(Sp. off.)
..
£9.90
AKG. Calrec
.. To order

e

KITS, LOUDSPEAKERS, DRIVE
UNITS ( P/P on application)
Celestion HF1300 8 and 15 ohm .. £7-20
Celestion HF2000
£9.13
Coles 3000
..
£6.52
Coles 4001G ..
....
£630
Decca London Ribbon Tweeter .. £21.87
Falcon Daline No. 13 Crossover .. £7.90
Falcon R50 Type Crossover .. £7.20
Goodmans Mezzo Twin Kit pair
(Sp. off.)
.
£45.00
KEF B110 SPI003
£7.20
KEF 13139 SP1044
£ 17.10
KEF B200 SP1014
£8.60

IØ
KEF DNI2 SPI004
KEF DNI3 SP1015
KEF DN13 SP1017
KEF DN8 NO6305
KEF KKI Kit pair ..
KEF KK3 Kit pair ..
KEF 727 SPI032
Peerless DTIOHFC
Peerless KOIODT
Poly Planar P40 pair (add P/P 900
Tannoy HPD295A I2in. unit pr. ..
Tannoy HPD3 I
5A I2in. unit pr. ..
Tannoy HPD385A I5in. unit pr. ..
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 Kit pair
(Sp. off.) Wharfedale Glendale XP Kit pair
Wharfedale Linton 2 Kit pair ( Sp.
off.)

• TUNERS

( P/P £1.50)
Armstrong 623, 624
Cambridge Audio T55
Ferrograph SEMI ..
Leak 2300 ( Sp. off.)
Pioneer TX5300
Pioneer TX7500
Pioneer TX9500
Quad FM3 ..
Revox A76 ( Sp. off.)
Rotel RT224 ( Sp. off.)
Rotel RT324 (Sp. off.)
Rotel RT624
Rotel RT824
Sansui TU3900

£6.15
£4.40
eses

£2.15
£49-50
£89.90
£5.35
£7.75
£7.50
£10.80
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£6&30
£46.80
£21.15

P.O.A.
£112.50
£102.60
£67.50
£63-50
£121.00
£167.00
P.O.A.
£265-50
£42.75
£59.90
£87.97
£110-25
£89.00

•

STEREO AMPLIFIERS ( P/P £150)
Akai AA5510 ( Sp. off.) one only ..
£
96.75
Armstrong 621 Teak or Rosewood
P.O.A.
Bush Arena A220 ( Sp. off.) ..
£23-40
Cambridge Audio PI I0 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 127.80
Cambridge Audio P.60
£ 125-55
Ferrograph F208 ..
£84.60
Ferrograph F608 ..
£145-80
Leak 2200 ( Sp. off.)
£91.80
Nikko TRM2I0
£53.10
Pioneer SA5300 ..
£54-00
Pioneer SA6300 ..
£72.00
Pioneer SA7300 ..
£103.50
Pioneer SA7500 ..
£151.50
Quad 303/33
P.O.A.
Quad 405 ..
P.O.A.
Revox A78 ( Sp. off.)
£220-so
Rote RA2Il ( Sp. off.)
Des()
Rote RA2I2
£4455
Rote RA3I2 ( Sp. off.)
£52-65
Rote RA4I2 ( Sp. off.)
£65.70
Rote RA6I2 • •
£88.20
Rote RA8I2
£131 00
Rote
£280.00
Rote RAI212 ( Sp. off.) ..
£141.00
Sansui AU2200 ( Sp. off.) ..
£53 10
Sansui AU3900
£84 00
Sansui AU4900
£102 00
Sinclair 2000 Mk 2 ( Sp. off.)
£28.80

e

TUNER-AMPLIFIERS ( P/P £200)
Akai AAI020 (Sp. off.) .. £ 125.00
Akai AAI030 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 136.00
Akai AAI050 (
Sp. off.) .. £ 187.00
Armstrong 625, 626 ..
P.O.A.
Bush Arena TA2700 ( Sp. off.) .. £62.10
Bush Arena TA3500 (
SP. off.)
£63•90
Goodmans Module 150 ..
£196.20
Goodmans Module 1-10
£135.00
Goodmans Module 1-20 ..
£135.00
Goodmans Module 90 ..
£117.00
Leak 1800 ( Sp. off.)
£105-30
Leak 2000 ( Sp. off.)
£124•20
Pioneer SX1010 (Sp. off.) ..
£269-10
Pioneer SX434
£94.50
Pioneer 5)(535 ( Sp. off.) ..
£120•60
Pioneer SX636 (
Sp. off.) ..
£138.60
Pioneer 5)(737 ( Sp. off.) ..
£164.25
Pioneer SX838 ( Sp. off.) ..
£211-50
Pioneer SX939 ( Sp. off.)
£251.55
Rote RX102 (Sp. off.) ..
£57.15
Rote RX152 ( Sp. off.) ..
£83-00
Rote RX202 (Sp. off.) ..
£92-00
Rote RX400A ( Sp. off.) ..
nest)
Rote RX402 ( Sp. off.) ..
£103-95
Rote RX602
£142.20
Rote RX7707 ( Sp. off.) ..
£151.20
Rote
£179.10
Sansui 331 ..
.. £94.00
Sansui 551 ..
.. £ 123.00
Sansui 661
..
.. £ 157.50
Sansui 771 ..
.. £ 195.00
Sansui 881
..
.. £252.00
Sansui 8080 ..
.. £319.00
Sansui 9090 . .
.
. £350.00
Tandberg TRI010. TR200, TR2075.
.
TRI040P, Huldra 10
.
P.O.A.
Toshiba SA220L, SA320L , SA42.
0,
SA520 and SA620 available at
competitive prices
P.O.A.
Wharfedale SXP ( Sp. off.) .. £ 135.00

•

STEREO SYSTEMS & PACKAGES
(P/P on application)
Bush Arena System 20 ..
£135.00
Bush Arena System 35 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 144.00
Bush Arena System 40 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 130.50
Bush Arena BS3032
£206.10
Decca 403 ( Sp. off.) .. £45-00
Ekco ZU3 ( Sp. off.)
..
£81-00
Ekco ZU440
..
£233-10
Ekco ZU4L ( Sp. off.) .. £ 139.95
Ekco ZU5F ( Sp. off.) .. £ 126.90
Ekco ZU5G ( Sp. off.) .. £ 141.30
Ekco ZU5.1 (Sp. off.) .. £ 171.90
Ekco ZU5K ( Sp. off.) .. £213.30
Ekco ZU7 (Sp. off.)
£ 171-90
Goodmans 1-10Z Compact .. £224.10
Goodmans Module 80 Compact
(Sp. off.)
..
£ 144.00
Goodmans Module 90 Compact .. £206.10
Hacker GAR600 and pair LS1100
P.O.A.
Hacker GAR600 and pair L5550
P.O.A.
Hacker GAR600
P.O.A.
Hacker MC600 and pair LSI100
P.O.A.
Hacker MC600
P.O.A.
Hacker MC600 and pair LS550 • .
P.O.A.
Hitachi MC3402 . • £130.50
Hitachi SD2520 ( Sp. off.) .. • •
£81-00
Hitachi SDT2370
£ 151.00
Hitachi SDT2480 . • £ 187.50
Hitachi SDT2660 .. • • £212.40
Hitachi SDT2680 .. • • abseo
Hitachi SDT2690 with Dolby B • • £275-00
Hitachi ST2650 .. • . £ 151.20
Murphy MA940 ( Sp. off.) .. £54.00
Pye ZU540
£314.10
Sharp SG309
Toshiba SM3000, SIS13
.i-£1 4.
100.513200P
8
O.4
05
.
Toshiba SM3500 with Dolby B
P.O.A.

eLOUDSPEAKER

SYSTEMS
All prices per pair ( P/P on application)
B & W 05, DM2A, DM4, DM6, DM70 P.O.A.
Cambridge Audio R40 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 193-50
Cambridge Audio R50 ( Sp. off.) .. £252-90
Celestion County . .. £51.30
Celestion Ditton 1 ( ..
£47.70
Celestion Ditton 15
£77.40
Celestion Ditton 25
£ 162.90
Celestion Ditton 33
£ 113.85
Celestion Dittos 44
£ 138.60
Celestion Ditton 66
£220.50
Chartwell LS3/5A ..
P.O.A
Chartwell PM200 ..
P.O.A
Chartwell PM400 ..
P.O.A
Ferrograph SI .. ..
£205.20
Goodmans Achromat 100
£68.85
Goodmans Achromat 250
P.O.A
Goodmans Achromat 400
£ 125.10
Goodmans Havant SL
£54.90
Goodmans Magnum SL
£ 102.15
Goodmans Mezzo SL
£80.91
Goodmans Minister SL
£44.55
Hacker LSI100 ..
P.O.A.
Hacker LS250 ..
£39.60
Hacker LS550 ..
P.O.A
KEF Chorale
P.O.A.
KEF Cadenza
P.O.A
KEF Concerto
P.O.A
KEF Coda ..
P.O.A
KEF Cantor
P.O.A
KEF Correlli ..
P.O.A.
KEF Reference 103
P.O.A
KEF Reference 104
P.O.A
Leak 2020 ( Sp. off.)
£50.40
Leak 2030 ( Sp. off.) .. £79.20
Leak 2060 ( Sp. off.)
£123.50
Leak 2075 .
.. .. £332.10
Leak Sandwich 200 S'S ( Sp. off.) .
£35.91
Mordaunt Short MS079, 400, 737,
Festival, Pageant .. ..
P.O.A
Quad Electrostatic .. ..
P.O.A
Rank Domas 175 ( Sp. off.) ..
£40.50
Rogers L53/5A .. .. ..
P.O.A
Spender BC I
..
.. £195-75
Tannoy Arden .. ..
P.O.A
Tannoy Berkeley .. ..
P.O.A
Tannoy Cheviot .. ..
P.O.A
Tannoy Devon .. ..
P.O.A
Tannoy Eaton .. .. ..
P.O.A
Wharfedale Airedale SP .. .. £193.00
Wharfedale Chevin XP ( Sp. off.) ..
£26.00
Wharfedale Denton 2 Rosewood
(Sp. off.) .. . . .. ..
£35.10
Wharfedale Denton 2XP .. ..
£38.70
Wharfedale Dovedale SP (Sp. off.)
£121.50
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP
£72.50
Wharfedale Linton 3XP
£52.50
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

••
.•
•.
•.
•.

.•

e

STEREO HEADPHONES ( P/P 65p)
Aka, ASE II ..
0-22
Akai ASE20 .. ..
El 1-34
Akai ASE22 .. .. £ 12.78
AKG KI40 . . .. .. £ 14.40
Beyer DT900-7 .. .. £ 12.50
Hacker HPI
..
..
£8.10
Koss Easylistener .. .. ::
£15.75
Koss ESP6A Electrostatic .. £49-72

F

Koss ESP9 Electrostatic ..
Koss HV IA
Koss HV ILC
Koss K2+2 Quadraphone
Koss K6 ..
Koss K6LC
Koss K6LCQ Quadraphone
Koss K7 ..
Koss K7I 1Black ..
Koss K0727B
Koss K0747 ..
Koss K07470 Quadraphone
Koss Phase 2 ( Sp. off.) ..
Koss Phase 2+2 Quadraphone
Koss PRO4AA
Koss PRO5LC
Koss PROSQ Quadraphone
Koss Technician VFR
Pioneer Monitor 10
Pioneer SE205
Pioneer 5E300
Pioneer 5E305
Pioneer SE500
Pioneer 5E505
Pioneer 5E700 ..
Pioneer SEQ404 Quadraphonic
Rank YX9003
Rotel RH430 ( Sp. off.)
Rotel RH630 ( Sp. off.) ..
Rotel RH930 Electret
Sansui SSIO
Sennheiser HD414 ( Sp. off.)
Sennheiser HD424
Teleton SH500 ( Sp. 00.) • •
Wharfedale DD I
Wharfedale Isodynamic

£86.40
£22.32
£25.20
£41•13
£11-65
£13-45
£24.43
£8.73
£10-57
£15.25
£19.80
£35-41
£34-38
£73.80
£26-55
£29.11
£37.89
£35.95

nee)

£8.95
£15-00
£14.10
£21.00
£29.25
£35.00
as-so
£5.40
£4.72
£7.11
£26.55
£16.55
£12•50
£17-32
£5.04
£13-05
£20.10

e

TURNTABLES ( P/P £ 1.25) AND
ARMS ( P/P 50p)
Acos Lustre
. ..
Audio Technica AT .
1005 Mk 2
£
£21
4
7.1X1
55
Audio Technica AT1009 .. £47.70
BSR BDS80 .. .. £20.92
BSR BDS90 . . .. .. £25.20
BSR MP60 ( Sp. off.) .. • •
mess
G
d 401 ( Sp. off.) .. • • £53.95
G
d SP25 Mk 4 ( Sp. off.) • • £ 10.81
Goldring CK2 Kit .. .. • • £22&0
Goldring GL75 .. .. .. £36-00
Goldring G99 Transcription • . £20.00
Howland West HW ITeak ..
P.O.A.
SME 3009 5/2 Oct. Head ( Sp. off.) £38.97
SME 3009 Fixed Head ( Sp. off.) .. £35.55
Sugden BDI Chassis .. ..
£15.97
Sugden BD IChassis Kit .. ..
E13-05
Sugden BD2 & SAU2 Chassis .. £30.60
Sugden SAU2 .. .. ..
C13.50
Thorens TDI25 Mk 2 ( Sp. off.) ..
£80.55
Thorens TX25, Cover for TDI25AB £8.82
Transcriptors Fluid Arm .. .. £25.00
• TURNTABLE PACKAGES
(P/P on application)
ADC Accutrac 4000 ..
£232.20
Akai AP001 Ex. Cart. .. £58.50
Akai AP003 and AT II
£79.20
BSR BDS80 Module Ex Cart. .. £28.80
BSR BDS90 Module Ex Cart. .. £33.75
BSR MP60 Module Ex Cart. (Sp. off.) £22.27
Garrard Zero 100513 Module and C. £61.65
G
d 125SB Module and M75-6
bioes
G
d 86SB Mk 2 Module and
M75-6SM ( Sp. off.) .. £53-95
G
d SP25 Mk 4 Module and
M75-6S ( Sp. off.) .. £31.05
Goldring G102 P & C
£33•66
Goldring GL72 P ex. C
£38-25
Goldring GL75P P & C ( Sp. off.) .. £49.50
Goldring GL78 P & C
£62.55
Goldring GL85 P & C
£83.70
Goldring L65 P & C
£67-50
Goldring L80 ..
15
4
40
1
Goldring L826
Goldring L84 .. .. £76.00
Goldring L90
..
£ 119.00
Goodmans TD100
£61.47
Hitachi P38 Direct Drive .. £67.50
Japan Phono T601 P & C and 999REX
(Sp. off.)
...
.£ 41•40
Leak 2001, AT1005 ex. cart. (
Sp. o.)
£89-50
ff
Leak Delta and Cartridge ( Sp. off.) £52.20
Linn Sondek LPI2 and 3009 Teak
P.O.A.
Linn Sondek LPI2 Teak excl. Arm
P.O.A.
Philips GA2I2 (Sp. off.) .. £65.47
Pioneer PL I2D Mk 2
..
£42.30
Pioneer PL ISR
£49.50
Pioneer PL5SX Direct Drive £ 122.40
Pioneer PL7I Direct Drive £ 143.55
Rank Domus BD2000 (Sp. off.) £38.25
Rotel RPI500 excl. Arm
£47.61
Rotel RPI500 with Arm .. £53•55
Rotel RP2500
Rotel RP3000 excl. Arm ( Sp. off.) £7470
Rotel RP3000 with Arm ( Sp. off.) £89-91
Sansui SR2 I
2P ( Sp. off.) ..
E51.00
Sansui SR222P
E58-00
Sansui SRS25 Direct Drive .. £128.00
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HITACHI SDT 2690
Complete music centre with DOLBY
cassette
Lvvirivv /SVV 6- station FM pre-set

AKAI
AA1020 SYSTEM
Comprises Akai AA I
020 receiver, Rotel RPI 500 module
with Shure M75ED cartridge
and two KEF Chorale spkrs.

PRICE
RCE

tuner. Dolby cassette deck with CrO.,,,
normal tape bias selection and digital
tape counter with pause and auto stop.
Two VU meters. Power output 25
watts RMS per channel. Single automatic record player with magnetic
cartridge.
Pair of 3-way speakers
featuring 8" bass, 34," mid- range and
3t-" tweeter.

OPRUIRCE £27 5.00

£24 8.00

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT I2-n
Sansui SR7I7 Direct Drive ( Sp. off.) £ 144.00
Sugden BD2 P & C and SA112 .. £ 40.50
Sugden 803
£73.80
Thorens TD 125/2AB ( Sp. off.) £ 127.35
Thorens TD145 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 88.20
Thorens TD160BC ( Sp. off.) £ 58-50
Thorens TD160C ( Sp. off.) £ 67 41
Thorens TD166C ( Sp. off.) £ 60-97
Toshiba SR3S5, SR370 .. ..
Transcriptor Reference with Arm £ 128.00
Transcriptor Reference excl. Arm £ 103.00

•

CARTRIDGES ( P/P 35p)
ADC XLM Mk 2 ( Sp. off.)
Decca Deram Con. L Blue
Decca Deram Ellip. L Gold
Decca London Mk 5
Empire 999REX ( Sp. off.) ..
Empire 2000E ( Sp. off.) ..
Empire 2000E/3 ..
Goldring CS90
Ortofon MISE Super
Shure M44E ( Sp. off.)
Shure MSSE ( Sp. off.) .
Shure M75-6S ( Sp. off.) ..
Shure M758 Type 2 ( Sp. off.)
Shure M7SED Type 2 ( Sp. off.)
Shure M75E1 Type 2 ( Sp. off.)
Shure M9SED ( Sp. off.) ..
Shure M95E1 ( Sp. off.) ..
Shure 1195G ( Sp. off.)
Shure VIS Type 3 ..

£26.55
£4.86
£5-04
£24.30
£3.51
£7-50
£12 37
£4 05
£32.40
£6.12
£7.02
£6.12
£8.46
£11.52
£10-44
£14.85
£10-57
£13.36
£35.95

ROTEL

ROTEL

ROTEL

RX102 SYSTEM

RX152 SYSTEM

RX202 SYSTEM

Comprises Rotel RX I
52 receiver, Garrard SP25 Mk 4
module with cartr1dge and two
excellent speakers.

Comprises Rotel RX202 receiver, Garrard SP25 Mk 4
module with cartridge and
two Linton 3XP speakers.

Comprises Rotel RX102 receiver, BSR MP60 module with
Empire 999 REX cartridge and
two excellent speakers.

'FI:RICE £99.00

OUR
PRICE

I

I
2.50

:IRCE £ 170.00

EFFICIENT MAIL ORDER SERVICE

•

PORTABLE RADIOS ( P/P 75p)
P.O.A.
Hacker RP38A Hunter ..
P.O.A.
Hacker RP72M8 Sovereign 3 ..
P.O.A.
Hacker RP75MB Super Sovereign
P.O.A.
Hacker RP76MB Silver Knight
P.O.A.
Hacker RP70
£43.20
ITT Golf Electronic
P.O.A.
Roberts R505 ..
P.O.A.
Roberts R606
P.O.A.
Roberts R606MB
P.O.A.
Roberts R707
P.O.A.
Roberts Rambler ..
P.O.A.
Roberts RMSO

•CALCULATORS
(P/P
Sinclair
Sinclair
off.)
Sinclair
Sinclair
Sinclair

e

( inc. VAT at 8%)

35p)
Cambridge ( Sp. off.)
Cambridge Memory ( Sp.
Oxford 100 ( Sp. off.)
Oxford 200
Scientific ( Sp. off.)

£10-50
£14.95
£10.95
£18.00
£14.95

VIDEO TAPE ( P/P free)
Scotch VC60 for Philips machines £ 16•70
Scotch VC60, box of 5
..
£ 82.00
Scotch VC60, box of 10
£ 160A:10

-11111111111,1•111111111111111.1e. -

ROTEL

ROTEL

PIONEER

RA412 SYSTEM

RX402 SYSTEM

SX434 SYSTEM

Comprises Rotel RA412 amplifier, Pioneer PLI 2D- I1 with
Shure M75ED cartridge and
two KEF Chorale speakers.

Comprises Rote' RX402 receiver, Rotel RPI 500 module
with Shure M75ED cartridge
and two KEF Chorale speakers.

Comprises Pioneer SX434 receiver, Pioneer PL I2D-11 witia
Shure M75ED cartridge and
two Ditton 15 speakers.

OPRUIRCE

I
75.50

OUR
PRICE

£23 9.00 gIRCE £220.00

(Or £285.00 with. Cadenzas.)

Dalesford Speakers Limited
UPPER CARA LANE, CALVERLEY
PUDSEY, WEST YORKSHIRE, LS28 5QE, ENGLAND
TELEPHONE PUDSEY 4574 ( STD. CODE 097 35)

GRATISPOOL
SONY®
AMPLIFIERS
TA 70 Amp
TA 88 Amp
TA1630 Amp
TA2650 Amp
TA3650 Amp
TA5650 Amp
TA8650 Amp

47.95
55.95
67.95
87.95
123.95
183.95
439.95

TUNERS
ST70 Tuner
ST88 Tuner
ST2950F Tuner
ST3950 Tuner
ST4950 Tuner
ST5950 Tuner

47.95
55.95
79.95
123.95
135.95
183.95

JVC

YAMAHA

83.95
JAS310 Amp
89.95
JTV310 Tuner
205.95
JAS8 Amp
129.95
JTV6 Tuner
CD 1740BDolby
Cassette Deck
89.95
CD1635 Portable
Anrs Deck
160.95
MC1820L Radio/Amp/
Cass Less Spkrs
160.95
MF1845L
241.95
3240UK Videosphere TV
AC/DC Spec Price
55.00
3050 Port Radio.
Built in TV
111.95
9475 Stereo Radio Cass 134.95
JLA-1 Record Deck
complete with free cartridge 62.95

TUNER/AMPS
STR7015 Tuner Amp
STR7025 Tuner Amp
STR7035 Tuner Amp
STR7055A Tuner Amp
HST139 Tuner Amp/
Cassett Rec

107.95
119.95
135.95
179.95
115.95

33 Control Unit
303 Power Amp
405 Current Dumping
Power Amp
FM3 Tuner

POA
POA
POA
POA

RECORD DECKS
PS1350 Belt Drive
Record Deck
PS2350 Belt Drive
Record Deck
PS4750 Direct Drive
Record Deck
PS6750 Direct Drive
Record Deck

61.95
67.95
111.95
135.95

CASSETTE RADIOS
TC24FA Car Stereo Radio
Cass W/spkrs
64.95
CF 170L Radio Cass
49.95
CF210L Radio Cass
54.95
CF320 Radio Cass.
57.95
CF440L Radio Cass
79.95
CF550A Stereo Radio
Cass
111.95
CF620 Stereo Radio
Cass...
147.95
CASSETTE RECORDERS
TC67A Cass Rec
27.95
TC65 Cass Rec
29.95
TC207 Cass Rec
43.95
TC133cs Stereo Cass Rec 95.95
TC117 Stereo Cass Deck
61.95
TC135SD Dolby Cass
Deck
95.95
TC136SD Dolby Cass
Deck
115.95
TC138SD Dolby Cass
Deck
159.95
TC153SD Portable
Dolby Cass
143.95
TC177SD Dolby Cass
319.95
Deck
TC186SD Dolby Front
Load Cass Deck
107.95
TC204SD Dolby Front
Load Cass Deck
127.95
TC206S0 Dolby Front
Load Cass Deck
143.95
TC209SD Dolby Front
Load Cass Deck
199.95
OPEN REEL RECORDERS
TC377 Open Reel
Tape Deck
•
143.95
TC458 Open Reel
Tape Deck
223.95
TC645 Open Reel
Tape Deck
215.95

AMPLIFIERS
CA400 Amp
CA600 Amp
CA800 Amp
CA1000 Amp

124.20
179.10
229.50
329.40

TUNERS
CT.100 Tuner
CT600 Tuner
CT800 Tuner
CT7000 Tuner

109.80
149.40
199.80
499.50

RECEIVERS
CR200 Receiver
CR400 Receiver
CR450 Receiver
CR600 Receiver ..
CR800 Receiver ..
CR1000 Receiver

112.45
159.30
189.00
229.50
299.70
449.10

RECORD DECKS
YP450 Record Deck
YP800 Record Deck

74.70
199.80

•12 FREE MAXELL UD C90
CASSETTES WITH EVERY
YAMAHA TC800GL CASS
DECK.
•TC800GL Cass Deck

199.80

• FREE YAMAHA HEADPHONES
WITH ALL PURCHASES OF
YAMAHA
£
EQUIPMENT OVER
150.00
HP1 Stereophones
29.70
HP2 Stereophones
24.30
Stereophones
13.95

Dual
CS510 Record Deck
POA
c/w Shure 950
CS601 Record Deck
POA
c/w Shure V15 III
CS701 Record Deck
POA
c/w Shure V15 Ill
C901 Auto Reverse
POA
Dolby Cass Deck

AIWA
SPECIAL OFFER
AD1600 Dolby Cass Deck

SONIC
RADIOS
TFM6100W Radio
10.95
TFM7040 Radio
14.95
TFM7210L Radio
26.95
ICF5450L Radio
34.95
ICF5500M Radio
(Captain ' 55')
43.95
ICF8900L Multiband Radio 50.95
CRF5090 Global Radio
130.95
TFM C480
23.95
TFM C580
27.95
AUDIO SYSTEMS
HMK20 Audio System
Special Price
HMK30 Audio System
HMP40 Audio System
HMK40A Audio System
HMP70 Audio System
HMK70 Audio System

111.95
179.95
148.95
205.95
223.95
311.95

SPEAKERS
SS70 Speakers Pair
SS5088 Speakers Pair
SS5177 Speakers Pair
SS5300A Pair
SS3050 Pair
SS5050 Pair

19.95
40.95
51.95
83.95
126.95
206.95

Nakamichi
TT1000 Tri Tracer
TT700 Tri Tracer .
DT 600 Dual-Tracer
DT550 Dual- Tracer
Case for 550
Remote Control
Demagnetiser
3 x CM300 Mics
1 x CM300 Mic
1 x CP3 Capsule
1 x CP4 Capsule
1 x Clv11000 Microphone
1 x CP102

759.60
499.50
269.10
269.10
39.38
28.13
16.88
201.38
77.62
18.00
23.63
167.63
43.88

LUX
AMPLIFIERS
L30 Amp
L80 Amp
L8OV Amp

120.00
175.00
210.00

TUNERS
T33 Tuner
T88 Tuner

110.00
160.00

RECEIVERS
R600 Recever
R800 Receiver
R1500 Receiver

205.00
240.00
350.00

RECORD DECK
PD131 Turntable
Less arm

195.00

VI DEOTONE
Minimax II Pair
Saphir IPair
Hi Fi Encyclopaedia Pair
Supermax Pair

42.95
52.95
45.95
114.95

162.95
AD1300 Dolby Cass Deck
AD1800 Dolby Cass Deck
AD6500 Front Load
Cass Deck
TPR900 Stereo
Portable Rad/Cass
TPR930 Stereo
Portable Rad/Cass
TPR210 Multiwave
Radio Cass Spec Price
TP748 Miniature
Cassette Rec
AX7500 Tuner Amplifier
AF3060A Tuner Amp/
Cass/Dolby
AF5080A Music Centre
ciw Wharfedale Spkrs

133.95
227.95
191.95
106.95
145.95
62.95
55.95
172.95
197.95

POA
A170 Dolby Cass Deck
A400 Front Load Cass
POA
Deck ( Dolby)
A450 Dolby Cass Deck
£215
Special Offer
A650 New Front Load
POA
Cass Deck ( Dolby)

297.95

IKEF
CODA
CANTOR
CHORALE
CADENZA
REF103
REF 104
CORELLI
CALINDA

TEAC.

FULL RANGE
AVAILABLE

AP
AR7X Spkrs
AR16 Spkrs
AR14 Spkrs
AR12 Spkrs
AR11 Spkrs
XB1 Turntable

NEW RANGE
IN STOCK
NOW

NEW EXCITING PRODUCTS FROM

S

N y

AS ANNOUNCED AT THE
NEW NATIONAL EXHIBITION CENTRE
SOUND & VISION EXHIBITION

SON Y

f

r
t

3 NEW AMPLIFIERS
TA1630
(as illustrated)

22 watts per channel RMS,
presence and loudness controls,
direct coupled amplifier circuit,
facilities for two tape rec. etc.

£67.95
TA2650
TA3650

40 watts per channel RMS,
click vol and tone controls,
direct coupled circuit, etc.

£87.95

3NEW TUNERS
ST2950F

ni on

ST3950

(as illustrated)

Dolby F & F heads, DC Servo
motor, 3 position bias and
equalisation switches, tape
counter. etc

£107.95
TC206SD

Dolby, line & mic mixing, line
output vol controls. DC motor,

AVAILABLE
GRA
£143.95

(
as illustrated)

£123.95

MW/VHF (with built in Dolby MR)
superb spurious response ratio
with dual gate mos. FET mixer,
headphone, vol control etc.

£123.95

TC186SD

High Sensitivity mos. FET's in the
RF amplifier. LED dial pointer,
multipath checking switch etc

ST5950SD

55 watts RMS per channel,
direct coupled dual transistor
differential amplifiers. etc

2 NEW FRONT
LOADING CASS DECKS

LW/MW/SW/ VHF,
front end FET's, tuninçi and
signal meters £ 7

£183.95

2NEW
PORTABLE RADIO
CASS RECORDERS
CF210L

4wave bands, mains/batt, 1.7 wat s
output, auto shut off, tuning meter.

CF440L

£54.95

(as illustrated) 4wave band, mains/batt, tape
counter, dial light switch, AFC
control etc.

£79.95

NOW FROM
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Jive,

AS DEMONSTRATED AT THE NEW NATIONAL EXHIBITION CENTRE
SOUND & VISION EXHIBITION

£241.95

MF-1845L
Three- in- one
Music System
MW/LW/FM
stereo cass
and disc player

Speakers Extra

JL-A1
Auto/Return/Cut
Stereo Turntable

full

•Excellent performance S/N
62dB(DIN), W/F 0.06%
•TH (Tracing Hold) tonearm
•Auto- return, auto-cut functions
•Oil- damped cueing control
•4- pole synchronous motor
•Ultra- reliable belt- drive system
•Anti- skating adjustment

•Built-in vertical type cassette deck with
Automatic stop
•Tape select (Chrome/Normal) switch for bias
and equalizer
• Bass/Treble tone control
•Loudness control
•Noise suppressor switch
•FM muting switch
• Stereo/Monaural select switch : Ma
• Speaker select switch
•Beat-cut switch
•Moving magnet cartridge
ej
•Lateral weight balancer and cueing level
• Belt- driven 11" dia. turntable
• High output 15 watts per charnel

£62.95

CD- 163513/E
Portable stereo
cassette deck with
with SA head
amrs

•JVC's newly develoced SA (Sen -Alloy) Head
• Newly developed Careless motor for long life ,low
Power consumption and ; ow wow and flutter.
•Continuous 12 hours recording on long life batteries
• 3- way power source:
AC/Ext DC(8-16V)/Six ' UM- 1' batteries (9V)
•Master recording volume control ( click stops) with
separate channel volume controls
• Large VU meters and battery- check meter with light
•Tape select (Chrome/Normal/ switches for bias
and equalizer
•Input select for MIC'DIN-ATT -LINE
1
converter for high linearity

mumili
•
Fit t
iginiummimimm
-DC

60• 95

•Tape select (Chrome/Normal)
switches for bias and equalizer
•Tape running indicator by LED
• Slide volume controls
eDolby TM Noise Redue(
System

JVC 3050 UK

JVC 9475

Super portable
FM/MW/SW radio
with TV.

FM Stereo
MW/LW/SW Radio
and Stereo
Cassette

• Bass/Treble controls
• 4- way power
•Suitable for car, caravan
or camping
• 5" speaker
•Tune/batt meter
illumination

• 5 watt stereo output
• Two full range dual cone spkrs
• Full auto stop

£111.95

• JV.C's stereo wide control
• Dual telescopic antennas

£134.95

AVA
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I
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M
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SUMMER PROMOTIONAL OFFER:

FARSEE
APPLICABLE.
FIEA DPHON ES OR CARTRIDGE

A I

FOR CRAFTSMANSHIP
AS SEEN AT THE
NEW NATIONAL EXHIBITION CENTRE
SOUND & VISION EXHIBITION

AIWA.
AD1600

AIWA
AF5080A

SPECIAL
OFFER

A powerful
Dolby Music
Centre.

see prices section

egemete.e•

• 28 watts per channel
RMS/4 ohms

Superb
stereo cass
deck with
Dolby.

• 4 wave band stereo radio
• Dolby cass deck.

• Signal to noise ratio better than 60DB.

• DC Servo motor

•Wow & flutter 0.07%.

• Magnetic cartridge

AIWA
AD6500

Front loading
cass deck &
Dolby.

•--iiweee .4444

• Sonal to noise ratio 60DB

First class
stereo cass
deck with Dolby

• Wow and flutter 0.07%.
• Oil damped control system.
•Automatic motor drive tape loading.

AIWA

r
• Wow and flutter 0.09%.
• Freq response 30-16,000 HZ
• 3 position tape selector

trimme.

AD1800
The challenger
to open reel
superiority.
• Double noise reduction
Dolby and DNL gives SNR of
better than 65DB.

A
AVATILAB1L
s
E
NOW FROM

• 30-18,000 HZ (FECHR) 0.05% Wow & flutter.

GR

o

COL

Yamaha equipment offers unbeatable
quality — Gratispool have the
after sales service to match it,
Yamaha's philosophy is in fact
very similar to our own.

"NOT TO BE THE BIGGESTJUST THE BEST"

GRATISPOOL
S

DEN HE
`'£;tenlf

b

PEN

82 KING ST. MAIDENHEAD: NEXT TO THE STATION'
27 QUEEN VICTORIA ST. READING: OPPOSITE HELLAS"

TDK
Dynamic 060 Pack of ten
Dynamic D90 Pack of ten
Dynamic D120 Pack of ten
Spr Dynamic SD60
Pack of ten
Spr Dynamic SD90
Pack of ten
Spr Dynamic SD120
Pack of ten
Extra Dynamic 5060
Pack of ten
Extra Dynamic ED90
Pack of ten
Spr Avilyn SA60 Pack of ten
Spr Avilyn SA90 Pack of ten

PART EXCHANGE
AVAILABLE TO

KOSS
6.00
8.50
11.00
7.50
11.00
15.00
10.50
14.50
12.00
16.50

K7
K711
K6
K6LC
K7276
K747
PRO4AA
PRO5LC
Phase 2
HV I/A
HV I/LC
Easy Listener
K6LCCI

-erj

9.00
11.25
12.65
14.50
16.25
21.00
27.95
31.25
37.95
23.75
26.95
17.95
23.25

M55E
M75B
M75EV
M75ED
M95ED
v1.5 III
N55E
N75B
N75EJ
N75ED
N95ED
VN35E

L.)1=t
6.25
8.95
9.95
11.75
15.25
35.95
5.35
5.35
6.25
8.95
13.50
15.25

IMPORTANT
NOTICE
All items in this advert ane
offered subject to availability
and all micas were correct at
time of going to press. (E & 0E}
Due
to
world
currency
fluctuations, prices are subject
to change without notice.
we make every effort
t
e
gihcerain stability, please
confirm price is unchanged
when you call, mite or phone.

PRICES INC. 12 20
/o V.A.T.

PHONE NOW FOR QUOTATION

PERSONAL CALLERS

BIRMINGHAM 021-236 1024/7312

GRATISPOOL

CREDIT TERMS
20% DEPOSIT UP TO
30 MONTHS TO PAY

MOST ITEMS
AVAILABLE ON MAIL ORDER
POST THIS COUPON TO- DAY
suppii
0•1111

10 MARTINEAU WAY
BIRMINGHAM B2 4UN
38 LANDS LANE
LEEDS LS1 6LB
82 KING STREET
MAIDENHEAD
27 QUEEN VICTORIA ST
READING

,, ,E.

' oay by Ai

cash once linc ciar pkqrr
ELir,laycard No I

' 1111

NAME

UNITED KINGDOM
MAINLAND
ONLY

ADDRESS

It

CARR

PKG & INS

IIIMill

Cassette Packs/Sure Cartridges
Portable Cass drtadio/H'phones
Amps/Tuners/Cass Decks
Turnt.ihtp,

30
I5
-U
00
300

PLEASE NOTE: SOME MANUFACTURERS PRODUCTS ARE ONLY
AVAILABLE IN CERTAIN BRANCHES - CHECK BEFORE ORDERING.

WILMSLOW AUDIO
THE Firm for speakers!

SPEAKERS
BAKER
Group 25 3, 8 or 15 ohm ..
Group 35 3, 8 or 15 ohm ..
Group 50/12 8 or 15 ohm ..
Group 50/15 8 or 15 ohm ..
Deluxe 12" 8 or 15 ohm ..
Major 12" 3, 8 or 15 ohm ..
Superb 12" 8 oc 15 ohm ..
Regent 12" S or 15 ohm ..
Auditorium 12" 8 or 15 ohm
Auditorium 15" 8 or 15 ohm
CASTLE
SRS, DD 6 or 8 ohm

£9.28

CELESTION
HF1300 8 or 15 ohm
HF2000 8 ohm .. • •
MH1000 8 or 15 ohm . •
G12M 8 or 15 ohm .. • •
G12H 8 or 15 ohm . •
G12/50TC 2245 d/cone . •
G12 50 2236 single'cone . •
G1250 2239 slcone
aluminium dome
G12/50 2242 scone cambric
G15C 8 or 15 ohm
G18C 8 or 15 ohm ..
CO3K 3 kHz crossover
DECCA
London Ribbon Horn .
London X.over CO/1000 /8
.
DK30 Ribbon Horn
DK30 X/over C0/1/8 ..
EMI
14 - x9" bass 14A ' 770 8 ohm
8" roll surround, bass 8 ohm
8" x5" d/cone roll surround
4 or 8 ohm
61" d/cone roll surround
8 or 15 ohm
ELAC
59RM109 15 ohm, 59RM114
8 ohm ..
61" d/cone rolls 6RM171
8 ohm
.
•
•
10" 1ORM239 8 ohm
EAGLE
CT5
CT10
DT33
FF5 ..
FF22 ..
FF23 ..
FF24 ..
FF25 ..
FF26 ..
FF27 ..
FF28 ..

£8.64
£10.25
£14.00
£18.62
£12.38
£10.69
£16.31
£9.00
£14.65
£19.41

£6.98
£8.55
£13.50
£12.95
£15.95
£18.00
£16.50
£17.00
£16.50
£26.95
£34.50
£4.46
£28.80
£6.75
£17.25
£4.50
£11.92
£5.73
£3.56
£3.93

£3.38
£3.83
£3.83
£1.95
£2.75
£5.68
£3.26

£8.50

£10.68
£11-70
£10.13
£7-60
£6.18
£8.10

FF30
FR4
FR65
FR8
FR10
HT21
HT15
MHT10

•.
.•
••

FANE
Pop 15 8 or 15 ohm ..
Pop 33T 8 or 15 ohm ..
Pop 50 8 or 15 ohm ..
Pop 558 or 15 ohm ..
Pop 60 8 or 15 ohm ..
Pop 708 or 15 ohm ..
Pop 100 8 or 15 ohm ..
Cresendo 12A 8 or 15 ohm
Crescendo 12BL 8or 15 ohm
Crescendo 15/100 8 or
15 ohm ..
Crescendo 15'125 8 or
15 ohm ..
Crescendo 188 or 15 ohm
910 Mk II horn ..
920 Mk II horn ..
PH50 High power tweeter
50 watt ..
HPX1 X ' over, 200 watt ..
138,10T 13 x8 d, cone 8 or
....
15 ohm
801T d c roll surround ..
GOODMANS
Axent 100 .. ..
Audiom 200
Axiom 402 ..
Twinaxiom 8, 8 or 15 ohm
Twinaxiom 10, 8 or 15 ohm
8P 8 or 15 ohm ..
10P 8 or 15 ohm ..
12P 8 or 15 ohm ..
12PG 8 or 15 ohm ..
12PD 8 or 15 ohm ..
12AX 8 or 15 ohm ..
15P 8 or 15 ohm ..
15AX 8 or 15 ohm ..
18P 8 or 15 ohm ..
Hitax 750 ..
5" midrange 8ohm ..
GAUSS
12" 200 watt
15" 200 watt
18" 200 watt
JORDAN WATTS
Jordan Watts Module
Jordan Watts Treble Kit

£8.43
£5.51
£8.66
£11.08
£14.06
£6.13
£3.96
£4.00

£5-25
£9.25
£7.50
£15.50
£17-95
£18.75
£27.95
£37.95
£39-95
£49.95
£59.95
£67.95
£15.75
£36.95

KEF
T27 ..
T15 ..
B110 ..
B200 ..
B139
DN12.
DN13 SP1015 or SP1017
DN8

•.
••
•
•.

£5.18
£6.25
£6.75
£7.85
£15.08
£5.39
£4.05
£2.08

LOWTHER
PM6
IPM6 Mk I
PM7

£30.60
£32.85
£48 .60

PEERLESS
K010DT
DT1OHFC
K040MRF
MT2OHFC
MT25HFC
MT225HFC

£7.25
£8.26
£9.28
£2.75
£2.95
£2.95

RADFORD
Filter network
TD3 tweeter..
MD9 midrange
MD6 dome midrange
BD25 Mk II bass unit ..

£13.00
£7.25
£10.50
£12.50
£22.00

£6.50
£2.50

STC
4001G Super tweeter 15 ohm
4001K Super tweeter 8ohm

£5.50
£8.96

TANNOY
10' HPD
12" HPD
15" HPD

£67.50
£73.75
£88.15

WHARFEDALE
Super 1ORS DD

£13.50

£7.60
£13.44
£19.80
£9.50
£9-86
£5.95
£6.25
£14-95
£16.50
£16.95
£39.00
£22.50
£45.00
£39.00
£16.00
£4.05

.. £84.00
.. £96.00
.. £129.00

£15.36
£7.00

£5.90
£5-90

SPEAKER KITS
Baker Major Module 3,
ea.
8 or 15 ohm
Fane Mode One Mk II
ea.
15 watt
ea.
Fane D40 Disco Kit
Goodmans DIN 20
ea.
4 or 8ohm
pr.
Mezzo Twinkit
HELME
XLK 20
XLK 30
XLK 35
XLK 40
XLK 50
KEFKIT

LOWTHER
PM6
PM6 Mir Ikit..

£13.28
£10.35
£19.95
£13.28
£46.50

pr.
pr.
pr.
pr.
pr.

£13.50
£17.10
£21.60
£31.50
£50.40

pr.
ea.

£44.10

pr.
pr.

£62.10
£65.70

£39.38

We stock the complete Radford range of amplifiers, pre- amplifiers, power amplifiers, tuners etc., and
also Radford Audio Laboratory equipment, low distortion oscillator, distortion- measuring set, audio
noise meter etc.

PEERLESS
20-2 ..
30-2 • •
20-3 .•
50-4 .•
1060 ..
1070 • •
1120 • •

.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
.
•
.

RICHARD ALLAN
Twin Assembly • .
Triple 8 .. • •
Triple 12 .. • •
Super Triple
RA8
RA82 ..
RA82L
WHARFEDALE
Linton II kit
Glendale 3XP kit
Dovedale Ill kit

ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
pr.
ea.
ea.

£15-70
£21.95
£23.90
£34.45
£50.40
£41.40
£45.00

ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
pr.
pr.
pr.

£13.46
£20.25
£25.16
£29.25
£37.80
£59.40
£65.70

pr.
pr.

£20.81
£47.70
£59.40

pr.

HI-FI
ON DEMONSTRATION
IN OUR SHOWROOMS
AIWA, AKAI, ARMSTRONG,
BOWERS & WILKINS, CASTLE,
CELESTION, DUAL,
GOODMANS, KEF, LEAK,
MONITOR AUDIO, PIONEER,
RADFORD, RICHARD ALLAN,
ROTEL, TANDBERG, TANNOY,
TRIO, VIDEOTONE,
WHARFEDALE, ETC.
Ask for our Hi -Fi discount
price list
THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS
Pioneer PL12D
£43-00
Pioneer PL15R
£53.00
Pioneer SX434
£98.95
Rotel RX202
£80.00
Videotone Minimax Il ..
£39.00
All prices include VAT.
(Prices correct al 12 5, 76)
Send stamp for free 32-page booklet
'CHOOSING A SPEAKER'
All units guaranteed
new and perfect
Carriage and Insurance:
SPEAKERS 50p each,
12 - and up 75p each.
Kits 80p each (£ 1.60 per pair)
Tweeters and crossovers 30p each

WILMSLOW
AUDIO
Dept HFA

Complete kits in stock for:
Radford Studio 90, Radford Monitor 180, Radford Studio 270, Radford Studio 360, Hi -Fi
Answers Monitor ( Rogers), Hi -Fi News No Compromise ( Frisby), Hi -Fi News ( State of the
Art), Wireless World Transmission Line ( Bailey), Practical Hi -Fi & Audio Monitor ( Giles),
Practical Hi -Fi & Audio Triangle ( Giles), Popular Hi -Fi ( Colloms) etc.
Construction leaflets for Radford, Kef, Jordan Watts, Tannoy, HiFi Answers Monitor.
Free on request.
PA Amplifiers, microphones etc., by Shure, Linear, Eagle, Beyer, AKG etc.
FREE WITH ORDERS OVER £ 10:
'HI-FI LOUDSPEAKER ENCLOSURES' BOOK

Loudspeakers, mail order and export:
Swan Works, Bank Square,
Wilmslow
Hi Fi, radio & TV:
Swift of Wilmslow, 5 Swan St.,
Wilmslow, Cheshire
PA, Hi Fi & Accessories:
Wilmslow Audio, 10 Swan St.,
Wilmslow, Cheshire
Telephone
Loudspeakers, Mail Order 4 Export:
Wilmslow 29599
Hi Fi, Radio etc.:
Wilmslow 26213
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid.
Ll.50.

CHECK WITH US
WE SPECIALISE ! ! !
LONDON'S LEADING STOCKISTS OF
HI-FI ACCESSORIES
CARTRIDGES/STYLI/PLUGS

The rate is 10p per word ( private), minimum

SOCKETSiLEADS/HEADPH ONES

Box Nos. 35p extra. Trade rates 13p per word, minimum £ 1.95. Copy and remittance for

ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS ETC.

advertisements in SEPTEMBER 1976 issue must reach these offices by 6th AUG UST addressed

If you don't find it with us we doubt if you
will find it elsewhere

to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2TA.
typewritten.

NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed or
Money Refunded
A FEW EXAMPLES FROM OUR RANGE

Replies to Box Nos, should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record

SECTION I
Top Quality Replacement Styli for:
GOLDRING: 0800, £. 16 ; G800H, f2.16; G850,
E2.16; 0820, (2.16; 0800E, £446: 0800/78, £2.43.
B & 0: SPI/2, EI-94; SP6/7 with can, £4.46.
PHILIPS: GP400, £4-50; GP407, £4.50; GP370,
£2-75: GP40IE, £5.31; GP404/410, £. 85.
PICKERING; VISAC, VISÂT, V15AM—All at
£2 83.
AUDIO TECH.: ATE., £2.79; AT66, £446;
AT66E, £7-47.

Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside
of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality.
Sex Disciimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an
intention to discriminnte on grounds of sex (e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may
be accepted, unless
(I) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or
(2) it is in a business employing less than six persons or
(3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act

ORBIT: NM 22, E4.46; NM 33, £. 38.
ACOS: M6, £3-38.

A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is
considered to apply.

FOR SALE— private
buo used equipment? Our new prices are often as
low. All American, German and many Japanese brands
exported world-wide at unbelievable savings. The Sound
Affair, 364 Mission Court, St. Louis, MP 63130, U.S.A.
X.

Flercionummi.

FLASHERUNIT
IDEAL FOR

DISCOS, .0,4 6.6,PuBS

atacr
BOYES
ET'

K.H.L. 9's. Probably the best electrostatic speakers in
the world, two years old, hardly used, immaculate condition. Will demonstrate. RRP now £2,400, my price
£1,200. Delivery by arrangement, installation if required.
Tel.: 01-455 5480.
H.
Tannoy Chatsworths £ 130, Phase 2x 2 Quadraphones,
£60, both new. Pioneer S.A. 9100, £ 120, mint. Fennell,
Knapton Road, Mundesley, Norwich.
G.
Spendor BC3 in teak, with stands, £299 o.n.o. B. & O.
6000 M MC cartridge, £ 17-50. Tel.: 01-788 9711.
G.
Linsley- Hood 75 watt amplifier, carefully built from
Powertran kit. Brand new, performs to specification,
£105. I. G. Bowman, 59 Fowey Avenue, Torquay, South
Devon.
G.

Wired ready for use
Complete with three *"
loo watt coloured lamps £ 18.95
that flash independently
at
i random.

TYPE

Quad. Two Quad II amplifiers, Quad 22 control unit.
Quad mono tuner, Garrard Lab 80 deck, Shore stylus,
£65. Tel.: St. Albans 50947.
G.

SPOT

Akai stereo cassette deck CS33D. ( Dolby, chrome),
with cover, as new, £ 70 o.n.o. Tel.: Ashford, Kent 25939.
G.

B.C. Fitting

Tannoy IIILZ's, £ 75 pair.
Rogers Ravensbourne
amplifier, late model, £ 50. One Cambridge R40, £45.
All mint. Tel.: Sandy, Beds. 80339.
G.
Heathkit AR1302 receiver, two years old, excellent condition, £ 150. Tel.: Medway 403122 evenings or weekends.
G.
For sale—pair Quad electrostatic speakers ( bronze).
Just fully overhauled by Acoustical. £ 150 for quick sale,
buyer collects.
Paul Messenger, 23 Trinity Street,
Brighton. Tel.: Brighton 689119.
G.
One Quad electrostatic speaker. Bronze, first class
condition, £70. Tel.: 01-399 8941 evenings after 6.30, or
weekends. ( Surbiton.)
G.
LS3/5A Loudspeakers. Teak, unwanted gift. Brand
new, in manufacturers cartons. Best offer secures. Box
No. 2507 Oo
i- Fi News. (Kent.)
G.
Trio KX7I0 cassette deck, with dust cover. Very gord
sample, 10 months old. Upgrading, £95. Tel.: 061-428
5819.
G.
Brand new Akai 400D professional tape deck plus
10,000 ft. tape. List price £850, genuine bargain, £520.
Tel.: Aldridge 51015 ( West Midlands).
G.
S.M.E. 3009/11 pick-up arm. 5 months old, unused.
List price £48, will accept £25. Mr. Finlayson, 74 Willowfield Cre.cent, Halifax, Yorks.
G.
Rogers Ravensbourne 35 watt amplifier. Very good
condition, cased, £50 o.n.o. Tel.: Derby (0332) 752123.
G.
Philips N2506 cassette deck with stereo microphones.
Excellent condition.
Equivalent list price, £86.80.
Accept, £ 30. Tel.: Rickmansworth 75893.
G.
JBL Centuries, brown grills, perfect condition, £ 350.
Harman Kardon citations 11 and 12, £250. Yamaha
CR800, new, £250. Tel.: 041-639 3560 evenings please. G.
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WE ALSO mANurAcruRE A Ft/u- fzeee0F 1(
SPOrucwr FtrriniGs. SEND 20p Feire epee usr

ALBEN
ENGINEERING CO. LTD.,
DEPT H - F. N. THE CRESCENT,
WORSTHORNE, BURNLEY.
LANCS. Tel Burnley 20940
State of the Art Loudspeaker
P. ATKINSON
High Power Stereo Kit,
£16.00, inc. VAT -I-45p p & p
Long Fibre Wool,
BAF, Units + 400IK, etc.
DALINE 3-WAY PCB NOW AVAILABLE
New Stereo Kit, £10.63
New Stereo H.P. Kit, £ 11.16
P & P 3513
Complete network, £7-55.
P & p 35p each,
Complete H.P. network. £7.85. f
45p pair
State of the Art,
Doline and Colloms on demonstration.
Large stamped add
d envelope for latest
price list PL9 and 4p stamps for samples.
Overseas: Idollar bill.

Dept. HFN, 26 Station Road,
Bexhill-on-Sea, Sussex
ACCESS

SECTION II
ACOS: GP91-2-3-4-5-6, GP25/29, GP39,
GP73, GP65/67, GP7I/3, GP8I/ I, GP9ISC, GP79,
GP 104.
BSR: ST 3-4-5-6, ST 8-9-10, ST 12-14-15, ST 16-17,
ST 18-19, TC 8.
DUAL: DN2, DN24, DN3, DN43, DNS, DN26,
640.
ELAC: KST-9, KST-100, KST-102, KST-104, PE- I90
KST-I07, PE- I86, PE- I88.
GARRARD: GC2, GCS 10/1, Gat GCE12,GCS23,
GKS25, GKS25T, KS40A, GCS25, GCS38, KS418,
KS4IC.
GOLDRING: 500, 580/600, MXI, MX2, 52(10,
CM50, CS80, MX4. CM60, CS90/5, C590/7.
PHILIPS: 3010, 3001, GP3I6, 3063, 3060, 3224,
3400, GP200, GP300, GP2I3, 3306,
RONETTE: Collaro PX Transcription Studio 0,
DC400/BF40, TX-88, TA600, CMTI02.
SON OTO N E: 8T4/A, 9TA, 9TA H/C, 3509, 2509,
3549 ( KS4I 8), 3559 ( KS4IC), DC284.
SANYO: 02615N.
TELETON: CMS.

ALL STYLI IN SECT:ON II AT El - 08

(less

FALCON ELECTRONICS

EMPIRE: 808, £5.31; 888, ES•31; VE999, £ I701.
SONY: NDI I4P ( HP239 and HP2I1), £3-56.

ALL THE L.P. STYLI IN SECTION 11 ARE
DIAMOND TIPPED, TURNOVER TYPES
CAN
BE
SUPPLIED
FITTED
WITH
DOUBLE LP. ( DOUBLE DIAMOND) AT
1-35.
SECTION III
DECCA DERAM: (Blue) Sterco £2.25;
DECCA DERAM: (Red) Mono, E2.25;
GOLDRING: CS9IE, £2.40.
Practically all other types of styli not listed
here are also available, regardless of make or
age.
If n doubt send your old stylus which will be
returned with quote by next post.
All prices inclusive of V.A.T. at 14%. UK
orders add 10p ( Overseas orders 40p) post
and packing. S.A.E. with all enquiries please.
To avoid delay please print your name and
address clearly on all correspondence.
CASH, CHEQUES, POSTAL ORDERS, ETC.
MADE PAYABLE TO HI-FI CARE CO.
Dept. No. N2.
Please supply Stylus No.
Add 10p Post.
Price
NAME
ADDRESS

Orders and Enquiries to:—

HI -FI CARE ( Retail) Ltd.
(Dept. N2)
7Tottenham Court Road, London WIP 9DP
CALLERS WELCOME
Shop hours: 9-6; 7 on Thursdays.
Telephone: 01-637 8911 3.
Allow 7-14 days for delivery.

L.

ELME
DO-IT-YOURSELF
HI-FI STEREO
SPEAKER KITS

4

The best value around!
Send tor details
HELME AUDIO
PROOUCTS LTD
Dept H N
SUMMERBRIDGE
HARROGATE YORKS

Tel. Darley 279 ( Std Code 0423 72 )

FOR HIRE
REVOX

A77 ( HS

NAB-FCCIR
speed

etc.).

QUAD 303,
SPENDOR
stands.

AKG

AKG
REVOX

variBX20,

speakers,

UNITS

Having problems connecting two or
three
tape
recorders
to
your
amplifier? Solve them with one of
our large range of Adaptor Units.
Please send stamp for free catalogue.
M.A.C. Ltd, Dept. G.I., 17 Bath ey Street,
Nottingham NG2 21.1. Tel.: (0602) 862 647.
Ortofon MIS Super E cartridge, little used, £ 16. Tel.:
021-427 4890 evenings.
G.
Home constructors. Do you appreciate KEF. Cambridge, IMF and Monitor Audio loudspeakers? We can
supply the units and crossovers for you to build these
systems into your own cabinets. Our service is backed by
five years research experience-see our classified display
advertisement Loudspeaker Chassis Units', or phone us.
Soundbox, Haywards Heath. Tel.: (0444) 53851.
G.
Thorens TD125. fitted SME 3009. Shure V15/111.
Excellent condition, £ 100. Tel.: 01-959 8241 evenings. G.

-Fstandard

van- pitch,

AUDIO ADAPTOR

A78,
mic

mikes etc.

Radio Recordings
Telephone .01-5860064.

World's Finest Acoustic Grille Cloth

ACOUSTONE
Fabulous designs exclusive to UPL

One Tannoy 15 in. monitor red, dual concentric, perfect,
f35. Connor, 3 Liverpool Road, Thornton Heath,
Surrey.
G.
TEAC A450 cassette deck. Immaculate condition, £ 170.
120 Chrome cassettes with storage racks, £85. Tel.: 041423 6440.
G.
Thorens TD125/11-SME latest-ADC XLM. mounted
with cover. Immaculate condition. Genuine reason for
sale, £ 135. Box No. 2505 co
News. (
Oxford.) G.
Magnetic tapes mie, mixer. Ten balanced inputs on
XLR. PPMs. Two outputs. OSC., etc. Mains unit. As
new in mnufrs carton. f250 o.n.o. Alpha Dolby B unit,
f20. Ferrograph 702H as new. LIS() o.n.o. AKG D202.
pair £40. Various other mics., stands, cables and connectors. Leak stereo 30 amp., £25. Akai GXC 460,
£75 o.n.o. Tel.: Brentwood ( 0277) 217135, 10 a.m.-5 p.m..
222437 evenings.
G.
Tannoy pair, BBC specification Lancaster Monitors,
£225 o.n.o. Demonstration. Pair Cambridge R50's, LISO.
Era Mk VI plus SME 3009/S2 ( less cartridge), f70. Tel.:
Great Dunmow (0371) 3298.
G.
Cambridge P50/11, last of series. Reliable unit, £ 75.
Box No. 2506 cio Hi-Fi News. (
Oxford.)
G.

Send 10p for pattern card

Mordaunt-Short 235 speakers ( pair). Perfect condition.
£65. Tel.: 0522 720757.
G.

UPL, Compton House, 35 High Street,
New Malden, Surrey. Tel. 01-942 9567

Sanyo DNL stereo cassette deck RD 4530, serviced by
Sanyo, £45. 35 St George's Road, Sevenoaks.
G.

RECORDS MADE TO ORDER
DEMO DISCS
LACQUER MASTERS
FOR THE TRADE

VINYLITE
PRESSINGS
ELECTROPLATING

Single discs, 1-20, Mono or Stereo, delivery 4 days,
from your tapes. Quantity runs 25 to 1,000 records
PRESSED IN VINYLITE IN OUR OWN PLANT.
Delivery 3-4 weeks. Sleeves/Labels. Finest quality
NEUMANN STEREO/Mono Lathes. We cut for
many Studios UK/OVERSEAS. SAE list.
DEROY RECORDS
Eastwood, Cove, Dumbartonshire,
Scotland.

Armstrong 525 tunerlamp., very good condition, £ 50.
Barratt, 59 Gilpin Avenue, London SWI4. Tel.: 01-876
6347.
G.
Exchange AR3A and Pioneer Sa1000. both good condition, for Quad ESL and 33/303 or separately. H. D'Silva,
6 Pintail Court, Dorking Close, SE8.
G.
Sansui AU666 amplifier. £85. AU555a amplifier, £75.
Also QSI quadraphonic synthesizer, £65. All boxed as
new. Tel.: (0323) 29210 or write, 6 Marlow Avenue,
Eastbourne.
G.
Goodmans max amp 30 stereo amplifier 30 W RMS. £ 29.
Thorens TPI3 transcription arm and instructions, £5.
Box No. 2508 c/o Hi-Fi News (Yorks.).
G.
Trio KA 7002 amplifier. 55 . 55 W. Continental version of KA 8004. Mint condition. Cost £ 190. accept £90
o.n.o. Tel.: Kings Langley 63425 .
G.
Amcron IC150 and 0150 amplifiers, 2} years old, serviced last December. Sell £ 325. Tel.: Plymouth 775967.
G.

Elliston Acoustics

Tannoy 3LZ monitor gold. ( Pair) teak, in beautiful condition. In manufacturers boxes. Will demonstrate, £65
o.n.o. Tel.: Bt. fleet 46339.
G.

For Competitive Prices and Personal Service
Components for HFN (R. Fris) Daline Loudspeakers

Sony STR6036A FM-AM stereo tuner amplifier, £80.
Sony TC-131S0 stereo cassette deck with Dolby, £80.
Both only twelve months old, perfect condition. Tel.:
Newport Pagnell 610175.
G.

Speaker Units:KEF T27, TIS, B110, B200, BI39.
Celestion HF 1300. HF2000.
Peerless KO IODT, DT 10HFC, KO 40MRF.
STC ( Coles) 4001G Super Tweeter.
Jordan Watts Modules.
Helme Speaker Kits XLK20,30 & 35.
Crossovers etc.

Lowther Acousta Speaker PM8. oak finish. Lovely
reproduction, £ 20 o.n.o. Tel.: Warburton 062-186 361
evenings. (Tollesbury, Essex.)
G.
Sony TC161SD cassette machine. Immaculate condition (in and out). Upgrading. f95. Tel.: Tunbridge Wells
31071 evenings.
G.

KEF ON12, DN13, (
SPI017), ( 5P1015)*
Falcon B200/T27, 13200/K0 IODT, B200/DT 10HFC.

For sale Revox A78 amplifier. SOD 2020 Sony quadraphonic decoder. Koss ESP6 electrostatic headphones.
Sensible offers please. Tel.: Bracknell 22174.
G.

Daline 3-way.
Capacitors and Inductors. BAF
wadding, long fibre wool, foam etc., speaker enclosures.

Technics SL120. £95: V15 type 3, f30. SME 3009111
fixed headshell. £ 0. Pair KEF Teak Chorales, £65. All
unused. O.N.O. Tel.: Uffingten 241 after 7 p.m.
G.

The service we offer is backed by years of experience in
the specialist acoustic field.
For afirm quote phone ( or S.A.E.) Bill Elliston

"ACOUSTICA"
Bennetts Corner. North End, Dunmow, Essex
Large S.A.E. for New Pr:ce List PL I
Telephone: Great Dunmow (0371) 820770.
Mail Order ( callers by appointment only)

For sale, twenty years of high-fidelity. A virtually
unique collection of Hi-Fi News is for sale-every issue
from the first in June 1956 to the current June 1976. An
invaluable record of progression over the past twenty
years is illustrated through these pages. providing an
invaluable source of reference to the enthusiast, library
or manufacturer. Offers in the region of £ftff00 will be
considered for this collection. Replies please to Box No.
2509 c'o ¡
IiFi New‘. (London area.)
G.
Cambridge P50/11 immaculate, £70. KEF Concertos,
£85. Shure M75ED/11, f5. Tel.: 01-998 6977 evenings.
G.

Pickups &
Cartridges
Tel.: 01-366 5015
Prices include postage and VAT at 12%
(British Isles only)

ADC
Cartridge
(incl.
Stylus) Stylus
£20.25 £11.25 ( RV L)
£25.20 £13.50 ( RXL)
£35.10 £18.00 ( RZL)
£7•00 £5-20 ( RQ30)
£9.45 £7.45 ( RQ32)
£12.15 £8.55 ( RQ36)

VLM II ..
XLM II ..
Super XLM
Q30
032
Q36

DECCA
Deram
£5.00 £1.50
Deram Elliptical .. £6.00 £2.50
London ..
£26.50 -

GOLDRING
G820
G820E
G820SE

ene £3-40(D130)
C10.15 £7.20(0130E)
men £11-50(0130SE)

Styli for G800 Series
D110 ( G800)
..
0110/E ( G800E) ..
0110/78
FIR
FIE
F3E..
F2 ..
Fl 5E ..
M15E Super

•

•

..

•

£2-50
£5.85

•

£3.15

GRADO

£7.20 £5.95 ( FTR/S)
..
£10.70 £7.80 (FTE/S)
..
£13.95 £9 70 ( F3E/S)
.. £22.95 £15.10 ( F2/S)

ORTOFON
.. £12.85 £8.130

( N15E)
.. £32.65 £20.70 ( 015E Sup)

SHURE
M3D
..
£4.40 £3.50 ( N3D)
M447
..
£5.30 £4.30 ( N447)
M44E
..
£5.65 £4.65 ( N44E)
M55E
£6.30 £5.30 ( N55E)
M75-6S
£5.85 £4.65 ( N75-6)
M75G/II
f.8.90
£5.90 ( N75G/II)
M7513/1I £8.40 £5.15 ( N7513,11)
M7SEJ/II .. • .
£9.70 £6.20 ( N75EJ II)
M75ED/11 . • £11.05 £8.10 ( N75ED, II)
M91 ED
..
£11 . 05 £9-90 ( N91 ED)
M95G
£12.85 £8.55 (N95G)
M95EJ .. • • £10.35 £7-10 (N95EJ)
M95ED . • £14.40 £11.05 (N95ED)
V15111 .. • • £33.30 £13.50 ( VN35E)
Shure 78 r.p.m. Styli
VN78E (
for V15/III) £13.05
N44-3 (
for M44/55 Series)
£5.20
N75-3 (
for M75 Series)..
£5.20
N95-3 (for M95 Series)..
£5.85 (E. & 0.E.)
N.B.-All items are genuine branded products
in manufacturers packing.

To Pickups & Cartridges
Box 30 Enfield Middlesex
Please send the following items by return post
(Recorded Delivery).

Qty.

Make

Type

Cost

Ienclose a Cheque/Postal Order made payable
to Pickups & Cartridges for £
Name
Address

(N7)
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Badger Sound
Services Limited

G.K.D. Southdown cabinet, teak finish, cut out for Leak
but adaptable for Quad or Sugden type, also accommodates records, player and tape deck. £20 o.n.o. Tel.:
0270 811024.
G.
HiFi collector's item!
Quality mono outfit (plays
stereo records), Quad 22 amplifier and pre-amp, Garrard
301 transcription unit and turntable in teak cabinet,
Philips micro-arm with 3 separate stylus heads, speaker
unit, Wharfedale SFB3; owner moving, offers? Tel.:
evenings, East Grinstead 26458.
G.
HFN/RR complete October 1967 to May 1973. TR/SS
complete July 1967 to May 1973. Offers. Tel.: Beaconsfield 71949.
G.
For sale Sansui QSD professional decoder and synthesiser, pair of KLH 28 speakers, a Nakamichi 1000 and a
Micro Acoustics QDC IG cartridge with new needle.
Viewed London if' required. Sensible otters accepted.
Tel.: Chipping Norton 3122.
( i.
Advent 2000 Dolby cassette deck. Recent manufacturers overhaul.
Excellent condition. £ 120 o.n.o. ;
Alkrington Green, Middleton, Manchester. Tel.: 061643 2250.
Ci.
Ferrograph SI speakers. Less than one year old. Cornplete with stands, £ 149. Tel.: Bristol 47306.
( i.

A comprehensive service for the speaker builder
with magazine designs on demonstration!
DRIVE UNITS
Celestion HFI300 ( 8or 15 ohm) , . £ 7.95
Celestion HF2000--while stocks last .. £ 9-I5
Coles (formerly ITT/STC) 400IG .. £5•90
Coles (formerly ITT/STC) 400IK
£5.90
Isophon KKIO (8ohm) .. .. £7.38
KEF 8110
£6-70
KEF 13200
While present stocks last. £8.50
KEF T27
Price increased 1/4/76. £5•20
KEF 115
£6•25
KEF BI39
..
..
£ 16.50
Peerless DTIOHFC
£8.05
Peerless KOIODT
..
£7.15
Peerless K040MRF
£945
Richard Allan CG8T
£6,75
Richard Allan 0120
£ 5•53
Richard Allan LP8B
£7.92
Richard Allan HP8B
£ 11.65
CROSSOVERS:
KEF DNI2
£5.95
KEF DNI3 ( SP 1017) } While present
l.
£ 3.90
KEF DN13 ( SP 1015)
stocks ass
£4.25
Falcon 8139/B110/T27/4001G £8.35
Falcon 13200/Peerless DTIOHFC ....£425
Falcon KIT for 133013/HF I
300 15 ohm/4001G
per pair .
£8.00
Falcon KIT for 8139/B110/T1 5/400IG per pr £ 15 70
HFN " Define" 3-way ( state tweeter) .. £7.55
HFN " Online' 2-way KIT (
T27) per pair . .
£4-25
HFN " Daline" 2-way KIT (KO IODT) per pr £8,50
HFN " State of the Art" crossover kits per pr.
(excluding attenuators) £ 16-00
SOFTWARE:
BAF wadding 24"x l", per yard ..
60p
Long fibre wool to Dr Bailey's specification
per lb. .. • • .
fl .20
Grille cloth-S.A.E. and Sp stamps please for
samples.
SPEAKER KITS:
Helme XLK-30
Helme XLK-35
Helme XLK-40
[Helme prices rose in April]
KEFKIT 1
KEFKIT 3
[While stocks last]

£22-80
£28.80
£42.00

pan-

£44.00
£79 90

Catalogue containing reprint of Hi Fi Answers
Monitor design, 20p post free. ( Overseas SOP or a
dollar bill.) Exports welcome.
All prices include VAT.
Post and packing:
speakers, 60p; tweeters, 35p; crossovers, 35p
(50p for 2); crossover kits, 35p pair; waddine. lop
per yard; wool, 10p per pound; cabinets, £1.75 per
pair; speaker kits. £ 15 per pair; wadding and
wool, 55p per order.
Callers welcome: 9-6 Tues. to Sat. Closed all day
Monday. Do it yourself speakers on demonstration
including
the
HFN
DALI NE,
POSTHORN, STATE OF THE ART DESIGN
AND HI Fl ANSWERS MONITOR.
ACCESS orders taken by phone.

Ai&

Buy it with Access
BADGER SOUND SERVICES LTD.
38A St Andrews Road South,
Lytham St Annes, Lancs. FY8 IPS.
Telephone: St Annes 729247.
STD CODE 0253
(Closed all day Monday)

Revox Model 1224 stereo portable tape recorder, mint
condition, £ 325. Tel.: Titchfield ( Hants) 42041.
( i.

"STATE OF THE ART
LOUDSPEAKER"
by P. Atkinson
(HiFi News, April 1976)
The Perfectionist's Choice. Fully finished
Cabinets requiring only Drive Units and
Crossovers.

• Approved

by the Designer
• Craftsman- built
• Selected TEAK or AMERICAN
BLACK WALNUT Veneers
Polyester Grille in BLACK or
CHOCOLATE
• Fully wired, including terminals
(4 mm 4-

•

• All
•

DIN)

long-haired wool and B A F
wadding installed
Minicastors-Optional extra

Complete Systems also available to special
order.
Demonstration Models on show at BADGER
SOUND SERVICES LTD. and FALCON

ELECTRONICS.

S.A.E. for details photographs and prices.

FOR SALE-trade
All American, German and many Japanese brands exported worldwide. Very competitixe prices. Specific enquiries, write please. The Sound Affairs, 364 Mission
Court, Si. Louis, MO 63130, U.S.A.
X.
A.D. Hi Fi Cabinets are individually made so they can
be finished or adapted to your requirements or made to
order if not suitable. Send rough sketch with your phone
number, or visit our works. We will quote if we are able
to help. A. Davies & Co.. 57 Wellesley Road, London
NW5. Tel.: 01-485 5775.
X.
Super quality record covers. In transparent polyth ene.
LP
13" heavy gauge: 50, £2.20; 100, £ 3.80; 250.
£8•50; 500, £ 16.00. Light gauge: 100, £2.50; 250, £ 5•40:
500, £9.90. Singles 7]," • 7V' heavy gauge: 100, £ 1.90;
250, £4.25; 500, £8.00. Mail order only, P. & P. included.
N.E.B. Supplies, Dept ( N.38), 95 Grappenhall Road,
Stockton Heath, Warrington, Cheshire WA4 2AR.
G.

Super Quality 40
watt
Loudspeaker
Systems: 8" Bextrene Bass, ( KEF B200)
25 mm
Fabric
Tweeter, ( PEERLESS
DT10 HFC) TEAK/Walnut, 22" 12" 10".
£79.00 Pair
Miscellaneous
Cabinets
in
various
finishes: Ideal for experimentation.
Richard Allan and Helme Kits

NICHOLLS AUDIO SYSTEMS LTD.

121-••

33 THE OVAL, TICKHILL,
DONCASTER, YORKS.
Telephone: Doncaster 743517.

AKG 9190C Mikes. New and boxed. £ 24. ' E' model.
£26 including V.A.T. and postage. J. J. Francis ( Wood
Green) Ltd., Manwood House. Matching Green, Harlom.
Essex. Tel.: Matching 476.
X.
Revox A700's, new and guaranteed- limited import
facility. £689-90 plus V.A.T. Delivery about 1week from
placing order. Tel.: Reading (0734) 690177.
Ci.
Natural sound?
Handbuilt loudspeakers employing
exponential horn principle and Lowther drive units. Free
standing and new bookshelf models. Finish to customers
requirements.
A. A. Stretton, Audio Specialist. 71
Kingsway, Rochdale. Tel.: (0706) 56606.
G.
Considering a new hi-fi system, or possibly upgrading
the present one? A. & M. Audio can solve virtually all
of your hi- ti needs and problems. Contact us for advice,
installation and the most competitive prices on most
makes of equipment. A. & M. Audio, Lightwater,
Surrey. Tel.: 0276 ( Bagshot) 71228/72897.
G.
Uher Universal 5000 relay universal recorders with fully
automatic, non-stop playback. Remote control pushbutton and many other unusual features. 2- track. 3
speeds (9.5 cm., 4.7 cm.. 2.4 cm. per second). Can record
up to 8 hours non-stop. Overhauled. Cost up to £ 350
each. Our price. £ 69 each. carriage £ 2.
Harringav
Photographic Supplies, 435 Green Lanes, London N4.
Tel.: 01-340 5241.
M.
Linsley- Hood 75 watt amplifier spares, accessory and
conversion kits by return. S.a.e. for list. I. G. Bowman.
(Dept. HEN). 59 Fowey Avenue, Torquay. S. Devon. H.

WANTED
.-%F.I..-SQSDI Dual system matrix decoder. Good price
paid. State condition. John Schmuhl, 8236 Chapp,
Warren, Michigan 48089, U.S.A.
G.
Pair of L.I.B. Acousta speakers. Godfrey, 8 Sycamore
Close, Audlem, Crewe, Cheshire, Tel.: 0270 811024. G.
Chapman 310 amplifier, 2005 and SOBS FM/Mk 11
tuners. First class working order essential. Tel.: 01-527
8977. ( London E17.)
G.
Wanted McIntosh valve amplifier/pre-amplifier or
transistor. Tel.: Preston 58939 daytime; Lytham 735349
evenings.
G.
Radford valved amplifiers. SC22 preamp STA 100,
STA60, STA25, STA15 power amps. Good price paid£40 to £ 100 depending on model, condition. Also Quad
electrostatics. Details. 64a Walbrook Road. Derby. H.
Wanted Ferrograph stereo tape recorder model 722D
or 722 or 722HD or 722H. David Gott, 593 Gibbet
Street, Halifax HX2 OAH, West Yorkshire.
G.
Quad AM3 wanted. Any condition, good price paid.
Tel.: 0601-26 265 evenings.
M.
Studer B62, stereo. Good price paid for secondhand
machine in good condition. Tel.: Bath (0225) 5082.
G.

CLIVE SHORTELL
FOR PART EXCHANGE
Against top brands
Phone for aquote.
On demonstration:
CELEF,
CHARTWELL,
GALE,
GRIFFIN,
MONITOR
AUDIO,
QUAD ELECTROSTATIC etc.
Come and listen.

3rd Floor,
17 Tottenham Court Road, WI,
Tel:01-580 41 17. After hours: 01-267 8609

NIPPRO ACOUSTICS
Transmission Line Monitor-designed and
approved by C. J. Rogers
Hand- built to very high standards, one of the best
sneakers available. Will handle 100 watts program.
They contain K.E.F. drive units plus the Coles super
tweeter. £260 a pair

STATE OF THE ART SPEAKER
(P. ATKINSON)
We shall be making baffles, and complete speakers
available, LISO per pair excluding drive units. Our
Monitors can be heard at Badger Sound Services.
NIPPRO ACOUSTICS
101 Westriage Road, Southampton SO2 IHJ.
(0703 551279)

We care for our Revoxes—why not let us care for yours?

W. A. BRADY & SON

We can do anything you can dream up for the A77 within reason, and without
detriment to the normal performance of the A77, such as:
I. Any speed from 30 i.p.s. down to
problems.

Suppliers of High Quality Photographic,
Optical & Hi -Fi Equipment

15/ 16 i.p.s. without any of the usual

2. Improving specifications to the most amazing standards for the professional
user.

401 SMITHDOWN ROAD, LIVERPOOL, LIS 3JJ.

3. Conversions to Full Track. Van-speed, pause control.

Telephone: 051-733 6859

4. Balanced line mit inputs with or without phantom speed up to 21 volts.

Closed all day Wednesday

TUNE in here for honest pre- sales advice.

5. Cannon input and output.
6. RAPID SERVICE.

AMPLIFY your requirements we will.

WE PROVIDE IMMEDIATE SERVICE TO THOSE WHO URGENTLY

FEEDBACK the keenest prices
after sales service.

REQUIRE THEIR REVOXES.

RADIO RECORDINGS

Telephone.: 01-586 0064.

(Near Swiss Cottage Station)
ALL MACHINES WE REPAIR OR MODIFY LEAVE US WITH A SPECIFICATION
SHEET.

CHASSIS UNITS
KEF 8139
£I6 95
SCT 4001G .. £ 5•65
13200 £8 60
Peerless
13110• • £ 7.65
KOIODT .. £ 6.59
T27.. • .
ES 65
DTIOHFC . £7.75
TIS.. • • £6.20
-Kit Ipr. • • £44.25
CROSSOVERS
Kit 3 pr. • . £82 60
KEF DNI2 ..
£5.30
Celestion
DN13/5
£3-80
HFI300 £6.95
DN13/7 £3,10
Daline 2-way, £7.50 pr.; Daline 3-way, £10.70 pr.
ALL ' STATE OF THE ART' UNITS IN STOCK
P. & P.: please add 65p per pair for Bass/Mid., and
48p per pair tweeters/crossovers.

consistent with

good

SPEAKERS can be exchanged after purchase if unsatisfactory.
INSTALLATION on complete systems.

SERVICING

STUDIO FACILITIES

R. Beaumont, specialist audio repairs and Philips VCR
service. 21 Southway, Ilkley, West Yorkshire. Tel.:
094-33 2026.
X.

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE. Stereo and mono
masters and lacquer discs from your tapes.
Tel.:
Bracknell 54935.
London Road, Binfield, Bracknell,
Berkshire.
X.

B. Erwood ( Audio Servicing). High fidelity equipment
serviced, installed and maintained. Will travel. 232
Aragon Road, Morden, Surrey. Tel.: 01-337 9172. G.
Garrard 401. Eliminate rumble: have precision made
P.T.F.E. bearings fitted, £6-50, including P. & P. For
details Tel.: 01-868 4095 evenings.
H.

PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. AT 121%
Technical correspondence very welcome—we have
a worldwide reputation for our ' Answerback'
Service.

Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings, demos, masters
studio/mobile. Neumann disc cutter. S.a.e. brochure.
1 Broomfield Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel.: 0483
61684.
X.
Warren Recordings ( members A.P.R.S.). Tape-disc
demo-discs, pressings, cassettes. Studio and mobile.
59 Hendale Avenue, London NW4 4LP. Tel.: 01-203
0306.
X.
.1. & B. Recordings. Disc cutting service. Demos.
pressings from your tapes. Tape copying and editingStereo/mono. S.a.e. 14 Willows Avenue, Morden, Surrey.
Tel.: 01-648 9952.
X.

SOU NDBO X LOUDSPEAKERS
5 Birch Way, Haywards Heath, West Sussex
RHI7 7SG.
Telephone: (
0444) 53851.
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Be sure to see REW the PERSONAL EXPORT SPECIALISTS
for all makes of Quality Audio and Video equipment
All leading
( British, American, 1
and
European equipment
in stock
e

'WELCOME to REW
best equipment. best prices
BENVENUTO aREW
aparacchio ottimi
' '1
5
prezzi ottimi
VELKOMMAN REW
J)este hanlagget. beste prisan

BIENVENU au REe
le meilleurs equipment
le meilleurs prix
WILLKOMMEN
zu REW
beste qerate.
beste preise

(

*Personal attention

1

*Efficient service
*Immediate dispatch
*

Monitor
Audio
REW are no \\
able to demonstrate the new
MA3 Series II
and the MAI.
Whole range
in stock.

Acoustic Research

Gale

The ARI Iis the econom ‘ ersion of
the løi, but all the sound is there.
Come and hear the nev,
range.

Nakamichi

The Gale Turntable is one of the
few Hi -Fi products io a class of
its own and we have it in stock.

The Nakamichi DT600 brings you the
state of the cassette art as onl
Nakamichi could make it.

B & W
New Linear
Phase Speaker
from Bowers
& Wilkins
featuring
strikingly
modern design and
truly remarkable performance.

Pioneer

Quad

The Pioneer CTF-2121 is representalive of the whole Pioneer range, good
quality, good value,

In the Quad 405 Acoustical have
produced another world beater,
already approaching classic status.

Technics
Amongst the best equipment on the
market today, especially the turntables and cassette decks.

Also main stockists for: Altec Lansing • Amcron • Bang& Olufsen • Bose
Dokorder
Dual • Ess • Harman Kardon • Harrison • .IBL • KEF • Linn Sondek • Phase Linear
Revox • Sansui Definition • Sonab • Spendor • Soundcraftsman • Stanton • Tannoy • Teac
Transcriptors • Yamaha

REW

•Centrepoint, 20-21 St. Giles High Street, London W.C.2.

Tel: 01-240 3066/7

• 126 Charing Cross Road and 17 Denmark Street, London W.C.2. Tel: 01-836 23727851
0146 Charing Cross Road, London W.C.2.

Tel: 01-240 3064'5

• Mail Order: REW House, 10-12 High Street, Colliers Wood, London S.W.19. Tel: 01-540 9684

Audio Visual

Send for latest Catalogue. Enclose 50p for overseas PiP

Published by the proprietors Link House Publications Limited, 10-12 South Crescent, Store Street, London WCIE 7BG
and printed by John Wright & Sons Limited, at The Stonebridge Press, Bath Road, Bristol, England.

GT2101

Servo system incorporates optical shaft encoder
1.048 Megahertz crystal controlled reference oscillator provides time- base.
Rare-earth magnetic thrust bearing
Non-magnetic stainless steel throughout
Rotational speed continuously variable from 10.0 to 99.0 rpm
Speed indicated by seven-segment LED display
Long-term speed stability better than 0.001% at 33 1/3 rpm
Wow and flutter unmeasurable with current technology
Rumble unmeasurable with current technology

›pr-

1 11

e

Gale

Gale Electronics ti Design Limited 23 Bruton Place London W1X 7AB

If you've been saving up
for JBL, stop.
(The people who make those
superb, expensive loudspeakers
announce The Decades: three new.
superb. not- quite- so- expensive
loudspeakers.)
We took some of the price out and
left all the JBL in, and we couldn't be
happier. Listen:

Decade 26.
Two-way bookshelf Natural oak
finish. Orange, blue or brown
grille.

Decade 36. Three-way bookshelf Natura oak fir , ch
Orange. blue or brown grille

"Definition." That's a loudspeaker's
ability to deliver each part. every part
of a whole sound. The Decades have
almost perfect definition.
"High efficiency." Most
loudspeakers are low efficiency
loudspeakers. They need a big

Decade 16.
Two-way compact. Natural oak
finish. Brown fabric grille.

amplifier to give you a big sound. Not
The Decades. The big sound is built
in, and a little amplifier goes a long
way.
"Pedigree." Would it impress you to
know that top recording studios
around the world — the people who
listen to music for a living — use JBL
loudspeakers to record, play back.
mix down and master their music?
We think we know the reason: In an
age of mass production. JBL makes
its own loudspeakers, its own
cabinets, its own dividing networks.
We make them with the best materials
we can find or invent.
One of these days you're going to
own JBL. right? Well friend, this is one
of those days.

James B. Lansing Sound. Inc.. 3249 Casitas Avenue, Los Angeles. California 90039. U.S.A.
C. E. Hammond Et- Co. Ltd.
111 Chertsey Road, Byfleet, Surrey KT14 7LA
Phone Byfleet 41131
Telex 262525
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